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"the only source of knowledge is experience"

albert einstein

SCIENTIFIC INNOVATION!
There is more than atouch
of contemporary genius in
Gryphon and ProAc. Put them
together, as we tried, and time
melts away; leaving sound
at the speed of light. It is our
reference system, and the best
at any price. If Hi -Fi is just
another appliance, then we are
just another shop. If you wish
to save the time and expense
of experimenting, apply some
logical thinking. We have
applied the universal
equation to time shifting
musical events! Excitement
= Mikado, Callisto and ProAc
2.5 loudspeakers. On acosmic
scale, it is Mikado Combined
with Gryphon's pre and power
amplifiers into astereo pair of
ProAc's new flagship
loudspeakers. LESS THAN THE
COST OF A DECENT CAR even
including our preferred audio
cables - JPSLabs which proves
our theory that these pure
wires let the signal flow with
nothing added and nothing
subtracted from the equation.
Nothing will prepare you for
the universe described by the
Gryphon-ProAc Reference
System. Three dimensional
sound from two loudspeakers.
We can prove it scientifically:
it is arepeatable experience
under all conditions!
For details of our reference and
other synergistic systems see
the new Salon Systems page on
our website.

proAc Response D100
Open: Monday to Saturday
3fbors
5 Demonstration Rooms
2 Home Cinema Rooms

vs—

10 mins from Glasgow Airport
Local Transport available
Free Parking
UK Next-day delivery
Part-exchange welcome

14/#
—4

Gryphon Mikado
co Player

Gryphon Callisto
2200 Integrated Amp

ProAc
Response 080

GryphonSonata
Allegro Pre-arrnplifter

Gryphon Antileon
Stereo Power Amp

ProA ,
Response D.'

9, .

"few are those who see with their own eyes
and feel with their own hearts"
albert einstein
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Welcome
Our cover story [ page 24] welcomes back an audio icon, atrue classic.
You might be wondering just why the famous Canadian turntable has
been absent from the UK. Or, especially if you read last month's

Editorial staff
Editor • Steve Harris
Deputy Editor • Andrew Harrison
Art Editor • René Andrew
Production Editor • Patrick Fraser
Editorial Assistant • Natalie Thorne

'Sweetspot' featuring ahappy Delphi Vowner, you might think it hadn't
been away at all. Well, what we're celebrating here is areturn to official
UK distribution, after ahiatus of afew years. And the Oracle story seems
to illustrate the ups and downs of the high-end over the last 20 years.
Launched in North America in 1979, Oracle was represented with

Editorial contacts
tel • 020 8774 0846
fax • 020 8774 0934
e-mail • hi-finews@ipcmedia.com
HiFi News, IPC Media, Focus House,
Dingwall Ave, Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA

panache in the UK for some years by Absolute Sounds, and later
handled by Gamepath. But times change, and the
early 1990s were an era of confusion. For many
enthusiasts, CD just hadn't mace the grade as a
high-end source; but with vinyl disappearing from
the shops there seemed to be little future in

Technical Advisers
Martin Colloms
Malcolm Hawksford
Angus McKenzie MBE

expensive turntables. Gamepath withdrew from
the high-end scene; in any case, Oracle ceased
production in 1994 ( it would restart in 1997).
By then, the economics of retailing high-end

Consultant Technical Editor
Keith Howard

were becaming problematic. Few dealers could
afford to front the cost of high-end demonstration

Consulting Editor
John Crabbe

stock; few had premises fit to demonstrate it. So
we saw the start of anew and rather untidy era.

Senior Contributing Editor
Ken Kessler

Outside of the best-established importers, the
demarcation between distributor and retailer

Advertising
Group Sales Manager • Nick Lee
Classified Sales Executive • Clare Haynes
The Market
(Reader sales & wants) • Carole Molloy
Production Manager • Clare Lordan

020 8774 0841
020 8774 0790
020 8774 0631
020 8774 0928

became blurred; enterprising dealers became
importers too, sometimes successfully, often not.

You might be
wondering just
why the famous
Canadian
turntable has
been absent
from the UK

Since Oracle had restarted production,
interested parties in the UK had been able to import some of the
turntables. But the company needed adistributor to represent its whole
range, and appointed as agent what turned out to be an over- ambitious

Publisher
Angela O'Farrell

retail/mail-order operation, which ceased trading after ashort time.
The good news is that all this is in the past; hi-fi enthusiasts are once

Group Art Editor
Patrick Morrissey

again ccnfident that vinyl will be with us for the forseeable future. Also,
thanks to Oracle's new distributor RPM, we'll be reviewing the Oracle

Chief Photographer
Roger Phillips

CD- playing system soon.

Contributors
Classical Music: Christopher Breunig
Jazz: Ben Watson Rock: Johnny Black, Ken Kessler
David Allcock, David Berriman, Tony Bolton,
Christopher Breunig, Ben Duncan, Barry Fox, Alvin Gold,
Jonathan Gorse, Ian Harris, Keith Howard, Jimmy Hughes,
Ivor Humphreys, Paul Miller, Howard Popeck

winners. In our Ruark competition [ March], First Prize of apair of

Finally, some more good news, at least for three lucky competition

New subscriptions

£1250 Ruark Prologue speakers goes to Terrance Cunnett of London;
Second Prize, apair of Prelude speakers worth £ 900, to Mr RCarr of
Gloucestershire. And our April issue star prize, a £ 1300 Avirl
turntable, goes to Mr BGregory of Bedford.
Congratulations!

0845 6767778
e-mail: ipcsubs@qss-uk.com

Subscriptions queries

•

01444 415675
e-mail: ipcsubs@qss-uk.com

Back issues

020 8532 3628
Steve Harris,
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With conductor Rudolf Kempe on the cover, music got far more
editorial space than equipment in July 1974. Butthe ad pages were
awash with cheap system packages: Garrard turntable, Amstrad

A record revierve

amp and Audiotronic speakers could be yours for around £ 70. For
the connoisseur, Rogers announced the LS3/5 ( without an ' A'!);
Sony offered to upgrade you to quadraphonic, with SQ decoder and
two extra speakers for only C1 00; JVC defiantly promoted its own
ANRS cassette noise reduction system ( later, it gave in and

COUNTRY
&LEISURE
MEDIA

Distributed by SilerketForse
t1123

hif i
news

licensed Dolby Blike everyone else); and Philips had its original
N1500 video cassette recorder. Another four years would go by
before the Japanese VHS and Betamax recorders arrived to sweep
all before them, ending the hi-fi boom with abang.
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Above: Bel Canto's foray into digital
with the sumptuous EVO 2i amp

44

inside
Right: Just now the iPod is white hot and
Apple has raised the stakes with the release of
the sub-£ 200 iPod mini. So what does deputy
editor Andrew Harrison ( not pictured) think?

hardware
18

44

Apple iPod mini

Andrew Harrison checks out the next wave of the

Definitive Test: Resolution Audio

American high-end in acompact package:

must-have gadget of our times. Wniter than white?

software
70

Classical

Nikolaus Harnoncourt braves Bartok the ' black

Resolution's DNM-'nfluenced Opus 21 player and

46

Opus S30 amplifier, tested by Martin Collorns

AChinese- built budget valve amp from Dutch

and Lars Vogt form aformidable duo; Schumann,

newcomers ProLogue of such quality that it even

Shostakovich's film music and Michael Nyman

24

Oracle Delphi Mk V

The legendary Oracle Delphi returns to UK shores
with improved suspension and aheady dose of the
wow factor, as David Allcock discovers

28

Spendor S8e loudspeaker

PrimaLuna ProLogue One

has the hard-to- please Ken Kessler eating his hat

49

MonoPulse 42A

Jazz

David Allcock runs the rule over asharp- looking

showy but stifling Steve Lehman Quintet, Mingus
live in Paris, 1964. and the subiime Cecil Taylor

Hey big Spendors! Ian Harris spent alittle time

52

Ivor Humphreys hails this controlled, consistent

their neutrality and balance more than impressive

UK amplifier combination using Tnpath circuitry

Audio Research CD3 Mk11

75

Ex- Motown sessioneer Charles Eubanks, the

floorstander that comes in under agrand

with these stunning floorstanders... and found

32

Dvorak', Samuel Coleridge-Taylor; Sarah Chang

56

ESLAB DXP-1CVDX-S80

77

Rock

Aerosmith go back to their roots, Anastacia serves
up apolished platter, Gomez's latest bag of tricks
and adelightful debut from AGirl Called Edck

Conrad-Johnson Premier 17 LS2

This dedicated CD player is athroroughbred

Martin Colloms finds the revamped purist triode

79

toploader whose sound and quality justifies its lack

pre-amp is still abenchmark for sound quality

Enough heavyweight 180g Ideavy vinyl to break

of universal' status, as Ken Kessler discovers

34

NHT Evolution

Tony Bolton gets to grips with an active speaker

features

system that will challenge your preconceptions

62

and offers superb value for money into the bargain

Andrew Harrison meets Graeme Durham, who

39

Bel Calo EVO 2i

Abeautiful hybrid of transistor bandwidth and

Interview: Master Class

regulars

69

iTunes, MF, TacT and news of this year's shows

Linn's Chakra technology, Apple's core changes to

WIN an Eclipse TD system

Enter for your chance to get your mitts on some of
the most stylish speakers out there... worth £ 1000!

80

Pro-ject Tube Box

Baez and the sweet, stodgy prog of Vanilla Fudge

7 Sources

bowled over by Bel Canto's latest offering

Turntable specialist Pro-Ject's cute and cool valve

your shelves, including Lennon. Dylan, CSNY, Joan

runs renowned mastering studio The Exchange

valve delicacy in edigital amp? David Berrirran is

43

Audiophile

17

Barry Fox

Whatever next? Why the latest dioclewadable

The Feature: You Rang?

Keith Howard demystifies the new approaches

optical discs could signal audio apocalypse

phono stage is asteal, chipping in at ashade

proposed by Peter Craven and Meridian to combat

61

under £300. Ken Kessler puts it to the test

'ringing' effects from digital filters

Bi wiring and bi-amping

John Crabbe

Get the latest info online www. hifinews.co.uk
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28
Left: Stylish yet
simple, the Spendor
S8e impressed our
reviewer with its
superb detail and
transparency

56

Below: Triode purists welcome — the
exquisite Conrad- Johnson 17 LS2

•

iij

•

lied'

11.•"•••-

Mgngus! Mingus! Mingus!

Catch Charlie in concert in Paris,

•

n •

conrad-johnson

1964 with the latest two- disc release

87 Views

95

Your chance to have yoJr say

Save money with asubscription to HEN

88

106

Hot 100

Our regular guide to the ultimate wise buys in hi-fi

97

130

Back Issues order fo -m
The Market

At a glance...
Feature;

18 Definitive Test: Resolution Audio
Opus 21 CD

Ji

32 Audio Research CD3 Mk II
34 NHT Evoluticn active speaker system

and SACO new approaches proposed by Peter Craven and

Meridian may turn out to he crucial ion DVD-Audie. Keith Howard explains

39 Bel Canto EVO 21 digital amplifier
.••• ••••

43 Pro-Ject Tul. Box phono stage
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28 Spendor S8e loidspeaker

effects from digital ' titers may he important to perception of the

sound of CD,

player

24 Oracle Delphi Mk V turntable
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Ringing

Ken Kessler

Why audio muet record its past

Classified private hi-fi sales and wants acs

You

Next Month

Hot stuff for kgusf's issue

Get that vital missing issue by post

116

Accessories Club

The long-awaited return of the Exorcist

129
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Ringing the changes New research by Peter Craven
and Meridian on ' ringing' effects from digital filters
looks set to have an impact on DVD-Audio. Keith
Howard explains ir o.ir feature on page 80

Guarantee your copy of tit-Fs News every month. Call our subscriptions hotline now on
www.hifinews.co. uk
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CONCERT HOME SERIES

itomeEntertalment

HOME CINEMA CHOICE
AWARD WINNER 2001
BEST SPEAKER PACK AGE £ 1000.

Franco Serblin is too much the artist to settle into aroutine, too
passionate adesigner to sit still. After 20 years, he remains driven to
discover better methods for reproducing sound. And just as his views
change the way we look as loudspeakers, so has his medium — Sonus
Faber — evolved alongside his need to further the loudspeaker art.
His loudspeakers have developed into three distinct ranges — all the
better to address the needs of an increasingly sophisticated marketplace
After all, with maturity comes clarity of vision and intent. At the time of
Sonus Faber's birth, there was no home theatre to address, and digital
audio was in its infancy.
In 2004, the world of home entertainment encompasses discrete 5.1
channel surround sound, purist 2-channel analogue audio, emerging
digital technologies such as SACO and OVOAand more.
Sonus Faber welcomes the future, yet it shows respect for the past, the
most vivid example being the Homage series. This luxurious range
consists of the stand-mounted two-way Guarneri the three-way floor
standing Amati, and the brand new Stradivari all embodying artisan skills

Sonus faber.

of centuries past: the beauty and warmth of ha d-fashioned cabinetry,
wrapped around components which deliver sound worthy of the names of
the greatest stringed instruments of all time. For more affordable
installations, the Cremona range comprising of the Cremona floor
standing speaker, the Cremona auditor and the Cremona center and
subwoofer forge adirect link with the speakers, which established the
Sonus Faber, name. And last but not least to serve amultitude of
channels, the dazzling, award winning ultra-modern Concerto Home
series contains everything from satellite speakers and slim floor-standing
models, to acentre channel, to the new Gravis subwoofer.
Whatever Sonus Faber speaker you acquire, whether
you are reacting to the looks and touch or the sound
it produces, there is only one response " Che bellol

absolutesounds ltd.
58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTW
T: +44 ( 0)20 89 71 39 09 F: +44 ( 0)20 88 79 79 62
W: www.absolutesounds.com E: info@absolutesounds.com

What's happening in the world of hi-fi

Sources

Linn's Chakra reaches Klimax
The Klimax Twin stereo power amp,

is not anew idea, Linn's execution

the bi-polars, and so with safe

isolated from the proprietary switch

originally launched in 2001, is the

of the single-chip to bi-polar

current output virtually unlimited,

mode power supply ( SMPS), which

first amplification product to

transition is said to be unique, and

Chakra offers low-frequency

has been enhanced to complement

benefit from Linn's new high-

apatent application for the design

response down to near DC.

the new model.

performance, high-efficiency

has been submitted. When output

Chakra topology.

current is less than afew amps, all

Apart from the incorporation of
the discrete Chakra symbol

Linn claims that the

The Klimax Chakra 500 Twin
power amplifier is now shipping
from authorised Linn

Klimax Chakra 500 Twin

retailers and Linn custom

offers significantly

installation companies

improved sonic

world-wide. And the price?

performance, along with

It's yours for £4500.

acooler running temperature and is
more accurate and even more

Linn Products has announced an
of the power output comes from the

denoting the upgrade on the front

robust than its award-winning

monolithic circuit, maximising the

panel, the construction of the

upgrade their systems to Aktiv

predecessor. Indeed, the company

speed and linearity properties of

Klimax casework remains

amplification at areduced cost.

is so confident, it proudly

this design. At higher output

unchanged. The stylised compact

The system enables powering each

announces in the PR blurb that this

currents the bi-polars provide the

aluminium case protects, screens

drive unit in the speakers via an

majority of the output current,

and stabilises the internal

electronic crossover. Those buying

leaving the single chip to operate

electronics and performs as the

an LK140, 2250 or 5125 power

well within its capability, able to

heat exchanger to cool the

amp receive the Aktiv cards free of

was more than five years in

correct any error instantaneously.

amplifier circuitry, with backup

charge; while those purchasing the

development, and uses an array of

Even under ashort circuit, the

fan-assisted cooling. Inside the

LK85 amplifier can buy the Aktiv

large bi-polar transistors as

monolithic never delivers more

Klimax Chakra 500 Twin the

cards at half price.

'boosters' around asingle

than afraction of its safe output,

Chakra audio board is both

Linn Products, 0141 307 7777

monolithic chip. While this in itself

while separate circuitry protects

electrically and mechanically

www.linn.co.uk

is simply the finest stereo power
amplifier Linn has ever made'.
Chakra audio circuit topology

Gallo: also capable
of space travel?

Gallo's work of Reference

offer whereby customers can

IsoTek CD gives
atune-up

Gallo Acoustics isn't acompany

to asupertweeter-like 50kHz,

known for boxy designs, and its

and for home cinema

IsoTek, known for its no-nonsense

Reference 3speaker is astriking

applications there's atwo x240w

mains filtration devices, has

example of modern engineering.

rack- mounted bass module,

launched anew product whose

This three-way design has been

which takes the lower response

underlying technology is less

three years in the making, with

down to 22Hz. The speakers are

obvious. The Full System Enhancer

each unit using a300mm

available in achoice of black or

is aCD containing aseries of test

sideways-emitting bass driver,

stainless steel finishes, with a

tones that are claimed to ' burn in'

two 100mm carbon-fibre

choice of black, cherry or maple

and demagnetise audio equipment.

midrange units, and the same

wood bases. Measuring 890x

300- degree radiating tweeter as

203 x406 ( hwd), the Reference

exact measurement of these kinds

used in Gallos Dué model.

3costs £ 2400 per pair.

of interference in audio equipment

The Reference 3has a
frequency response of 34Hz up

Although it's admitted that the

Gallo Acoustics, 0870 350

is elusive, IsoTek claims the

1348, www.anthonygallo.co.uk

subjective evidence is convincing,
and that new methods of signal -

New life for knackated speakers?

analysis and composition have
produced useful tones.
Tone one is aseries of complex
composite-algorithm signals
designed to thoroughly burn- in the
system and break down magnetic
fields leading to complete
demagnetisation, suitable for al
systems. Tone two uses the same

1111W //

complex signals but with higher
levels of bass energy. Tone three is a
shorter, ' rejuvenation' track, for use
as arapid refresher.The Isotek Full

After 10 to 15 years, hi-fi speakers lose performance as components degrade. Wembley Loudspeakers offers an

System Enhancer costs £ 15.

alternative to spending unnecessarily on new equipment. With knowledge of classic designs from KEF, Mission,

Activ Distribution,

Tannoy, JBL and Acoustic Research and many others, Wembley claims to be able to rejuvenate tired old speakers

01635 291357,

by repairing or replacing damaged drivers. Call 020 8743 4567, email: paul@wembleyloudspeaker.com

www.isotektechnologies.com

www.hifinews.co. uk
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Apple tinkers with ¡ Tunes service
As HFNgoes to press, Apple

criticised for its previous low limit

Computer has announced changes

of three computers, although the

that affect its iTunes music retail

restriction of playback to only iPods,

service, and the i
Pod itself [ see

aMac using OS X, or PC using

iPod mini, p4.4]. There is still no

Windows 2000/XP remains. The

sign of amusic download service

latest change highlights the level of

being made available to anyone

control exerted by any DRM, which

without aUS-registered credit

is at the discretion of the media

card, although an iTunes Music

provider and subject to change at

Store for Europe is promised

any time, directly affecting

sometime later this year.

previously purchased music.

But for existing US users, the
terms of supply have been revised.
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New features have been added

yO•Sperbn

to arevised version of iTunes 4.5

▪
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.00.03 ffè•
•
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AAC music files downloaded from

software for Mac or Windows. Anew

Apple incorporate digital rights

codec is included, Apple Lossless,

management ( DR M) restrictions,

which will provide bit-accurate

which limit the number of times the

compression of CD audio, to

same playlist of songs can be

approximately half original size. A

burned onto CD- R. This has been

firmware update allows these

revised from 10 times, down to

tracks to be played on some i
Pods,

original album artwork or built-in

independent labels. Apple founder

seven. By changing the track listing

specifically just the later models

styling, with mosaics of different

and CEO Steve Jobs said: ' iTunes

by even one song, the counter can

which use adock connector. The

sleeves available for homemade

has exceeded our wildest

be reset, but this measure is used

iTunes window now includes a

compilation discs.

expectations during its first year,

to prevent mass serial copying of

clickable link next to any track in

the same album. Another ORM

the user's library, which will take

iTunes Music Store has sold more

music industry. The unbeatable

restriction has now been relaxed

them to alisting of related tracks on

than 70 million songs, making it

combination of iTunes and the

slightly, namely the number of

sale in the iTMS, as well as

the single most successful service

market- leading i
Pod offers music

authorised computers that a

recommendations based on other

of its kind, and has a70% market

fans aseamless experience for
discovering, buying, managing and
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On its first anniversary, the Apple

'

7.7 era. lea'

charting anew direction for the

purchased song car be played on.

customers' purchasing habits. Full-

share for legal downloads. It offers

This has been changed from three

colour CD jewel case sleeves can

over 700,000 songs from all five of

enjoying their music anywhere.'

to five computers. Apple has been

now be printed from iTunes, using

the big music majors as well as 450

www.apple.com

Room for improvement? Try TacT
&AV EXPO 2004
'Mt

MOM A. MON COMO.

As the build-up to this year's Hi Fi
Show & AV Expo begins, we're
already hearing whispers of some of
the amazing new products that will
be on show in September. There
will be universal players under
£400 and others from US high-end
brands like Theta Digital; clever
new surround-sound speakers from
Anthony Gallo; and speakers with
room- matching set-up facilities
from Tannoy, Meridian and others.
Major attractions will include
TacT Audio is claimingthat its in-built acoustics
measurement and correction system will remove the most

192kHz upsampling, digital crossovers and EQ.
'Trapped in upgrade cul-de-sacs, many enthusiasts

Pioneer with eye- popping plasma
screens, Marantz with new display
technology and some serious pure
audio products, Absolute Sounds

overlooked problem in playback... your room. The

desperately spend more in pursuit of seemingly ever-

company has unveiled arange of award-winning audio

elusive music,' said TacT's David Rapoport. 'Customers

and home theatre products, including the ' Room

now demand expert services and support, and aproven

Correction System' RCS 2.2X (above right) and the 10-

upgrade policy to protect their investment. Our response

100 others who will fill the

channel 'Theatre Correction System' TCS10 (above left).

is aunique business model replacing traditional dealers

Renaissance and Meridien hotels

The RCS 2.2X is TACT's flagship model. At under

with value-added services, and continued delivery of our

with the latest and most- desirable
home entertainment products. See
page 98 for more information.

£3500 fully-configured, it boasts aremote-controlled

product upgrade matrix.'

preamplifier, multiple digital and analogue in/outputs,

www.tactaudio.co.uk
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with irresistible treasures including
Sonus Faber's Stradivari Homage,
Quad with surprise news, and over

www.hifinews.co.uk

The Rotel RA1062 and RCD1072
Individually, Rotel's latest CD player and amplifier will make astriking difference to the way you hear music. When they hook up with
each other, though, it's amatch made in hifí heaven. The chemistry is instant, thanks to ashared pedigree of meticulous component
selection, painstaking refinement and balanced cesign by Rotel's award-winning team of engineers. It's an intense relationship,
and apowerful listening experience. Get them connected.
To find out more about this perfect partnership, call B&W Loudspeakers UK on 01903 221500.

RO -rm_
Rotel Europe, Dale Rood, Worthing, West Sussex BNI1 2BH, United Kingdom, www.rotel.com

Authorised Stockists
Aberdeen

Holbum

01224 585713 * Basingstoke

Audio T,

01256 324311 * Beckenham Musical Images, 0208 6633777 . Birmingham
Music Matters, 0121 4292811 » Bournemouth Movement Audio, 01202
529988 * Brentwood

Audio T, 01277 264729 * Bristol

0117 9441010 * Cambridge

Radfords,

Product of the Year 2002-2003
What Hi Fi' Sound & Vision ( III Loudspeakers)

Hughes Ltd. 01223 461518 * Canterbury

Canterbury HiFi, 01227 765315 * Cardiff

Sevenoaks, 02920 472899

*Carlisle Practicle HiFi 01228 544792 * Cheadle

Audio Counsel,

0161 4916090 * Cheltenham Hutchinsons, 01242 573012 * Cheshire HiFi
Stereo 0161 9735577 * Cornwall

R.J.F., 01209 710777 *Coventry

Frank

Harvey, 02476 525200 • Crewe Sound of Music, 01270 214143 . Darlington
Music Matters, 01325 481418 * Edinburgh

Product of the Year 2003-2004
What HiFi Sound & Vision ( 11L Loudspeakers)

HiFi Corner, 0131 5567901

*Edinburgh HiFi Corner, 0131 22015.
35 * Exeter Howards, 01392 258518
•Falkirk HiFi Corner, 01324 629011 * Gateshead

Lintone Audio,

0191 4772771 * Glasgow Glasgow Audio, 0141 3324707 * Glasgow 1-iiFi
Comer, 0141

2265711 * Guildford

*Hampshire

P.J. HiFi. Ltd. 01483 504801

Hampshire Audio, 01962 854466 * Harrogate

01423 810990 * Hastings

HiFi Hut,

Adams & Jarrett, 01424 437165 * Hereford

English Audio, 01432 355081 * Hove Sevenoaks, 01273 733338 • Hull Zen
Audio, 01482 587397 * Inverness Telly on the Blink, 01463 233175
•Lancaster Romers HiFi 01254 887799 * Lancaster
01524 39657 * Leeds

Separates System of
the Year 2003-2004
HiFi News (99Series and 11L Loudspeakers)

Practical HiFi,

Sevenoaks, 0113 2452775 * Leicester

Sevenoaks,

0116 7516567 • Lewishiiii Billy Vee, 0208 3185755 * Lincoln Sevenoaks,
01522 527397 • Liverpcie.

.
Sevenoaks,

0151 7078417 * London Bartletts,

0207 6072296 * London eit dine 0207 4868262 * London

Spatial

Audio, 0207 4365358 • MaCi4er
sileld Dooleys, 01625 423158 • Maidstone
Home

Media

Ltd.,

01622 676703 * Manchester

0161 8398869 • Montrose

Practical

HiFi,

Robert Richie, 01674 673675 . New Malden

Unilet Sound & Vision 0208 9429567 * Newbury B&B HiFi 01635 32474
*Newcastle

Global HiFi Centre, 0191 2303600 * Newcastle (metro)

Lintone Audio, 0191 4600999 * Norwich

Martins HiFi, 01603 627010

•Nottingham John Kirk, 01159 252986 * Nottingham

Sevenoaks, 01159

112121 * Oxford

Sevenoaks, 01772

Audio T, 01865 765961 * Preston

825777 * Reading B&B HiFi, 01189 583730 * Rugby Sounds Expensive,

uu.sif

Stamm

01788 540772 . Salisbury HiFI, 01722 322169 * Scarborough Zen Audio,
01723 350850 * Sheffield Moorgate Acoustics, 0114 275 6048 * Shrewsbury
SMC Sound and Vision, 01743 232317 * Solihull
76520254 • Southampton

01784 460777 • Stourbridge
Coldfield

Music Matters, 0121

Sevenoaks, 02380 337770 * Staines Sevenoaks
Music Matters, 01384 444184 •Sutton

Music Matters, 0121 3542311 *Tunbridge Wells Sounds of

Music, 01892 547003 * Warrington Doug Brady, 01925 828009 * Watford
1-1iFi City 01923 226169 • Weybridge Sevenoaks, 01932 828525 *Wigan
Adventures in HiFi, 01942 234202 * Witham Sevenoaks, 01376 501733
*Wolverhampton Sevenoaks, 01902 312225 * Worcester Worcester HiFi,
01905 612929

QUAD
Quad Electroacoustics Ltd, lAG House, Sovereign Court,
Ermine Business Park, Huntingdon, PE29 6XU
Download brochures and reviews from www.quad-hifi.co.uk,
Tel :- 0845 4580011, Fax :- 01480 43176
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BBC strikes up for Proms 2004

Shorts

Full programme and booking details

Prestigious visiting groups

for the BBC Proms, the Henry Wood

include the Berlin

Promenade Concert series which

Philharmonic/Rattle

runs with ancillary events from 16

[67, 68], Bavarian

reduced by 20% across the

July to 11 September, may be found

RSO/Jansons [ 19, 20],

board. For example, the new

in the BBC's Guide (£ 5.00) or at the

Czech Philharmonic/

Reference 100 speakers, highly

website. The concerts will be

Mackerras [ 70], Dresden

rated at CES 2004, have been

broadcast on Radio 3, with three

Staatskapelle/Haitink [64,

reduced from £ 13,000 *.o

televised on BBC1, seven on BBC2

66], Les Arts Florissants/

£8850 (+ UT).

and 20 more on BBC4 - programme

Christie [ 72] and Orchestre

Contact: 0_41 332 5205

notes may be activated by digital

de Paris/Eschenbach.

www.precictsdistribution.co.Lk

viewers. Internet users can re- hear

Audiopax price drop
PRFM S

Audiopax products have been

Henze's Tenth Symphony

SCART attack

items from the full series for one week

receives its UK premiere,

after the live event.

Hamburg PO/Metzmacher [ 44]; Das

year's them: ' East/West'. ' Back to

High-end cable specialist Van

Rheingold is given with period

Bohemia' and ' England at the

del Hul has on affordab!e

Duringthis 110th season the
restored Albert Hall organ makes its

instruments, OAE/Rattle [ 45].

Crossroads ( 934), are explored in

SCART lead on the market

debut - Britten's Voluntary on Tallis's

Gardiner will conduct Bach's Bminor

the brochure along with rew works

The heavily shielded cable,

Lamentations will be premiered by

Mass [
41], King Monteverdi's 1610

and season highlights; 13 new or

with 21- pin SCART

way of apreface to the War Requiem

Vespers [
61].

established artists introouce the

connections costs £ 80 for a

music they MI perform. CB

one- metre length ( other

[Prom 22]; sadly this will mark Alfred
Brendel's last appearance [43].

Britten's Curlew Riverwill be semistaged [ 17] as part of one of this

www.bbc.co.uk/proms

lengths coming soon), and is
designed to connect high-

More ProLogues from PrimaLuna...

quality video devices. The
cable's pearlwhite exterior hides acomplex

PrimaLuna has announced an

based products. ProLogue Two,

while the Prologue Five valve

construction of video, aJdia,

ambitious programme to follow the

scheduled for release in June, is an

monoblocks should in the autumn.

data, clock and switch fines.

launch of its

integrated KT88-equipped stereo

Intent on making PrimaLuna a

first valve

valve amplifier good for 45W/ch. It

comprehensive range, the company

own gold-plated units.

product,

looks the same as the £ 799

is also working on valve onono and

Contact: Van den Hul, 0149:

headphone amps, and here will be

834700, www.vandenhul.com

the EL34-

Prologue One, but an extra £ 200
buys more than those KT88s

phono boards for internal fitting in

ProLogue One

and an extra 10W/ch: it is

the ProLogue One and Two.

integrated

also said to enjoy various

based

Ecosse branches out
Ecosse Cables has anncunced

will also follow. Once the ProLogue

several additions and upgrades

componentry. For those who must

line-up has been completed, says

to its 2004 range of splaker
cables, analogue and digital

circuit tweaks and superior

amplifier, which
is reviewed in this issue fp461.

Valve- based source components

Terminations are Van den Hill's

PrimaLuna is the creation of Durob

have separates, avalve pre-

PrimaLuna, the higher- performance

Audio, the well-known Dutch high-

amplifier and stereo valve power

RS Series will be introduced.

hi-fi and kV interconnects.

end distributor, which is also

amplifiers ' are under development'

Pistol Music, 0208 971 3909

Contact: 0141 353 3545,

behind the Tjoeb range of valve-

for mid- summer 2004 release,

www.hifi-notes.com

visit www.ecossecables..co.uk

Elan for INHT

IsoTek warranties:
aclarification

Cullum croons on SACD

We would like to make it clear that

JAMIE
CULLUM
TWENTY

there has been nochange in
IsoTek's provision of warranty
protection and customer service.
Last month's ' Sources' item,
'Isol-8 takes abow', alluded to
new company Isol-8's offer of a

SOME THI

down loadable ' replacement
warranty' for IsoTek products

Di

, • •

purchased prior to this year. But

Elan Systems is the new JIK
distributor for NHT ( Now Hear
This), the Stateside

Jamie Cullum, is just one of ahost of

loudspeaker manufacture ,.

albums from mainstream artists now

The move follows Rockford

available. May also saw Beyoncé's

Corporation's recent pu chase

Dangerously in Love and Diana Krall

of NHT.

added to the SACD catalogue,

Elan Systems UK on 0: 51 236

which now now encompasses pop,

1832, or

11,.it www.nhthifi seen-

rock, jazz, c'assical ano rap and
appears to have the backing of most

Turbo recharged

major labels.

Turbosound, the long-

'SACD is fully estab' ished as a

established pro- audio brand

IsoTek makes it clear that is not

It seems to be catching on: the

premium or audiophile format but is

looks set to become the latest

necessary to download

2000th Super Audio CD ( SACD) has

now moving towards the

new name in British consumer
hi-fi. For further information on

replacement warranties from Isol-

now been released, marking amajor

mainstream.' said Jos Bru ns, SACD

8, as IsoTek customers' warranty

breakthrough in the acceptance of

marketing director at Philips

new products contact the

remains covered by IsoTek. For

the format. Swooning housewives

Standards and Intellectual

company's new UK distributor,

further information, customers

and the Radio 2Middle England

Property. ' There is an exciting range

The Opposition Group.

may contact Activ Distribution, on

mafia should take note, too, because

of products coming up with SACD

Call 01438 718007, or viisit

01635291357, or visit

Twentysomething, the acclaimed

already built in,' he added.

wwwoopposition-group.co.uk.

www.isoteksystems.com

debut of spiky-coiffed jazz scallywag

www.superaudio-cd.com

www. hifi news.co. uk
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Stello surprises with ' cligi' box of tricks

Shorts
Dynamic DAB

Ccaxl
17.5
Ñ1 .
°Ph-96k 192kH:

Digial One, the national
commercial DAB Digital Radio
multiplex operator, has
switched on four new
transmitters in Kent. Providing
DAB services to an additional
750,000 people, this brings
the total number of UK

April Music, manufacturer of the

options for aphono stage, and a

transmitters to 83. The UK has

Stello CDA200 CD player, has an

24/192 analogue-to-digital

the world's largest single DAB

has three analogue inputs

intriguing new stereo pre-amplifier

converter. Other features include

(balanced, two unbalanced), and

and TosLink). The preamp sections

network and over 85% of the

on the market. The company claims

remote control and a32-character

two analogue outputs (one

UK population can now receive

that the DP200 combines the

front-panel display.

DAB broadcasts.

balanced, one unbalanced).

traditional virtue of high-end pre-

Denon UK drops
Hayden name

The additional electronics allow

The basic price of this ' home-

amps - transparency-with a

you to connect digital sources such

entertainment hub' is £ 1500. The

startling array of features.

as CD transports, computer hard

ADC1 upsampling AD converter

This Class-Afully balanced pre-

drives and satellite receivers. It has

module costs £ 130, while the Pl

The name Hayden Laboratories
is no more. Taken over by

amp also features aheadphone amp

four digital inputs (AES/EBU, 2x

phono stage is afurther £ 185.

and an upsampling digital-to-

coaxial, and TosLink), and three

Japanese giant Denon in the

Audio Reference, 01252 702705

analogue converter. There are

digital outputs (AES/EBU, coaxial,

www.aprilmusic.com

early 1990s, the Hayden brand
has finally been dropped, ' due

Hovland valve pre- amp to match RADIA star

to the massive success of
Denon in the 21st century
home cinema and hi-fi

Hovland has launched the

logic circuit in 2dB steps. The

markets.' With market- leading

HP- 200 remote-controlled valve

pre-amp features five line- level

DVD players and home cinema

pre-amplifier, intended to

receivers, Denon has become a

inputs, as well as muting,

complement its £8000 RADIA

monitor and bypass functions.
The unit can be integrated into

key player in the UK. Over the

power amplifier. The firm has

coming year the company

designed its own large

promises new models, more

home-theatre set-ups via an RS-

attenuator array circuit board

streamlined distribution, and

232 serial port, a12V trigger

using metal film resistors and

improved servicing and spares

output jack, and aprocessor

rhodium contact reed relays

direct switching circuit and

hermetically sealed in glass.

costs £ 6450.

Levels are selected by acustom

www.hovlandcompany.com

wwv,clenon.co.uk

Sitecom's shortcut
from Sitecom is a5.1-capable

HFN supports regional shows

external unit that can provide

We're pleased to announce that

following the success of last year's

full- duplex play and record

HiFi News, which already sponsors

event, the 2004 Scottish Hi Fi &

facilities to any PC or notebook

the annual international Hi Fi Show

Home Cinema Show will be held at

computer with aUSB adapter.
The unit costs £ 28.

& AVExpo, will also participate in

the same venue, the Marriott

two of the UK's most important

Dalmahoy Hotel, on 20-21

www.sitecom.com

regional events this autumn. HFN

November. Local dealer support

staff will be on hand to meet

will come once again from Loud &

visitors at both exhibitions

Clear of Glasgow, Stereo Stereo and

A new CN-126 audio adapter

Aiwa joins MP3 posse
Aiwa has launched aseries of

Home Entertainment 2004, to

Audio Salon, with sponsorship from

compact USB-compatible

be held at the Renaissance Hotel

Edinburgh Audio - and this year,

storage devices holding up to

Manchester on 23-24 October, is

from Hi Fi News.

256MB of data, using its

sponsored as usual by retail group

'pavât' technology. Products

Practical Hi Fi and, for the first

Scottish event contact John

include keyring-style MP3

time this year, is held in

Morrison, Renaissance Scotland,

players and MP3-player

association with Hi Fi News.

on 0141 221 0221 or visit

headphones. Aiwa also has two

With support from more than 50

1GB MP3 players on the

companies, Home Entertainment

market, as well as afull

2004 looks set to be the best ever

For more information on the

www.scottishhifiandhomecinema.co.uk.
For more information on the

Events
24-26 September 2004
The Hi Fi Show & AV Expo,
Le Meridien and Renaissance
Hotels, Heathrow, London,
sponsored by Hi Fi News.
Call 020 8774 0847 or visit
www.avexpo.co.uk
23-24 October 2004
Home Entertainment Show,
Renaissance Hotel, Manchester.
Call 01524 36991 or visit www.
Home- Entertainment Show.co.uk
5-7 November 2004
What HI-FI? Sound & Vision Show
2004, Novotel London West

Manchester show call Practical Hi -

range of USB-powered PC

event in the North West, according

Fi on 01524 36991 or visit

20-21 November 2004

audio products.

to the organisers. In Edinburgh,

wv‘wHome-Entertainment-Show.co.uk.

Scottish Hi Fi & Home Cinema
Show, Marriott Dalmahoy Hotel,
Edinburgh. Call 0141 221 0221

Guarantee yourself acopy of HiFi News every month
Call our subscriptions hotline now on 01622 778778
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or visit: www.
scottishhifiandhomecinema.co.uk
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GRANDE UTOPIA BERYLLIUM: A WORLD REFERENCE

Winner Golden Sound and Grand Prix awards - Stereo Sound magazine, Japan.

A remarkable tour de force - Hifi News magazine, UK.

•

The finest loudspeaker on the planet? Possibly - Stereophile magazine, USA.

Focal_JM lab
the

Spirit

of

Sound

Focal-JMIab UK - Jesson House - Tower Street - Coventry CV1 1JN - Tel. 0845 660 16 80 - info@focal-jmlab.co.uk

www.focal-fr.com
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MF keeps faith with new kW500
•

Big Dog lands
Euphonic bone
The curiously named Big Dog Audio
has announced that it will forthwith

•

be distributing products from
the Euphonic Research company
of Malaysia.
Euphonic was started by a
Malaysian audiophile graduate of
Cambridge University, who has
given upa promising career in
medicine to pursue his dream of
manufacturing high-end hi-fi.
The first two products launched
MF's swanky kW500 sports
the 6112 mu-vista value

in the UK are the AMP-80 hybrid
power amplifier, and the ATT-600
stepped attenuator.
The latter is designed to have the

MF has also launched the X-80

Musical Fidelity has unveiled the

units, the 500w/ch dual- mono

kW500 amplifier, which is designed

integrated uses what MF calls the

integrated, alesser- powered

to have the sonic power and stability

'mu-vista' valve ( otherwise known as

derivative of its X-150 integrated.

partner for the AMP-80 power,

of the acclaimed kW pre/power

a6112), promising excellent

Boasting amodest 40W/ch, the X-

which has sufficient input

combination, but in apackage

reliability and sonic properties. The

80 costs £ 600.

sensitivity to dispense with an

similar in size to the Tri Vista 300.

kW500 is available now and is

Musical Fidelity, 020 8900 2866,

active pre-amplifier.

priced at £4000.

www.musicalfidelity.co.uk

Big Dog Audio, 01869 322826

Built in alimited edition of 500

shortest signal path, an ideal

Small steps for
Archos Gmini

Canny Creek evolves entirely passive pre- amp
Combining technology from

that can short signals to ground.

pre-amp, providing the sensitivity of

Archos has introduced what it

previous models OBH-10 and OBH-

Volume, muting and input selection

the power amp is high enough to be

claims is the world's smallest 20GB

12, the OBH-22 is the new passive

are all controllable via the SRC1

driven directly from the source.

MP3 player. Measuring just 80 x70

pre- amp from Creek. It consists of

infrared remote.

x25mrn ( hwd), the Gmini 220 also

high- quality, motorised volume

Creek claims the OBH-22 is

The OBH-22, measures 66 x100
x150mm ( hwd), comes complete

features a60mm greyscale LCD

potentiometer and three relays that

entirely passive, introducing neither

with remote control and separate DC

screen for viewing images that can

select the input. It also has atape

gain nor distortion to the signal

power supply and costs £ 300.

be transferred to its hard drive via

output, together with amuting relay

path. The unit can be used acontrol

www.creekaudio.co.uk

CompactFlash card. Aplug-in
adapter also accepts most other
digital camera memory cards,
eliminating the need for multiple

Lumley launches 'Ab Fab' Series 2

memory cards for your camera.

Loudspeaker manufacturer Lumley

Another adapter allows the unit to

has launched its four- model Series

transmit its 3000 hours of music to

2 ( 100, 200, 300 and 400

car stereos via either acassette

models) comprising four three-way

player or an FM radio.

floorstanding designs, all using

Other plug-in modules include

rear-firing bass drivers, which can

an audio recorder with up to 700

be fine-tuned for room acoustics.

hours of voice recording and an FM

The 200, 300 and 400 models use

Tuner and remote with full MP3

aD'Appolito configuration, with

recording capabilities.

two domed midrange drivers

The Gmini is available through
high street stores for £ 290.
www.archos.com

surrounding ribbon tweeters.
Lumley places great emphasis
on cabinet design to control
unwanted vibrations, as well as
using high-quality components,
such as Eton drivers and extra- large
bi-wiring/bi-amping terminals.
Costs per pair for the Lumley
Lampros Series 2are £ 2000 for the

ARCHOS

100, £ 3500 for the 200, £ 5000
for the 300, and £8000 for the
400.
Distributed by Metropolis Music,

Cute: Gmini not shown actual size

www.hifinews.co. uk

01892 539245

Luvverly Lumley:
the 400 model

Hi Fi
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Simply
stunning.

The Chord
Choral Series.

horal. Small, but perfectly formed.
A discerning range of compact
system components that will captivate
you, delight you and intrigue you.
•'
DAC64' Digital to Analogue Converter
•' Symphonic' Phono Stage
•' Prima' Pre-Amplifier
• \ \ 'Mezzo 50' Power Amplifier
• \ I ‘\ 'Blu' CD Transport
To find out more about our hand-crafted
audiophile products, please contact
us on 01622 721444, email
sales@chordelectronics.co.uk, or visit
www.chordelectron icg co.uk

Q CHORD es
'
Chord Electronics Limited

Opinion

Barry
Fox
T

he world is all excited about the paper optical disc jointly
developed by Sony and Japan's Toppan printing company.
When finished with it can be cut up with scissors and

thrown away. Although the discs are impregnated with plastic,
51% is paper, so they should rot in landfill.
The point being missed is that the paper idea only works
with 25GB Blu-Ray discs — not DVDs, CDs, or the HD-DVDs
being touted as an alternative to Blu-Ray. Blu-Ray is the only
system that uses avery thin ( 0.1mm) optical skim on the top
of a1.1mm substrate. The substrate can be plastic, paper or

who chairs the DVD Forum Working Group looking at the

anything else as long as it is very flat. All the other disc types
rely on alaser ' seeing' through athick plastic substrate.
It's now six months since Sanyo announced aprocess for

proposal, confirms that crunch time is the next steering
committee, to be held early June. ' Ido hope that the Disc is

making abiodegradable ' MildDisc' from polylactic acid derived
from corn. When the disc is

Audio Logo,' says Suzuki, ' provided he Disc will offer no
problems in terms of playability and physical specifications.'

When biodegradable
'Mild Disc' discs are
junked — but
hopefully not before
— microbes and
damp break down
the material

approved by the DVD Forum and is launched with the DVD-

junked — but hopefully not before
—microbes and damp break down

Suzuki also confirms that the DVD specification prohibits the
use of PAL and NTSC viaeo on the same disc side. DVD Audio

the material in afew weeks.
MildDiscs can also be incinerated

discs usually have video content and, although most European

without emitting harmful
byproducts. Sony and other

America will play PAL video. ' It would be asolution that you
use adouble-sided disc with one side encoded with NTSC and

Japanese manufacturers are
already testing corn- based plastics

the other PAL,' suggests Suzuki. But this puts up the price of
the disc and means there is nowhere to put alabel.
None of this is deterring the computer industry from coming

material for other consumer
electronic products. So perhaps
thrown-away Krells could
conveniently self-destruct.
Unfortunately corn plastics is
more vulnerable to high
temperatures, so shouldn't be

stored in hot cars. Also, Sanyo has admitted that the price
would be about three times that of apolycarbonate CD.
Both ideas would be best applied to the EZ-D Flexplay
disposable disc system now being test-marketed by Disney in

PAL players and TVs will play NTSC discs, very few TV sets in

up with yet another new audio format. At Intel's Developer
Forum in Beijing recently Microsoft, : ntel and 80 companies
agreed the final specification for Intel High Definition Audio.
IHDA, says Intel, will ' usher in anew era of sound quality on
mainstream and performance PCs.'
IHDA uses asampl ng rate of 192kHz and 32- bit words, to
capture abandwidth of almost 100kFlz, with multi-channel
surround. It sounds susp ciously like are- invention of the DVDAudio standard but with Microsoft compression instead of MLP.
'Re- inventing home entertainment' was how Intel described it

the package is opened, and then stop working as light and air

at arecent briefing in London. ' Share your digital creations —
enjoy music your way by creating adigital music library while

change the disc dye colour from light red to near black.
Environmentalists are up in arms about large scale dumping of

recording favourite TV shows on your PC.'
This followed closely after the laurci of Microsoft's Windows

plastics and dyes in landfill. Replacing the long-lasting

XP Media Center software, which is also supposed to help turn

polycarbonate with paper or corn base might make the mighty

the PC into ahome entertainment centre.
There was no mention of course of the fact that Intel's

the USA. These are DVDs that play for two or three days after

Mickey Mouse empire seem alittle more caring.
On the subject of the new highres audio formats, you might

computer chips can burr ahundred watts, just to process the

think that no-one in their right mind would have seriously

signal before any amplification; no mention of PC crashes and

considered launching anew super-hi-fi format that boasts
100kHz bandwidth and wider dynamic range than the human

the constant need for updates; and no talk about the viruses

ear. And Super Audio CD sells mainly because Philips and

erase what's stored on it.
Anyone who spends their leisure hours enjoying music, video
and TV from asystem that switches on and off at the click of

Sony designed the system for hybrid discs that play on ordinary
CD players, and the record companies take aprice hit and sell
popular SACDs at CD prices.
Meanwhile, without asafe standard for aDVD/CD hybrid, the
DVD-Audio format has no hope. ' Bike' Suzuki, the JVC engineer

www.hifinews.co.uk

which can put an unprotected PC completely out of action, and

switch, and who suffers the hair-tear ng frustration of working
with aflaky Windows PC, should be afraid — very afraid — of
what Microsoft and Intel are planning to thrust on us.
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American high- end in acompact package:
Resolution's BM- influenced Opus 21 player and
Opus S30 amplifier, tested by Martin Colloms
Resolution Audio Opus 21 CO player system

This direct link brings abenefit in sound quality, and no
interconnect cables are needed. The S30 also receives
power from the CD power supply, which is provided with
two extra toroids inside if this option is chosen.

PRICE

Opus 21, £2850/Opus S30, £2150

SUPPLIER

Reson Audio UK

CONTACT

01277 227355

The player's digital architecture has to one side th
external digital input, a CA 1157 chip with good jitt

www.resolutionaudio.com
-

performance. On the CD side a fast access, DVD-based
drive has been selected from the DVS range, providing

C

WEBSITE

alifornia-based Resolution Audio has designed
some interesting CD players in recent years, with
limited availability in the UK. Above all

else, the company is ambitious about its sound quality. Over
the past year, with the commitment of Swiss-based Reson
Audio and input from Denis Morecroft, founder of DNM,
designer Jeff KaIt has burned much midnight oil in the
creation of the new Resolution Audio products.
The two designers aimed to complement each other's
strengths; Resolution took on board the seeming mystery of
the UK approach to design, where qualities such as dynamic
expression, an upbeat involving character, crisp bass lines
and well-locked musical timing are all important.
As Kalt explains, 'Opus 21 was born on the shores of Lake
Zug over discussion with Reson, our Swiss agents. Instead of
following the American trend towards larger, heavier and
more complicated products we sought asystem approach
that would be compact and elegant while sonically superior'.

high playability even for problematic copy-coded discs
which may be rejected by other drives. Interestingly, the
internal codes on this drive may be updated as necessary
via aspecial CD-ROM, read via its own tray loader.
Digital signal processing is by a 24-bit Motorola D
engine, running proprietary Resolution Audio FIR (Fini
Impulse Response) digital filter software at 100M1F'S.
includes oversampling to 16-times, 705.61(Hz. The extern
digital input also accepts inputs up to 961cHz, 24-bit data;
961(Hz, automatic sample-rate reduction to 8-times occurs.
In the initial design stages the new generation of advanc
'bit stream' delta sigma DACs were evaluated but despi
obvious improvements over earlier designs, multi-b
converters of the highest quality were finally selected. Je
Knit chose Burr Brown PCM 1704s, which he says are 'pure'
converters with no on-board sample-rate converters or
upsamplers. Two DACs are used per channel in differenti
mode [see 'Technology 1' box].

This review covers the Opus 21 CD player and Opus
S30 power amplifier. The third item here is the power
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supply unit for the Opus 21, which also contains the
microprocessor and display. This is best placed beside

When connected by direct link to the matching power amp,
the player becomes acontrolled output device, with hi

the CD player (not on top, as in our pictures!): acomputer
grade 25-pin connector lead links the two. The S30

resolution level control steps. Ichecked the quality at ful
level and then at lower volume settings and found avery

amplifier fits underneath the CD player with signal
connections made by adirect connector, locking the two
units together as an integrally-connected combination.

good standard maintained over the whole range, where
some ' digital' volume controls lose resolution an
transparency at lower settings. A promising score of 3

JULY 2004 Hi-FiNews

Definitive Test
CD payer/amplifier

Opus equipment

points on my usual listening test scaling was sufficient for

uses smaller

recommendation. As auditioning continued, we warmed to

'Europeaninspired' boxes
than most US
audio: 240 x75 x
250mm (whd)

the

delightfully

musical

and

coherent performance

provided by this CD player. It isn't flamboyant, never
exaggerates, yet consistently delivers acompelling insight
into the structure and subtleties of good recordings.
A striking aspect was the treble, which put it beyond its
immediate rivals. It was free of false brightness or sheen,
sounding quite 'undigital', and appeared very low in grain or
audible distortion. High frequencies were very slightly dry, a
touch warm, yet detailed, precise, well-focused, well timed
and free of sibilant exaggeration: agreat result.
The mids were also very well focused, again slightly
warm, even with ahint of ' enclosure', and yet also lively and
dynamic in expression. Image width rated only 'good' yet
depth was very good, with fine transparency for low-level
signals. Presence and ambience were well portrayed.
Bass was tidy, up-beat, tuneful, and worked really well
with fast rhythms. This was a surprisingly rare find in
quality audio components, creating overall an involving and
interesting sound, both rewarding and easy to listen to. It
was fun both on jazz, classical and rock.
Engaging the display 'mute' provided afurther benefit, as
the noise contribution from this gas discharge device was
silenced. It does not contribute audible noise but ( like many
displays) is asource of higher frequency 'radio' noise inside
the player, which can subtly affect performance. My
listening score advanced to 39 points.
Ialso tried the player via its fixed DIN output socket.
Specially terminated reference cables were required for this
but proved worthwhile, as an aggregate score of 43 was now
achieved. The sound quality lift comprised greater openness

and sparkle, more definition and expressive dynamics, with
greater extension and firmness in the bass, plus enhanced
clarity and sound-stage width. The sound was now felt to be
highly neutral. Throughout, the player displayed arare sense
of coherence, akind of unity to all the sound elements, which
inspired continued confidence in its performance.
OPUS S30 POWER AMPLIFIER
This power amplifier may be added as an option at any time
to the two-box CD player. It also adds input selection, to form
a complete system. Front panel controls comprise four
buttons: system standby plus input selection 1 2and 3. Two
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Fixed and variable outputs both delivered the

fixed and variable outputs, and is load insensitive,

same high maximum signal level of almost 2.5V,

in theory. Taken overall, the measured distortion

or 2dB above the CD standard. This should not be
unduly criticised since the variable output is

was low enough for it not to be worth
distinguishing between fixed/variable outputs.

were obtained for distortion, essentialy odd-order,
defined by the 16-bit codes.

effectively a ' pre-amp' for possible connection to
apower amplifier. Nevertheless, beware of level-

Electrically at least, the variable gain stage is thus
pretty transparent.

Examining the low-level sidebancs for afull
level lkHz tone in micro detail, Fig 1, (the test

uncorrected comparisons with other players. Note

The CD player section showed excellent

that there is no brown-out' muting on this preamp output and pulling the mains plug on the CD

channel balance over the frequency range, better
than 0.04dB overall. Channel balance was also

player ( not recommended but it may happen

held to better than 0.05dB over the best part of
the dynamic range. Channel separation was very

inadvertently) will result in quite athump from
the speakers via the power amp. Iwould have
liked afail-safe muting on this pre-amp output.
Output impedance is alow 100 ohm for both
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good at around 112dB mid- band, falling alittle

linear phase and absolute phase correct.
At full modulation essentially text bock results

also including the effect of reference oscillator
noise and jitter) one sees second harmonic at an
excellent - 110dB down. Strong performance
aspects included the absence of nose skirts
adjacent to the lkHz central tone, while some of
the remaining low-level side bands are relatively

to 89dB by 20kHz. Inter-channel phase

innocuous and are related to the mains frequency.

difference was negligible; the output is essentially

This is avery good result for atest which is

www.hifirews.co.uk

Definitive Test
CD player/amplifier

are available as an option. Three terminals might suggest
balanced operation but in fact this is not the case. The third is
for those loudspeakers which offer aground terminal, such
as the Tarmoy Dimension series. (When testing the Tammy
TD12 Ifelt that asubtle improvement was possible by using
the ground terminal. Inside, this connects to the chassis and
metalwork within the speaker helping to reduce levels of
further inputs are also provided. When the CD player is
started in 'play', the power amplifier will automatically
switch to that source via an internal ' direct' cable-free
connection. This is made via the mating top-panel terminal.
In addition, the CD player/processor has adigital input

unwanted EMC coupling.)
The power amplifier rear panel also serves as the input bay
for the pre-amplifier, with balanced input 1and RCA phono
inputs 2and 3located here. Up to 5V may be applied to the
balanced input and 10V RMS to the SE inputs before

terminal (RCA phono) for two-channel PCM sources, from
DVD or RDAT for example. Input may be accessed via the
exclusive 'input' button located on the remote handset.
Based on Denis Morecroft's highly respected DNM PA3,
the Resolution Audio implementation eschews the fully

overload: an ample margin. While the power amp and input
selection is normally interfaced to the system via the
automatic type of panel connector, there is also an RS232

regulated supply of the PA3S [
HFNNov '
03]. While this may
involve a potential loss in quality, the bonus is a near

section has astate of the art solid-state volume control from
Burr Brown, the high tl\'namic range PGA2310. This chip

doubling of programme power into 4to 8ohm loads. The
rated power is amodest 30W/ch [see 'Technology 2'].
Rather than DNM's acrylic housing, here an aluminium
case is fitted, but the unusual and distinctive features of a
remotely located power supply and the use of 6mm thick
ceramic isolators between the output FETs and their inboard
heat sinks are retained. Aside from the highly developed
symmetrical negative feedback architecture, another feature
is the ultra-careful approach to linearity and gain/phase
margin, to well out of the audio frequency band.
The PA3 demonstrated that negative feedback amplifiers
could sound very capable, and this total approach to stability
under arange of anticipated load conditions and frequencies
is significant when working with linear circuitry and wide
open-loop bandwidth. The Resolution Audio version shares
these attributes. Patented DNM four-terminal 'T' network
reservoir capacitors are fitted to the power supply.
Distinctive aspects are the three terminal speaker outputs,
'+', and ground for each channel. On the review model
these were 4mm sockets, gold plated. Compact binding posts

terminal, listen-only for automated system control.
Controlled by the system microprocessor the pre-amplifier

The system
For this review aNaim CDS3 CD player was used as reference. Power amplifiers were Krell FPB
700cx, Naim NAP250, Orelle EVO sp100; pre-amplifiers, Conrad-Johnson ART and 17LS2;
speakers, Avalon Eidolon and Spendor S2/2; cables, Transparent XL, vdH Carbon and The First,
Wireworld Equinox interconnect (DIN terminated). Sound tables were Finite Elemente Pagode.
has programmable volume operating within a 120dB
dynamic range with arated distortion of 0.004% and healthy
±1.5V supply rails. Other selected Burr Brown IC chips
handle the analogue signal interfacing and buffering.
SYSTEM SOUND QUALITY
Ifound that the power amplifier cannot be divorced from the
system to which it belongs, so it was used with the Opus
system power supply and the CD level controller. It was tried
with both external sources and via the CD direct internal
connection.
While doing this, an unexpected interaction was
encountered, which significantly reflects the high resolving
power of this audio system taken as awhole. Iwas trying out
an A/B comparison between the fixed level DIN outputwhen

0,4
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sensitive to — 135dB and the good result
correlates with the subtle detail and fine depth
heard on test.
Excellent figures were obtained for highfrequency intermodulation, —98.3dB of difference
tone at full level, and better than — 100dB for the
—10dB lower modulation level. These are for the
variable output, while the corresponding figures
for the fixed output were poorer by just afew dB:
inconsequentially so.
The frequency response was essentially flat,
just 0.02dB down at 20Hz, very slightly 'shaded'
by 0.3dB by 20kHz. De-emphasis was very

www.hifinews.co.uk

accurate, typically ±0.01dB and —0.04dB by

lkHz. Its harmonics are better than 108dB below

16kHz.
Signal-to-noise ratios were fine, at 97.3dB
unweighted, 93.1dB CCIR ( 1kHz) and 102.3dB
'A'. While not state-of-the-art, they were
nonetheless ample. The drive provides very fast
access times, about 1.3 seconds to 'test track 15'
and it also displayed top notch error correction,
covering data gaps up to 2.5mm and almost

full level. Alias related spuriae are better than
105dB down [ Fig 21.
In Fig 3the full level high-frequency
intermodulation is shown, aresult notably clear of

surviving a3mm information void.
High-frequency noise was not much above the
—120dB instrument-weighted noise floor, as seen
in the 100kHz spectrogram for atone at —60dB

higher order clutter.
Low-level linearity is excellent to —80dB and
though there is amild drift by 90dB of nearly
2dB, it then remains fine down to — 117dB
showing near 20 bit intrinsic linearity [ Fig 4].
Radio frequency or EMC products were also
well handled, measuring —53dBm or better ( 50
ohm reference) right up to 1.5GHz.
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TECHNOLOGY 1 PASSIVE CURRENT-TO-VOLTAGE IN CONVERSION
The small currents output from amultibit DAC

amplifier also has high-frequency feedback to

ladder require conversion to voltage for later
filtering and amplification. The raw current

noise of asingle resistor, current-to-voltage

integrate the current steps prior to filtering. For

conversion is made using ahighly linear single
resistor. The resulting voltage is small and must

carries higher order multiples of the sampling

some designers, this conventional choice of first

frequency and higher frequency images' of the

stage current-to-voltage amplifier is considered
to limit performance because it has to handle

audio signal. Typically an IC amplifier arranged

the current conversion with absolute clarity

in shunt feedback mode provides avirtual earth
input which can optimise the DAC linearity and

while dealing with awhole bunch of high
frequency signals.

achieve maximum dynamic range; up to 120dB
is possible with low noise circuitry. The

At awell-considered compromise to overall
dynamic range, essentially due to the intrinsic

be amplified by ultra low noise amplifiers, here
aBurr Brown INA103k2, but not before the
high-frequency components have been stripped
out by passive non-intermodulating third-order
Bessel filters. This is ahighly purist technique
for helping to recover low-level detail and
dynamics.

fed back into an auxiliary

quality loss was at least 10 points.

RCA plug input (input 2). I
used both DNMReson and

While you must physically stack the CD player on the
power amp as designed, stacking either or both on the power

van den Hul Integration

supply subtly degrades the sound in all respects, about 12%
loss overall. Use either compatible stacking shelves, or

cables to compare with the
internal cable-less CD

position the supply alongside.

'direct' mode. Ifound that
there was a substantial

Ifound the sound was so transparent and revealing that it
was easy to fine-tune the Opus 21 system and amplifier to

loss in sound quality using

give the best results — you could so clearly hear the changes
you were making.

the

external

DIN

connection
when
compared with 'direct'.

Let me say that, for its price and as used in the Opus 21
system, this small power amplifier is one of the world's
finest. Engineering logic dictates that the direct system

Much of this loss was also
still audible in 'direct'

connection should have apayoff in sound quality and it truly

mode, with the loop cable
connection in place, but

does. The exemplary digital replay standard achieved via the
fixed `CD' output and assessed via areference system costing

not used switched in. Still
more intriguingly, this

tens of thousands of pounds was remarkable. It complements
the CD player perfectly; indeed it generally sounds just like

cable could be unplugged

it. There was apowerful sense of air and space; stereo images

at the receiving end (input
2) and some effect was still

were constructed with afeel of solidity, crisp focus and great

audible via ' direct'. The
lull sound (plant\ ‘ vas only i
estoredwhentheDlNendatthe
CD player 'source' was disconnected. The moral is not to
leave stray audio cables connected, eg, to atape loop or home
cinema system, unless you are actually using them! The

coherence. There was astable layering of both detail and
image depth. The sound stage was rather wider than average,
deep, and nicely transparent and well resolved.
Tonal quality is almost as neutral as it comes; sweet and
tidy in the treble and with only the barest of hints of solidstate '
hardening' in the mid — and then only at momentary

4

Fig 1 [far left] shows
the S30 amplifier's
tailored frequency
response while
Fig 2shows its
commendably low
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Rated at 30W, 8ohms ( nearly 14.7d6W) this
amplifier turns out to be 4ohm load capable on
programme drive, but not for continuous sine
wave. When singly driven into 8ohms, it reached
38W and when driving two 4ohm loads the
output level fell by 3dB and just got to 36+36W
'true' power rather than the usual doubling for a
fully power-capable design. However, 72W/ch was

sensitive 4-8 ohm speakers will be fine.
It had ahealthy reserve on programme duty

is afeature of the engineering design. Thus the
frequency response at 1W is given in Fig 1and

cycles, with the 8ohm power rising to a

shows —3dB points at 14Hz in the bass and

maximum of 45W. Power bandwidth was
excellent with barely any diminution at the 20Hz

46kHz in the ultrasonic treble. While this was

and 20kHz band extremes. This is why it actually
seemed to perform significantly beyond its

the bass, the latter was judged inaudible.
Set to full gain the sensitivity was just under a

nominal rating during the auditioning.

volt where 200mV is amore usual value for aline
input. However most sources these days will
provide enough level to fully exercise this

available for normal programme peaks into 4
ohm. Current limiting defined the drive into 2
ohm where the output fell another 3dB to barely

While the CD player and the pre-amplifier side
of the system was maximally flat in response, in

15W (8ohm) level, areal power of about 60W

order to help matching other components, the

heard as ashade of extra crispness and ' speed' in

amplifier. For OdBW ( 1W) output, 147mV input
was sufficient, this the IHF sensitivity rating.

single channel driven into the test load. Peak

power amplifier has atailored frequency response
at low frequencies to prevent it handling extreme

current was limited to about 6A which was fine

bass for which its power supplies are not

given the moderate overall power rating. Severe 4

Output impedance was constant at alow 0.15
ohm. The amplifier was free from mains-related

designed; also, at the treble end the moderate
limiting is as part of the optimised stability which

frequencies. Distortion was very low, so low that

ohm loads are out of the question but the more

22
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hum and had excellent load stability at high
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NOLOGY 2 HOW POWERFUL?
and is dependent on room size, speaker
efficiency, the programme type and, not least,

at true concert levels — if you like, it's more for

rating for the supplied amplifier, in what proves
to be an audiophile context. (A larger amplifier
is promised but for future.) So, is around 30

personal taste and circumstance. Speaker
efficiency matters greatly and for higher sound

scale. If a 1.6 litre engine is found effective,
then the step up to a2 litre can surprise. That

watts per channel enough for high fidelity

levels and larger rooms, those with kind
amplifier loadings and 90dB/W or better rated

a4 litre V8 is an optioi does not damage the

You might well question the moderate power

sound at this quality level? Ihad no trouble in
finding the measure of this fine amplifier, but

Bach then Tchaikovsky. It's also amatter of

perceived power relationship for the smaller
capacities. If amatch can be found, then I
consider it will be worth the effort. As a

sensitivities will help get the best from this
amplifier. It is clearly more suited to smaller to

some listeners require both quality and power,
the latter to allow the former to be enjoyed in

component of the Opus 21 system, this power
amplifier is ajewel!

medium room sizes and could not be expected
to reproduce the climax of aMahler symphony

full measure. The need for power varies hugely

peak levels. Bass was agile, taut and quite well extended but
at the same time tuneful and well timed. Deep bass though

compact power amplifier — a11,rger alternative is planned — to

was judged alittle dry.

form apre- and power amplifier combination with internal
short-path signal connections.

The overall effect was musical, lively, nicely dynamic,
upbeat, involving, and with areal sense of signal purity. It

The CD transport is highly shock resistant but exhibits amild
motor 'whine', so should not be located too near the listening

was as if the great attention paid to the fine details of design
had all paid off in the sheer coherence this elegant system can

position. All remote functions work with ergonomic precision
and the handset has agood operating range. The display has
large clear numerals. Despite the separation of the fascia

provide. In context the amplifier scored an impressive 45
marks driven through the direct CD connection. Via its
auxiliary input it was still highly rated at 38 points. After a
recent run of less than inspiring designs, it was apleasure to
audition these rather original creations.
Iwas interested to see how the amp would fare when
driving the Avalon Eidolons. Surprisingly good sound levels
were provided but some commonsense was exercised!

control buttons between the two main housings, it proved
quite easy to master this system. This CD player achieves a
strong recommendation in its own right and is thoroughly
musical, well balanced, entertaining and revealing. Both fixed
and variable outputs are effective, and when used with a
reference grade pre-amplifier would grace many an audiophile
system. The power amplifier perfectly complemented the

Head-banging levels were out of the question but the sheer
quality available convinced and you didn't have to play it

player's musicality shown in quality and character.

that loud to hear it. Here Iwas working with 87dB/W, 6ohm

is an unusual approach

speakers and the choice of 90dBAN and over for speaker
sensitivity would be agood figure to aim for when matching,
except where the listening room is on the small side.

to constructing asystem
and may not be for all.

CONCLUSION
This interesting and unusual setup comprises amodular CD

constitutes good value
with the message in the

player and power supply of excellent build quality and
finish, which may be extended with the addition of a

music taking arightful

Taken as awhole, this

resolution audio
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better than 80dB mid- band. During testing Iwas
slightly disturbed by what Iassumed to be mild

fine anyway. In reality This is an integrated

where even-order harmonics are naturally

clipping on CD peak levels, apparently audible via
the test rig monitor. But it proved to be ared

figures for noise and volume control accuracy are
relevant measured as asystem.

cancelled. Fig 2shows the commendable low

herring, turning out to be mild ' singing' from the

distortion reading of about —80dB. Ialso drove
the amplifier at both full power and 1W with high

power amplifier chassis, audible due to its

whole dynamic range and the signal-to-noise

proximity to the operator. It couldn't be heard

frequency tones, 19/20kHZ to assess the

during the auditioning.
Channel balance was excellent at 0.05dB. DC

ratios were fine. Over most of the span fine 0.5dB
steps were available. At 1W unweighted noise was

concerns about the nature of the distortion
harmonics are irrelevant. These are ' odd' rather
than ' even' order since this is apush-pull design

intermodulation performance. At 1W the
distortion fell to below the noise floor of the test
system, almost —95dB while asimilarly fine result
was obtained at full power.
For the mid-band at full power, the harmonic
distortion bettered —80dB and was —60dB, 0.1%
by 20kHz: no problem.
Channel separation was fine, again typically

www.hifinews.co.uk

offset at the output terminals was also held to a
desirably low level, less than 10mV for both
channels. Supply modulation effects were very
low while mechanical transformer noise was also
low. Input impedance was fairly low at 10.5k
ohm, in parallel with 150pF. Iprefer higher
figures than this but the listening results were

amplifier when used in this system and the

Volume/balance tracking was excellent over the

77.9dB down, or —80.5dB 'A' weighted.
Translated to full output, the corresponding
results were —92.4dB and —95.6dB respectively,
and certainly appropriate in view of the available
dynamic range. The system was quite enough for
some of the ultrasens tive speaker systems for
whom this musical, engaging system could be an
ideal match.
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Oracle Delphi Mk V
PRICE

from £ 3180

SUPPLIER

RPM Audio

CONTACT

07790 907737

WEBSITE

www.rpm-audio.co.uk

In the world of high-end audio, it's unusual for
any company to keep the same product in
production for 25 years and even more unusual
for that product to top many enthusiasts' wishlist (luring all that time. Yet this is precisely the
boast to which the Oracle Delphi turntable can
lay claim. What's more, not only does the Delphi
celebrate its 25th anniversary this year, a new
importer is bringing the Oracle brand back to the
UK after some years' absence.
Time has done nothing to diminish the visual
impact of this turntable, and it's as stunning to
the eye now as when first released back . n1979.
There have been detail modifications over the
years, but the design is essentially unchanged.
The Delph .Mk Vsubmitted far this review was
mounted on an exquisitely finished black granite
base — this version costs £4117 — though the
deck is also available with the traditional acrylic
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Oracle

Delphi

Mk V
turntable

It's back! This year celebrating 25 years as a
triumph of turntable design the legendary
Oracle Delphi returns to UK shores once more
base at £3785. In basic form, with acrylic base
but without lid or lid hinges, it costs £3180.
A classic three-point suspended subchassis
design, measuring 475 x 150 x363mm (whd)
and weighing 16kg, the Mk Vwill sit happily on
most equipment stands, though Ifound the deck

sounded better when placed upon aROC kpekt
than on my usual 300kg sandbox. Beneath the
base plate are three massive suspension towers
on which floats the magnesium/aluminium alloy
sub chassis. These towers sit on convex feet and
contain Delrin suspension pillars to filter out

www.hifinews.co.uk

Auditions
Turntable

unwanted mid and high frequency vibrations.

with the result that the platter acts more like a

speed and the engraved speed indicators in the

Meanwhile, conical springs damped with rubber

flywheel. This is said to ensure that micro

bushings are said to isolate the entire floating

variations in drag do not cause wow and flutter.

structure down to 5Hz.
Levelling of this structure is achieved via a

While this is an elegant solution, ametal platter

tip of each paddle illuminate to show which has
been selected. A second touch turns the power
off and brings the platter to astandstill.

will ring if not damped. This is taken care of by
damping rings of Sorbothane that run around the

notorious for their difficulty in setup, in the case

rotating sleeve on each spring; a Sorbothane

While earlier incarnations of the Delphi were

damper controls any residual mechanical energy

periphery of the platter, while the mat that sits

and a felt damper on each spring controls any
potential resonance. All exposed metalwork is

on the platter is made from a polymer material
having an optimised impedance match for vinyl.

of the Mk V the deck was unboxed, set up and
playing records in under 90 minutes. The motor
employs aprecision-ground spindle that drives a

coated in a polyester lacquer that prevents

(This is achange from the original ' sticky' mat of

flat-section belt, which as already mentioned is

fingerprints from marring the exquisite finish.
The bearing assembly is just as sophisticated

earlier versions.) The mat is manufactured with a

then located around the drive surface on the

slightly concave shape, which means that when a
record is clamped to the platter with the supplied

underside of the platter. This does takes alittle

as the suspension, featuring atungsten spindle

practice to install and is initially frustrating until

Twenty five years on from its original
release, the Oracle Delphi is still more than
capable of eliciting gasps of admiration

you have the technique.
The choice of aGraham 2.0 arm and Lyra Argo

with atapered base that sits on acarbide ball to
give minimum contact area and so minimal

Oracle clamp, the entire assembly effectively
becomes a laminate structure that's heavily

3.5 phono stage via XL0 Signature phono cable,
which was in turn hooked up to a Krell KRC-3

friction and low bearing noise. To ensure high

damped and low in resonance.
As for the motor, this is a low-voltage,

pre- amp, with Bryston 3B-SST and 14B- SST
power amps driving rvlartinLogan SL-3 speakers.

durability and further low noise this entire
assembly runs in abath of synthetic oil.
While most manufacturers would be happy to

the SME IV. The deck fed a Klyne system 7 PX

Both ART Loudspeakers Skibo [
1-IFN June ' 04]

by one of two power supplies [see ' Technology
panel]. The standard item is essentially awall-

and Monopulse 42A [ reviewed in this issue] also

wart-style transformer, but the review deck came

arranged in two sets of three, one set at the top

supplied with the optional £600 'Turbo' power

of the sleeve, the second at the bottom. Each has
its tip carefully profiled and is installed to a

supply that's capable of delivering asine wave
far more precisely regulated and clocked than
that generated by the standard unit. Both power

saw service on the end of this system. Cabling
was by Townshend Audio, with DOT- 300 between
phono stage and pre-amp, DOT- 100 balanced
between pre- and power, and bi-wired lsolda DOT
speaker cables. All mains cabling was lsotek

supplies offer speed selection via an elegant

sleeve with minimal contact area and drag.
The precision platter has its underside profiled

switching arrangement that features twin
aluminium paddles — one for 33rpm and the

to allow the inner edge to take the motor drive via

other for 45 rpm operation. A single :ouch of
either will start the platter at the appropriate

the belt, while the outer edge is mass- loaded,

Oracle itself recommends the Graham 2.0 ( now
the 2.2) as one of its preferred arms. Another is

high-torque AC synchronous design that's driven

run this assembly in a sleeve bearing, Oracle
uses an arrangement of six nylon set screws,

precision of ' one quarter of the width of ahuman
hair', meaning the spindle is located in the

cartridge — normally used on my Basis Gold
Debut — turned out to be a fortuitous one as

Lett: one of the huge suspension
towers on which sits the subchassis.
Dampers in each tower filter out
floor and air- borne vibrations.
Below and right: paddles select
33rpm or 45rpm speeds

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Elite with source equipment powered by an

down low, delivering textures in the bass and

Isotek 2K Qube and Substation.

Instruments like triangles, tambourines and

lower midrange with far greater definition,

The first thing you realise about the Delphi is
that it's fast and phenomenally transparent. Give

delineation and transparency than most current

cymbals, which typically generate a high
frequency hash or ringing, were rendered solidly

designs can achieve — the Blue Pearl JEM
turntable aside [HFN May '
04]. Then there's the

was held until it sank below the noise floor.

this deck an appropriate support and an arm like
the Graham 2.0, together with an uncoloured
cartridge like the Argo, and you have asystem
able to communicate the slightest alteration in
setup with astounding clarity. Ican see this deck
bringing about a whole new self-help group —
Oracle Tweakers Anonymous — of which I'd
happily nominate myself as afounder member.
This is not to say this is afinicky deck, or one
that goes out of tune as soon as you look at it.
Rather, its sheer hear-through quality tells you at
once whether an adjustment made is improving
or degrading the performance. This not only
makes extracting the very best from your
arm/cartridge combination effortless, but thanks
to an easily adjustable VTA, optimising VTA on a
record- by- record basis is adoddle.
The sonic balance of the Basis Gold Debut
and Oracle Delphi Mk V couldn't be more
different, yet both are immensely appealing. The
Basis boasts near state-of-the-art performance

and vividly textured, while the decay of a note

soundstaging ability of the Basis, which is
breathtaking with the black stuff — and that goes

Thanks

for humble car boot sale finds, let alone
audiophile pressings. It's only in the upper

Mk V proved an incredibly quiet turntable too,
surface noise only really making an appearance

to

the

attention

lavished

on

the

suspension and main bearing, the Oracle Delphi

The sheer air, dexterity and speed on offer
from the Delphi was simply astonishing,
while tracking of transients was incredible
midrange and high frequencies that you become
aware that maybe there is alittle more available
with the very finest turntables.
The Delphi attacked the Basis in just this area.
The sheer air, dexterity and speed on offer was
astonishing, while the tracking of transients was
incredible, the slightest nuances of music being
captured and precisely placed on the soundstage
with an unnerving accuracy and solidity.

on the run-in and run-out grooves. As for
soundstaging, this was excellent, with Gerry
Rafferty's Night Owl [
Fame FA4131471] making
a very convincing case. The title track was
rendered vividly, the soundstage being populated
by solid 3D performers having a real tactile
presence. And this wasn't limited to the
musicians — you could virtually see the spaces
between the performers, too. While this is

Oracle's history: 25 years of analogue playback
The story of Oracle began 25 years ago in the

Alexandria Mk II

1984-1987

very different

minds of brothers Marcel and Jacques Riendeau —

Alexandria Mk Ill

1988-1989

marketplace to

aphilosophy lecturer and heavy equipment

Alexandria Mk IV

1990-1994

the one it had

mechanic respectively. After building the original

Premiere Mk II

1982-1987

left. More

Delphi prototype they decided to send it to the US

Premiere Mk III

1988-1989

products soon

underground publication International Audio

Premiere Mk IV

1989-1994

followed: the CD

Review, where 1Peter Montcrieff declared it to be

2000 transport

'634 times better than the Linn'. No fewer than

Astute readers will have noticed from the above

600 orders for the turntable followed, and Oracle

that everything stopped in 1994. Despite having

player in 1999,

was in business. The company introduced three

sold 10,000 turntables worldwide by the mid-

the CD 1000

further turntables to the Oracle line — the Paris,

1980s, the years of decline in the turntable

transport and

Alexandria and Premiere — while updating the

market following the launch of CD took their toll

CD 1500 player

original Delphi through four versions. Here is the

and, with Oracle's full resources committed to

in 2000 and then

complete turntable production timeline:

turntable production, the company collapsed.

the Si 3000

For three years Oracle owners were in the
Delphi AC

&WS,

and CD 2500 CD

A ritEdcrmtz
WINNUI?

,WAlf Sik

integrated amplifier in 2001. In 2003 the

1979-1981

wilderness. But Jacques Riendeau didn't give up

Delphi Mk I

1980-1984

hope of relaunching the brand and, together with

Delphi Mk Il

1984-1987

Robin Blanchard, aformer employee of the

Delphi Mk III

1987-1989

company, in 1997 anew corporation called

will fit straight on to the new suspension system of

Delphi Mk IV

1989-1994

Oracle Audio Technologies inc was born.

the Mk V and it's also possible to upgrade aMk I

Paris 33 rpm

1989-1990

Naturally, its first production deck was a

deck to afull Mk V.

Paris 33 & 45 rpm

1990-1993

revitalised Delphi, the Mk V. With interest in

Alexandria Mk I

1983-1984

analogue now growing, Oracle found itself in a
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company revealed its DAC 1000 D/A converter.
It is atribute to Oracle's belief in its original
design that even today aDelphi Mk 1subchassis

HFN reviewed the Delphi Mk Iin March ' 81, the
Mk Ill in June ' 89 [ above], the Mk IV in Sept ' 90.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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868231], show one of this deck's truly great
strengths: female vocals. The track ' Here With
Me' boasts an excellent vocal performance from
Dido, and the Delphi dug out every last nuance
and subtlety — you could almost feel the power of
her voice energising : he room. With the track
'Hunter', not only was Dido's vocal presented in
amesmerising holographic image in the middle
of the room, but the iichly detailed soundstage
was carried far beyond the edges of the speakers
—with an acoustic guitar sited on the far right of
the stage sounding incredibly realistic. You could
truly hear the instrument's strings being plucked
over awooden body.
So, 25 years on from its original release, the
Oracle Delphi is still more than capable of
eliciting

gasps

of

admiration

from

those

unfamiliar with the design. But what is even
more impressive is the fact that sonically this
deck has been updated to retain its position as
one of the world's reference turntables. While the
Blue Pearl JEM has the edge when it comes to
performance at the frequency extremes, the
Delphi has an ability to deliver atransparent and
immediate sound that is fatigue free for the
listener. What's more, it's simultaneously a
tweaker's dream and yet is a stable playback
platform that could be afit- and-forget option for
most enthusiasts.
How highly do Irate this turntable? If Ididn't
have the Basis Gold Debut already installed, this
would be areference item. If you are considering
something that any deck aspir ng to the state-of
the- art' should do this is usually one of the first
abilities to be sacrificed as you move to more
affordable turntables.
Switching to a recording that has chalenged
the best, and one which I've found needs
absolute top to bottom consistency, Madonna's
Re of Light [
Warner 9362-46847-1], Iwas

Above: the platter's outer edge is mass- loaded to

this kind of investment in vinyl playback, then

increase nertia and maintain speed stability

the

Below: the Mk Vwitn optional black granite
base, supplied record clamp, and SME IV

mandatory inclusion on any shortlist. I have

down by Madonna and William Orbit. On the
track ' Czeidy Perfume Girl' the bass line is as
much felt as heard with the Basis, yet with the
Mk V this crushing

the bass, especially as the title track has a
particularly powerful driving bass line. Yet even

dimirisned, so you could still feel the bass, even
if it didn't pound your chest cavity.
Hay ng said that, there was absolutely no lack

power was somewhat

weight of the Basis or JEM, it still succeeded in
delivering a bass line that was appropriately

of textural information, and the Delphi's abil .ty to

scaled, the deck propelling the track along with

accurately displaying macro dynamic shifts was

great verve and energy and so making it cifficult

simply cu:standing. Simpler tracks, such as
those on Dido's No Angel [
BMG 74321-

not to be drawn into the sonic maelstrom laid

Oracle

Delphi

should

be a

missed this turntable since it left — asure sign of
awinning component. Strongly recommended.

expecting to find some shortcomings exposed in

while the Delphi lacked the absolute scale and

legendary

deliver micro dynamic shifts in the music while

David Allcock

Technology
Ahigh current, high torque power supply will quickly
get arecord deck's platter up to speed and deliver
enough power to avoid wow and flutter problems, but
the trade off is that vibrations can be introduced into
the drive belt and from there into the playback
system as awhole. On the other hand, the use of a
low torque, low current power supply will certainly
avoid vibrations being introduced into the system but
such adevice cannot start aheavy platter unaided.
Oracle has come up with an elegant solution to
this quandry in the form of the dual- current design
that powers the Delphi. This employs ahigh starting
current that brings the platter up to speed rapidly,
then reverts to a lower current drive for normal
playback, so avoiding the possibility of introducing
vibrations into the turntable system. This system has
been employed elsewhere, such as with Linn
Products Lingo PSU for the LP12.

Features
II Reworked suspensioa
• Dual-current motor
II Reference performance

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Spendor

S8e loudspeaker

•

It's big and it's aSpendor, but the all new
S8e offers the brand's near legendary
qualities — and then some
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Spendor S8e
PRICE

£1895/pair

SUPPLIER

Spendor Audio Systems

CONTACT

01323 843474

WEBSITE

www.spendoraudio.com

The original S series was Spendor's first range
of speakers following the company's purchase
by Audiolab's co-founder Philip Swift in 2001.
It aimed to retain the near- legendary qualities of
Spendor's traditional designs while adding amore
room friendly appearance and greater frequency
response. The new Sseries has been considerably
enlarged and now consists of one standmount,
four floorstanders, the innovative SR5 wallmount
[HFN, Nov '03] and two centre channels. The S8e

The sabstantial stainless steel terminal plate is secured to the cabinet vis a damping membrane

is the second largest of the floorstanders, atwoway, featuring a new version of Spendor's

while the supplied heavy spiked

hallmark 210mm mid- bass driver.

210mm bass- midrange driver is a propriety
Speridcr unit, utilising a brand new ep38

Despite looking like acarbon copy of the earlier
S8, the new Spendor S8e is anew speaker. The
cabinet uses abraced, thick-walled construction
rather than Spendor's traditional damped, thinwall approach.
To reduce cabinet resonances further, the rear
of each driver is clamped to an adjacent brace,
using a damping pad that converts unwanted
energy to heat. Simply placing ahand on the side

lira isolates the speaker's drivers from unwanted vibrations

x316mm (wd). Weight is asubstantial 25kg per
speaker. Real wood veneer finishes of cherry,

polymer cone material boasting ahigh stiffness-

maple, rosenut and black ash are all available at

to- mass ratio while providing excellent intemal

the standard price
Source equipmert for the review consisted of

damp.ng. It's also been optimised for its mid- bass
duties, Dehavirg consistently well with both pure
pistonic motion and the motion across the cone
demanded by midrange frequencies. Linearity
and dispersion of the midrange is also improved

an SME 20/2A and Sumiko Pearwood analogue
front end plus a Musical Fidelity Trivista hybrid
SACD player. Amplification included the Musical
Fidelity kW/kWP combo, the new Arcam C30 pre

the

by alarge, optimally profiied, phase plug.
An inzerestirg feature of both drivers is the use

and Pl monoblocks plus an Arcam 7R integrated.
The main omparison speakers were Martin Logan

effectiveness of this feature, with very little

of ' bucking magnets', rather than conventional

vibration apparent, even when low-frequency

shielding, to allow use cose to CRT screens. Also,

Prodigies and Quad 22Ls.
Right from the start, the Spendors threw out a

of

the

S8e's

cabinet

demonstrates

The Spendors produced performances of
such rhythmic brio that, temporarily at
least, the need for the finer points of high
fidelity reproduction were forgotten
material is being played. As for bass loading, the
S8e utilises adevelopment of the linear flow port
used in the original S series ( see 'Technology'
box), this system being said to give great
flexibility when it comes to speaker placement.

great care has been taken with the speaker's
crossover network. Top cuality components are
used throughout, and the substantial stainless
steel terminal pate is mounted to the cabinet via
a damping membrane — no resonating plastic

huge, three dimensional soundstage, with
impressively solid images spread across the whole
width of my listening room. In fact, in two
particular spatial aspects they comprehensively
out-performed my reference Martin Logans.
Firstly, image stability, when sitting way off
axis, was exceptional. Central images stayed
resolutely static, even when sitting a couple of
feet outside the right hand speaker.
Secondly, the Spendors performed the most
amazing disappearing act Ihave heard from any
speaker — Quad 989s : ncluded. Images simply
refused to attach themselves to the vicinity of the
cabinets.

quite

panels here. Perhaps the most interesting aspect

The title track from (\Una Simone's My Baby

acceptable, if domestic circumstances or room

of the crossover is that no series gain adjustment

matching so dictate.
Both drivers are completely new units. The

resistors are used. Instead, atapped inductor is

Just Cares For Me illustrated this perfectly. This
Chary CD has arather odd stereo balance, with

used to adjust the output level of the tweeter,
ensur'ng that resistor non - linearity is eliminated.

piano situated dead centre, but vocals apparently
welded to the left hand speaker. Well, that

In terms of vital statstics, frequency response

seemed to have been the case with every other

Indeed,

a close-to- wall

location

is

27mm tweeter features a dome diaphragm
manufactured from anew, extremely low density,
'Sonolex' material. The driver also incorporates a
vented pole piece to minimise reflected energy,
and a damped rear chamber that reduces the
fundamental resonance frequency of the tweeter,
with claimed benefits in bandwidth, increased
dynamic range and improved headroom. The

www.hifinews.co.uk

is 32Hz,

speaker Ihave playea the track through. However,
with the Spendors, the vocal was clearly situated

sensitivity is 89 dB/1W and the nominal load is
an ' easy' 8 ohms, with aminimum of 5 ohms.

behind and slightly inside the left hand speaker.
This small change provided a much more

Cabinet size is 925 x320 x226mm ( hwd) with

satisfying effect: agrand piano sited lengthwise

the attached plirth extending the footprint to 3d0

between the speakers with Ms Simone situated

for the S8e is listed as 44Hz-20kHz (±3dB, on a
reference axis). The —6dB

point
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11 New Quebec St, London W1
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Amplifon WL25 (left): 28W/channel using 6P3, £795
Amplifon WT40 (centre): 40W/channel using 6C33, £ 1995
Amplifon WT30 II (right): 31W/channel using 6H13, £ 1395
Amplifon is proving to be ahuge success both with reviewers and customers alike - we are delighted! Now made in the EC (a
warm welcome to our Polish neighbours is in order), this range of three models, all superbly built, all featuring automatic biasing,
and all with large, wide bandwidth toroidal output transformers suitable for 4or 8Ohms, offer superb value for money. Sound
quality is reminiscent of the best classic designs of the past, but modern circuit techniques and transformers give an authority of
presentation and power reserve often lacking in older designs. Truly modern classics!
The Jadis Orchestra Reference (left) from
France, at £ 1699. Output of 40W/ch using
KT90s, and even featuring that long
missed attribute, tone controls - my, takes
me back!
The Consonance MlOOS (right), £ 1595, is
proving to be areviewer's favourite,
offering adelicacy which is aspeciality of
the 300B output valve, giving here
25W/channel.
For people who prefer the authentic Star
Trek look, the Shanling STP80 (left) fits
the bill perfectly! With superb build
quality, remote control, digital level
indicator, 35W/ch output, all for a mere
£1295. Oh, it sounds good too, by the way.
The Audiovalve Assistent 20 (yes, it is
spelt like that) is alittle gem from
Germany, with avery musical performance
-sweet as anut, we say. 30W/ch output,

«UP

in aneat chassis, for £ 1600.
The Musical Fidelity Trivista DAC: We have secured some of
the last remaining UK stock of this brilliant device. An utter
bargain for £ 1200 - and, as they say, once it's gone, it's gone!
Don't delay - pick up the phone now.

Slinkylinks are solid
silver air dielectric
cables with the latest
bullet plugs, fantastic
sound at an amazingly

Cawsey may not be the best known cable

(others spend more on advertising) but it's
quite possibly the best sounding. We have
been selling these Australian made silver
interconnects for several years and can
recommend them without reservation.
From £250 to £900 per metre set.

Mai

low price: £ 195 for a
1.2m set!

aikthylinità

air tangent amazon amphion amplifon apollo furniture argento audible illusions audio physic audiovalve breuer
dynamic brinkmann cabasse cartridge man cawsey chord electronics clearaudio clearcover consonance decca
london dnm duevel dynavector ear yoshino ecosse final lab graham slee hadcock heart incognito infinity
isolda jadis jbl k2 klimo koetsu korato lavardin loricraft lyra michell engineering morch musical fidelity nordost
nottingham analogue opus 3 origin live ortofon papworth pro-ject rega revolver ringmat roksan shun mook
shanling shelter slinkylinks sme sonneteer spendor stax sugden sumiko tannoy tci cables tivoli audio tom
evans townshend audio transfiguration trichord trigon van den hul voodoo wireworld xlo
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Clockwise from below: the crossover features a
tapped inductor to adjust tweeter output; the
tweeter dome is made from anew low density
'Sonolex' material; the plinth is 340mm wide

Deutsche

squarely at the business end.

reissues

With this new benchmark to
work

with,

I can

Grammophon
of

the

CD

Janacek

Quartet playing Haydn's

see

hernias on the horizon,

The Joke, Serenade and

as Itry to figure out

Fifths, the qualities of

whether my Prodigies

each

are as optimally sited as

drawn exquisitely. Even
when the pitch of violin

Ihad thought.

and viola converged, the

The words that sprang

timbral character of each

to mind to describe the
Spendor's

instrument were

sound

remained distinct.

were

In

neutrality, transparency and

terms of frequency

extremes, the S8es definitely

balance. A studiously neutral

had a little less bass weight than

component can underwhelm on

my Martin Logan Prodigies. However,

first listen, but the Spendors did not
fall into this trap. Firstly, the speaker's impressive

they trumped the Martin Logans when it came to

spatial qualities knock you for a six, then the

speed and their absolutely seamless integration.

S8es play the truly transparent component's

With Leftfield's Phat Planet, the S8es showed a

trump card: whatever you play through them, you

seemingly absolute lack of overhang that had the

cannot catch them out.

bass driving the track along in an irresistible

Try a sumptuous recording such as Mary
Coughlan's ICan't Make You Love Me, and they

manner. In fact, Ican't recall hearing this track
sound so cohesive.

return a performance absolutely dripping with

In the high frequencies, the Spendors did not

atmosphere, presence and emotior. Spin up The

quite have the laser- like incision of, say, JM Labs

Jam's

Utopia range,

sparsely

recorded

paean

to

urban

frustration A Town Called Malice and they pump

but there was absolutely no

perceived lack of air, attack or detail. Rebecca

In my listening room at least, they trumped
the Martin Logans in terms of both speed
and their absolutely seamless integration
the venom and energy into the room in arivetting

Pigeon's version of Spanish Harlem can be abit

primeval flood. Even with lowfi' Ska classics, the

of aminefield in the top end, the lyrics containing

S8es delivered. Working with recordings of highly

aplethora of ' s' sounds, but the S8es reproduced

variable quality, they consistently produced
that,

the almost preternaturally pure vocals perfectly.
The Spendors are simply stunning speakers.

temporarily at least, the need for the finer points

Driven by 20-odd grands worth of Musical Fidelity

of high fidelity reproduction were forgotten.

kW/kWP amplification they really do leave you

performances

of

such

rhythmic

brio

With vocals the S8es reproduced every nuance

asking the question ' why pay more'? When driven

perfectly, with a natural, almost organic quality,

by £ 300 worth of Arcam 7R, they redefined my

that Ihave only ever heard from electrostatics at

expectations of what is possible from so-called

several times their price. Another party trick was

budget electronics. Whether you are moving up

imbuing harmony and backing singers with the

from sub-£ 1000 components or looking for a

kind of detail and presence you hope for from a

medium-sized- room- friendly partner for exotic

lead vocalist. It was asimilar story when handling

electronics, you'd be crazy to overlook them. al

acoustic instruments. Listening to some intimate

Ian Harris
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Technology
Bass loading is care of Spendar's Linear Flow Port.
This feature is carried over frcm the S8es
predecessor but, as with nearly every aspect of the
new speaker, significant enhancements have been
made. In the original Srange. the base of the port
was aslanted wooden panel, whereas in the S8e, the
top of the plinth is CNC machined to create a
critically tapered wave- guide which minimises
standing waves — hence the ' 3D' nomenclature.
The outward manifestation of this technology is
the rectangular port, marking the boundary between
the base of the speaker and the composite plinth.
This aperture has amuch larger 2rea than atubular
port, reducing air velocity and preventing any
overload ' chuffing'.
In addition to the benefLts of lower velocity
airflow, the linear flow port gives higily symmetrical
behaviour, with air moving both in and out of the port
smoothly, allowing the speaker to be placed close to
awall without bass quality being adversely affected.
Any midrange energy is absorbed by wadding within
the cabinet. The absence of any midrange port
emissions is akey factor in the speaker's overall
coherence.

Features
• Two-way floorstanding speaker
II Nominal 8ohm load
li Extraordinarily transparent sound
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Audio Research
ado research
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...making the case for adedicated CD player, rather than a ' universal'
, i.smtragewir

argue that it's mere excuse- making for not
PRICE

£ 5190

SUPPLIER

Absolute Sounds Ltd

CONTACT

020 8971 3909

WEBSITE

www.audioresearch.com

I

t's getting harder and harder to justify the
existence of CD- only players when you look
around at the proliferation of DVD-A-only,
SACD-only and universal players at every

having a universal of its own, but trust me,
ARC could come up with a universal if it
wanted to, circa 2004. Here's what they
argued two years ago and still argue today:

Pro 2 laser mechanism transport, which is
mounted on a massive machined base for

"combination' players" on the market —
whether DVD or SACD based — is that the

maximum rigidity and lowest jitter. Alas, the
Mk II still uses a manually operated sliding

CD3 is designed to do one thing superbly:
that is, to play back normal " redbook" music
CDs, CD- R and CD-RW discs with maximum
fidelity and full musical expression.'

price point. Unless, that is, you're of the

So welcoming the Mk II version of the
Audio Research CD3 took little effort. Iloved
its Mk Iversion when Ireviewed it over two

edition of this old stager, then, it's worth
deciding wnere you stand, and why you may
want to pass on it.
Briefly, there are only two reasons for
buying a multi- format machine, keeping in

years ago, aside from its top- loader layout,

and Iwas pleased to note that its Mk II status

the money nor the sheif real-estate for two or

involves extensive

more players. The other reason is that you
want to be able to compare SACDs, CDs and

sonically a match for SACD.

DVD-As knowing that the only differences are

weighing

the formats themselves, not the players. As

impresses as a player with substance, like
those from Wadia and Mark Levinson. Inside

reviewers ' et me state right now: Iprefer the
dedicated player per format approach. Then
again, my wife gave up on me years ago.
Audio Research Corporation even issued a
'mission statement' for the CD-only CD3, that
states the case succinctiy. Cynics might
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lid, which must be closed for the unit to
operate, unlike YBA's and some others. The
unit comes with amagnetic puck to hold the
disc in place. And I'm not even gonna bother
complaining about top- loading because I'm
too old to give adamn. Let's just say that it's
enough to keep me from coveting the player.
As before, the CD3 Mk II is a standalone

Cynics might argue it's excuse- making,
but trust me, Audio Research could
come up with auniversal if it wanted to

mind that every player of silver discs has to
play conventional CDs. The first is the
cost/space issue. You simply may not have

the latter only really applies to anoraks and

Unsurprisingly, ARC stayed with the everdependable Philips cast- metal, three- beam

'What sets the CD3 apart from the so-called

school that no player can do everything, or
even two things, as well as a single-function
unit. Before even looking at the revised

for lowest digital noise; the company still
uses traditional hand-soldering methods.

it

CD player, which also offers both BNC and
XLR digital outputs, transformer-coupled and
driven by ahigh- current balanced line driver.

and

This does raise the question of why anyone

re-working to make

At 483 x 152 x 356mm (whd)
11.3kg ( 251b), the CD3

Mk

II

are massive regulated power supplies with
two transformers, and the company loves to
sprinkle

its

units

capacitors for

liberally with

both

supply

and

would buy a player of this grade to use as a
transport, when its raison d'etre is the DAC
and output section. The line outputs are
offered in both single-ended and balanced

designer

mode, and it was — as ever, I'm afraid —
abundantly clear that balanced connection

bypass

via XLR beats single-ended via phono every

functions. All of the circuit boards are Audio
Research- engineered with layouts optimised

time. It is not subtle.
Audio Research also applies mechanical

www.hifinews.co.uk
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damping to the mounting of key components,
transport and chassis, and the player sits on
tuned polymer feet to minimise vibrationinduced noise. The CD3 Mk II's servos
operate entirely in the digital domain; the
previous

transport

models

were

Below and left: balanced and unbalanced analogue
outputs, and the same options for digital outs too

less

accurate than

the

Marantz.

Voices,

including the Judds' take of ' Don't Be Cruel'
and Robert Plant's gorgeous ' Darkness
Darkness', had less tendency toward
sibilance or harshness, but brass had less
punch and ' bite'. The lower registers favoured
acoustic bass — Idug out my stalwart Kodo

hybrid

designs using analogue servos that placed
greater demands on power supply reserves.

drummers for that — while synthetic music

As minimalist as the back panel, the front
is pure Audio Research, right down to the mix

was slightly softened. But these traits are
minuscule in degree, and the arbiter has to

of brushed silver fascia, optional black
handles and two symmetrical cut-outs for the

be system- related.
One can only imagine how fat (as in

display on the left and the controls on the

'sluggish' and ' obese', not hip-hop talk) this

right. Oh, how Iwish the company would

would sound through, say, a 300B- based

return to using the layout of the CD2, where

system. At the same time, it would add some
soul to an all solid-state package. That it was

what is now the display was the CD tray!
Enough — Ipromised Iwouldn't whine about

so close to the never- bettered, Ken Ishiwata-

the top- loading format. The display is basic,

hot-rodded Marantz CD12/DA12 was nothing

blue- lit, and tells track, time mode and
accessed functions, while the array of six

short of revelatory. The gains over its
predecessor? Judging by memory, and my
notes from ' 02, I'd say it's more precise, the

buttons deals with

only

basic

transport

manoeuvres. Everything else is found on the

soundstage scale is even larger and more

supplied remote.
As with all ARC products, burn- in is
essential. Ihad the thing left on ' repeat' for

open, and the midband even more lifelike.
At £ 5190, it has ts work cut out for it. But
provided that the demonstration you hear
involves a burned-in player, I can see it
joining a very tiny short-list of ' final CD-only

three weeks before Icould settle down with
it, and I'm convinced there's even more to be

players' to consider before the OEM supplies

gleaned. Beyond that, the unit also takes a

of CD transports vanish
lovin', two-channel über- alles brigade.
Given that I'd spent the month prior to the

utterly musical.
If only it had adrawer at the front...

vinyl, it was arelief to learn that CD in 2004

Ken Kessler

despite SACD. Like ARC's stereotypical client
and most readers, Iown a CD library that I
have no intention of replacing in SACD, DVDA, Blu-Ray or anything else that might come

months'

burn- in

up even after a few

so,

as

before,

it

is

recommended that you place the CD3 Mk H

the wake of

ARC's arrival listening almost exclusively to
continues to narrow the gap and to improve...

long time to warm

in

universal offerings. This machine is pure
Audio Research: high-end, thoroughbred and

Technology
(hat's different about .. he Mk II? Sorry to disappoint
ymi here, but Audio Research is playing its cards

along. Enough is enough, and Ijust ain't
gonna buy the complete Led Zeppelin canon

lose to its chest, and much of what Iwrote about
le first CD3 still applies. Like the Mk 1, the Mk 11
uses a 24/192- capable Delta- Sigma Crystal DAC,

agair. ( Not that I'll live long enough to see,
say, SACD or DVD-A reissues of the Sopwith

and does not upsample because Audio Research
ays its ' empirical research shows sonic

Camel's eponymous debut, or The Best cf

ompromise is unavoidable due to sample rate
ir ianipulation

and

approximating

errors.

The

it on from the remote and not from the mains.
I used the player with the McIntosh

Mickey Katz.)
What the CD3 Mk II does is make it all
smooth and silky and non- aggressive. It has

C2200/MC2102

SC-

width and depth and incredible bloom, and

eeping the overall player design simple, reliable

7S1/MA-9S1 pre/power amp combinations in
balanced mode throughout, through Wilson

the performance improved in nearly every
area on adaily basis. What Idid was leave the

arid optimised for the one task it must accomplish.'
he DAC was ' chosen for its resolution and

WATT Puppy System 7 and some prototype

unit on 24/7 with a mix of real music and

iusicality when matched with our fully differential,

LS3/5As. My reference was the Marantz
CD12/DA12 CD player and DAC combo, also

burn- in CDs, playing the same disc each
morning after 12-14 hours away from the
player. It would be nice if ARC could put a

lass A1-FET analogue output stage.' But regarding
ie Mk II edition, Aud oResearch states that the -e

in stand-by mode when not in use, switching

in

balanced

and

mode,

the

and

Marantz

all

wiring was

Transparent Reference.
Here's where things get a bit

few hundred hours on each machine at the
sticky,

factory bul .they don't, so consider life with

because three audio gurus visited while Iwas

the CD3 rvlk II like buying abrand new car. It
just gets better and better before a plateau

assessing the CD3 Mk II. And Icouldn't help
but overhear their musings, including those
of one who chuckled

and

posited, ' How

months in the future.
Given that the machine may still

some burn- in ahead cf it, Ican state that,

extremes to make it sound more analogue

relative to the CD12 package in particular, it

and valve- like!' At which Isighed with deep

is a first- rank machine that will be of more

relief, because it reminded me of what I appeal to those who prefer rosy euphony over
clinical, obsessive detail retrieval. In this
wrote about the Mk I, and confirmed that this

www.hifinews.co.uk

are in total 45 parts changes and additions, '... made
ti irough the careful application of proprietary
lectrical, mechanical and optical modifications
arid treatments.'

Features

have

clever! They've rounded off the frequency

was, indeed, a player ' voiced' for the vinyl-

engineering focus of the CD3 is to maximise
erformance with the prevailing music format by

II Classic Philips metal- chassis transport
I Top- loading with magnetic puck
I Balanced analogue outputs

area, it was warmer, more lush and probably
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NHT

Evolution

speaker
syste m

Here's apowerful active speaker system
that could overturn your prejudices...
NHT Evolution 15 speaker system
PRICE

£2820

SUPPLIER

Elan Systems ( UK) Ltd

CONTACT

0151 236 1832

WEBSITE

www.nhthifi.com

One of the delights of reviewing hi-fi is the
discovery of new products that challenge
opinions built on experience. In this case I'm
NHT's M5 two-way
enclosure sits atop
the B5 pedestal

referring to my preference for large, high- efficiency,
floorstanding loudspeakers, fed by moderately
powered, bi-amped pre/power combinations. Now,

subwoofer to provide
atruly full- bandwidth

the NHT Evolution 15 system in the form seen here

main speaker

feeding fairly low-sensitivity (85dB/W) monitors

packs several hundred watts per stereo channel,
and 88dB/W subwoofers. And while the system
here is indeed bi-amped, representing only one of
my personal four steps to sonic heaven, Iwas still
very curious to see what the set-up could do,
without

expecting

to

feel

any

stirrings

of

covetousness towards it.
The equipment arrived in nine boxes and took
about an hour to unpack and assemble. Once the
main monitors were attached to the subwoofer
cabinets by brackets and screws, and the tubular
aluminium legs attached to the bottoms of the subcabinets, the speakers were almost ready for use.
The next stage was to wire in the electronics, using
four NHT Al amplifiers. These are monoblock
units, capable of 250W output into the main
monitor's 6 ohm load, and were accompanied by
the X1 electronic crossover unit which provides
active bass management.
All of the electronic units are matched in
external appearance and size (432 x38 x292mm,
whd), and were stacked on top of each other in the
installation. The amps include courtesy lights
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there is aseparate surround-sound processor and
amplifiers. Iused the simple method of connecting
apre-amp to the two phono inputs of the crossover,
then connecting the four mono amps so that two
powered the subwoofers, and the other two drove
the top monitors.
Setting the crossover was helped by the detailed
and helpful instructions, which provided several
examples of chfferent room placement, and the
suggested starting points for the relevant controls
on the crossover. Having spent acouple of hours
getting an initial setting that Iwas happy with over
a general cross-section of music, Iproceeded to
fiddle over the next couple of weeks, getting to
know the differ ng effects of both the controls and
underneath the front edge of each unit, which can
be set to one of two intensity settings, or off, and

NHT's X1 active crossover, showing the neat
controls on the front and aplethora of balanced

their relationship to the placement of the units

illuminate the controls below such as those or the
crossover. Icouldn't detect any degradation to : he
sound with them on, so Ileft them on since the
gentle glow was not aesthetically displeasing.

and unbalanced socketry on the back panel

engaged in this very worthwhile process, Iadvise
altering only one parameter and leaving it for at

OdB to 10dB (to increase subwoofer output, if
monitors of higher efficiency than NHT's are used);

least two differing pieces of music before making a
final decision on both placement and setting. Iwas

and two switches, one for stereo or mono mode, the
other for setting the basic high-pass filter at either

happy with the fine-tun.ng after about three weeks
of living with the system.

The Al amplifiers are finished in adark, almost
enrnetal, grey colour, with the gentle curvature of
the fronts decorated by the NHT logo on the left
and three LEDs on the right. These are colour-

50, 80 or 110Hz. Following that are four balanced

within a room and its furnishings. While you're

A lot of background listening was done using

XLR outputs for left and right channels of high-

tuner, television, and CD as sources, through a

coded amber for standby, green for on, and red for

pass and subwoofer signals. The X1 is powered by

passive Creek P43R pre-amp. Later concentrated

a `ault condition. The standby and on settings are
conttoled by asliding switch at the back which lias

an external 15V AC transformer.

listening was done using my Origin Live- powered

three settings: always on; audio control ( where the

on the frort panel seem almost minimalist. From

After al of that, the five knobs and one switch

The T5 system in the form seen here
packs several hundred watts per channel,
feeding fairly low-sensitivity (85dB/W)
monitors and 88dB/W subwoofers

LP12 Sondek/Hadcock 242SE/Shiraz front-end,
into an EAR 834P phono stage, using the phono
stage's level control to adjust volume, straight into
the X1 crossover.
Listening in this ' purist' form, Idiscovered the
inevitable double-edged sword that went with
breath-taking

dynamics,

almost

holographic

imaging and afrequency bandwidth that more than
'ived up to the name o''full' — and that was the
sometimes brutal truth about the quality of some of
the records that Iown Isay quality, not condition,

unit activates when a signal is detected); and

left to right, there's a variable low-pass control,

because cleaning arecord thoroughly and using a

finally a 12V tr.gger setting for use with remote

ranging from 501-tz to 140 Hz. Beside that is atwo-

installations. If the fault light comes on, resetting
is possiole by switching off the unit, waiting a

part phase control, a switch offering 0 or 180°
settings, and :he knob swinging that around from 0

finely-tuned arm, cartridge and turntable can
reduce surface noise to non-existence, or to be no

moment and res:arting. A pair of binding posts are
provided for speaker connection, along with a

to afurther 180'. Beside that is the master gain
which controls the relative sub/monitor volume.

Using the set-up described left my early 1990's

single RCA phono input and abalanced XLR input.

The next knob controls the Boundary equalisation.
This offers an adjustment range of ±6dB and is

copy of Love's Forever Changes [
Electra Records

intended to compensate for different speaker/wall
relationships. The last control is the gain for the

unlistenable. More recen: pressings such as Lemon
Jelly's first album [ Impotent Fury Records

An IEC mains socket is situated at the extreme
right of the backplate.
The X1 active crossover (£270) has abackplate
loaded with sockets. Reading from left to right,

LFE input, for home cinema system use.

there are two gold-plated RCA phono inputs, two

The inst'uctions show a variety of ways of

(for stereo) balanced XLR inputs, and an XLR
balanced LFE ( Low Frequency Effects) input. After

installing this combination of units, dependent
upon whether there is asubwoofer output on the

that are two sets of phono sockets labelled Hi Pass
Out, and Sub OLt; aswitch to alter the gain from

chosen control unt, or a pre-amp out/main in

www.hifinews.co.uk

connection facility on the amp:ifier, or whether

more intrusive than the patter of gentle rain against
aside window.

K42015]sounding so gat and compressed as to be

IFXLLP39: demonstrated the depth, timing and
textural detail that provide some of the reasons why
Iam incurably wedded to the big black disc, even
for modern digitally-sourced recordings. The point
Iam trying to make is that the NHT system was
extremely resporsive and revealing about whatever

Hi-FiNews JULY 2004
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6 key elements to Contemporary Art

V-SER1ES

X-6I6
Dimensionsiw x d x h,cmj:65x35x2

riensionsiw x ci x h,cm1:35x65x11

CP-6371
Dimensionstw x cl x h,cm):35x65x12:

The Six:
• Top mounted tweeter avoiding diffraction for
more natural sound imaging.
• Elegantly sloped cabinet design to enhance
sound dispersion and time phase coherency.
• High-grade mirror-imaged finish on gloss black,
gloss sliver, gloss white.
• High-grade furniture-quality real wood tweeter
cover and wood side panel reinforcement.
• Base chamber design, to increase weight by
fill in leads or sand and better bass control.
• Design by Dr. Joseph D'appolilto

e

CP-6381
Dimensianstw x d x h,cm):35x65x127

USHER AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
67 Kai- Fong Street Sec.1 Taipei 100 Taiwan Te1:886-2-23816299 Fax:886-2-23711053 E-mall:usherems11.hinet.net
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recordings were not enhanced, or given the rosy

Having had the luxury o' being able to live with this
system for the last five months, it has become the

glow that some systems bestow. They showed the
limitations of the recording technology of the

counterbalance to an Icon Audio LA3 valve preamp and twin 300B monoblocks that currently

it was fed, in terms of hardware or software. Old

period, but in the process opened levels of detail

power the Kelly KT3 speakers in another room. I

that Ihadn't realised was there.
At the same time, the musicality remained. I

now move between 28W/ch and 95dB/W efficiency

make this statement because Ihave heard very

in another, and Icannot settle on a preference.

expensive, full- bandwidth systems that were very
'hi-fi' and detailed but carried none of the
subliminal energy and emotion that make

Both are beguiling in texturality, timing and

in one room, to the near- kilowatt potential of NHT

instrumental notes hang together as music, and

imaging, both can play loud enough to be felt and
heard at the opposite ends of alarge, well-built 80year-old house; and both can be late- night whisper-

make the listener involved - sometimes whether

quiet and involve the listener totally in the music.
So, as Imentioned at the start, my usual sonic

they want to be or not. Iwould suggest that a
serious test for any audio system is to try its ability

preferences have beer successfully challenged,
and at a price that Istill have some difficulty

to reproduce music that you both know and detest.
If you find that your feet are tapping, despite

believing when listening to the performance on

yourself, or you can make positive statements

offer. Put simply, the NHT Al amps, X1 crossover

about some aspects of the playing or music itself,

and Evolution T5 speakers as tested at £ 2820
represent superb value for money, and for me, have

then the system is relaying that essence that
separates music reproduction from hi-fi.
Given good recordings, such as the 1960 Decca
recording of Verdi's Aida [
SXL22421, the results

redrawn the performance versus price parameters

were magical. Playing the ' Grand March' (' Gloria
all'Egitto') at very high volume was possibly the
closest that Ihave yet come, in my own home, to

efficiency speakers. Go and have a listen - I

in a big way, and for the first time Ifind myself
enjoying high-powered amplification and low(ish)
unreservedly recommerd the experience.
Tony Bolton

the experience of sitting 12 rows from the front of
the Verona production when it was toured in
London in the mid- 1980s. If you want grand scale,
this system will do it, whilst maintaining credibility
when being close and intimate.

Technology
All speaker cabinets are made of 3/4in ( 19mm) MDF,
internally laminated for increased rigidity. The threeway mid/top M5 monitor, a sealed- box design, is
specified with afrequency response of 66Hz-20kHz,
±3dB, crossing over at 450Hz and 3kHz between its

Itried separating the components to see how
they behaved out of the whole system. The M5
monitors, priced at £350 each, proved to be lucid

twin 5.25in laminated paper cone woofers, 75mm
paper cone midrange unit, and 25mm aluminium

with a fast and quite well-weighted bass. They
retained the system's excellent imaging but lost

-at times there is a 'solid-state' hardness to the

dome tweeter. High- and low-pass crossovers slope

some soundstage depth.
The Al amplifiers (£300 per monoblock)

treble, which is not intrusive but is noticeable, and
it can appear a little cold and uninterested,

at 12dB per octave. It measures 451 x197 x216mm
(hwd), and weighs 10kg. The midrange chamber has

seemed less happy out of the context of the

especially if using uninspired digital sources.

Iwas very curious to see what the set-up
could do, without expecting to feel any
stirrings of covetousness towards it
Evolution loudspeakers. Itried both Kelly KT3 and
apair of Jamo Concert 11 speakers, and found the
sound to be lean, open and fast; but at the same
time quite forward and at times overly obvious. In

During the extended review period avery wide
variety of sources and cables were used with the
NHT Evolution system. One observation was that it

non- parallel internal surfaces to randomise standing
waves, while the neodymium tweeter is mounted on
asolid aluminium ' Wonier bar' that braces the rear
of the tweeter against the back of the cabinet, and
also serves as aheat silk.
The B5 pedestal subwoofer, also an infinite baffle
type, has a specified operating range of 26Hz to
140Hz, ±3dB. It measures 635 x 197 x438mm
(hwd), and weighs 194g. Both the cone and the
former of the 12in subwoofer driver are made of
aluminium, the cone acting as a heat sink,

seemed to sound more ' luid and balanced when

minimising distortion ard impedance increases due

case anyone wonders if the speakers seemed

used with screened speaxer cabling in pieference

to rising temperature when being driven hard.

muted to balance this, the answer is no. Ithink
that careful development has resulted in acohesive

to the Nordost/DNM unscreened designs, and

package that works very effectively. It isn't perfect

Isotek and Russ Andrews.

responded well to mains puri'ication from both

For the Al monoblook power amp, NHT cites a
frequency response or 10Hz-65kHz, ±3dB, and
power output of 200W into 8ohm, 250W into 6ohm,
and 300W into 4ohm loads. Unweighted signal-tonoise ratio is 100dB, wi .
..11 an input impedance of 10k
ohm. The amp provices 27dB gain, with 1.7V
required for full output.

Ill Very fast, deep and well-timed bass
la Versatile, modular construction
• Superb value for money

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Bel Canto

EVO 2i

digital
amplifier

Can adigital amp rival teswee
sounds of aSET- powered design?
Maybe it can with Class TTripath
microsecond slew rate. The output filter required to
remove the high-frequency switching noise adds

Evo 21

PRICE

£2799

SUPPLIER

Aanvil Audio

CONTACT

01359 240687

WEBSITE

www.aanvilaudio.com

You would think the very word 'digital' would

output impedance at high frequencies, but far from
being adisadvantage, Bel Canto claims this is a
benefit by providing a degree of high frequency
isolation between the output stage and the speaker
load ( in much the same way as an output
transformer in avalve amplifier).

the noise floor, as with an analogue amplifier,
claims Bel Canto). The resulting supersonic
bitstream passes through an 80kHz second-order
LC low pass filter to remove the switching
waveform, leaving jus; the audio.
Older Pulse Width Modulation ' Class D'
amplifiers controlled the width of each pulse, by
means of asimple analogue converter, whereas the

The Evo 2i is rated at 120 watts per channel into

digital Power Controller contains a sigma- delta
architecture with roise shaping. It's atime-domain

be anathema to your average valve- loving

8 ohms ( 200 watts into 4 ohms) and uses the

audiophile. So, what on earth is Bel Canto —

Tripath TA3020 Class Tdigital amplifier chip [see

digital processor using a control algorithm which

well known for its Single Ended Triode ( SET) valve

also the ESIab review, page 52 in this issue] on Bel
Canto's proprietory circuit board. Two N-type

governs switching timing. Being a digital device,

MOSFET output transistors, capable of handling up

PCM) it's in the time domain.

designs — doing making digital amps? It's as though

there's quantisation, but in this case ( unl ke linear

Obi Wan had gone over to the Dark Side.
The answer lies, surprisingly, in Bel Canto's love

to 60 amps each, are used for each channel and

The difference between pulse width and pulse

of the SET sound. In 1986 Bel Canto embraced

only ever stay in two states — either ' on' or ' off' — for

the unique qualities of the Single- Ended Triode,

any appreciable time. They alternate rapidly
between the positive and negative voltage power

timing modulation is subtle, but Bel Canto claims
that timing control modulates the pulse density,

the simplest possible valve configuration. This
method throws away the technical advantages of
push-pull operation ( using pairs of valves), which
cancels out even-order harmonics to reduce total
harmonic distortion. Yet, despite the technical
limitations — higher than usual distortion and lower
than usual power — SET amplifiers are much loved.
Now Bel Canto claims that, using acompletely
different technology, its Evo2i has the qualities of
its SET designs but with much lower distortion.

not the width. This spreads the switching wave-

supply rails at around 600kHz under the control of

form frequency. and noise artifacts, over awider

a digital power processor' (switching speed is less
than 30 nanoseconds between ' on' and 'off').

range ( approximately 200kHz to 1.5MHz) making
analogue filtering easier than with plain Pulse

With this type of amplifier, the linearity of output
devices is not an issue as they are either on or off

Width Modulation.

(and in these two states, power dissipation is
extremely low). Linearity and hence distortion

frequencies to avoid audio band ' beat' notes. The

depends solely on the accuracy of modulation.
The processor in the Tripath chip modulates the

The two channels run at slightly different
lowest switching frequency is well above the audio
band, requiring only agentle analogue filter ( not
multi- pole) to remove out-of band noise.

Bel

Canto's philosophy is that this gentle filtering

output stage, a harmonic spectrum that reduces

timing of these pulses in step with the analogue
input waveform and also adds dither to improve

with frequency ( like a SET) and a 6kV per

linearity (and resolve information right down into

signal. In addition, the Sigma Delta modulator

This is put down to the extreme simplicity of the

www.hifinews.co.uk
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allows the in-band noise to be shaped to reduce it

strength and very fine definition. Perhaps the bass

some very good ones, when their coloration can

where the ear is most sensitive.

could do with atiny touch more warmth, but the
Evo 21 imposes so little of its own coloration on the

sometimes be plainly audible.

negative feedback in the Evo2i, though fast-acting

music it is frighteningly close to having no

negative feedback from before the output filters the

character at all.

vocal sibilance, there is not atrace of this trait in
the Bel Canto.

processor, to correct for time delay variations in the

Playing the Allegro from a 1959 recording of
Musically, it is highly adept, measured and in
Mozart's Clarinet Concerto [ Decca 417-759-2] I control, yet at the same time fresh and energetic.
was immediately struck by the lush, well-balanced
However, in contrast to some bolder and brasher
sound. Gervaise de Peyer's clarinet had a lovely
high-end products, the Evo 2i plays with the
rich textured and open quality. Perspectives are
assured confidence of amature artist — aYehuidi

There is no conventional overall analogue

switching devices. As with conventional negative
feedback, this has the dual benefits of reducing
distortion and lowering output impedance in the
audio range ( it cannot correct for the output filter,
as this is outside the feedback loop).
All told, Bel Canto claims the amplifier produces
a distortion spectrum similar to that of its
cherished SET amplifiers, but at alevel some ten
to 100 times lower ( below 0.01% THD and IMD is
claimed. Though Bel Canto uses the same Tripath
chip as employed by many others, the low-level

neither distant nor forward, with the instruments
seemingly in just the correct proportion.
Strings were reproduced with arare purity and

For instance,

whereas some amplifiers can add or emphasise

rather than a Nigel Kennedy (or perhaps that
should be ablend of Yehudi and Nigel).
In conclusion, this amplifier does not sound like

lack of audible distortion with oodles of detail and
extension. Yet, while the highest frequencies seem

avalve amplifier, but neither does it sound like a

to soar up without limit — there is no sense of highfrequency dullness or roll off (the output filter is

model, Bel Canto has forged a rare alliance

typical high- power transistor- based design. In this
between the power, bandwidth and grip of the best

analogue section is entirely its own. This circuitry
is coupling-capacitor free, using stabilized voltage
lines and instrumentation type amplifiers and
passive components to handle both balanced and
unbalanced signals — all analogue signals being
handled at low levels where distortion and noise
levels are at their best.
In addition to modulating the output switching,
the processor also monitors the analogue output
and introduces soft limiting. This mimics the soft
overload of valve designs, which is subjectively
more acceptable than the hard clipping which
occurs in many solid state-designs ( or in digital
circuits). Output and fault protection is also
controlled by the processor.
Afurther benefit of switching amplifiers is that

1111111111111111111MMIMINIMpmummipm

there is no standing bias current, and so there's
little power is lost in warming the output devices
while amplifying. They are very efficient. The Evo
2i is claimed to be over 90% efficient, whereas
real-world Class AB amplifiers, though theoretically
capable of more, are lucky to exceed 50%. In the

well above the audio range) — treble is smooth and
super clean. This is transparency on agrand scale
so don't expect the Evo 2i to make poor material
sound nicer — it won't — as musical information

Strings were reproduced with arare purity
and lack of audible distortion with oodles
of detail. Yet, while the highest frequencies
soared without limit treble is super clean

transistor amplifiers and the smoothness, delicacy,
transparency and musical acuity of the best of
valves. The result is apairing to please the heart,
head and spirit. Ill
David Berriman

Technology
The amplifier is certainly nicely put together. Lift the
lid and you'll see three circuit boards populated by
tiny surface- mount devices. At the front sits the
display and control PCB. There's arear- mounted preamp board, with selector relays mounted close to the
inputs, and aleft- mounted power amp board housing

Evo 2i, therefore, all the power supply has to do is

seems to sail through it uncompromised. In the
Courante from Bach's English Suite No 3 in G

the Tripath TA3020 chip. The pre- amp has four
unbalanced phono inputs with both line and tape

minor [ Murray Perahia, Sony Classical SK60276],
the full shades of dynamics were reproduced — at

outs, and two true balanced inputs via XLRs.

compared to that of aClass AB amplifier. Also, in
addition to the absence of low-level distortion,

one instant light of touch and in the next powerful

there are no distortions introduced by thermal
effects, as it typical with analogue amplifiers.
Before Iheard this amplifier 1must admit to

and energetic. Subtle musical ebb and flow were

stabilizer ICs and four surprisingly small heat- sinks
for the output transistors ( due to the efficiency),

much in evidence. Here was afine depth of scale

flanked

with utter clarity and smoothness, the presentation
highly transparent and detailed with natural

inductors. Finally, at the front sits afairly massive
538VA mains transformer — another toroid.

provide audio power to the speakers, and is thus as
effective as one roughly twice the capacity,

being sceptical. Iexpected a digital amplifier to

The power amp section has a further three

by two chunky toroidal

sound, well, digital. What Iheard could not have
been more different. Here was astunningly neutral

acoustic warmth of the venue was very apparent.

sound which, seemingly against all odds, combines

amplifier — the ability to dig deep into the layers of

transparency, smoothness, micro detail and
realism. Unlike most transistor amplifiers there was

low-level information and musical clues it holds -that it seems to make some CDs sound more like

▪ Tripath technology

virtually no audible grain, grain or haze and there is

SACO — especially when it's atransfer to CD of one

▪ Excellent build quality

a hear-through transparency with clarity and

of these old analogue recordings. Its almost total

musical dexterity. Bass is also pretty good, maybe

lack of character comes as something of ashock
when going back to conventional amplifiers, even

not so thrusting as some, but possessing very good
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So great is the musical capability of this

output filter

Features

• Digital efficiency, musical sound

hifinews.co.uk

DIVA
MASTER CLASS
Rarely in the world of home cinema can you experience the level of video and audio reproduction these talented
divas can deriver.
The DV79 and AVR300 offer that elusive combination of afull feature set with the finest performance in its class.
DV79 highlights include an HDMI video output offering stunning digital video for use with the world's finest
displays as well as reference quality audio from movie and music sources.
The AVR300 features exceptional performance on both stereo and multi- channel playback. The massive
amplifier section delivers 100 watts per channel into all seven channels and 120 watts into two channels
with the kind of audiophile reproduction you'd expect from Arcam.
Book your front row seat at your nearest Arcam specialist to see and hear these exceptionally talented divas
for yourself.
For the inside story on the Arcam DiVA master class visit www.arcam.co.uk/diva

ARCAM
DiVA
Bringing music and movies to life.
Tel

01223 203200 www.arcam.co.uk

Auditions
Phono Stage

Pro-Ject

Tube Box
Turntable specialist
Pro-Ject proffers a
flexible, affordable
valve phono stage

Pro-Ject Tube Box
PRICE ---- £ 29-9-99
SUPPLIER

Henley Designs

CONTACT

01235 511 166

WEBSITE

infc@johnhenleydesigns.co.uk

Awash as we are with terrific phono stages, it's still
possible to welcome another contender - especially

be nice, but we're talking about aphono stage adamned good phono stage - for £ 299.99.
Among other specs [see ' Technology' box) ProJect tells us that the noise floor is 89dB for the

also sounds impressively ' large', with awickedly
wide soundstage and better-than-average front-toback depth, as demonstrated by the remastered
Vanguard folk titles from Cisco. Voices were

m- m setting and 79dB for the MC. All good stuff.
But, damn, is this baby noisy, whatever the spec.
Tube noise, that is. Now Iknow that some

especially life- like, and full marks go to any

people are fine with ' illusions'; we all have areas
where we don't mind being lied to. Some men

level information can be swamped by tube noise,
so expect to tweak this if yot.. don't want to regret

wear lifts to appear taller, and Idon't see the

its purchase.

product that can do justice to Baez' clarity and
quavering. Detail is impressive, but much low-

at the bargain end of the scale. You already know

government banning padded bras. Valve noise is

That's because it fits perfectly into its price

and love the AustroCzech brand Pro-Ject for its

one of those little wheezes, like pre- Dolby hiss,

category, so it will be on your short-list. The main

steady flow of affordable turntables. Now, like
Musical Fidelity and Creek, the company is

that makes asystem sound more, well, analogue.

challenger is Musical Fidelity's phono stage in

So it was off with the mesh and in with a

the new X- Series, and my personal sub-£ 500

making aludicrously cost-effective and physically

selection of ' killer' tubes from my spares box. And

minuscule series of electronics; the Tube Box is

here's where you can have hours of fun, because

reference remains the astounding EAR 834P. But
if £300 is all you can muster, th:s is an intelligent

the phono stage in the range.
It's a little gem, too, pushing all the right

the valves in the Tube Box - branded ' Pro-Ject' are ECC83s, common as muck, and thank

buttons for audiophiles - whether impoverished

goodness for that.

or well-heeled. It's simply adorable, if such an
adjective can be applied to a black box.

way to spend it.

•

Ken Kessler

At this price, you can afford to experiment with
Pro-Ject states that the unit's THD is 0.05%, the

Dimensions are ameagre 3x5x 6xin ( hwd), with

better tubes or ring-type tube dampers, and
there's just enough space to allow you to fit them.

an external wall-wart supplying 16V DC. Ribbed

You will need the assistance of someone with tiny

tells us that the noise floor measures 89dB for the

m-m gain is 40dB and the m- cgain is 60dB. It also

on the top and sides, the Tube Box's back panel

fingers to get the tubes out in the first place, but

m-m setting and 79dB for the m-c. There's also a

sports gold-plated phonos for input and output,

it's worth it. With some mil-spec 12AX7As and

subsonic filter operating at 18Hz, with aslope of

ground post and socket for the mains adapter.

some Sicomin dampers, Imanaged to get the

18dB/octave. RIAA EQ is said to be better than
0.25dB from 20-20kHz.

thick Perspex face-plate, held to the chassis with

noise wa-a-ay down.
With areference in the form of the EAR 324

Allen bolts. It bears alarge on/off button, abright

phono stage at 10 times the price, you expect

switch set-up with eight tabs, plus asmall chart. You

Ahint of luxury comes in the form of the 3/8in

Turn the unit over and you'll find a basic DIP

blue LED to indicate power on, and two windows

'universality', so Iwas delighted to find that even

flip the little switches to provide settings for 47k

so you can view the valves that give this box its

an Ortofon SPU could be serviced by the Pro-Ject.

name. You should note that there's a mesh

The best matches, though, among the moving-

ohms moving-magnet cartridges, or moving-coils at
1k, 220 or 100 ohms.

section at the top for easy access to the valves;
release two screws and the mesh slides back.

coils were all medium-output models, like the
Koetsu Urushi Black. The m- m input clearly
demonstrated more headroom, and it just adores

What makes the Tube Box so appealing is its
user-friendliness. ( Remember: this is a phono
stage, not astep-up for use in aphono input. You

Features
la Impressively large sound

Decca, er, London Jubilees.
If the unit has a sound independent of the

Ill Perspex face- plate

connect the Tube Box to a line level input.) I actual ECC83 used, it's anice, dry lower register,
revelled in the simple adjustment method to suit

with just enough richness to justify an upgrade

various cartridges. Yes, aknob on the front would

from the sublime little NAD PP2 phono stage. It

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Apple

iPpd
mini

iPod is now as much a
part of the lexicon as
'Walkman'. Here's the
next generation
Apple iPod mini
PRICE

£199

SUPPLIER

Apple Computer

CONTACT

0800 039 1010

WEBSITE

www.apple.com/ipod

S

eemingly from nowhere, Apple Computer
created the must- have portable music player.
Sony may be credited with inventing the first

personal music player with its cassette Walkman,
but it took the maker of the Macintosh computer
to update the concept for the online 21st century.
Until January this year, Apple had been happy
to update its original 2002 iPod with afacelift
and increased storage. But then Apple announced
iPod mini, asmaller variation on the theme.
In one respect, iPod mini seemed abackward
step, since it's being launched with acapacity of
4GB, while its regular siblings now enjoy 15GB,
20GB or 40GB. Who would pay four-fifths of the
price of the cheapest standard iPod for a player
with less than one-third of the capacity? But if
we're to believe reports from the US, where the
mini has been available for several months, size is
not an issue — or at least, storage size isn't — as
demand has comprehensively outstripped supply.
This was the excuse for nudging the planned

several key factors, where preceding attempts
have just got it plain wrong. First, the service is à
la carte, allowing anyone to buy a single track
with no further commitment — unlike previous
post-Napster business models which presumed

seems still are, conprehens vely ignored — and
not simply because of the unreasonably high
prices being charged ( where punters are being

customers could be stitched up with an on-going

asked as much for acompressed- quality file with
no physical packaging as they would a fullresolution CD counterpart). It's as much

subscription. Second comes the ease-of- use in
finding and buying the music you want. Thirdly

to what you can co with 'your' music after you've

was Apple's use of a digital rights management
(DRM) system that's restrictive enough to satis'y
the avaricious record industry but without

connected to the draconian limitations attached
'bought' it. To play the music on a regular hi-fi
system, for example, you would need to record the
tracks to a CD- R — Int this may be expressly

alienating most of its would-be customers.
It's half adecade since Napster had its heyday,

forbidden,

demonstrating that the internet offers an ideal

with

the

DRM'd

music

tracks

deliberately disabled from subsequent burning.

worldwide release from April back to July.
In the US, Apple is using the iTunes Music

way to acquire ' usable-quality' music. Now, the

These subscription models also typically insist
that you keep paying your monthly dues; a

Napster name is owned by Roxio, maker of CD-

stopped subscription can result in music files that

Store to help drive sales of iPods, where an

authoring software, and is being exploited to sell

just don't play any more. Paying £ 5 per month,

internet-connected computer and a credit card

RIAA-endorsed, restricted- use music downloads

as the 0D2- type services in the UK ask, may

are all that's needed to legally buy and download

to Windows users. But unauthorised music
sharing through peer-to- peer ( P2P) networks ike

seem cheap with their offer of 50 tracks included,

music. The question of what your 99c- per-track is
buying is worth returning to, but the fact remains

but it's money down the drain if you can't play
them where you want, when you want, or even at

successful venture of its kind, selling more songs

Kazza and Limewire continues, and while the
quality of the downloaded MP3 file can vary
between the superb and the unlistenable, the

since its launch in spring last year than any other.
Other commercial online music services have

process is free of charge, excepting the money
taken by internet service providers from long, long

fallen by the wayside while Apple's customers just

dial- up calls. And even this aspect has
diminished as broadband connections become

available to US citizens, running OS X on a

more

well — but still only in America. A European iTMS
is promised to appear this year.

that the service has proven itself the single most

grow in number and spending power.
The relative success of this online music shop
may be attributed to getting the right balance on
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prevalent.

Earlier

legitimate

music

download services were, and for the most part it

some point in time, at all.
In comparison, Apple's iTunes Music Store was
welcomed as ar outbreak of common-sense when
it . aunched, even though it was initially only
Macintosh. Today, it's open to Windows users as

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Music is encoded in AAC ( Advanced Audio
Coding), acodec now enshrined in the MPEG-4
standard, using the Low Complexity version of the
algorithm ( in contrast to Main Profile, which gives
better sound but has been largely ignored). The
bit- rate used is 128kb/s, the same as many
traded

MP3s,

but

since

AAC

is

Breaking from

a more

sophisticated codec, results are closer to MP3 at

Apple's all- white

around 192kb/s. Not CD- quality, but good enough

trend, iPod mini

for most uncritical listeners. Apple's terms of
supply allow the downloaded track to be burnt to

comes in silver,
gold, green, pink,

CD- R as many times as you wish; to be uploaded

blue or anodised

to an iPod any time; and to be played on up to

aluminium

three selfspecified computers. However, if you
wish to play it on afourth computer, or one that
isn't running Mac OS X or Microsoft Windows

proprietary multipin plug that interfaces with a
port on the iPod mini's base.

There's no doubt that the iPod mini is a great
music product, thanks to brilliant industrial

2000/XP, you're out of luck. You also cannot

While the iPod in its several incarnations has

design and intuitive ergonomics. It deserves to

transcode the audio file to, say, MP3 without first

been the darling of the press and public since

become as successful as its larger mate, and

creating a CDR and then re- ripping — with

launch, few people have given much time to

almost certainly will be. While it was found to

associated generational loss of quality. Nor can

monitor its changing sound qual.ty. Without

miss the high-end sound target of the original, it

you play the track on any portable player other
than an iPod. You also must agree that Apple can,
at any time of its choosing, modify its terms,

doubt, in terms of its playback quality, it is still

is still easily good enough to convince most
people. As for the Apple music shop, if it

perhaps allowing further restriction of your actual

MP3 or MiniDisc. It capitalises on the use of lossy

use of music that you ' own'.
While AAC is not itself a restrictive codec,

compressed audio, either MP3 or AAC, to ooast a
storage capability measured in thousands of
songs, although battery time is the let-down here

Apple has licensed an enigmatic DRM system
called FairPlay to take care of what you can and
cannot do with the music you have paid for.
But until the iTunes Music Store appears
outside the US, iPod fans must create their own
AAC files from CD, or by digitally- recording and
compressing music from an analogue source. The
free-of-charge iTunes software does make the
ripping of CD tracks to AAC or MP3 very easy, with
a wide selection of bit-rates/quality available.
iTunes is now also the only mechanism to transfer
music tracks from computer to iPod.

one of the best performing portable ¡layers money
can buy, whether you look at cassette, CD, radio,

becomes an option in the UK it will be interesting
to see if more people choose this particular
poisoned chalice over the main competition,
proffered by Microsoft with its even more heavily
DRM-Iaden Windows Media music. While Apple

In terms of its playback quality, the
iPod is still one of the best performing
portable players money can buy
now, particularly since smaller batteries are

service's gives the best semblance of fair use

included in both the current regular and mini
versions, compared to the first generation

rights, for some the trade between online
convenience and the freedom to ' own' your music
may still be too high.

product. Apple specifies battery

,
ife

at eight

Andrew Harrison

CHANGING FACE OF POD

hours, but anecdotally this figure seems more

The new iPod mini bears supports much the same

optimistic than the original's realisTic 10 hours.

facilities as the current full-size iPod, including

Thanks to absurdly large storage capacities — on

additional non- music related capabilities like a

the full-size iPods at least — you can of course

iPod is more about the sum of several commonplace

personal calendar, address book, and several

elect

parts than any single Apale innovation. The new mini

simple but addictive games. It uses afixed pad

compression, which would still allow around 80

incorporates aHitachi lin micro- drive in Compact

for ascrollwheel, sensitive to the finger touch, to

albums on the 40GB model. Battery life would be

Flash card form, aLithium Ion battery, and an LCD

navigate menus to adjust playback and select

reduced due to increased hard- disk access, but

screen 42mm across ( diagonal) using 138 x 110

music, with the skip and play buttons accessed by

this way the only limitation of sound quality would

pixels. This is smaller than the standard model's

clicking down one edge at the four cardinal

be from the D/A conversion and headphone amp.

50mm/160 x128, but is still easily legible.

compass positions. The look and feel of the
product, in a close-up hands-on experience, is

In lengthy listening tests made between three
different iPods, it was possible to trace asubtle

The scroll wheel is a solid-state trackpad, as
found on laptop computers. A different display

stunningly good. The body of the iPod mini is

change in performance, unfortunately not for the

coating renders the mini's LCD less susceptible to

made from solid- feeling extruded aluminium,

better. The original ' chunky' 5GB iPod had a

capped at both ends with flush-finished white

sound with great finesse, an extended and level

scratches than earlier models. We haven't identified
the D/A conversion technology used in the iPod mini,

plastic, resulting in an artefact of substance that

frequency response, and an excellent sense of

but older iPods used DAC chips from the UK's

inspires real trust and respect.

drive and dynamics. A 30GB model released last

Wolfson Microelectronics Some parts of the iPod
design are from Porta Player, Inc, a specialist in

to

upload

your

music

without

data

Technology

The packing list of accessories seems miserly

year features improved ergonomics and facilities,

compared to a regular iPod — there's no remote

but was found to have aplayback quality that was

portable digital jukeboxes. The iPod mini measures

control included to fit on the headphone lead,

not as open and transparent sounding. While still

91 x51 x13mm ( hwd) and weighs 104g.

there's no form of case or cover to protect it, and

working very well, it did not quite match the

nor is there the charging cradle now supplied with

relaxed and natural sound of the original.

normal iPods. All you get apart from the mini and
its battery charger is a pair of white in-ear

more fidelity again, with aslightly more wooden,

'phones,

aslide-on plastic beltclip, and adata

two-dimensional sound, less extended bass and

lead to connect to acomputer. This can be USB

more constricted HF replay. Differences between

The latest iPod mini appeared to lose a little

2.0 for Windows only, or FireWire for Mac and

players were not major, night- and day style, but

Windows,

conspicuous enough to note.

in each case terminated with

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Features
• Smallest high-capacity player available
• Superb ergonomics
MI Good sound and facilites
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PrimaLuna

PrimaLuna Prologue One
SUPPLIER

Pistol Music

CONTACT

0208 971 3909

WEBSITE

www.hifi-notes.com

1

ProLogue One

integrated amplifier

AChinese- built budget valve amp from Dutch

Although there is no detailed research to hack
up my guestimate, I'd hazard that, based on my
limited attendance at hi-fi shows, at least 50

debutant PrimaLuna wows our oft- curmudgeonly

new audio brands appear every year. Ordinarily,

correspondent. How do they do it for the money?

seedling brands are at best curiosities with the
shelf- life of a fruit fly — here tocay, gone
tomorrow. Unless, that is, they have something in
the way of apedigree.

quality and [ an) extremely good price/quality ratio
are the main features.'

once involved with Sphinx. Croese co-designed

PrimaLuna, anew valve amp from Holland, is
immediately hamstrung in my book because of its

Durob's Herman van den Dungen, the closest
that audio has come to producing its own Keith

PrimaLuna's custom-made transformers with 'one
of the most experienced transformer designers in

absurd name. That's Latin for ' First Moon', whicn
strikes me as aparticularly ludicrous moniker. But

Richards, has applied over 30 years of high- end
experience to the PrimaLuna pioject. His track

the USA.' Uniquely, PrimaLuna also includes as
part of its design team agroup of local high-end

there have been worse, of course — 'Anodyne' was
a pip — and the name will pale (geddit?) into
insignificance when you see the product that
wears it. It's distributed in the UK by Pistol
Music, anew division of Absolute Sounds.
Readers may recall a Dutch brand of hotrodded Marantz products called AH! Njoe Tjoeb
(speaking of daft names...) that offered gidiculous
value for money, truly superb performance for
negligible outlay.
The new company, part of Dutch high-end

brand Goldmund, along with Dutch designers

With apologies to various British and
Italian geniuses, this amplifier has — to
my ears — no equals at its retail price
record is impressive, hay ng distributed extreme
high-end components in the Beneiux territories
while playing an active role in the creation of

field before going into " real" production. Direct

new tube-related products — as opposed to

cartridges, FirPoint cones and other accessories.
Herman's team of fellow high-erd veterans

comparisons with other brands' competitive
models of the same but certainly of much higher

modified components — of which extremely gooa

includes Marce' Croese, who designed for Swiss

prices is an important part of the judgement.'
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car:ridges

and

tone- arms,

between- products, final products are tested in the

Milltek

distributor Durob Audio's empire, represents al

Kiseki

dealers and consumers 'who judge every step
taken by the design group. Prototypes, in-

www.hifinews.co.uk

Auditions
valve amplifier

So, before we even get into the product, you're

ratio of 89dB. Input impedance is 100k ohm and

same upper frequency grace and ' air' grace that

going to wonder how a European brand, saddled

input sensitivity 300mV. So far, so conventional —

called upon when splaying out the voices in

with typically high Ell operating costs, can offer

Alison Krauss's ' Down To The River To Pray'. The

bargain products. Simple. Like savvy brands of far

almost retro, eh?
Which was the first response my fellow

greater size, PrimaLuna has turned to China.

listeners uttered. As the amplifier arrived at the

benefited from its fluidity and bass control, while

According to Herman: ' The design- people

same time Iwas undertaking a survey of small

the textures of that still- peerless voice were

teamed up with two Chinese companies to build
the products as economically as possible, without

speakers, there was plenty of traffic through the

unmistakeable. And this guy veers into falsetto

listening room. Audio veteran Jim Creed and

forgetting our strict tolerances of quality. The

watchmaker Peter Roberts — the latter being

even more frequently than Al Green. The
PrimaLuna simply followed the vocal swings like

companies were chosen after serious and
intensive studies and visits to China. A very

quality and controls — both likened the sound to

particularly impressed with the PrimaLuna's parts

rhythm section on Howard Tate's Rediscovered

an obedient servant.
Which leads me to one of those once- everyf
iveyears-or-so watershed moments. Ihave no

proven experience and excellence of these

classic Radfords and Dynacos. Which was as good
a place to start, as we auditioned them through

manufacturers in the past.'
Herman is adamant that the PrimaLuna amps

circa- mid- 1980s 15 ohm Rogers LS3/5As. Ialso
tried the PrimaLuna with Spendor's S35se and

must not be mistaken for the earliest valve amps
that came flooding out of China. Reliability and

Blue Note A3s loudspeakers, with sources
including the Marantz CD-12/DA-12 CD player

build quality have improved logarithmically over

and the SME 30 Mk II with Series V arm and

the past decade, to the great distress of Western
manufacturers not using Chinese manufacturing.
Factor in the costs, and the results can border on

Herman van den Dungen, the closest that
audio has come to producing its own
Keith Richards, has applied over 30 years
of high- end experience to PrimaLuna

important factor for the final choice was the

the unbelievable, as you will see.
In unleashing this SinoDutch product on the
West, Herman insisted that after-sales service
would be afunction of the fundamental electrical
design. ' Distributors, dealers and consumers

alternative but to state that the PrimaLuna
ProLogue One is now my ' affordable reference
amplifier'. With apologies to various British and
Italian geniuses, this amplifier has — to my ears —
no equals at its retail price of £799. Yes, that's
right: seven hundred and ninety-nine pounds. It's

should not waste their time and energy in difficult
repairs. A faulty tube should never damage a

Koetsu

circuit. The maximum replacement in the field,

phonostage, using Transparent wires throughout.

rest of the range that the UK importer, Absolute

by the owner is atube or afuse. If an owner wants
to replace his tubes — as several audiophiles like

You can't escape the vintage feel — the EL34
has characteristics that firmly place it in the

other more cost-effective solutions.

to do — no re-adjustment of the bias should be

Golden Age of Analogue — but PrimaLuna's team

necessary. That is why we designed our
"sustained auto bias" servo circuit with plate-fuse

has done its work. The sound is so c:ean and

protection.'
The ProLogue One, a 35W integrated stereo
valve amplifier, is PrimaLuna's first product. No
matter where you look, the 292 x 196 381mm
(whd), 15kg ProLogue One oozes quality. If your
only experience of Chinese- made valve amps were
the early 1990s efforts that suggested that every
day was the 4th of July, you're in for a treat.

Urushi cartridge

into the EAR 324

so shockingly good, and promises so much for the
Sounds, has created aspecial division for this and
Ileave this review somewhat shaken and I
don't know which is the more shocking: that so

coherent that the overall effect is not that of a

much is available for so small an outlay, that the

compact valve amplifier but of a rather more

Chinese are now capable of producing audio

ambitious, highend behemoth.
Probably the most striking manifestation of this

separates this desirable, or that, after 25 years,

was the size of the soundstage coupled with the

normal people can afford. We do, indeed, live in
interesting times. MI
Ken Kessler

sheer mass of the lower registers. Quite how a
brace of EL34s per channel can kick so much
booty is hard to fathom. It certainly sounds more

Absolute Sounds has something for sale that

Technology

robust that the Dynaco Stereo 70, if slightly more
aggressive, while possessing greater punch than

PrimaLuna's first product is the Prologue One, an

price tag to match adecent 42in plasma screen,

the more refined and genteel Radford STA25.
Where it veers dramatically from vintage

integrated stereo valve amplifier delivering 35W/ch
from four EL34s (two per channel). Its front-end

and they rotate concentrically. The black front

amplifiers is in its sonic hygiene: whether it's

employs two 12AX7s and two 12AU7s, the design

panel is finished to perfection, the power-on LED

down to newness or circuitry, the ProLogue One is

featuring automatic biasing and protection circuitry.

fits its aperture snugly, the side- mounted power- cleaner, more detailed and more precise than its
on rocker switch has no free play. The rest of the
elderly forebears, and it demonstrates greater

It offers four line inputs served by gold-plated

case is enamelled in a dark sapphire colour,

extension and control at both ends of the

including the valve cage, which was a particular
delight: instead of screw fitting, it snaps into

frequency range.

not going to be too happy. Speakers are connected
through lavish multi- way terminals with separate

place using... banana plugs! Beneath it, the four

still retains a charming, romantic quality, not
unlike Herman himself in full on seduction mode.

Starting at the front, the knobs for source select
and volume have the feel of something with a

input and driver tubes are arrayed in front of the
four output tubes. Behind them are the massive

Despite this undeniable whiff of modernity, it

posts for 4and 8ohms.

Features

But, also like Herman, the amp has atemper, too,

transformers.

and it was able to deliver the attack and power of

PrimaLuna provides conservative specification,
reminiscent of vintage glassware in some areas.

up-to-the-minute power rock without problems. It

The frequency response is 20Hz-30kHz ±0.5dB

transients on Welcome Interstate Managers, the

handled

the

power

chords

and

blistering

and the total harmonic distortion — how's this for

new masterpiece from Fountains of Wayne, with

honesty? — is quoted as 1% with asignal-to-noise

sufficient speed and control, while displaying the

www.hifinews.co.uk

sockets, but has no line outputs, so recordists are

II Push-pull design using E134 valves
• Four line- level inputs
MI Outstanding at the price
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DV88

DVD Prayer

Ex- demo

Arcam

DV89

£1,000

DO Prayer

Ex cierno

£1,300 £900
£1,750 £ 1,300

f450

Bose

Lifestyle 12 AV System

Ex- demo

Cyrus

APA7 5

Mono block

Ex- demo

Cyrus

£950 £750

DVD7

DVD Player

Ex cierno

£1,000 £700

Cyrus

aCA7

Pre Amp

Ex- demo

Denon

£800 £550

AVR3803

AV Receiver

Ex- demo

£900 £700

Harman Kardon AVR7500

AV Receiver

Ex- demo

Harman Kardon AVR8500

£1,150 £600

AV Receiver

Ex- demo

£1,500 £900

Harman Kardon

0V02!

DVD Player

Ex- demo

Harman Kardon

£25) £ 175

DVD25

OVO Player

Ex- demo

Harman Kardon

£350 £200

DVD30

DVD Player

Meridian

Ex- demo

£450 £300

501mk2

Pre

Amp

Ex-oemo

£780 £550

Meridian

561

Processor

Meridian

Ex- demo

£2,500 £ 1,900

566/24

CAC

Ex- demo

Meridian

£1,47b £ 1,000

568 2

Processor inc MM

Ex- demo

NAD

£4,305 £3,000

C370

Integrated Amplifier

Ex cierno

£450 £350

Covent Garden

r-

These unbelievable offe
are only available at
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BECKENHAM BRANCH
126 High Street, Beckenham, Kent, BR3 1ED

Tel: 020 8663 3777

Arcam

DV88Plus

DVD Player

Arcam

Ex cierno

DV89

DVD Player

Arcam

a- demo £ 1,300

£900

FMJDV27A DVD Player

Ex- demo £ 1,900

£1,500

f1,000

f650

Arcarr

FMJP35

Power Amp

Arcam

Ex cierno

£850

FMJT2i

£625

Tuner

Ex- demo

Arcam

£400

£250

P85/3

Denon

3Channel Power Amp Ex cierno

£75C

£525

AVR3803

AV Receiver

Harman Kardon AVR3550

£90C

£700

AV Receiver

Ex- demo

Harman Kardon

£525

£400

DVD Player

Excierno

£250

£175

DVD21

Ex- demo

Harman Kardon

DV025

DVD Player

Ex- demo

Harman Kardon

£350

DVD30

£200

DVD Player

Ex cierno

£450

£300

KEF

Q3

Speakers

Ex- demo

Meridian

£400

£300

501mk2

Pre Amp

Ex- demo

£780

£550
£3,000

Mendiai'

568.2

Processor inc MM

NAD

Ex demo

£4,305

C350

Integrated Amplifier

NAD

Ex- demo

£300

C541

£225

CO Player

Ex- demo

£330

£250

Edgware

NILE STOCKS LAST

eeee

Novg

Arcam

Arcam

A75Plus

Integrated Amplifier

Ex- demo £470

Arcam

CD62TXT

£300

CO Player

Ex-deno £370

£280

Arcam

DV88Plus

DVD Player

Ex-deno £ 1,000

Arcam

DV88

£650

DVD Player

Ex- demo £ 1,000

£450

Arcam

FMJA32

Integrated Amplifier Ex- demo £ 1,200

Arcam

FMJCD33

CO Player

COVENT GARDEN BRANCH

Arcam

T61

Tuner

Bose

18 Monmouth St, Covent Garden, London, WC2H 9HB

Lifestyle 12 AV System

Denon

DVD2800

DVD Player

Tel: 020 7497 1346

Denon

Ex- den-o

£750

DVD3800

£550

DVD Player

Ex cierro £ 1,000

£750

EDGWARE BRANCH
173 Station Rd, Edgware, Middlesex, HA8 7JX

Tel: 020 8952 5535
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Ex-dermo £ 1,350

£800
£1,000

Ex- demo £230

£175

Ex- demo £ 1,750

£1,300

Harman Kardon AVR7500

AV Receiver

Harman Kardon AVR8500

Ex- demo £ 1,150

£600

AV Receiver

Ex- demo £ 1,500

£900

Harman Kardon

DVD21

[WO Player-

Harman Kardon

Ex- cema

£250

DVD25

£175

END Player

Ex- demo £350

£200

KEF

G3maple

Speakers

NAD

Ex cierno

£400

C740

£300

Receiver

Ex- demo £430

£325

INMENT EXPERIENCE, VISIT THE UK'S PREMIER AV DEALER & INSTALLER

lease call your local branch for opening time details. Audio Visual Lifestyle Ltd t'a Musical Images. E-mail: sales
Offer available while stocks last. Sale price not availabl

n musicarimages.co.uk

ith any other promotion or offers. E&OE.

Auditions
Loudspeakers

Monopulse
42A loudspeaker

Fancy electrostatic sound from asharp- looking
conventional speaker, and all for under agrand?
Meet the Monopulse 42A
Monopulse 42A
PRICE

£995

SUPPLIER

Monopulse

CONTACT

07785 558238

WEBSITE

www.monopurse.co.uk

According to Douglas Adams The Hitchhikers Guide to
the Galaxy, 42 is the answer to life, the universe and
everything. Could it be that this unconventional looking
two-way floorstanding speaker is every audiophile's dream?
Slim and unobtrusive, the 42A initially looks like apanel
speaker, yet the aesthetics derive from designer Allan
Hendry's belief that to work correctly speakers must not
only be time-coherent but phase-coherent, too. The use of
crossovers in speakers makes this difficult to achieve, as
crossovers alter the phase of asignal as it passes through.
The 42A has two clear elements to its design. The
230mm mid/bass is mounted at the very top of its
enclosure, bringing its centre point as close together as
possible to that of the tweeter, while the tweeter itself is set
back from the main baffle to time align the two drivers.
Each 40 litre cabinet measures 1140 x250 x250mm
(hwd), weighs 28kg and is constructed from acombination
of 20mm and 26mm MDF with 6mm steel plate wrapped
in an inverted ' U' around the side and over the top of the
enclosure. This combination has been chosen to produce an
inert cabinet for the drivers — a230mm mid bass unit and
26mm tweeter crossing over at ahigh 4.25kHz — to work
from. There's also aport at the base of each cabinet.
Two versions of the speaker are available: the standard
42, which offers 90db/W/M sensitivity with 20-200W power
handling, and the 42A, which offers 92dB/W/M sensitivity
but areduced power handling of up to 100 watts. The latter
option is for use with valves and class 'A' amps. These
speakers have to be positioned very much as you would
electrostatics, with the 42As being positioned in the
location vacated by my reference SL-3 speakers. The
Monopulse clearly tells you when you hit the right spot, the
images locking into place. The 42A is abi-wirable design,
a facility you should use in order to obtain the full
performance from these speakers.
For this test Iused Bryston 3B- SST and 14B-SST
amplifiers ( 150 and 600W/ch respectively, plus the Musical
Fidelity X-150 integrated amp with its solid 80W/ch. A
Musical Fidelity A308 CD player was used both as a
standalone and as atransport for aMusical Fidelity Tri Vista
21 DAC, along with aShanling CDT-200 CD/SACD player
and a Perpetual Technologies P-1A/P-3A upsampler/DAC

www.fiifinews.co.uk
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Exposure Phono Pre-Amplifier
XXVI. Dual regulated power supply

Sugden Masterclass Phono

gives big soundstage and aless

amplifier. Very lucid. sonically on a

clinical sound than most solid-

par with some valve phono stages

state phono stages. El000.

but with noise free high gain. f1299

Clearaudio Emotion turntable.
Beautiful looking, non- suspended
design with the Satisfy unipivot tonearm. Incredible value, including
cartridge at £655.

Final Electrostatic loudspeakers.
All the transparency and -maging that
only comes with this type of speaker
design. Model shown is the F5cio
panels with Szoo 3oowpc active sub.
All inclusive price of £ 3495.

Rogue Audio 90 power amplifier.
The new 90 wpc stereo valve
amplifier offering remarkable sound
and value at £ 1995.

A.R.T. V6 loudspeaker. This new

SME Series M2 tonearm. Wonderful

Opera V (Quinta) loudspeakers.

model has avery open, transparent

engineering for this price. Amuch

The new floorstander from this manu-

sound and capable of good quality

better sound than we expected at £613.

facturer. More neutral than other mod-

low bass. Well worth alisten. £ 3250.

Cartridge shown is the excellent new

els producing abig soundstage with

Model shown in ebony £ 3500.

Lyra Argo at £ 849.

natural bass. £ 2250.

ACCUSTIC ARTS .• AMPHION • A.R.T. LOUDSPEAKERS • AVALON • 3ENi-MICRO .> CARDAS
FERGUSON HILL

SOL — 8

QUADRASPIRE .>

ROGUE AUDIO •

F

CLEARAUDIO •• CONRAD-JOHNSON • EARNOSHINK) • EX.OSURE

LAVARDIN • LEEMA ACOUSTICS •• LYRA • MONO PULSE • NORDOST • NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE • OPERA .> PAGODE • PATHOS
SME •

SHANLING •

SHUN

MOOK •

SUGDEN • TRANSFIGURATION •

Conveniently located between Reading and

7Comet House, Calleya Park, Aldermaston

Basingstoke, we are approximately 15 minutes drive

Reading, Beikshire RG7 81A

from either Junction 12 on the M4 or Junction 6

on the M3. Free and easy parking, outside the
building. We have ahome evaluation scheme for
those who might find this method more convenient.

T 0118 981 9891
Ein`o@audio:onsultants.co.uk

www.audioconsultants.co.uk

UNISON

RESEARCH • WAD- A

Demonstrations by appointment,
Mondays to Saturdays to:oo to 18:oo.
It is advisable to call us before visiting.
Part exchange welcome. Ex-demonstration and
previously owned equipment listed on our vvebsite.

AC/NFN/16

Auditions
Loudspeakers

recording that is intolerant of over-emphasis in the
high frequencies, atrick used by some designs to
give the illusion of resolving ability — but this is
clearly not a device used here. High frequencies
were richly detailed and rendered with a level of
textural detail, ensuring that cymbals and high hat
were delivered in a convincing and realistic
manner.

Even triangles and tambourines on

'Cowboys and Kisses', instruments buried way
down

in the mix, are clearly discernable as

individual instruments and are never allowed to
dissolve into ahigh frequency hash as is so often
heard on lower cost speaker designs.
Once again this speaker showed its affinity for
vocals, with even the most subtle inflection in
Anastacia's voice being captured and portrayed
with ease, while the raw power of her delivery was
conveyed in an appropriately startling manner.
There is no doubt in my mind that in his pursuit
of phase accuracy in the overall design of a
speaker, Allan Hendry has identified a key
component of delivering realistic sound. What's
more, while it's suggested the 42A be used with
valve amplification, it makes an excellent match for

Illonopulse's tweeter [ top] is built into its own separate
enclosure, allowing time- alignment with respect to the mid/bass.

many solid state integrated amplifiers.

The cabinets come with sturdy spikes and bi-wirable terminals

Although this speaker does not attempt to plumb
the depths of low frequency reproduction, it proves

combination. Analogue was provided by a Basis

those of the Micro Utopia Be, with priority given to

Debut Gold Standard/Graham 2.0 with Benz Glider
L2 LO and Lyra Argo cartridges with Klyne System

resolution and clarity over bass we ght and power.
Meanwhile, true out-of-the- box imaging was

7PX 3.5 phono stage. My Krell KRC-3 pre-amp fed
the aforementioned Bryston amplifiers.

apparent from the first notes heard, with the lateral
stage extending well beyond the outer edges of the
speakers and giving the illusion of imaging beyond

Much like the SL-3, Ifound that the 42A's
transparency and transient response was noticeably
compromised with the speaker single wired. Given
its efficiency and benign 6 ohm load the speaker
can be driven by amps smaller than my 150W/ch
Bryston 3B-SST; the big-hearted Musical Fidelity

the physical room boundaries. The lead guitars on

high frequency band. If these abilities are high on
your list of priorities for your next pair of speakers,
then at under £ 1000 the 42A should be a
mandatory inclusion on your shortlist. And, thanks
to its lower cost and the ease with which it can be
driven, Ifeel that it brings the kind of resolving

right edges of the stage, and with the 42A these

capability and imaging one would associate with

guitars were precisely located outside the room

small electrostatics like the Martin Logan Aerius i

with the images portrayed solidly and with real

to afar wider audience. From me that is more than

presence. Image focus was also excellent, with a

none of its presence or dynamic range at normal

real feeling of air and space around the images.

I
ister ing levels.

The dep:h of the image was good, too, though

While the bass was neither as extended nor

transparent throughout the critical midrange and

the track ' Boxes' are located on :ne far left and

It brings the kind of resolving capability
and imaging one would normally associate
with small electrostatics like the Martin
Logan Aerius ito afar wider audience
X-150 proved an excellent match, the 42As losing

itself to be highly articulate, boasts excellent
resolving and imaging capability, and is highly

enough to elicit afirm recommendation.
David Allcock

Technology
The 230mm bass/midrange driver and 26mm tweeter
used here are both conventional Audax designs, but
far from conventional is the use of afourth order
crossover on the tweeter with aLegrandre filter and
afirst order crossover on the bass. This arrangement
is key in maintaining the phase relationship of the
signal. Setting the tweeter in its own enclosure on
top of the cabinets allows alignment of the tweeter

contained within the boundaries of the listening

and the mid/bass drivers' acoustic centres in the

weighty as the SL-3, there was no doubt it was both

room.

and

time domain, while the crossover is claimed to

very agile and richly textured. Compared with the

separation of images in the depth perspective was

prevent any anomalies being introduced in the phase

SL-3 there was alack of scale and weight in the

far beyond what Iexpected at this price point.

domain, allowing the musical waveform to leave the

Yet once

again

the delineation

lowest notes, but the ability of the Monopulse to

Moving to Dave Brubeck's lime Out [
Classic

capture the texture of astring vibrating or the body

Records CS 8192], the speaker showed excellent

of an instrument resonating was far greater than I dynamic tracking, with the rapid run of saxophone
expected at the price.
notes midway through ' Blue Rondo A La Turk'

speaker intact in both phase and time domains. Few
speakers achieve this, save for electrostatics panel
types such as Quad and Martin Logan.

Features

On recordings such as Rosie Vela's Zazu [
A&M
Records AMA 5016] the usually rich vocals were a

being reproduced with outstanding clarity, each
note existing within its own space and without

shade cooler than usual, suggesting the lower
midrange is slightly recessed, but the ability of
these speakers to capture subtle nuances and

truncation of the initial transient or the decay of
the not, with the variations in the power of each
note played by Paul Desmond being clearly

• Time and phase coherent

inflections in vocal performances is outstanding.

portrayed. At the other end of the spectrum
Anastacia's ' Not That Kind' [ Epic 497412 2] is a

▪ Outstanding speed and imaging at the price

The characteristics of the speaker are similar to

www.hifinews.co.uk

• 92dB/W/m efficient with abenign 6ohm load
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British company takes Tripath circuitry further with pre and power

Eslab DX-P1O/DX-S80
PRICE

£15201E2240

SUPPLIER

ESLAB

CONTACT

01903 814 618

,WEBSITE

www.eslab.co.uk

I've written two previous reviews of ESLAB
power amplifiers — in November 2001 of the
original DX- S4 and in December 2003 of its
biz..e:er brother, the DX- S8. Formed around the
'Class T' circuit developed by the Californian
Tripath company, they are both very fine
performers. Indeed the more powerful S8 was, I

Crampton, a highly gifted electronics engineer

to select from the ' ive lineleve

whose portfolio includes aspell with Dolby Labs

chosen input and various other settings are shown

in the 1970s. Since 1989 he has run his own
company, Control CI, which specialises in
industrial and solar control equipment and LED
lighting systems, but as a keen audiophile he

in the adjacent green dot-matrix display. Barely
noticeable to the left of the window are four tiny
pushbuttons which provide access to additional
functions. The first of these is Mute (set by

keeps a watchful

audio

default to —40dB but adjustable). Second is

electronics. As noted in that 2001 review, he was

Balance, which changes the function of the rotary

eye on trends in

inputs. The

Steve Crampton was so impressed with
the potential of the Tripath evaluation
boards that he started ESLAB to develop it

thought, as good as any amp Ihad used. I'll recap

so taken aback by, so impressed with, the sonic

knob accordingly. This operates in 0.5dB steps

on the technology later (see EVO review also, p39)

potential cf the early Tripath evaluation boards,

and is a true constant- power type — it doesn't

but for :he moment suffice it to say that since

that he started ESLAB in order to develop it.

simply drop the level of one channel. The

integrated circuit module in question, replacing it

DX- P10 PRE-AMPLIFIER

through amenu of higher functions, the extent of

with ah.gher spec version that also allows alittle

What was needed was amatching pre-amplifier.

which depends on the options chosen at purchase

more freedom in the design of the external circuit

He knew it, we said it, and here it is. The DX- P10

or through upgrade. One of these options,

reauired to manage it. As aconsequence the S4
and S8 are replaced by two new models, the S40

is a deceptively simple looking unit finished in
the striking new livery of anodised aluminium

available now, is subwoofer filter/output circuit;
another will be aversion with digital inputs.

and S80. Ah, the joys of manufacture.

front panel and dark blue paint. Midi width

those reviews Tripath has discontinued the

ESLAB is based in Steyning, Sussex and the

remaining two buttons cycle in either direction

Standard higher functions are as follows. First

products, following a early foray into subwoofer

(330mm), it has just two primary controls: a
standby on/off button and a multiple function
rotary encoder labelled Volume and Select. Rotate

user-defined level. ' VOS — volume offset — is a
most welcome function, enabling the overall

design. The man behind the company is Steve

the knob to adjust the volume, press and rotate it

amplifier system gain to be to matched to the

power amplifiers were effectively its first audio
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is 'VMAX', which limits the maximum volume to a
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Auditions
Amplifier
capping ( limits the maximum setting for party

but Ican sense you glazing over. Patently, this

lovers); default input ( any preferred, or the last - design is extremely well thought out, and offers
used); and displayed input name from abuilt-in

novel solutions to several familiar problems. It is

catalogue or typed in by hand (four characters).

also superbly put together. And it's fully remote

Tone controls are largely athing of the past but
the subtle usefulness of a slope control should
really be welcomed by all serious listeners.
ESLAB's
implementation
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Marmitel

DX- S80

three slope-

amplifiers and is rated at 300W/ch into 8 ohms

down, in ldB steps centred

(450 into 4). Buil into essentially the same case
as the pre-amp, its mcdest appearance belies the

allows

sophistication within. First, though, the externals.
The fascia sports just a standby button with

novel

integral bicolour LED which indicates the status

implementation here: with

and warns of any fault conditions. Input is on

the slope control set level

both single-ended and fully balanced XLRs, while

there

no

the outputs are on heavy duty shielded connectors

modification to the signal

which can accept spade tags, bare wire ends or

path.

4mm plugs. There's athree- position toggle switch

is
It

absolutely
goes

untouched

mixer ahead of the volume

fully balanced inputs as well as
the usual unbalanced or single-

supplied

settings and

through to a virtual earth

Facilities on the rear of the
DX- S80 power amplifier include

the

The DX- S80 is the bigger of ESLAB's two power

circuitry
OA!

from

programmable learning handset.

here provides three slope-up

on aOdB pivot at lkHz. Logic
control of the gain in this
ultra purist analogue audio

et'

controllable

which allows power up from the front panel; via a
music-sensing circuit; or via a 12V trigger ( which

control. When aslope setting
is invoked, a buffered copy of the feed is

the pre- amp can supply). Underneath, a two-

modified accordingly and simply added in at the
mixer. Ordinarily this would also increase the
overall volume level, but the logic circuit corrects
for it. It's an additive rather than subtractive

connection between the circuit and the chassis to
suit differing system ground arrangements. For
those keen on aspot of arc welding, the S80 can

approach; simple, effective and transparent.

position switch

mages or breaks the earth

also be used in bridged mode.
Internally there's amassive 1000VA rated amp

ended types. Thanks to the

Of the five inputs one is fully balanced on XLR

thermal efficiency of the Tripath

connectors. There is also a choice of fully

toroidal mains transformer for the amplifier
circuit plus a small pcb-mounted one for the

balanced or single-ended, low source impedance
outputs. For analogue recording enthusiasts there

control circuitry, as before. Tripath's new twochannel TA0105A module sits in the midst of a

is a fully buffered record output. An external

fastidiously

power supply is used to keep the voltages and

substantial

laid

out

mechanical

ESLAB

board,

heatsinking

to

with
the

given speakers and room, so as to make best use
of the volume control range. ' SLOPE' is asuperb
implementation of the control made popular by
Quad — I'll return to that shortly. ' BASS' is a
shelving arrangement that raises the extreme low
frequencies by 2 or 4dB for those with bass-shy
speakers, or to compensate for a poor bass
response due to unfavourable room placement.
While I'm on this tack, I'll mention three more
functions which come with the optional subwoofer
upgrade, which provides a dedicated line- level
output ( and input) for the purpose. ' SW- L' allows
OP,

the subwoofer output level to be adjusted relative
to the main stereo outputs, again to facilitate an
overall system balance. It is adjustable in 2dB
steps from — 14 to +6dB. ' SW-T' sets the turnover
frequency anywhere between 29 and 99Hz.
'SWFR' offers three choices: subwoofer output

current flow inside the cabinet low. Other

aluminium chassis below and forced cooling from

Off, Internal ( derived from the main stereo signal)
or External ( derived from aseparate source such
as an AV processor). Additionally, and cleverly, if

refinements are slow-swing control signals to
eliminate any induced noise in the switching;
optical isolation between control and signal

above by a variable speed fan ( mercifully near
silent in normal use).
Class T is aTripath's proprietary classification

one of the inputs is defined as as ' AVP' the DX-

circuitry; specially isolated power supplies; and
high quality Class A op-amp stages in the signal

for its digitally based amplifier circuit, in which
the switching frequency is not fixed, as in

P10 switches itself to afixed, unity gain mode so

path using Burr- Brown devices among others. Oh,

conventional PWM designs, but varied according

As if all this wasn't enough, afurther standard

and the volume control itself has various response

to the amplitude of the input signal, aso-called

configuration menu allows the user to set the type

'speeds' dependent on the gain setting,
responding to a fast spin at lower levels but

spread spectrum approach. In this latest version,
which is capable of operating from far higher DC

volume, or in decibels of gain from OdB); the

restricting the twist effect at the top. Icould

rails than its predecessor and thus suited to

Mute level; the display brightness; volume

elaborate on all this for several more paragraphs

higher power applications, up to 500W, the

as to hand over gain control to the AV source.

of volume display ( numerical, ascending with
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MAIN BRANDS
STOCKED:

EXCELLENCE›

audio T
AUDIO EXCELLENCE and AUDIO Twork together to bring you
the benefits of buying from alarge dealer: highly trained staff,
long guarantees, competitive prices and the security of 57 joint
years in business. But please don't think we're achain of clones each of our stores is run as an individual specialist shop with it's
own opinions and stock profile. You'll find us enthusiastic and
friendly because we think that buying hifi should be as much fun
as listening to it!
CUSTOM INSTALLATION If you want your Hi-Fi/Home Cinema
integrated seamlessly and/or invisibly into your home we have a
dedicated team who do this to the highest standards. Call us for
advice on how you can enjoy music and films all round your home.

• 57 YEARS JOINT EXPERIENCE
• 3 YEAR GUARANTEE ON HI- Fl
SEPARATES
• FULL DEMONSTRATION
FACILITIES
• PRICE PROMISE
• 10 DAY EXCHANGES
• 30 DAY NO COST PENALTY
UPGRADES
• PART EXCHANGES

For your FREE copy of
MUSIC AT HOME,
The Ultimate Guide 2003
FREEPHONE 0500 101501
(quote ret HFNO..1,3)

or vist our web site at

www.music-at-home.co.uk
For the very latest information
sites:

please check our web

• INTEREST FREE OPTION ON
SALES OVER f250*
• HOME LOANS AND HOME
DEMONSTRATIONS
• EVENING DEMONSTRATIONS
BY APPOINTMENT
*Subject to status. Written details
on request
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2 Feathers Lane
basingstokeeaudiot.co.uk
BRENTWOOD 01277 264730
30 Crown Street
brentwoodeaudtot.co.uk
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69 London Road
brightontilaudio t.co.uk
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eastbourneeaudio t.co.uk
ENFIELD 020 8367 3132
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enfield@audiot.co.uk
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15 Upper High Street
epsom@audiot.co.uk
EXETER 01392 491194

156 Sidwell Street

exeter@audio excellence.co.uk

GLOUCESTER 01452 300046
58 Bristol Road
gloucester@audio excellence.co.uk
HIGH WYCOMBE 01494 558585
30-32 Castle Street
wycombeeaudiot.co.uk
LONDON: W. HAMPSTEAD
020 7794 7848
190 West End Lane
hampsteadeaudio t.co.uk
OXFORD 01865 765961
19 Old High Street, Headington

oxforditaudio t.co.uk

PORTSMOUTH 023 9266 3604
29 London Road, North End
portsmoutheaudiot.co.uk
READING 0118 958 5463
4 Queens Walk, Broad Street Mall
reading@audiot.co.uk
SOUTHAMPTON 023 8025 2827
10-12 Hursley Road
Chandlers Ford
southampton@audio-t.co.uk
WANSEA 01792 474608
9 High Street
swansea@audioexcellence.co.uk
'fflINDON 01793 538222
60 Fleet Street
swindon@audiot.co.uk
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QED
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QLADRASPIRE
REGA
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RUARK
SELECO
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SHAHINIAN
SONANCE
SOUUS SYSTEMS
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SOUND STYLE
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STANDESIGN
STANDS UNIQUE
STRAIGHTWIRE
SYSTEMLINE
TAG McLAREN AUDI
TALK ELECTRONICS
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TEAC
THORENS
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TRICHORD
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WHARFEDALE
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Not all brands are
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Please check before
travelling
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Auditions

Sharp and deceptively
simple, both amps sport
ESLAB's new look

Amplifier

A good example of the kind of transparency on
offer here is the ability to articulate every
harmonic nicety in music such as Debussy's
Images for solo piano (a favourite recording of
mine is Ivan Moravec's on MMG from 1983, MCD
10003). Debussy is : he complete master of
complex harmonic inflection, indeed implication,
and few amplifier systems Ihave heard convey
his sound world with such evident accord.
This stability is unshakeable too. Turning to
large-scale orchestral music ( for example, the
new Ravel concert — the Daphnis suite, La Valse,
Bolero,

Mother

Goose,

Pavane,

from

the

Cincinnati SO under Paavo Jarvi on Telarc SACD60601),

the

image

remains

rock-solid,

unflappable, regardless of the dynamic level and
complexity of the sound. Full scoring, from forte
to fortissimo: there's no constraint — it just gets
bigger and louder.
What impresses me most about this amplifier
combination is its essential anonymity when set
flat. It is utterly consistent with programme
material of all types, from the most intimate solo

switching frequency is varied between 200KHz
and 1.5MHz. In essence this equates to delta-

TDL Nucleus subwoofer fed from the dedicated

sigma modulation, the same basic approach as
Philips uses in Bitstream and Sony in its Direct
Stream Digital for SACD.

interesting and worthwhile option, with its precise
tailoring of turnover frequency.
First the pre-amp. Used as astraight-through

Complementary outputs are "ed to outboard
ivIOSFET output devices and thence to passive

box with gain control and the ability to drive long
interconnects I'm damned if Ican detect it. It

output filters to remove the hefty supersonic

contributes nothing, introduces no discernible

switching artefacts and prevent them arriving at

background and behaves in this way across its
gain range. The Slope control is wonderfully

analogue circuit with optional subwoofer equaliser

discreet,

brightening silgntly dull recordings,

circuit; also planned is an optional upgrade to

taming those that are over- lit, but otherwise

accept digital inputs. Control and audio circuits are

leaving the tona character intact. Even used to its
full extent the changes are subtle. Anyone naive
enough to accept the pressed CD as ameasure of

optically isolated. It has balanced ( 1) and singleended ( 4) inputs and outputs, plus afully buffered

components set in close proximity. The signal
path overall is short and ' clean' with meticulous
attention to the grounding.

authority, rather than anticipate what the
microphones and al these gain, mixer and

circuit plus other user- configurable set-up options,
all controllable either from the fascia or via the

processor stages before it might have heard,

supplied learning remote. Great care has been taken

On paper the advantages cf Class T are
efficiency ( which can exceed 90%, far ahead of

should experience the palpable benefits on offer

over signal

from acontrol this well engineered.

suppression, a bussed structure to guard against

the loudspeaker outputs. Because the output
filters and loudspeakers are , rductive, acompact
layout is essential in order to avoid potentially
damaging voltage stresses on the module and
MOSFETs. As before, ESLAB's board is amodel of
how this may best be achievec, with the key

conventional Class AB analogue designs) and low
distortion. Efficiency permits amuch less bulky,

DX- P10 output anc powered by the Quad 77 — an

It was more than a year since I'd hearc an
ESLAB

power amplifier but I was instantly

Turning to large-scale orchestral the
image remains rock- solid, unflappable,
regardless of the sound's complexity

guitar track to full-on rock, where its control and
pace are equal to every demand. You can take
that on trust. •
Ivor Humphreys

Technology
ESLAB's pre- amp uses alogic controlled, five- input

tape record output. It embodies anovel Slope control

integrity, with comprehensive RF

ground- current induced distortion and use of high
quality Class Aconfigured operational amplifiers.
Based around Tripath's Class Tdigital circuit, the
two-channel power amp gives very high output
(300W/ch into 8ohms, 450W/ch into 4ohms). The
pulse width modulated drive is varied in switching
frequency according the amplitude of the input
signal — aform of delta- sigma operation — and the
processing algorithm also involves complex
predictive and adaptive feedback techniques. The

simpler styled unit thar you'd expect for an

reminded of my previous reactions, summed up

amplifier this powerful, wnile in the listening

then as now in one worth authority. This sound is

room power and low distortion translate to control

at some remove from the similarly conce ved

module automatically takes into account the
characteristics of the ancillary MOSFET output

and transparency.

Ventas P400 (very early though my example is

transistors used and also the loudspeaker load in

and based on an evaluation Doard, albeit with a

question. It features both balanced and single- ended

And the result...

monstrously capab e power supply). Here the

inputs and has signal- sensing or voltage-triggered

So how do they sound? In aword, flawless. In an

background is truly black, every detail heard as

auto power- up.

attempt to identify any possible characteristics'

though created afresh rather than reconstructed.

in the units Iused amix and match procedure for

Put the pre- and power amplifiers together and

the initial listening, swapping the DX- P10 for my

the result is simply real. The sound remains

Features

Meridian 502, and later the OX- S80 for the

focused, with afull depth of image, across awide

• Remarkably transparent sound

Verdes P400, Quad 77 and Exposure VXIII
monoblocks that I retain in my col.ection.

range of gain settings. This contrasts with many
systems where the image only becomes viable

MI Helpful and ultra- subtle tonal correction

Speakers were the Quad ESL-63 and, for awhile,
the Tannoy Kensington [ reviewed next month],

across a narrow volume range, snapping into
focus in a way that its visual equivalent does

II Can be upgraded to give asubwoofer output

and for part of the time with the Quads Iused a

through binoculars.
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Conrad Johnson

Pre.' ' taw
Continuing evolution: the high- end purist triode pre- amplifier
still delivers the goods. Review by
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Premier I 7LS2

vol do

PRICE

£5000

Premier 17 [
Sept uo] Inoted that it really derived from
the ART, or Anniversary Reference Triode, the limited
edition flagship which has set an enduring standard.

SUPPLIER

Audiofreaks

Middle member of the group is the LS16 [
HFN, Nov '98).

CONTACT

020 8948 9153

WEBSITE

www.conradjohnson.com

Conrad-Johnson Premier 17 LS2 pre-amplifier

W

hile much attention is directed at high tech,
multi-functional multichannel technologies
generally delivering compromised sound
quality, the traditional sector of the ' real hi-fi' market
soldiers on, faithfully serving those who are not seduced
by sonic fireworks or a needless thirst for system and
operational complexity for its own sake.
Is it necessary to remind those who understand, value
and appreciate music in all its forms, that genuinely good
reproducing equipment does exist which can satisfy the
intellect and the soul?
Though the pre-amp reviewed here is the junior
member of a range of three, this product line is so capable
that our example is regarded as reference-level in its own
right. A model of design and operational simplicity, the
Premier 17 LS2 is designed to give lasting musical
satisfaction; classic technologies are combined with topclass build and audio components. Reviewing the original
56
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The revision to 'Mk 2' form has in part been driven by
adecision to employ anew type of capacitor in the audio
circuits. This particular type of pre-amplifier critically
relies on capacitors and their particular quality; in fact
they can dominate the performance when the intrinsic
circuits have themselves been brought to the right level of
perfection. They are present both in the power supplies
and the signal path. For decades Conrad-Johnson has
relied on atype of custom-made wound capacitor of pure
tin foil with polystyrene film insulation, and for the
required voltage and value these are costly, bulky and
unfortunately subject to avery moderate but nonetheless
finite failure rate. My ART pre-amplifier uses so many of
these components that Ihave experienced two capacitor
failures over about seven years. Also, the polystyrene film
itself is falling out of use in the electronics industry as a
whole, threatening future supplies. Now Conrad-Johnson
has worked with the supplier to develop both the film
and winding technique to a point where a custom C-J
Teflon capacitor could replace the original polystyrene. A
total of ten such 2.0pF capacitors are used in the Premier
17 LS2. Along with the capacitor substitutions there have
www.hifinews.co.uk

Lab Test
Pre-amplifier

enough, and it then comes out of
standby at alow volume setting of
'20'. Once run in, the pre-amplifier
reaches afine operating condition
after around five minutes of use
though in a critical setup further
gains may be heard over the first
15 minutes. This is typical of
tubed equipment. Leaving the unit
permanently powered up for long
periods will simple eat away at
the tube life.
Essentially a zero feedback
design, the triodes are operated
very simply in an inverting,
anode-coupled configuration with
a resistive anode load. Here, to
obtain a satisfactorily low output
impedance,
each
channel
comprises four triodes in parallel
and in this example the source
resistance is less than 1k ohm,
good enough to drive avariety of
cables and power amplifier inputs.
(The parent ART is built on two chassis, allowing for five
double triodes per channel and the total of ten paralleled
devices brings the output impedance closer to 400 ohms.)
In asingle-ended Class A circuit such as this, the key to
sound quality is the power supply since it is effectively in

Full remote control:

the signal loop and such abasic circuit offers no rejection
of supply noise or other defects. Thus the power supplies
are non-feedback with a minimal aural signature, built
with the same quality of parts, and fitted with the same

the handset has
all the facilities
seen on the front
panel, plus
channel balance

custom Teflon capacitors.

final DC supply regulators for each channel has been
reduced by a factor of four which should improve
channel separation and lower the noise floor. Also, the
first, shared, power regulator proved more sensitive than
anticipated to its designed bandwidth. A decoupling

Both the input selection and the volume control are top
quality, with NEC relays and gold-clad contacts. The
relays operate at significant power, hence the audible
chattering the pre-amp makes when setting an input and
particularly when setting volume. You get used to this but
never quite manage to blank it out.
All the inputs and outputs are of the RCA phono singleended type. As the absolute phase is inverted, this should
be corrected in your system chain by swapping black for
red at both the loudspeakers (or at the
power amplifier output terminals).
The audibility of absolute phase
varies with system, programme

upgrade has been made here, including further costly
Vishay metal foil resistors.
In the 'Mk 1' the four selected double triodes were 6922

material and listener; for some it is
inconsequential, for others it may
undermine the sense of ease and of

by Sovtek and my Mk 2was also so fitted. These triode

tonal balance. But many speakers
have apoorly defined phase response

been circuit improvements. The output impedance of the

pre-amps should be re-tubed after two years of hard use,
maybe every four years with lighter use, a significant
maintenance cost if special quality tubes are chosen.
(Audiofreaks can supply aspecial new old stock militarygrade E88CC, at £200 for aset of four.)
As it stands the LS17 is aline-level controller with full
remote control including balance, the latter not available
via the front panel buttons. Generously equipped, the preamplifier has five main inputs and two ' external
processor loop' sets of inputs/outputs, for use with atape
deck or home theatre processor. Thus audio sources from
the pre-amp may be sent into atheatre system and vice
versa. The near-100-step volume control provides close to
0.6dB resolution over the bulk of the operating range.
When first switched on the unit remains in mute for a
while for the valves to warm up; half aminute is usually
www.hifinews.co.uk

anyway, while many older recordings
are themselves phase inverted, or
have the phase randomised across the
mix of blended microphone signals.
SOUND QUALITY
The newcomer needed rather longer

A model of design
and operational
simplicity, the
Premier 17 LS2 is
designed to give
lasting musical
satisfaction

to 'warm up' than Iremember with
the previous LS17, which as Irecall sounded pretty good
straight out of the box. Several weeks passed before the
full potential was freely expressed with this new model.
It also seems atad more sensitive to placement and the
issue of agood sound table should not be neglected if you
want to get the best sound. For best results, Ielected to
run the unit without the decorative metal waffle plates in
Hi-FiNem JULY 2004
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place and without the associated small top cover assigned

class while stereo image scale, width and depth were all

to the small top compartment containing the triodes (they

to avery high standard. The overall sound had opened up

don't run very hot), which gave a definite sonic
improvement. I discovered this by accident as I was

and worthwhile dynamic expression was now to the fore.

checking out the alternative set of military-quality, tubes.

convey the more subtle qualities of tonal nuance; for

At times, the midrange was striking in its ability to

Out of the box, the latest Premier 17 was not as Ihad

example, on small drums. Likewise, the midrange was

remembered the old, sounding less vital, less dynamic

exceptionally pure, wonderfully reflecting the expression

and less involving. Nonetheless, my listening-test score
was apretty good 35. You can never be sure precisely, but

and characteristic in singing voice. Here the quality of the

there were some differences that Ican only ascribe to

eclipsing the performance in the bass and treble extremes.

midrange, in its broadest sense, was perhaps in danger of

changes in capacitor technology. You could argue that the

Make no mistake, both the latter elements were good.

mid was amite richer, more triode-like, and that acertain

The bass was missing some degree of solid-state slam and

subtle treble feature, agentle defining sparkle, associated
with polystyrenes, was now smoothed out. And yet Ifelt

grip but was nonetheless tuneful and revealing. As for the

that some of the crisp, focused, dynamically expressive
'snap' of the original had been lost.
A mild loss in depth and low level detail was initially
apparent, while the subjective sensation of rhythm and
timing was now in the ' good rather than 'very good'
category. This was particularly true in the treble which
THE SYSTEM
Listening system for this review included: Naim CDS3 CD player, Krell FPB700cx
power amplifier; Avalon Eidolon, Quad ESL-S63, BBC LS3/5A ( 15 ohm) speakers;
Transparent XL and Cardas Golden Cross cables; sound tables by Finite Elemente.
seemed to reach softly forward in the soundstage, both in
terms of time and perspective. Frankly Iwas confused!
Extended use delivered some gains in focus and depth,
clarity improved as did ' involvement' but the well
remembered overall standard of the original was only

The alloy plate fascia has Conrad-Johnson's usual champagne gold
anodized finish. Here the valve cover plate has been removed

obtained with that fortuitous deletion of the decorative
•

triode metalwork. Is that acheat? Iwill leave you to judge.
Used in this condition, and once properly run in, the
sound was expressed anew. Reaching to the top of its

n• n

class, the level of detail resolved was in the reference

•
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Negative feedback is often cited as the usual
means to lower harmonic distortion inherent in
amplifying devices. An amplifier without feedback
might suffer from such distortion. Examining this
issue [ Fig 1, blue trace] analyses the harmonic
distortion components for an IHF 0.5V in, 0.5V
out lkHz tone, here loaded by atypical 100k
ohms. Such was the wide bandwidth of this
design, there was no variation in distortion with
frequency. This spectrum analysis tells quite a
story; hum was low, nearly 100dB down (visible
close to zero Hz). Second harmonic was
completely benign at about —68dB. Still better,
3rd was 40dB lower at about — 110dB and no
other harmonics of any significance were present.
This is agood example of the ideal triode-type low
harmonic order distortion characteristic, believed
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highly consonant with the auditory process. By
broadband measurement, including noise, at IHF
level, distortion was essentially —66.5dB over the
whole band, or 0.05%. Driven abit harder to a1V
equivalent output, the two-tone high frequency
intermodulation [ Fig 2] was satisfactory at —61dB,
with agenerally clean spectrum to 100kHz. For
interest's sake Idrove the Premier 17 LS2 to 2V
at lkHz, to see the resulting distortion spectrum
[Fig 1, red trace]. Once again that ideal of
proportioned second and third harmonic was seen,
the former at —50dB the latter at —92dB and
simply nothing else. At lower outputs distortion
reduced to vanishing low levels.
Input overload was essentially infinite, while
signal to noise was fine at 81.6dB CCIR. 83dB 'A'
weighted. At volume 'zero', Imeasured 110.8dB

CCIR, — 117dBA. There were no output DC offsets.
Channel separation hit 93.4dB midband, bettered
100dB at 20kHz and was still very satisfactory at
68.8dB for 20kHz.
Full level channel balance measured 0.014dB
and settled at 0.3dB imbalance at lower volume
settings. Very good volume tracking was seen even
at —60dB settings. Maximum output level for
0.3% distortion (still pretty inaudible 2nd
harmonic) was 4V while it could provide up to 12V
at 1% before significant clipping. Thus the output
headroom is fine. Overall, these results were quite
similar to those obtained for the Mk 1.
Output impedance was higher than average at
808 ohms though it is still man enough for most
load conditions. An unusually cruel 600 ohm load
did not increase the distortion at the 0.5V IHF

www.hifinews.co.uk

Lab Test
Pre-amplifier

While it proved equally free from grain or edge, its focus

unmistakable with the NOS EftftC triodes creating an
impression of a larger, richer and deeper ambience,

and integration into the sound stage was not quite as
coherent — there was just atouch of detachment here. I
think the balance of sound quality has shifted alittle from
asmaller more tightly focused and 'driven' sound to one
which is more open, resolved and spacious, but with abit
less grip on the musical pulse. This shouldn't be taken as
too serious acriticism — the common aspects outweigh

almost aconcert hall glow, with a still more beguiling
quality to vocals. Solo singers were presented with greater
solidity and presence and, with your eyes closed, anearholographic aural sensation. That fabulous midrange was
not matched by corresponding improvements in bass,
treble or dynamics, so Imust report that such midrange
refinement will appeal to aselective audience, lovers of

the subtle differences.
Installing the alternative classic tube set proved

classical material, especially
opera. With the tubes ' on
display', well sited and settled
in, the Premier 17 LS2 reached a
very fine standard in its class

treble, the new differed a little from the earlier design.

fascinating, and a tribute to the transparency and
resolving power of the unit. The differences were

scoring a reference-grade 45
marks, and very similar to the
original.
CONCLUSION
For the intending purchaser, the
good news is that this new line
pre-amplifier is available at the
same price as its predecessor,
and remains well worth the
investment. When compared

The midrange was
exceptionally
pure, wonderfully
reflecting the
expression and
characteristic in
singing voice

with the older model Iwould, if pressed, have to say that
Ifelt the new was more 'different' than 'better', but when

The rest of the casework, finished in black, is also of non-magnetic
aluminium, chosen for superior sound and better vibration damping
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used as Idid, the sound quality is full-on audiophile, and
is competitively priced.
So while Idon't believe there's any reason for anyone
owning aC-J17 LS to upgrade, the new Premier 17 LS2
remains amainstay of the reference pre-amplifier line-up
in its class, reflecting aworthy approach to single-ended
zero-feedback technology using high quality triodes. The
original LS2 proved to be reliable and long-lived, so the
new model is just as easy to recommend.
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'level to more than 0.5% so it is also pretty
:tolerant. Taking the lowest practical amplifier
input load of 10k ohm, in practice distortion will
be negligible.
Capacitor coupled at the output, there will be a
small loss in output at increasingly low
frequencies, exaggerated by low impedance. For
such a10k ohm input it will still reach 2Hz,
—3,113, and have barely any loss at 10Hz. Into a
I 2
ore usual 100k ohms the response was flat from
Hz to 30kHz, —3dB for less than 1Hz greater
than 130kHz.
Input impedance was 25k ohms at normal
settings, rising to ahigher value close to full gain,
rarely used. Volume settings 67/68' gave unity
gain, ' 20' gave 31.5dB of attenuation. Overall
gain was almost x20 or 26dB.
www.hifinews.co.uk
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Not for
conservatives

The comprehensive range of turntables by Pro-ject,
design is perhaps a little less conservative than the norm
and ? es, prcducts are available in blue, and red, aid yellow, and green.

High quality record players are available from just over [ 100
Contact us today for details of your nearest Centre of Excellence.
Centres of Excellence are our elite dealers who have shown commitment to customer service, attended
regular product training seminars and offer demonstration facilities on the majority of the Pro-ject range.

Pro-ject Audio

Distributed by: Henley Designs, 01235 511166, www.henleydesigns.co.uk, infeihenleydesigns.co.uk

Opinion

John
Crabbe
A

catching- up operation this month, encompassing items
omitted from earlier columns for reasons of space, points
brought up via subsequent correspondence, references

not previously available, and even an admission of past error.
First, loudspeaker cables as discussed in Jan 04, where I'd
hoped originally to include athird quote from that sure-footed
Newnes Handbook. This declared that ' there is nothing much
in the audibility of different LS cables save for those which are

too short to reach the speakers', anotion nicely providing the
cue for arelated matter: bi-wiring. This requires not only that
cables should reach the speakers, but must do so twice-over in
order to prevent the HF and LF parts of the signal from
attacking each other on the way to their respective drive- units.
Yet if an unaided single cable's

A lot of speaker
makers feel
obliged to provide
four terminals
because folk have
been brainwashed
into believing they
ought to have them

figure because the somewhat ancient Sivian & White data to
hand was distinctly bumpy. But now more recent plots have
come to light, where the curves run smoothly from 2.5dB at

conductivity is so non-linear that
it produces audible

lkHz, via 5dB at 5kHz to 10dB at 10 kHz for that same 30°
offset angle. See Acoustics & Psychoacoustics by D M Howard

intermodulation between

and JAngus, p102 ( Focal 2003).
Next, but mainJy to set the scene for the final item, H A

waveform components, it
shouldn't be in use anyway, while
superposition somehow evaporates

Hartley's Boffle loudspeaker as discussed in Sept ' 02. In 1950
Iexamined and heard one of Hartley's speakers, which was
ostensibly aBoffte but had asealed enclosure and employed

when it comes to loudspeaker

what eventually became known as the acoustic-suspension

leads is nonsense.

principle. It made good sense, and being at that time unaware
of the Boffle's history, Iassumed that this must be its normal

the notion that the principle of

Indeed, if anyone claims to
hear differences on resorting to
bi-wiring, I'd say that either: ( i)
he/she suffers from self-deception;
(ii) the original cable was either
lousy or poorly connected; ( iii) the
amplifier is simply responding

audibly (which it shouldn't) to
doubling of the cable capacitance; or ( iv) the additional wires
used are capturing or enhancing RF radiations, which on
delivery to the amplifier's speaker terminals might have all
sorts of audio consequences.
Bi-amping, though, is another story, as the complex
crossover circuitry and awkward phase-angles associated with

modus operandi - hence my stance over the succeeding years.
However, following further research, and having now read all
of Hartley's LS writings, I'm persuaded ( DIY versions apart)
that the device always relled on g'aded resistive absorption via
aseries of internal baffles, and was never fully sealed. Thus
that 1950 demo must have been afluke, perhaps with
Hartley's showroom manager simply trying out his own
experimental mock-up, not, as Ihad suggested, seriously
anticipating the Villchur/AR launch of four years later.
But was tie idea already in the wind? Well, to judge by a
remarkable article sent by one of my more assiduous
correspondents, it certanly seems so. Published in the March
1947 issue of The Australian Radio World, this was apiece by

some loudspeakers could confound some amplifiers when

LA Davies entitled ' Electro Acoustic Coupling', which after a

called upon to deliver high power over the full range on some

general discussion of loudspeaker principles, described what

types of program. Then, while aless load- dependent amplifier
would be the best solution, separate amps feeding those twin

undoubtedly did qualify as an acoustic-suspension device.

cables might make sense. But on this, it was gratifying to read

It required the drive- units' surround to be so compliant that
the free-air resonance descended to infrasonic regions, with a

in Dave Berriman's May review of the Audio Physic Virgo 3

sealed box then pushing it back to around 40Hz by virtue of

speakers that their manufacturer believes neither in bi-wiring
nor bi-amping, accordingly providing just one pair of terminals.

the enclosed air's stiffness. Davies also described amethod of
freeing- up the surrounds of existing speakers, gave cabinet

As remarked here before, quite alot of speaker makers think

dimensions in relation to cone parameters, and even foresaw a

likewise privately, but feel obliged to provide four terminals

great future for high-compliance drivers designed for the new

because folk have been brainwashed into believing they ought
to have them - even if they're never used.

type of loading - aprediction spectacularly confirmed.

Now to my Dec ' 03 piece on directional hearing oddities,
where asurprisingly high 11dB was cited as the average UR

the Villchur design? Although the Hartley episode finally led
nowhere, did Davies's : 947 proposals not amount to prior

aural differential across aband spanning 2-10kHz when the
source is 30° away from the median line. Igave an ' average'

invention of what was announced by Acoustic Research in

www.hifinews.co.uk

Where, Iwonder, does this put the supposed originality of

1954 as a 'world first'?
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Master

Class
Running along-established mastering
studio like The Exchange doesn't
necessarily entail knowing why
'mastering' is actually needed...
Andrew Harrison finds out more
Pictures by Roger Phillips

W

e're at The Exchange in north London, when
Graeme Durham suddenly tells me he doesn't

Vinyl heads may recognise the studio's name, not just
from its involvement with the mastering of rock and
dance releases over the years, but as the mastering studio

know what mastering is all about. 'Why can't you
just do it in the recording studio?' he asks, 'You do amix
and indeed birthplace of the Hi-11 News test LP. But more
—why can't you get it sorted out at the mixing stage?'
Iof that anon. The Exchange opened in the mid-1980s,
A good question maybe, just not the natural line of with Graeme coming out of Island Record's Sound Clinic.
enquiry you might expect from the owner and co-founder
A self-confessed non-technical kind of mastering

'I'm not one of these guys who talk
about picofarads and microfrogs and
stuff like that. For most evaluation,
you don't need to be technical'

engineer, we meet Graeme after a tip-off from industry
audiophile Robert Kelly, who now helps evangelise the
product range of EAR-Yoshino. When the EAR 509 Silver

arrived at I-IFN recently, Robert informed us
that acustomised disc cutting lathe at The Exchange uses
four of them for its cutting head amps.
'It's abit "funky", Robert warns me of The Exchange,
'but an interesting place to visit, seeing how the old
technology is still used by professionals. And Graeme is
of one of the country's leading mastering studios. 'And I quite acharacter.' A character indeed, and disarmingly
can't actually answer that question when people ask!' he
honest in his approach to the job, especially within an
continues, 'but I do know that this second stage is
industry that has so many self-styled ' experts'.
necessary, because now Ihave arecording studio, and I'll
'I'm not one of these technical guys who will talk about
start thinking "Oh yeah, well I'm amastering studio, so I picofarads and microfrogs and stuff like that. You let

know how to get this finished sound". But somehow you
just have to go through this " stage two"!
62
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people who know that stuff do that kind of work. For
most evaluation, you don't need ta be technical — you
www.hifinews.co. uk

don't need to be asound engineer to kuow what sounds
good or not. If she's walking past apub, your grandmother
will know if there's a live band in there or not. She
doesn't have to describe why she knows ifs live, in terms
of attack and frequency. People say about engineers " Oh
you must have super ears." Well, you've just got ears —
but you know how to express what you hear better.
Unfortunately alot of engineers express things wrongly as
well — they get hung up on things like frequency
response, particularly with the whole digital thing. Ithink
there was awhitewash with digital. They wanted to sell
something, as there was alot of development in there. A
bit like the 83kHz thing on the DIvEvl lathe. Ithink it was
just abyproduct of the system, it's not there by design.'
The 831cHz 'thing' is the debate over the presence of an
ultrasonic tone in the Direct Metal Mastering process.
Some say it is there on purpose. to facilitate the cutting
head's journey into the harder copper plate on the blank
disc; others, like Graeme, think it may be an unwanted
side-effect that is just explained away as a'
feature'.
Aside from the core work for The Exchange, the
mastering of CDs and cutting of LPs and singles, anew
recording room has just been opened — somewhat
www.hifinews.co. uk

unusual for astudio that made its name in mastering. But
at The Exchange, they think a little differently. Where
most studios like to show off gleaming new mixing desks,
designer upholstery and the latest digital whizz-bangs,
The Exchange almost prides itself on its somewhat oldschool approach. 'The secret is to keep things very direct

'The secret is to keep it simple; do
you need to go through this plug, or
can you go direct? In an ideal world,
it'd be nice to hard-wire everything'
and simple — and being mindful of that in every possible
way. Do you need to go through this plug, or can you just
go direct? In an ideal world, it'd be nice to hard-wire
everything so you didn't even have aplug on the piece of
equipment. Whether Iwill have the time in my life to
execute that Idon't know! Ican't create things but Ican
remove things which are deemed to be unnecessary in the
chain. Sound is energy, so you can maintain as much of
HI-FINews
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that energy as possible by putting in the least possible
number of things. You can get the same readings on a
meter but there are other qualities you can't measure, but
you know. That your grandmother would know about!'
The recording studio at The Exchange is in fact a
slightly dishevelled large room, home-made wood-block
floor, with an overall look that's the anathema of the
modern corporate studio. The ' desk' looks like an old
mahogany wardrobe door, peppered with dozens of fader
knobs. Knobs, note, not sliders — the pots below the
bakelite-style knobs are actually oversized switched
attenuators, like something the GPO would have written
off in 1950. Graeme's philosophy when it comes to kit
selection is not unlike that of many audiophiles...
'You can actually judge apiece of equipment by weight
alone. The pots Icame by by accident. Somebody knew I
was starting astudio, he flogged me these line amps and
threw them into the deal. It turned out that some had the
wrong values, but Iwas able to use them. Ihad no idea
what they were for, but one has a label with "Royal
Festival Hall" on it. Those pots are still made to order and
someone told me they cost about agrand each, just for
one pot! The contacts are all silver — each stud has its own
resistor, making aseparate circuit.'
And the desk itself? 'Don't tell anyone, but yes, it is a
wardrobe door. It's all " found", which Ilike.
'It's that kind of gut simplicity that's really important. If
someone played asaxophone in our reception, you'd hear
this slightly awesome sound with bass and warmth. As
soon as you record it, it sounds like apiece of metal tinfoil, all squeaky. If you listen to old recordings, the

`If someone played asaxophone in our reception, you'd hear this
slightly awesome sound with bass and warmth. As soon as you record
it, it sounds like apiece of metal tin-foil, all squeaky'
frequency response is not as high — but people get hung
up about the frequency response. Yes you can record up
to 20kHz now; but it sounds like a piece of tin now,
whereas you listen to something from the '50s, '60s — a
Stan Getz recording of the saxophone — it sounds much
more awesome. Anybody can understand that, you don't
have to be an engineer to hear that.'
The new studio is filled with old kit — old Marconi and
Neumann valve microphones, a valve radio converted
into aguitar amp for its unique sound, vintage 16-track,
2-inch tape recorder.., suddenly those EAR valve limiters
don't seem so out of place.
Tim de Paravicini has areputation for producing very
good audio equipment, not too cluttered. It tends to be
quite big, which is nice — individual power supplies,
everything separate and the like. All mastering studios
will have arange of high-quality limiters, equalisers and
processors, but Min's stuff gives us what we need to work.
It doesn't suit everybody, but things like his limiters are
excellent — they actually add to the sound, just by going
through them, as does any other piece of equipment.'
Cables, and the very possibility that some may sound
different to others, are usually laughed at in pro audio
circles with many audio engineers refusing to believe that
the wire can have any influence on the signal that passes
through it. The Exchange did recognise differences, to the
extent that hi-fi cabling was specified many years ago.
'In fact it was Robert who put me onto AudioQuest. We
evaluated some, went " Great, it sounds fantastic", put in
64
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this big order for AudioQuest cable, and when it came, it
sounded different! They had changed the construction of
the cable — different coating, different kinds of silver
strands inside. They had to then source old stock for us.
'You tend to find that in the digital field too-, with the
early stuff manufacturers were trying to compete with the
analogue kit out there, the equipment they built then was
fantastic. The Sony 1630, an early digital processor, even
the early Sony DAT players, which we actually still use
here, have afat, analogue-like sound. Whereas the later
boxes, well they weigh nothing!'
No talk of digital audio can go by without discussion of
'new' formats. Which in recording and mastering circles
may in the future boil down to the twin horrors of DVDAudio and SACD. Does The Exchange get involved with
these troubled formats?
'Now this is all driving me completely mad.' Graente
confessed. The thing is, if you want to do something you
have to have the interest in it — like with the recording
studio here. If you're interested in something, you'll have
the energy to do it. I'm not actually interested in 5.1, or all
these new digital formats.'
Of course there are two main aspects to the new
formats — the multichannel possibility, expanding twochannel stereo into four-channel quadrophonic, 5.1
channels, 7.1, or even worse. And then there's the digital
encoding method, which right now means high-bit PCM
for DVD-A, or Direct Stream Digital for SACD.
Again, an honest admission: 'I'm quite ignorant of the

www.hifinews.co.uk

The room with two lathes — silver
rack- mount boxes by wall are
head amps for lacquer lathe, with
EAR valve kit on trolley

people were just trying to amplify it because in the dance
bands, with all the brass instruments, you couldn't hear
the guitarist. But it became its own thing. It's the same
with dance music — there's nothing wrong with having
drums that are created by machine. And because you
have that facility, a particular kind of music develops
from it. You wouldn't have rock'n'roll without the electric
guitar. I'm just not particularly interested in all this 5.1
and stuff like that. Ican sit in the middle of five speakers
and think " Ooo, yeah, it's coming at me from here, there
and everywhere." But its not actually frightening me...'
It was obviously not just a studio cost issue, then,
particularly galling if SACD were to be embraced, as it

DMM lathe, a system designed to reduce HF loss, distortion
and pre- echo, with stampers made directly from copper master

realities

of

those

things.

Whenever

I listen

to

demonstrations Idon't get the same excitement that Ido
off the Stan Getz.' Graeme turns to Robert Kelly, who once
worked for the country's leading digital converter
company. `Do you remember that time you came around

1can sit in the middle of five
speakers and think " Ooo, yeah, it's
coming at me from everywhere." But
it's not actually frightening me...'

with aNagra with 192kHz recording, all different sound
effects, and then Iplayed my hi-fi test disc, which I
requires awholly new electronic infrastructure compared
discovered was from 1958... and the steam train was just
to the now-familiar PCM formats.
awesome! It was frightening, you felt like you were
'I think we could do it, but as Isay one of the problems
standing next to atrain whizzing past!'
What Graeme had discovered of course was the classic
Decca cut A Journey into Stereo Sound. And the digital

is an emotional thing. I'm not actually interested enough.
To do something, you've got to do it so it is really. really

counterpart was an early set of 24/192 recordings, made
in Holland in the late 1990s, used to show off the

good. Not just that you're buying some bits of off-the-shelf
equipment, putting it together and say "Right, The
Exchange is now doing 5.1". We may have to go down

converter company's ADC and DACs.
'Now I'm not saying that digital is cr... Ithink it's
fantastic actually. It's just about awareness — that
produces that sound; Ican use that sound; it's aperfectly
valid sound. Producing musical sound is not just about
pure sound. An electric guitar doesn't sound like an
acoustic guitar, it's a different instrument. Originally,
www.hifinews.co.uk

this route, but Iand the people here need to have the
energy to do it. In fact. Idon't think anybody here has
actually got a5.1 system in their house. It's bit like trying
to master records without actually ever having arecord
player at home! At this moment in time it would be a
commercial decision to embrace the technology rather
HI-FINews
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than "Oh, Ireally want to sit amongst five speakers, an
hear something over there."
But it's on an emotional level, if nowhere else, that
vinyl and its flaws wins over digital every day.
'It's something that we kind of
feel stuck with — the whole vinyl
thing. If you have an emotional
attachment to something, you can

Graeme Durham in the hot seat, with fellow Exchangeman Guy
Davie; [ right] The Exchange's new purist recording room, with
15ips 16-track ana homespun 'found' desk; and [ bottom right]
HFiVs Test LP, which was cut at The Exchange. It's available
from the Accessories Club, call 01234 741152

have the energy to keep it going.
We've got lathes in all our rooms
and they're still part of the whole
set-up. We do alot of vinyl cutting.
The philosophy of directness and
purity is still done, you know?'
And The Exchange offers the
traditional lacquer cutting lathes,
or the comparatively new-fangled
DMM system. So the $24,000
question: which is better?
'As an engineer, you just do
what you feel is appropriate.
When you first get it, because
you've bought it, you start selling
it. There's a conflict of interest
there. You're advising the client
that way because you happened to
have bought it. And of course if
you don't have it, you tell the
clients "Oh yeah, DMM's not that
good". You can't actually say it's
fantastic because you haven't got
that system! You have to be careful
that you are being impartial when you talk about it. Like,
we have EAR gear but I'm not going to say "This is the
only way".'
So how do you advise clients looking for guidance?
'I would say suck it and see. It's not about " You'll get
another 2dB at 15kHz on this one". It's completely
irrelevant when it comes to music.'
So it's not even dependent on the type of music then?
'I think certain engineers have preferences, because
they're doing alot of aparticular kind of work. We've got
one engineer here who's got a name for himself in

'The 33rpm sound is my favourite.
But if it's seven-inch, Ilike to cut
at 45rpm, so there's no
consistency in what Isay!'

'The 33 sound is Isuppose my favourite. But if it's
seven-inch, I like to cut at 45rpro. so there's no
consistency in what Isay! You do get a fatter, wanner,
bass end at 33 than you do at 45 — 45 is more brittlesounding, to me. But I'm not going to say one is better or
worse. Loads of time talking to aclient, they'll say " Ilike
45" and I'll say "Okay, well Ilike 33, let's test cut at each
speed". We'll cut just aminute of the music to acetate and
play it back on adeck to see what it sounds like.
'Some clients will later send us test pressings to listen
to and see what we think, but generally they know —
they'll play it at home, in the club, or whatever, and say
if it's happening or not happening. There's no rules really
to this stuff. If you get bogged down in rules you're
creating unnecessary stress.'

of it, people come to him because they've heard the
results. And the drum'n'bass thing is very interesting,

And what of the most sought after LP test record made
in the last 25 years. the one and only HiFi News test LP?
'Len Gregory, The Cartridge Man, had asked some
people — I'm not going to mention any names — but he

because it's completely non-technical. The levels that

asked some people more technical, and they gave him all

were being cut — if you listened to cutting engineers, they
would have said it's impossible, it's going to damage the

the reasons why it was very difficult, blah blah blah. Ijust
said to him, the same as the 33/45 philosophy, I'll give it
a go. I'd never done this before, so Isort of recorded

drum'n'bass. He cuts other stuff, but because he cuts alot

cutter heads. People are producing this music in their
bedrooms, with all these kind of extreme, brash sounds
and deep sounds, and they actually dictated to the
engineers in which direction to go. And because of that
experience it's affected the way we approach all jobs. The
key is to listen to people, even if it's someone off the
street. Just listen to them and see what they're saying. So
if you said, "I've never been to acutting room before —
what speed should Icut my record at?" I've got my own
66

personal prejudice, but Iwill actually say let's cut it at
both and see which one works. There are technical pros
and cons as with all these things, and as an engineer you
can get bogged down with just the one method.
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various tones, made up amaster tape, cut it, bluffed it;
particularly when you're cutting low frequencies, you get
alot of instability and stuff like that.'
'And the thing is that the cutting systems themselves
don't like those frequencies as you're approaching DC.
But Ikind of cobbled together something that worked.'
Anyone who's tried the low-frequency arm-cartridge
resonance test, with its infrasonic tones, will know about
www.hifinews.co. uk

as crap music. The intellectual people were
listening to rock music — Pink Floyd and all the

instability — but the resulting cut certainly does the trick.
'I cut Len an acetate which he then checked on his own
system, compared it to ones that'd been done under
laboratory conditions in the 1960s, like the Ortofon or
whatever, and said it gave him the same results. And he
said alot of people preferred it to the original ones.
'I'm trying to make light of it, but of course you don't
just plonk something on and do it. You have to have the
interest to put into it, to see if you can make it work; not
to put your energy into looking at specification sheets and
say "This is not going to work". Most things only come
about through mistake and accident.'
The fresh, live sound we heard in the recording studio
shows that the pure, simple 'get on with it' philosophy
can get the results. So why diversify from mastering into
recording anyway?
'I mess around with the musical side of things rather
than just the technical side of equipment. I'm kind of
immersed in music, so to get into the minutiae of 5.1 and
SACD — I'd need to gather my strength together for that
one! Because you've got to get all these boxes and gizmos
and... and at the end of it Iknow I'm not going to get
turned by it, that's basically it!
'We tend not to do the kind of boyband sort of stuff
here. I'd like to: I'm not dismissing that, it's valid music
when someone's doing it. And we don't do any classical,
but we do some jazz — more contemporary stuff.
'Anything is valid if you come down to it. because
someone is putting some energy into producing
something, even if it it's ahighly processed sound. Phil
Spector did that, amush — people call it awall of sound,
Ijust call it amush, but it sounded great! You can't really
judge these things until 50 years time, when you'll know
what is what. In the '
60s, a lot of the Tamla Motown and
reggae stuff was regarded in the same way. It was regarded

www.hifinews.co.uk
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alogue

rest of it. And your clubs with your Essex crowd
were listening to soul music. And that was
looked down upon in the '
60s — Iremember it
because Iwas part of it.
'I think it's important to remember that it is
about music and it's about energy, and it's about
love. It's the only thing we want, is love, whether
you do it through playing guitar, or twiddling
with knobs in the studio or...' Graeme at our

Te'•

r:17

photographer Roger, 'taking photographs.'
So are we any closer to finding out why recorded music
needs a mastering studio...? 'Ithink I've answered my
awn question. It came from disc cuffing. When you
transfer the sound onto vinyl, because it's amechanical
format, its sound will change and you can't possibly
know that in a recording studio, let alone even a

'Ifs about music and it's about energy,
and it's about love — whether you do it
through playing guitar, or twiddling
with knobs in the studio'
mastering studio, actually. You can't possibly know
because it's a mechanical thing, how that cartridge is
going to replay that test cut. So certainly for disc cutting
there is this reason to have a disc cutting engineer, to
make it sound right on the vinyl.
'And now for CD, even though CD is supposed to be a
"flat" thing, somehow that philosophy seems to have
continued. And it's still avital process. Really, in away,
a "mix" is not sufficient — you have to regard the
mastering as part of the process. So you have recording,
mixing, and mastering. It's all part of producing the
finished thing. Not just this little bit tagged on the end.'•
HI-FINews
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Are you someone who is not easily satisfied? Someone who demands the very best, the
latest or perhaps the purest? Then you are going to love seeing what Unilet have in store.
Whether you are looking for a turntable or a state-of-the-art
home cinema set up, or perhaps that elusive speaker cable
that you read about in an American hi-fi magazine, you are
likely to find it at Unilet. For years Unilet has been the place
for the serious audiophile.
So why not come in and see us? You'll find us
tucked away off the High Street, opposite
Waitrose in New Malden, Surrey. We're
just yards away from the BR station and
acouple of minutes from the A3.

the symbol of security

For acopy of our latest
price list please call:

020 8942 9567
or check us out on the web:

www.unilet.net
Unilet Sound and Vision Ltd.
35 High Street,
New Malden,
Surrey KT3 4BY
Fax: 020 8336 0820
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The Hidden Hi- Fi Store

Competition

an Eclipse TD speaker
system worth £ 1000
Some of the most stylish, stunning-sounding speakers ever seen
One of the most original, exciting and stylish loudspeaker ranges around
is the Eclipse TD series. There's more to tfles2 speakers than their
eyecatching shape,
because their uniquely fresh, immediate sound
results from real technical innovations. So we're delighted to be able to
offer an Eclipse TD 508PA speaker system complete with amplifier and
stands as this month's star prize.
Those initials stand for ' Time Domain'. Most conventional audio systems
focus on improving the frequency domain for flatness from low to high
frequencies, but Eclipse TD concentrates on ' time domain' characteristics,
aiming to idealise the genuine acoustic reproduction of the input waveforms.
Most hi-fi loudspeakers, of course, use two or more separate drive- units;
but the sound waves spreading out from such multiple drive units conflict
with each other and this distirbs the phase characteristics. Eclipse TD
avoids these problems by using asingle, highly-developed full- range driver.
Eclipse ID's egg-shaped cabinet avoids the internal standing waves

common to conventional flat-sided speakers, a•so avoiding the external
problem of diffraction effects caused by square caPinet edges. The approach
to construction and drive unit mounting is radically different too. In
conventional speakers, with drive units mourted rigidly on the cabinet,
unwanted vibrations are transmitted directly into the cabinet, which then reradiates them, colouring the signal. In the Eclipse TD, the drive unit is
mounted to the base, while the housing itself is decoupled.
Technical specifications for the 508 include a frequency response of
55Hz-20kHz (- 10dB); sensitivity 79dB/1W/1m; nominal impedance 8
ohms. The matching two- char nel amplifier unit, in its dramatic cone-shaped
casework, provides 12W/ch (for 1% total harmonic distortion).
As Alvin Gold put it, reviewing the speakers tor HFN:
'The 508PA... simply makes better musical sense than many of its rivals.
Instruments and voices just hang in the air. Ihave never known aloudspeaker
capable of conjuring up the presence of a performance happening in the
space around the speakers in such atactile way.
His review concluded:
'The only difficulty is believing what you hear, and understanding where
the magic comes from.'
For more information go to www.eclipse-td.cc.uk.
Don't miss your chance to win this great speaker system. Enter today! •

HOW TO ENTER
Competition rules

Complete this entry form ( or aphotocopy) and post it to Eclipse TD Competition, HiFi News, PO Box

Entries must be received by Friday, 16 July 2004. The competition is
open to UK readers aged 18 and over, except employees of IPC Media.
Eclipse TD or their agent Overseas readers are not eligible to enter
Photocopied entry forms are accepted, but only one entry per reader is
accepted, multiple events will be disqualified. There is no cash or
other alternative to Me ! irize offered. While every effort is made to
ensure that an intomiation regarding the pore is correct at time of
going to press. IPC 4,4 dia cannot be held responsible for any errors or
discrepancies the winner will be selected shortly after the closing
date and will be conticted by post the Editor's decision will be final
and binding and 110 currepondence wit be entered into. The Winner's
name will be published nthe October ' 04 issue of HiFi Hews the
mime, should be Dimond to co-operate with publicity ansing as a
result of winning tee Daze Entry to this competition implies
acceptance of the rule. MI entry forms submitted become the property

531. Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2ZA — to arrive not later than FRIDAY, 16 JULY 2004.
Answer the following three questions:
(2) What is claimed low-

(3) What is the power output of

eliminates internal standing

frequency extension of the

the Eclipse TD 508PA system's

waves from the 508 speaker?

Eclipse TD 508?

dedicated amplifier unit?

(1) Which Eclipse TD feature

Pl decoupled drive unit
n

solid base

Li 60Hz
E 70Hz

egg shape

55Hz

D
II

65Hz

El

dedicated amplifier

Name

12W
8W
6W

of IPC Media.

low

HiFi News magazine published by IPC Media, will collect personal
information to process rig,' entry. Would you like to receive e- mails
from Hi-F, Hews magazine and IPC containing mews, special offers,
and product and servce information and take part in our magazine

Address

research via e- mad? II ye.please tick here U.
Hs- Fr News magzine and IPC would like to contact you by post or
telephone to promote and ask your opinion on our magazines and
services. Tick here if you prefer not to hear from us U. IPC may
occasionally pass your (Hails to carefully selected organisations so
they can contact you Dy telephone or post with regards to promoting
and researching their pro- loots and services. Tick here if you prefer not

Daytime tel
E-mail

I.

www.hifinews.co.uk

Post code
UI

to be contacted U.
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New territory for Harnoncourt • Coleridge-Taylor first recording
Schumann piano contrasts
Shostakovich film music
Anastacia and Aerosmith rock out Cecil Taylor, and 1Vingus
revisited aAudiophile discs with Lennon and Vanilla Fudge

Classical

BARTOK

to alesser extent with Ozawa, whose riot so intensely
conceived (yet not sanitised) Saito Kinen version on
Philips has the more beautiful recorded sound, the

BEETHOVEN

Symphony 6 ' Pastoral'

Music for strings, percussion and
celesta • Divertimento

Bavarian State Orchestra/
Carlos Kleiber

COE/Nikolaus Harnoncourt
RCA 82876 59326 2

more cultivated string sound.

Orfeo C 600 031

60m 26s (£££) with bonus disc

39m 40s (££)

Music for strings, percussion and celesta I
discovered
via Harold Byrns's old 10in Capitol LP with the Los

celesta adds more than 5m to the overall timings of
Fricsay and Reiner, although only in the third

What one would give for acomplete
Kleiber Beethoven cycle! That's the
thought prompted by his two
Vienna recordings of the Fifth and

Harnoncourt's Music for strings, percussion and

Angeles CO, of which I
have only the dimmest of
recollections.
Now in DGs ' The

Seventh symphonies - the former a

Originals' series

gramophone classic like his
father's. However, alive Fourth

(447 443-2),
Ferenc Fricsay's

from 1982 was adisappointment,
as is this Pastoral ( same label,
same orchestra, 1983), the only
performance Kleiber has ever
given. The archived tape
mysteriously deteriorated so this

movement does he seem questionably slow Harnoncourt starts it, incidentally, with awhirring
accelerando on xylophone. In the second, the spatial
interplay is delightful, the shimmer of harp against
piano both light and energetic, where Reiner

1953 recording

sounded too hurried. Fricsay gave it asheen of
elegance. Frequently provocative but certainly worth
hearing, Harnoncourt is not, in my view, as

became, and
remains, my

satisfyingly idiomatic as Kubelik in his 1978 live
recording on Orfeo.

'reference' even
though, as

These June 2001/2000 Graz recordings have
occasional creaks and auditorium noises but they are

disc has been mastered from a
copy cassette made at the

mono, it can only
hint at Bartók's
spatial requirements - to which Harnoncourt

Staatsoper concert.
Kleiber observes neither first

responds wih particular care. No longer available,
Fricsay's RIAS Divertimento for string orchestra

movement nor scherzo repeats
and the 35m 02s overall duration

made an even stronger impression.
Divertimento is amisnomer: the intense second

cuts more than four minutes from
the adjusted timings of his father's

movement contains some of Bartók's darkest writing,
and perhaps unsurprisingly it finds Harnoncourt at
his most inspired. The atmosphere from the start is
wonderful, the stillness at the end - broken suddenly,

magisterial Concertgebouw
recording ( Decca 1953) - Erich
Kleiber properly took the big
scherzo repeat. Final applause,

of course (9m 34s)- even more so. But listening to
this conductor can be like having lessons from a

which begins tentatively, fizzles out
and then swells, takes up 3m 50s

school teacher we fear, and heavy accents and the
deliberate manner of the counterpoint in the finale

of this CD. It is there to illustrate, the
booklet note suggests, a ' spell' cast

from 1m 53s contrast unfavourably with Fricsay,
always songful, always natural in his transitions from

over the audience.
Beethoven's metronome

one section to another or placing off- beat accents he finds in this music an optimistic spirit where

markings were taken at face value

Harnoncourt's is grimly cast. The dissonant cries

by Kleiber and the orchestral

from 33s to 36s don't register with Fricsay, but they do

not obtrusive. Originally scheduled as aWarner
release, this RCA disc comes with asampler from
Harnoncourt's The Creation, Má Vlast, Bruckner 9
and an as yet unreleased Mozart Requiem. CB
PERFORMANCES NEVER ADULL MOMENT
RECORDING ANTIPHONAL EFFECTS REGISTER WELL IN THE ACOUSTIC

BARTOK COLLECTING INSECTS: WATERCOLOUR BY ERVIN VOIT

players strive valiantly to meet his
demands (which I
suspect only
Karajan's Berlin Philharmonic

BERNARD HAITINK, 75 THIS YEAR, IN HIS
CONCERTGEBOUW DAYS
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might have managed). But the
overall result here is both joyless

tape. Orfeo states that this CD will
not play in aPC or Mac. CB

and straitjacketed.
The stereo sound seriously

PERFORMANCE RUSHED OFF ITS FEET
RECORDING .1ALL SCALE

underbalances the strings - at first
I
thought the forward wind voices
were asignificant part of the
interpretation - and it sounds as if

Symphony 1 • Tragic
Overture

BRAHMS

disc simply to hear the Tragic
Overture: an outstanding version
even if the piece itself is overlong!
The main work doesn't create such
an impression, in spite of excellent
playing in all departments by the
LSO, though I'm surprised there
wasn't apatch available for the last

the timpani are boosted to give

LSO/Bernard Haitink

bar before the scherzo repeat,

more excitement in the Storm.

LSO Live LS00045

(track 3, 2m 31s)- which worries

Additionally, there is some fuzzy
distortion at the beginning of the

59m 36s (£)
It is worth the modest cost of this

structure - but does it draga little in

me, and afinely proportioned

www.hifinews.co.uk

the 50 or so bars before the steep
crescendo to if at 160? That's a
passage that sounds better
integrated in Haitink's 1994 Boston
recording, which was altogether

COLERIDGE-TAYLOR

particularly
appealing in

Violin Concerto
DVORAK
Violin Concerto

themselves nor
capable of

more spacious than here ( by 4m

Hankinson

32s), or in his first Philips version
with the Concertgebouw, within

Avie AV 0044

development —
none of the
long-spun lines

62m 43s (£££)
Apupil of Stanford, Samuel Coleridge-Taylor

for instance.

seconds of these timings; none has
the first- movement repeat.
While the LSO can perform
anything placed on its music
stands, it doesn't in this instance
match the ideally Brahmsian
sound of Haitink's old Amsterdam
orchestra ( in this symphony there
were details where you held your
breath, eg the famous flute
passage in the introduction to the
finale at 38). Nor can the Barbican
acoustic match the spaciousness

Philippe Graffin, Johannesburg PO/Michael

(remembered principally for his Hiawatha choral
trilogy) wrote his Violin Concerto for Maud Powell—
she called him a ' black Dvorak' — who gave the first
performance in the States of the Czech composer's
concerto, as well as those of Bruch, Tchaikovsky and
Sibelius. The project was discussed at the 1910
Norfolk Music Festival, to which Coleridge-Taylor was
invited ( contrast the later Virginia festivals where black
musicians were discriminated against: John Powell
review, April).
The first set of
parts for the

of the Dvorak,
However, the
lyrical slow
movement, not
unlike that in

SAMUEL COLERIDGE-TAYLOR

Elgar's
Concerto, is certainly worth hearing. There are
several suggestions of Elgar in the orchestration
here and certainly in the way the outer movements
of the piece are ended.
Graffin is acharismatic soloist (though it's
surprising that Hyperion did not grab him first for its
Romantic Violin Concerto series, which could well

of the Concertgebouw. The LSO

premiere was

accommodate the Coleridge-Taylor). The orchestra

leader's solo in ( ii) is rather too
prominently balanced.

shipped via
The Ttanic!
The problem

is afreelance assembly, virtually unfunded. They
play with confiderce under an English conductor

That said, at this particular price
point there's not really amore
recommendable Brahms First,
although listening to all three
Haitink recordings, one after the
other, I
was most absorbed by the
extraordinary gravity of the Boston
one, most beautifully detailed and

PHILLIPE GRAFFIN

who has been woiking in South Africa since 1980.

that his themes

We hear them live in the Dvorak: not in the same
class as the Suwarei/Budapest/Fischer ( Philips)

for the opening
movement are

but making aquite satisfying and apt pairing. CB
PERFORMANCES CHARISMATIC SOLOIST WELL SUPPORTED

neither

RECORDING FAIR

with the work is

Potton Hall makes agood venue for

with some wonderful pianissimi;
the two others, very similar, are
more conventional readings with

these recordings, although one or
two anomalies about instrumental
positioning arise. CB

greater warmth. CB
PERFORMANCES OUTSTANDING TRAGIC
RECORDING SOUND DOESN'T QUITE COHERE

FRANCK

PERFORMANCES LIVELY DUO PARTNERSHIP
RECORDING GOOD

'I thirst', in his choral adaptation.
Elsewhere, adjustments were
made in the final ' Earthquake'

HAYDN

depiction and for the cello part,
sometimes transcribed down.

Emerson String Quartet

(Incidentally, that instrument and
Philips Setzer's Volin weie bob

The Seven Last Words

Violin Sonata
RAVEL
Violin Sonata
SAINT-SAENS
Violin Sonata 1

DG 474 836-2
69m 03s (£££)
Haydn's Seven Last Words were
not conceived for this medium —

Sarah Chang/Lars Vogt

thoughts of the six Adagios of
Shostakovich's Fifteenth Quartet,

EMI 5 57679 2
68m 46s (£££)
The launching of the Franck

or Bartók's Sixth, with its recurring
marking Mesto, aren't relevant.

Sonata is areminder that Vogt can
produce avery big sound; however
he can scale it down to suit both the

utterances), also including an
arrangemem of the Introduzione
Haydn added forwinds, before ( NI)

Indeed, the transcription from the

made in the 1990s.)
The Emersons have reduced the
Translatlantic gloss of their early
recordings in the classical
repertoire; there's nothirg
oversized about the way they tackle
this succession of slow
movements The difficulty for the
listener is that musical expres!iion
has so changed since Haydn's time

music and his violinist, and I
suspect that here Chang gives
more than might have been the

SARAH CHANG

orchestral original, suggests
Eugene Drucker, may not even be

what we seemingly hear — civi'ised,

The Ravel brings one or two

entirely the composer's. In any
case, what we have here stands

case with one of those bland
'accompanists' that certain

reservations in that Chang doesn't

strings— to the original purpose.

really seem comfortable with the

unique in that the Emersons
reinstate in ( iii)(v)(vi) more material

violinists prefer. As the work gets
underway, we really do feel in the
presence of achallenging

Blues idiom and in the perpetuum

from the earlier score ( it was

mobile finale her playing doesn't

commissioned for an Easter service
in Cadiz Cathedral in 1787, when

partnership. The same may be said
of the Saint-Saens: we have
progressed beyond the manner of

always sound as sweet as one
would wish. Repin and Berezovsky

Heifetz and Brooks Smith ( RCA),
where the music was ruthlessly

(Erato) are pretty unassailable in
this sonata — one where Ravel
sought to demonstrate what he saw
as afundamental incompatibility

quarried for mere virtuosic effect.

between violin and piano.

www.hifinews.co.uk

the wall- interiors and windows
were lined in black drapes,
Haydn's Sonatas performed whilst
the bishop knelt in front of the altar
before resuming separate
discourses on Christ's final

that it is almost impossible to relate
even urbane, discourses for four
This is exacerbated by the studio
sound with its wide separation: a
very ' modern' kind of sound
experience; only awholly natural
quartet sound centred in the
ambience & achurch could have
anchored the music to it own
period. CB
PERFORMANCE FINE QUARTET PLAYING BUT...
RECORDING NOT THE BEST FOR THIS MUSIC

HI-FINews
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KHACHATURIAN
_
==

Masquerade Suite
KABALEVSKY
The Comedians
RCA Victor SO/

=
=
=
=

Kyril Kondrashin
JVC JMXR24014
33m 15s (especial)
Athaw in relations ( cultural, at

=

—
=

least) between Soviet Russia and
the US allowed these 1958
Manhattan Center, NY, recordings
—which we didn't see for another
ten years. Like alot of RCA material
when distributed by Decca, it first
appeared on the Victrola budget LP
label. Masquerade is not avery
distinguished suite, although the
opening 'Waltz' became apopular
light classic. Kond rash in, though,
rather pulls it around
(Rozhdestvensky would be just the
man for this music) although he
has some fine players under his
control — the clarinettist in the
middle episode of the final ' Galop',

—
=

for instance. Oscar Shumsky is the
soloist in the ' Nocturne'.

—
=

—
=
—
=

Ka ba levsky's score has more to it
(not to mention acrazy xylophone
part in the ' Comedians' Galop'!)
and, as luck would have it, the
sound has more brilliance and
openness. Ahint of grubbiness in
Masquerade creates aslight
edginess in this digital transfer.
However, there's an audiophile
choice in Classic Records' vinyl
catalogue: asuperbly cut record
from the RCA tapes ( LSC 2398).
Possibly some subtle blending took
place in its remastering, since
JVC's disc has distractingly
over-separated stereo. CB
PERFORMANCES SUITABLY COLOURFUL
RECORDING GOOD FOR 1958

KHACHATURIAN
Violin Concerto
SIBELIUS

Violin Concerto
Sergey Khachatryan, Sinfonia
Varsovia/Emmanuel Krivine
Naïve V4959
69m 53s (£££)
The young Armenian violinist
Sergey Khachatryan is more
persuasive in the concerto by his
near- namesake than the Sibelius.
Although he is finely
accompanied, has something of
Heifetz's intensity and acomplete
command of the violin, his insistent
tone, use of vibrato and tendency
to slow when he takes centre stage
(eg 5m into the first movement), I
quickly found stifling. Contrast
Repin on Erato, also with Krivine,
whose use of colour and vibrato is
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SCHUMANN
Arabeske • Bünte Blatter • Fantasy
in C • Etudes symphoniques
Mikhail Pletnev
DG 474 813-2
76m 45s (£££)
Kinderszenen • Kreisleriana •

Fantasy in C
Annie Fischer

BBC Legends BBCL 4141-2
79m 05s (££)
Two very different yet equally compelling Schumann
collections, Fischer robust, spontaneous, Pletnev
fastidious, calculating, technically flawless. Fischer
was prone to finger-slips, but in these BBC Studio
recordings her playing is clean except where nerves
lead to blurred articulation in parts of Kreisieriana. In
Schumann, she ranged from the rough-hewn to sweet
delicacy; hers are perhaps the more moving
performances of these two discs.
Pletnev's thinking I
suspect springs more from
consideration of the composer's Florestan—Eusebius
obessession (two divided characters he imagined —
the Etudes symphoniques he thought of crediting to
them in adiscarded title!); his is the more analytical

ANNIE FISCHER

far subtler, and where the sense of
forward movement is never
jeopardised as here. Other
'cleaner' violinists whose Sibelius I
much prefer are Mullova and
Szeryng, both on Philips.
Rather than Heifetz,
Khachatryan's musical hero is
David Oistrakh, to whom
Khachaturian dedicated his Violin
Concerto in 1940. This relatively
clumsy exercise in Russian
orientalism ( in relationship to the
Prokofiev or Shostakovich
Concertos one could liken it to a
novel by Jackie Collins versus one
by Ian MacEwan) was at one time
well regarded. EMI actually made
two Ph il ha rmon ia recordings ayear
apart in 1953/4: with Igor Oistrakh/
Goossens; then David Oistrakh
with the composer conducting.
Khachatryan and Krivine are
certainly more sharply idiomatic
than Szeryng and Dorati, whose

approach.
Throughout,
he is
scrupulously
observant of
score
markings. In
these Studies,
Pletnev
instates
'Posthumous'
movements 5
and 1between
Variation 7and
etude 10.
When he does

something you either admire or question. For
instance, he produces the slowest Adagio bars I
think I
have heard near the end of the Fantasy's first
movement, before the Im Tempo (at 12m 11s); and
you wonder if Schumann intended this depth of
expression. But the sheer quality of his sound can
be measured by those high-register repeated piano
chords in the coda. Again, I
wondered if the
Ara beske was not alittle too serious; but Kempff too
took asimilar approach. It's just that his Schumann
was touched by aunique magic and voicing.

MIKHAIL PLETNEV

Kempff's 1950s Schumann recordings have now
been reissued in DG 474 393-2.
The sound is good in Fischer's Kinderszenen and
Kreisleriana (
1986), less so in the Fantasy (
1971),
although the boxiness and uncomfortable fortes
diminish as the tape runs on — there's brief printthrough before ( ii). Pletnev's engineer, Rainer
Maillard, gets magnificent sound in this Teldex
Studios production — what acontrast with the
Lugansky Prokofiev recording! CB
PERFORMANCES STUDIED BUT AWESOMELY ACCOMPLISHED
RECORDING MAGNIFICENT
PERFORMANCES PLAYING OF THE OLD SCHOOL
RECORDING SOME PROBLEMS WITH THE FANTASY

Mercury stereo recording forms
part of aDuo set also containing his
Sibelius (462 856-2). Mercury's
own CD transfer has gone, together
with awhole swathe of ' Living
Presence' material. CB
PERFORMANCES AQUESTION OF TASTE
RECORDING EFFECTIVE STEREO

NYMAN
Music for two pianos
The Zoo Duet
Signum SIGCD 506
56m 42s (£££)
The best musical cartoon I
have
seen shows aman at arecycling
centre putting afistful of CDs into a
bottle bank labelled ' Philip Glass'.
Just turned 60, Michael Nyman is
another composer we love to hate.
Here we have amost poorly
documented disc of pieces for two
electronic keyboards: Taking aline
for asecond walk; Lady in the red
hat; Water Dances; two untitled. I

wondered if the playing might be by
the composer himself with
overdubs, but it appears that The
Zoo Duet conceals the identity of
two women.
It is all very well for the booklet
preface to say Nyman's music
requires ' little in the way of
explanation'; Nick Kimberley's
notes give aoverview of his work
but not aword on the specifics of
these titles. Often, Nyman starts
with clumping chords like a
improviser seeking inspiration, but
basically the sounds meander,
occasionally with the tiny thrill of
out-of-synchronisation patterns.
Tedium quickly settles in...
EMI has just issued five
digi packs with Decay Music
(produced by Brian Eno), and
Campion and Greenaway film
music — The Draughtsman's
Contract(598442 2) areminder of
how innovative and exciting

www.hifinews.co.uk

Music Choice
Classical

Nyman seemed in the early 1980s

Edition. He's more flexible, more

popular BBC PO/Gamba series

SIBELIUS

—although it sounds pretty ghastly
over the hi-fi. CB
PERFORMANCES DON'T BLAME THE PIANISTS

committed, more like the

when the British flms are easily
accessible. But with The Golden

RECORDING ELECTRONIC KEYBOARDS

RECORDING UNAPPEALING PRODUCTION

Symphonies 3 and 7
LSO/Sir Colin Davis
LSO LIVE LS00051
53m 44s ( E)

PROKOFIEV

RAVEL

Piano Sonatas 4 and 6 •
Romeo and Juliet — Suite
Nikolai Lugansky
Warner 2564 612552
75m 08s (£££)
Achilly piano sound in the
reverberant Teldex studio acoustic
inclined me to set this disc to one
side until I
read David Nice's more
positive appraisal in BBC Music,
Prokofiev's Sixth Sonata has

composer too. CB
PERFORMANCES OBJECTIVE AND CHILLY

Bolero • La Valse •
Mother Goose ( Suite) •
Daphnis et Chloé —
Suite 2 • Pavane
Cincinnati SO/Paavo Jârvi
Telarc CD-80601

I
found myself somewhat at aloss
wondering what the specific tracks

thought concerning the Andantino

The first ( 1931) is about astrike
in an iron works; its Waltz includes

Symphony, Anthony Collins and

the Hawaiian guitar (!) and the
Intermezzo has strange wailing
glissandi for brass. AFuneral
March begins sparsely then bursts
out with full orchestra. The brief
extracts from the second ( 1937)

'is afantastic whirl of destiny'. As

relate to Japanese perfidy against
the Russians, for which
Shostakovich wrote militaristic

the sleeve- note for the Karajan/
Orchestre de Paris version ( full of

Pogorelich — but Lugansky's is a
more objective presentation,
beautifully controlled if alittle

copy) puts it ' It is not the [ Viennese)
waltz that makes the whirling but

restricted in palette. The contrast
with François- Frédéric Guy ( with
the Eighth Sonata: Naïve V4898) is

the whirling that conjures up the

There are different schools of

were supposed to convey.

63m (£££)
In La Valse, the composer wrote,

sinister implications and superbly
engineered in analogue form —
ASD 2766 should you ever see a

attracted various young pianists —
Cliburn, Donohoe, Guy, Kissin,

Mountains and Volochayev Days

music touched with Mahler.
Probably it would have been
better to have placed the Suite
arranged by Lev Atovmian from

con motoof Sibelius's Third
Kurt Sanderling taking around 7-8
minutes,Robert Kajanus ( 1932)
and Sir Colin Davis 11, with
Ashkenazy and Saraste
somewhere in the middle of these
extremes. Ilike the faster tempo:
indeed listening again to Collins's
complete performance, part of a
pioneering LSO Decca cycle, I
was
impressed by both its musical
excellence and the technical
success of Beulah's transfers — the

The Gadfly(1955) first on the CD:
the music is enjoyable regardless

label now sadly gone.
This LSO Live Third, from last
October, put me in mind of a

of context and mostly of fine
quality, some of it long familiar to

pleasurableafternoon Barbican
concerta couple of years ago,

the most marked: Guy's warmth
and asense of ' making something'

record collectors — pace the notewriter, the ' Romance' was

when Sir Colin conducted the
National Youth Orchestra (their

of the music actually results in a
comparative fuzziness. Ilike, too,

well-known before Reilly Ace of
Spies lifted it for the television

Elgar 2was even better). The
London Symphony Orchestra is, of

Lugansky's cool traversal of the

series' theme! There was, for
instance, a1997 EMI/Melodiya
LP of all twelve movements.

course, more sophisticated but I
don't think Yells recording has the
magic of Sir Colins Boston version

(Incidentally, in the contrasting
middle section of ' Romance'

on Philips, which he would

complete set of ten piano
transcriptions Prokofiev prepared
before any company would take on
his ballet-score Romeo and Juliet.
The Fourth is one of the most

probably dismiss as being too
fanciful nowadays.

interesting of the sonatas:

waltz'. Jàrvi, though, has it the

Shostakovich introduces
tremolandi, shiver-effects,

decidedly not for the amateur — just
glance at its penultimate page! — it

wrong way round. He's more

reminiscent of those in Prokofiev's

formidable performance

comfortable with the quieter Ravel:
Pavaneand the ' Five Nursery

Alexander Nevsky.)

(Symphonies Sand 6are due out
next, while RCA has repackaged

Songs' (
Mother Goose)— where the

Philadelphia/Chailly rival on Decca
but, under its Principal Guest

was the only one where we can
hear Prokofiev himself playing
(though only the slow movement:
Naxos). Lugansky is completely
unfazed by the tricky
ornamentation or stretching
chords; again, his is awholly
objective account, faithful to every
marking if rather narrow in
dynamic range.
The trouble is, Richter is so
much more interesting in his live
performance in the big Philips

'Beauty and the Beast' movement
doesn't quite cohere ( lovely violin
solo though). Also, I
greatly enjoyed

There is, of course, aformidable

The Seventh receives a

its complete LSO/Davis cycle at
mid price), sure-footed and organic
in flow from one
section to the
next. The sound is

Boléro— possibly because I
hadn't
heard it in years!
It must be adilemma for Telarc:

not ideally
blended, although
the Boston

whether Jarvi should do more
Estonian works, which would
attract low sales, or continue in the

recordings were
arguably too

general repertory. Here, inevitably

smooth! Decent

he's going to be measured against

sound from the
refurbished

outstanding recordings from

Barbican remains

Monteux, Cantelli, Giulini, Ozawa
and others. The Cincinnati is a
good orchestra for Ravel, but I
think
Jarvi tends to clip his wings. CB
PERFORMANCES VARIABLY CONVINCING
RECORDING LUSH ORCHESTRAL SOUND

SHOSTAKOVICH
Film Music Vol.2
BBC Philharmonic/
Vassily Sinaisky
Chandos CHAN 10183
66m 08s (£££)
There is aslight problem when the
sources are virtually unknown here
SERGE' rimKujit

www.hifinews.co.uk

achallenge.
Were it not for a
sore thumb brass
Conductor, the BBC Philharmonic

fluff at 4m 16s, Sir Adrian Boult's

plays very beautifully and the
Manchester Studio recording has
ample depth and weight. CB
PERFORMANCES FINE PLAYING HERE

RPO Seventh from a1963 Festival
Hall concert ( BBC Legends) might
walk away with all the honours. CB
PERFORMANCES ASEVENTH WORTH HEARING

RECORDING UP TO CHANDOS STANDARDS

RECORDING NOT IDEAL

CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG
BEN WATSON
JOHNNY BLACK
CLASS!
KEN KESSLER • ALL DISCS MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE HI-FI NEWS CD SERVICE
AUDI
Tel'01234 741152 II
LEE full price; EE midprice: £ budget; Especial POA

—this applies less to Chandos's
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WHAT HI*F11?
SOUND AND VISION

*****
Mir(

of Winchester and Taunton
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SONUS FABER STRADIVARI
The ultimate expression of musical realisation. This unique
and beautiful Homage creation by Franco Serblin delivers the
most thrilling rendition of music we have experienced, and
Pinewood is one of the very few dealers in the UK to have a
pair on permanent demonstration. An instrument in its own
right, the Stradivari Homage makes you a part of the music and, as one new owner declared
It has such a human
quality.'

JADIS
A marriage of melody and energy. With their gold, brass and
stainless steel finish reflecting their exposed glowing tubes,
few
amplifiers are more beautiful than Jadis. With their
legendary performance and a devoted following, the Jadis
line-up now includes the DPL2 preamplifier and DA8 power
amplifier, which represent superb value for money.

KRELL
fait 51

When it comes to solid state amplification, no one does it
better than Krell. Take their entry-level KAV-400xi integrated
amplifier: slim, neat and rackable, you hardly know it's there until it starts to perform, and then it has the power to shake
the walls, but never loses that wonderful poise and musicality.

SONUS FABER
With its graceful lute shape and swan- neck stand, the
Cremona Auditor has won accolades for its appearance and
riveting performance. It is our best-selling speaker. If you
prefer a floorstander, then it has to be the Cremona, which is
capable of effortless scale and dynamics.

PATHOS
We just love the Pathos Logos - and so does everyone else
who sees and hears it. A visual work of art, the Logos is a
110 Watt hybrid that has the feet tapping and the emotions
pounding. This is one truly amazing amp. Introduce it to your
Sonus fabers: a marriage made in heaven - well, Vicenza,
which is the next best thing.

MARTIN LOGAN
The Clarity is well- named: if you value transparency and the
feeling that there is nothing between you and the music, this
could be the one you're looking for. Beautifully designed and
priced at under £ 2500, the Clarity is a magical speaker.

"...powerful, gutsy
and totally enjoyable"
For details of your nearest dealer please telephone

+44 1722 332266
or visit

www.naim-audio.com
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The PINEWOOD MUSIC COMPANY
Brian Rivas and Alison Holmes can be contacted at:

Winchester: 01962 776808
Taunton: 01460 54322
Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com

L

Agencies include: Krell. Sonus faber, Jadis, Copland. Pathos,
Audio Research, Unison Research, Martin Logan, Chord
Company. Transparent. BCD, Futureglass, finite-elemente

DEMONSTRATIONS AVAILABLE 7DAYS AWEEK mum
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Music Choice

Jazz

Jazz
CHARLES EUBANKS
New Beginings

CIMP # 250
70m 16s ( e££)
Born in Detroit in 1948, pianist
Charles Eubanks has not recorded
under his own name before. He
played sessions for Motown in the
mid-'60s, and contributed
electronic keyboards to afusion
album by Kenneth Cox in 1970.
Since then he's accompanied
several important leaders: Archie
Shepp, Rashied Ali, Kevin Eubanks
and Oliver Lake.
This is Charles Eubanks alone
with a9ff Steinway in Gilbert Hall,
Canton, New York, back in June
2001. Engineer Marc Rusch notes
how difficult it is to record piano,
but he's done very well,
successfully catching Eubanks's
flowing, percussive style. Like the
best jazz pianists- Jimmy Yancey,
Duke Ellington, Thelonious Monk Eubanks's touch emphasises
musical decision over mere
elegance. He performs convincing

annoying than the blustering subAylerisms of Ecstatic Jazz, but
nevertheless suffers from the sense
that these musicians are playing a
style, not themselves. Lehman,
Kevin O'Neil (guitar) and Kevin
Norton ( percussion) are much
hyped for their playing on O'Neil's
Sous Rature [
Barking Hoop,
19991, but that was similarly arch
and derivative. On this showing,
Norton's For Guy Debord [
Barking
Hoop, 19991, astrong suite with
some outrageous blowing from
Braxton, was aone-off. This scene
incubates aself- regarding
'excellence' predicated on
imitating long-dead styles, and it
has the unsatisfactory, patchy
quality of improvisation that doesn't
tap the irresponsible,
unrespectable impulses of the
players. BW
PERFORMANCE SKILFUL BUT DERIVATIVE
RECORDING EXCELLENT

CHARLES MINGUS

The Great Concert of
Charles Mingus Midnight
at The Champs Élysées
Universal ( France) 980691-3

meditations on nine originals and

127m 15s ( especial) two discs

four tunes by Bird, Monk and
Trane. This is the real thing, and

Long available on Prestige, this
concert was recorded in the early

laughs in the face of facile
periodisation ( swing, bop, free,
retro). Eubanks makes the piano

hours of 19 April 1964 in Paris by

thump and sing, something the
neo-classical diversion - Thornhill,
Hancock, Bley, Jarrett - forgets to
do. Heartening. BW

Mingus ( bass), Eric Dolphy ( flute,
alto, bass clarinet), Clifford Jordan
(tenor), Jacki Byard ( piano) and

CECIL TAYLOR
QUARTET
Incarnation
FMP CD123
77m 05s
On 4November 1999, pianist Cecil
Taylor played at the Podewii in
Berlin. As usual, he staged an

but Cecil quite rightly takes
composer credit: this is his music.
Its ability to harness variegated
ingredients is stunning. Real World
Music. BW
PERFORMANCE INTENSE AND VOLUPTOUS
RECORDING EXEMPLARY

INGAR ZACH/IVAR
GRYDELAND

Trumpeter Johnny Coles,
hospitalised after collapsing on
stage the night before, was

event that was highly charged.
Reunited with drummer Andrew
Cyrille, who played with Cecil
between 1964 and 1975, there

represented by the exhibition of his
trumpet on asuitcase. Microphone

was to be no hint of retrospection,
no restaging of Unit Structutes. The

48m 14s Wspecia I)
Sad to say, two of the brightest

problems meant that ' So Long Eric'
was replaced by aversion from a

rest of the line-upsounds bizarre:
Tristan Honsinger, the excitable

hopes of Norwegian music - lone
upholders of genuine playing

Camoflage

previous evening; now it's been

cellist from New England wno bas

CIMP # 255

been part of the Amsterdam free

avidity versus the ECM- promoted,
modish fusion touted as Nordic

63m

restored along with A.T.F.W. ( Art
Tatum Fats Waller)' - previously

across as almost the jam band of

omitted. There's some off-putting
distortion on these tracks, but the

PERFORMANCE TRENCHANT, ROMANTIC, REAL
RECORDING EXCELLENT

STEVE LEHMAN
QUINTET
30s ( eee)
The Steve Lehman Quintet come

Dannie Richmond ( drums).

;;cene for the last two decades, and
Franky Douglas. guitarist from

You Should Have Seen
Me Before We First Met
Sofa 515

Cool - appear to have succumbed
ta the ambience' by which some

Curaçao, whoalso lives in

irnprovisors think they can shed

Amsteraam.Cyrille provides ar
infectious swing which makes
Cecil's music surprisingly

their reputations for spikiness and

accessible- the secret about
Cecil's music is that however far out
it gets, you can dance to it - and
Douglas unleashes astunning

his considerable virtues beneath
drones and textures.
Sofa won aprize for its

on Integration' warns of

array of eleCrbnic treatments ( the
kind of timbrai variety Tony Oxley

since the twiddly lettering and
white space look more like arrenu

concentration camps being
prepared for civil-rights protestors)

supplies in Cec.I's groups)
Sometimes rather overbear; ng in

from afancy smoked- salmon

buoys up his musicians, giving the
(depleted) groupa unity and sense

improv encounters- even 'Derek
Bailey has problems taming him Honsinger grit Inds magnificent

ncrrible, knowing chill on yet

scrapy'improv' mysteries, but soon

of direction rare indeed when jazz
is played to large audiences. A

here, his out-ofBartók scythings

arother kettle of fish. Bah! BW

start demonstrating how they've

special release. BW

and pluckings fitting perfectly into

PERFORMANCE MANNERED,

'mastered' various '60s Free Jazz
records. The music is less

PERFORMANCE SPIRITED AND EXCITING
RECORDING RAW IN PLACES

Cecil's super- bop velocity. The

SE LF-CONSCIOUS, CONSTIPATED

whole gig saLnds free- improvised,

RECORDING OKAY

supposedly cutting-edge, postBraxton jazz, an eclectic mix of
elements that, however impressive
in isolation, suffer from having no
overriding urgency or purpose.
They have the great trumpeter Roy
Campbell on board, but he doesn't
galvanise the group. Altoist Steve
Lehman's own ability to pastiche
the 'out' playing Eric Dolphy played
with Mingus on their European tour
in 1964 is astriking party trick, but
leaves the rest of the music looking
slightly odd. The Quintet open with

www.hifinews.co. uk

ebullience of the players shines
through. Dolphy is simply
outrageous, like acartoon version
of Charlie Parker, and afestive
energy drives everyone throughout.
Mingus's politics (' Fables of
Eau bus' lampoons the racist
governor of Arkansas; ' Meditations

difficulty. They start well, but Zach
i^ particular seems intent on hiding

packaging, which is bizarre indeed

restaurant chain than anything
related to music. Art
commodification wreaks its

Hi-FiNews
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performance of a lifetime.

a lifetime of performance.
Contour S 1 . 4

DYNAUDIO
AUTHENTIC

"...dynamic, thrilling
and totally involving"

IOE LIITV

vvvvw.dynauclio.com

True high performance is enduring. And not easily
quantified. The ultimate testament of high performance
is underscored by timeless design and passionate
engineering. The precise balance of the Dynaudio Contour
S 1.4 will move you with a lifetime of excitement and

For details of your nearest dealer please telephone

satisfaction as only a true classic could deliver.

+44 1722 332266

For additional information, dealer locations or product

or visit

www.naim-audio.com
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literature about the Dynaudio audiophile loudspeaker
models, please call Dynaudio UK, 020 73781810.

Rock

performance levels. Unfortunately,
her performance is not the

AEROSMITH

the music industry's most tiresome

problem, it's the songs, written via

HONKIN' ON BOBO

default setting — pairing the artist

Columbia 515447 2
43m 57s (£££)

with astring of hot-shot songwriter/
producers ( notably Glen Ballard,

Acouple of months back, Eric
Clapton offered us his versions of

Dave Stewart, Barry Mann and Pat

songs by his blues hero Robert
Johnson, and now here's Aerosmith
with adozen of the r'n'b classics
that first inspired them to want to
rawk'n'raawL It has to be said that
the band sound like they're having
agreat time, especially in their
breakneck treatments of Joe
Williams' ' Baby Please Don't Go'
and the Rev. Gary Davis' You Gotta
Move'. Their gospelly, swampy,
acoustic rendition of the traditional
'Jesus Is On The Mainline'
prominently features Tracy
Bonham on vocals, and there are
contributions elsewhere from The
Memphis Horns and, best of all,
Chuck Berry's pianist Johnny
Johnson. The least interesting
track is probably their only
contribution as writers, ' The Grind',
but even this is bearable due to the
band's sheer enthusiasm. JB
PERFORMANCE ENTERTAININGLY ROOTSY

Leonard). These ditties aren't so
much tried and tested as tired and
toasted: to acrisp. ' If I
could paint a
picture of this melody, it would be a
violin without its strings', she
warbles in ' Heavy On My Heart'. Oh
dear. There are occasional flashes
of inspiration, like the cute vocal
intro at the start of ' Pretty Little Dum
Dum', which suggests that
something interesting might be
about to happen but then, like all
the other tracks, it quickly

GOMEZ

SPLIT THE DIFFERENCE
HUT CDPHUT84
50m 32s (£££)

The truly great thing about Gomez
is that they just do what they do and

descends into yet another

hang the consequences. This

overblown pastiche of studio rock
by the numbers. JB
PERFORMANCE CLICHÉ MONGERING
RECORDING COLD STUDIO PERFECTION

fourth album feels somewhat more

A GIRL CALLED
EDDY
A GIRL CALLED EDDY
Anti 6719-2
50m 40s (£££)

focused than previous efforts, cr
that the first single, but there's still
no mistaking this band's curious

music they heard as children with
the latest electronic sounds. Throw
in aSpanish flute player, aragga
toaster, aturntable virtuoso and a
female vocalist, and off you go.
Open . ng with tle sound of crickets
chirping, overlaid with Persian
flutes, the music evolves through a
kaleidoscopic range of sounds,
from orchestral flourishes to

rhythmic sense, their bittersweet

twangy guitars and exotic samples,
all underpinned by solid dance

harmony vocalising, their ability to

beats and rapid-fire raps in exotic

switch unexpectedly from one
mood to another, or their

languages Quite what they're
rapping about remains deeply

unflinching commitment to

mysterious, but this focuses the
mindon the richly varied sound of

RECORDING ROUGH'N'READY

Called Eddy) is New York based,

sounding like Gomez no matter
what. They're also continuing to
discover new sounds and integrate

ANASTACIA

this album was produced in
Sheffield by Richard Hawley of

them seamlessly into the music.
There is, for example, awonderfully

ANASTACIA

Pulp, and he's done her proud.

EPIC/DAYLIGHT 0 513471

'Heartache' is asplendid example

intestinal bass-sound on the
opening track, ' Do One', asplendid

48m 39s (£££)
Five albums into amulti- platinum

of letting agorgeous melody speak

rubber-band-cum-didgeroloo
noise on the percolating '
1hese',

career, Anastacia increasingly

for itself, and Hawley uses studio
trickery only where it positively

and something that sounds like a

sounds as if she's running on

enhances the material. ' The Long

glass comb be'ng plucker

automatic pilot. Unlike most
uninspired crooners, however, she

Goodbye', for example, gets a
treatment that cleverly recalls both

throughout the churning 'We Don't

at least has areasonable excuse.

Motown and Phil Spector, as befits

The combination of Olsen, former

Having undergone breast surgery
in 2003, maybe it's unreasonable

such aclassically constructed
piece of work, while the more
poignant ' People Who Used To

this makes the album sound like a
sonic sound lab experiment gone
wrong, worry not. It's surprisingly
easy to get intc, with tracks like

wife, the eccentric songwriter
Victoria Williams, should be pretty

'Sweet Virginia' as melodious as

darrbn near irresistible, but I
have
found their previous joint efforts

to expect her to be

peak

Atlhough Erin Moran (aka AGirl

Dream About The
Future' has a
sympathetic
Bacharach ambience
and abeautifully

any Zombies classic and 'Where Ya
Going' thundering along on
irresistible riffs and beats. Gomez

understated drum

are anational treasure. JB
PERFORMANCE QUIRKY GENIUS

track. Moran's aching

RECORDING ,ONICALLY ADVENTUROUS

melodies are
delivered in avoice
that is by turns fragile
and powerful,
introspective and
inquiring. Buy this
and you'll be saying
hello to atruly great
new singer/
songwriter. JB
PERFORMANCE LANGUID
INTENSITY/

hifinews

Know Where We're Going ..If al of

AIWA
AIWA
Wikkid WKDCD100
67m 13s (££C)
Franco- Iraq i-Ragga muff n-

their music rater than on the
words, and that's certainly an
enjoyable experience. JB
PERFORMANCE DERVISH DYNAMITE
RECORDIN3 MURKY AMBIENCE

MARK OLSEN/
VICTORIA WILLIAMS
- CREEKDIPPERS
MYSTIC THEATRE
Glitterhouse GRCD605
39m 14s (££C)
leader of The Jayhawks, and his

less than totally satisfying. These
days, however, Olsen's voice is
coming more and more to
resemble his wife's, which makes
for an inc7easingly unified sound in
the band, and their raggedy take on
bluegrass/mountain music sounds
increasingly confident, almost
swaggering, albeit with aslightly
intoxicated gait. Afruity

Junglist-Hip-Hop is abit of a
mouthful, and it's certainly not a

confections of fiddles, mandolins
and dulcimers ( not to mention the
occasional twang of ajawharp and

category you're likely to find in the
racks at your local Our Price. Aiwa

howl of amusical saw) are
wonderfully contagious once you

is an eight- piece band started in

get the hang of them. An acquired
taste, but well worth acquiring. JB

RECORDING WARM, COSY

France by two ex-patriate Iraqi
brothers with adesire to cross-

AND ORGANIC

pollenate the classical Arabian

PERFORMANCE :;URREAL COUNTRY
RECORDING LIVE EARTHINESS
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01252 702705

DISTRIBUTORS OF FINE AUDIO EQUIPMENT

Acapella

Accustic Arts

Graham
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Clearaudio Anniversary
%Wiwi

T: 01483 575344

VISA

F: 01483 301412 email: info@audioreference.co.uk
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9Holywell Hill, St. Albans,
Hertfordshire, All lEU

We stock fine equipment from:.
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AVANTGARDE * AYRE * BRYSTON
CABLE TALK * CHORD CO
COPLAND * DENON * DIAPASON * EAR
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I
HAVE SEEN THE FUTURE & IT'S 2
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Music Choice
Auciophile vinyl

Audiophile
FAREWELL, ANGELINA
CiscoNanguard VS D-79200
180g vinyl
Ciscos reviving of Vanguard's
superior roots recordings from the
1960s in LP form is long overdue:
this title, like its label mates, is an
audiophile fave changing hands for
serious money. As expected, this
Baez LP contains Dylan covers
galore, plus— with no irony— one
from Dylan-wannabe Donovan. It's
crystalline folk music that paved
the way for Emmylou Harris, Maria
Muldaur and many other's. KK

Quiex SV-P200g vinyl
No kidding: Classic has repeated
the achievement of the CSN debut.
As Michael Hobson went to great
pains to tell us, they also came
ascloseasthis to reproducing the
original textured sleeve, with gilt
lettering and tipped- in photo. ( I
have an original, and this one's
nearly aclone. Yes, Michael, I
said
'nearly.') But to hell with the sleeve,
it's the music that counts and that
is sublime: that wonderful
Byrds/Hollies/Buffalo Springfield
hybrid that yielded songs still
abused 34 years later in building
society adverts. Simply the
sweetest guitar-driven Left Coast
harmonies ever. KK

PERFORMANCE LIKE OUR OWN

PERFORMANCE LIKE THE LENNON LISTED

JOAN BAEZ

:OFFEE HOUSE

BROW ITS ATRUE MASTERPIECE

RECORDING ASHOWCASE OF TRANSPARENCY

RECORDING COULD ONLY BE PURE ANALOGUE

MARY BLACK

BOB DYLAN

BY THE TIME IT GETS
DARK
DaraNivante DARALP027
Half-speed mastered 180g vinyl
Audiophiles prepare to swoon: a
limited-edition vinyl pressing of the
Irish chanteuse's third LP, from
1987, with the bonus track, ' Moon
River'. As Black is the patron saint
of flat-ea rthers — Amanda
McBroom for lefties — this will end
upon platter spinners at hi-fi shows
across the UK, the rooms swaying
with Guinness-fuelled tears. KK

BOOTLEG SERIES VOL
5: LIVE 1975 ROLLING
THUNDER REVIEW
Classic Records/Legacy C2K
87047-1
Quiex SV-P 200g vinyl
As handsome as its previous Dylan
box, this triple LP ( plus bonus
single) is gonna have Zimmerfans
mentioning Classic in their prayers.
First of all, it's amagnificent
concert, Dylan sounding as good
as it gets and even yielding to an
audience request. Secondly, the
sound is as warm as the CD is
sterile. And thirdly, the set— box,
poster, lavish booklet— just
screams Collector's Item'. Goon:
treat yourself. It's the nicest Dylan
offering ever. KK

PERFORMANCE SO OIRISH IT HURTS
RECORDING CLOSE TO PERFECT

CROSBY STILLS
NASH & YOUNG
DÉJÀ VU
Classic Records/Atco
SD- 7200

PERFORMANCE YOU'LL WISH YOU WERE THERE
RECORDING YOU'LL SWEAR YOU ARE THERE

BOB DYLAN
BOB DYLAN
Sundazed LP5120
180g vinyl
Nearing the end of its run of mono
Dylans, Sundazed has now backtracked to his 1962 debut. This
must have shocked the hell out of
the hootenanny brigade,
accustomed as they were to the
sterility of the Kingston Trio or Peter
Paul & Mary. This is raw, visceral,
unplugged and, as we're armed
with hindsight, the first taste of one
of the 20th century's genuine
giants. Amust- have LP, even if you
don't yet appreciate the Master. KK
PERFORMANCE EARTH-SHATTERING
RECORDING OK, BUT NOT AS VIVID ASA
MINT ORIGINAL

JOHN HAMMOND
So Many Roads
Cisco/Vanguard VS D - 79178
180g vinyl
lie's one of the first of the wirre
blues revivalists. His backing group
includes two-fifths of The Band,
Charlie Musselwhite on harp and
the late, great Mike Bloomfield on
guitar. His taste was impeccable.
This is from the 1960s Vanguard
vaults: arecipe for bliss. KK
PERFORMANCE ENTHUSIASTIC
RECORDING RAW

JOHN LENNON
Imagine
Mobile Fidelity MFSL1-277
Half-speed mastered 18(1g vinyl
Purists are divided on th sbecause
it uses Yoko's updated remixes;
some consider anyta mpert ng with
aBeatle solo to be heresy. But the
st)und is fresh, vibrant and
sympathetic, so think of it natas a
•Pplacement butas an ' assistant

www.hifinews.co. uk

director's cut' — Yoko, was, after all,
Lennon's soul-roate. Only aprat
would argue that this isn't his finest
soloeffort. Buy it, plus asecondhand copy of any pre- 1999
pressing for your conscience. KK
PERFORMANCE AMASTERPIECE
RECORDING CONTROVERSIAL

ADRIAN SHERWOOD
Never Trust A Hippy
Real World/Diverse Vinyl
180g vinyl
So cool it doesn't even have a
catalogue number, this is
Sierwood's first solo, but he's wellknown in radical reggae/jazz/dub
circles and important enough to
count Sly and Robbie amongst the
session men. Alas, it's acase of
style over substance, or— as is often
the case with technoid genres—
excitement over content. Yet this is
amot camp for your woofers, while
the transients are test-LPquick. KK
PERFORMANCE NOT FOR VIRGINS
RECORDING FEROCIOUS

VANILLA FUDGE
Vanilla Fudge
Sundazed LP- 5168
180g vinyl
Why did Sundazed release this in
mono? Mind you, it's so utterly
grandiose— pre-ELP pomp rock—
you can easily forget you're only
hearing sound in the centre.
Although VF is best remembered
for providing two-thirds of Beck
Bogert & Appice, baby boomers
will recall this for bizarre covers of a
Supremes soneYou Keep Me
Hanging On') and aSonny & Cher
epic (' Bang Bang). Irresistible
Long Island rock from '67. KK
PERFORMANCE BOMBASTIC
RECORDING rEIlUERED
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'Ringing' effects from digital leers máli be important to perception of the
sound of CD, OVO Aand SAefi: new approaches proposedty Peter Craven and
Meridian may turn out to be crucial for DVD3udka(eith Howard explains —40

Ahi

,o,

sanyone familiar with the gu

oin

stry's efforts to

understand and to justify the audibl superiority of
'gh sampling rates will know, one o the favoured
explanations revolves around the impulse ehaviour of
the low-pass filters that form acore part of
al
audio sound chain.
e t)
The charge is that these filters caugé audibeenergy
smear' — a blurring of the signal in the time domain
caused by their ringing behaviour (oscillation). Concerns
have been expressed about this since the early years of
CD, yet it remains a contentious notion which some
pundits embrace and others reject.
For the former there has been an important
development recently with the publishing of work, done
by Peter Craven for Meridian, into minimising energy
smear effects on high sample rate material. Potentially
this represents amajor advance — but to appreciate why
you first have to understand some background and then
perhaps shake off apreconception.
For an analogue signal to be represented

Concerns have been expressed about
'energy smear' caused by filter
ringing since the early years of CD,
yet it remains acontentious notion
unambiguously, it must be sampled at arate at least twice
that of its highest component frequency — the well-known
'..Nyquist criterion. This condition is classically ensured by
inserting an analogue low-pass filter prior to the sampling
and quantisation (
le digitising) stage, which ensures that
no frequency above half the sampling rate enters the
sampling process at significant amplitude.
With
today's
oversampling
analogue-to-digital
converters acombination of analogue and digital filtering
is actually used, but in terms of curtailing the input
bandwidth this amounts to the same thing. Because the
input filter prevents aliasing — an unpleasant form of
80
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distortion whereb
als above the NY" frequenc
(half the s
ing ste) are reflected back into th
pass — it is termed-an anti-alias filter.
-60
At the replay end of the chain asecond low-pass filt
is needed (although occasionally it has been deliberate y
deleted), this time to remove the ' images' that app
above the Nyquist frequency as a consequence of Ie
discrete time representation of the input signal. Th se
images amount to signal-related ultrasonic hashr&icJi is
customarily removed in order to prevent tweeters b ing
overdriven and amplifiers generating additi nal
intermodulation distortion, components of which will
appear in the passband. This filtering is variously telmed
decimation filtering or reconstruction filtering;
ref rthe
latter because it makes the point that it has
rebuilding the desired waveform, by remaiiie Oie
quantisation 'staircase' of the D-to-A output. As with antialias filtering in oversampling A-to-D converters, the
reconstruction filtering in oversampling D-to-A converters
is achieved by a combination of analogue and digital
filtering, with digital filtering playing the major role.
On the face of it, the ascendancy of digital filtering over
analogue filtering — something which Philips CD players
championed from the outset — is agood thing. Whereas
the analogue anti-alias and reconstruction filters widely
used in first-generation digital recording and replay
systems introduced severe in-band phase distortion,
digital alternatives can be, and usually are, designed to be
linear phase.
But there is bad news about this phase linearity as well
as good in that it changes the nature of the filter's impulse
response, potentially for the worse. Figure 1shows why,
in the form of two filter impulse responses. Both filters
have exactly the same amplitude response but the first
represents aminimum-phase analogue filter, the second a
linear-phase digital filter. In the first instance all the
ringing occurs after the main peak ('post-ringing')
whereas in the second case the impulse response is timesymmetrical — which is acorollary of the filter's linear
phase response. In this case half the ringing appears
before the main peak of the impulse ('pre-ringing').
www. hif i
news. co. uk
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Figure 1. Impulse responses of two steep low-pass filters, shown on alinear
amplitude scale. Both have the same frequency response but different phase
responses. Left is minimum phase, right is linear phase
0
dB;

(I 111& ,
Both filters are guilty of elide/near in that they
convert avery short-duration input p
tiefillt2 alonger-

duration output signal. This is something that can be
more clearly appreciated from Figure 2 which displays
the same two impulse responses of Figure 1but this time
on a decibel amplitude scale. What makes the linearphase filter potentially worse is that half of the smeared
energy now appears ahead of the main amplitude peak. In
effect, the pre-ringing anticipates the arrival of the main
impulse peak — an acausal (cause before effect) behaviour
that is rarely encountered in nature. (Rarely but not never,
as the late Michael Gerzon pointed out, since it can occur
during the recording process if a microphone is not
adequately isolated from mechanical vibrations. Sound
travels faster in solids than in air, so structure-borne
vi"bthucaireach a microphone via the floor and
microphee stan ahead of the equivalent sound. The
result is adistinct coloration.)
Irtenees
r2ling rate diminishes t Olatergy smear.,
effect, asill
i
rtl
Faki
ki in Figure 3. Both the impulsé'
responses superimposed here represent equiripple FIR
(finite impulse response) filters with 0.01dB passband
ripple, apassband edge frequency of 0.9 Nyquist and a
stopband attenuation at Nyquist of 100dB. In other words,
they are representative of real-world 'brick wall' anti-alias
filters. But one (red trace) operates at 44.1kHz, the CD
sampling rate, and the second (blue trace) at 192kHz, the
highest sampling rate supported by DVD-A. Because the
sampling interval at 192kHz is only 23 per cent that at
44.1kHz, the impulse response, and hence the energy
smear, of the 192kHz filter is shortened by a
commensurate amount.
Even the 192kHz filter fares poorly, though, compared
with what can be achieved with DSD and SACD. If we
ignore all upstream influences, the impulse response in
this case is determined principally by the analogue
output filter within the player, which is fitted to suppress
the medium's inherent high level of ultrasonic noise. If
we take the Philips SACD-1000 as our example, it has
switchable output filtering with nominal corner
frequencies of either 40 or 50kHz.
www.hifinews.co.uk

lime ( millisecoads)

Figure 2. The impulse responses of Figure 1, this time on adecibel amplitude
scale to clarify their 'energy smear'. Note that with the linear- phase filter half the
energy smear is acausal, appearing before the main impulse peak
o
dB,
-20

Figure 3. Impulse responses (on a
decibel amplitude scale) of typical brick
wall anti-alias filters at 44.1kHz (red
—100

trace) and 192kHz ( blue trace)
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Figure 4. Impulse responses (decibel scale) of the output filters believed to be
fitted to the Philips SACD-1000 ( 50kHz option left, 40kHz option right). Note
the very rapid decay to below - 100dB
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Although I have been unable to
extract from Philips any more detail
than that, Iunderstand the 40kHz filter
to be athird-order Bessel and the 50kHz
filter to be a second-order Bessel — an
alignment that accords with Philips'
long-established espousal of the Bessel
filter, which it has deployed in its CD
players from the first. Figure 4
illustrates the energy smear of these
filters, which should be compared with
Figure 3. Note that both filters' impulse
responses fall to below —100dB very
quickly by comparison — in less than 40
microseconds in the second-order case
and just over 50 microseconds for the
third-order filter — amere 12 sampling
intervals at 192kHz. Note also that there
is very little energy before the main peak
because these are analogue, minimumphase filters and therefore display no
pre-ringing.
On the basis of Figures 3 and 4 the
difference in energy smear behaviour
between SACD and even 192kHz DVDA is startling, which may (may) account
from some people's preference for SACD
despite its comedy levels of ultrasonic
noise. Nobody knows for certain that
this correlation exists but if DVD-A's
energy smear performance could be
substantially improved it might offer
benefits to sound quality. Fortunately,
this can quite easily be achieved.
NOT INDELIBLE
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As I mentioned in the course of my

interview with him last month, Peter
Craven has been working on this issue
recently as aconsultant to Meridian 1.2 .

-200.--

100
-20 0

o

10 0

time ( mi rustic rinds)

Figures 5A, 5B, 5C. Frequency responses and decibel- scale impulse responses for the first three
What he has uncovered is, at least in
of the six example filters in Peter Craven's paper: the other three are on page 85. Note how the
hindsight, self-evident in certain
frequency response is rolled off above 20kHz and how the amplitude of the impulse response
respects — something Peter himself
falls away much more rapidly than for a conventional brick wall filter. ' A' and ' B' are symmetrical
acknowledges. But it has important
(le, linear phase), while ' C' is asymmetrical. '
B' is for 96kHz sampling, the other two for 192kHz
ramifications because it deconstructs a
common misunderstanding that the
energy smear imposed by the first stage
in the recording process, the anti-alias filter, can never be
important thing to appreciate about the impulse response
undone later on.
of adigital (or analogue) system is that it is determined by
Even some very well respected figures in the audio
the combination of all the filters in the signal path. None
industry have promulgated this misconception. For
of them — not the first, nor the last — is of fundamentally
example, in his paper 'The Theory of Upsampled Digital
greater significance than any other. As aconsequence, the
Audio' (downloadable from www.mlssa.com) Doug Rife,
overall impulse response, and hence energy smear, of the
the creator of MLSSA, states: '...many have concluded
system can be substantially determined by any filter
that reduced time smearing is responsible for the
anywhere in the chain — it is not indelibly determined by
subjective improvement in sound quality when playing
the first (anti-alias) filter.
CDs through upsampling DACs. Although this seems
This is of particular significance in the case of high
logical and is an appealing explanation, as will be shown,
sampling rates (88.2kHz and above) because the extra
it falls apart upon closer examination. The main reason is
bandwidth above 20kHz can be exploited to advantage.
that the digital audio data residing on a CD is already
When designing filters, electronics engineers divide
irreparably time smeared [
his italics]. No amount of their frequency response into three bands: the passband,
postprocessing of the digital audio data by the playback
where the filter has negligible effect; the stopband, where
system can possibility [
sic] remove or reduce this time
it has full effect; and, between them, the transition band.
smearing.'
The transition band is of crucial importance in the energy
Although Peter Craven's work has been directed at high
smear context because the more gentle the filter's initial
sampling rate recordings, it demonstrates the
roll-off can be made, the less ringing will appear in its
fundamental incorrectness of this claim. The single most
impulse response. With 44.11cHz sampling, the transition

www.hifinews.co. uk
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band between 20kHz and the Nyquist
frequency is only 2.05kHz, barely atenth
the width of the passband. With 48kHz
sampling the situation is a little better
but not much. In either case the
transition band is so narrow that intense
filter ringing is inevitable. Only by
annexing the top of the audio frequency
range as part of the transition band, and
thereby affecting the frequency response
below 20kHz, can this situation be
eased. This trade-off was gladly
accepted first by Wadia and later by
Pioneer, but by few other CD player
manufacturers down the years. With
higher sampling rates the transition
band can be made much wider, and the
energy smear substantially decreased as
aresult, provided that attenuation of the
frequency response above 20kHz is
accepted. For 88.2kHz sampling the
transition band will then stretch from 20
to 44.1kHz — about as wide as the
passband — and will become wider still
as the sampling rate is increased further.
This idea that the frequency range
above 20kHz be used as part of the
transition band in high sampling rate
systems is not new. What Peter Craven
has done is formalise the idea by
developing filter design approaches that
not only minimise energy smear but also
allow it to be differently apportioned
between the filter's pre- and post-ringing.
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The
details
of
this
design
methodology are beyond the scope of
this article — anyone interested can find
them in the references. Here it is enough
to look at some example results. In his
second paper Peter Craven lists
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coefficients for six example filters, the
frequency responses and energy smear
Figures 5D, 5E, 5F. Frequency responses and decibel- scale impulse responses for the remaining
plots for which are shown in Figure 5.
three example filters in Peter Craven's paper. These three are all minimum- phase; ' D' and ' E' are
Filters A, C, D and E are for 192kHz
for 192kHz sampling, ' F' for 96kHz
sampling, filters B and F for 96kHz.
Filters A and B are symmetrical (
le,
benefits can be delivered much more quickly.
linear phase) whereas the remainder are either
asymmetrical (filter C) or minimum phase (D, Eand F). At
Indeed, some DVD-As have apparently ahead) been
the cost of increased but still low-amplitude pre-ringing,
mastered using this type of filter, although as yet Ihave
filter C introduces significantly less phase distortion
been unable to determine their titles. As soon as Ido, I
will let you know. The sonic results have reportedly been
below 20kHz than do filters D, Eand F.
favourable. A final judgement on this will have to await
Other design trade-offs are possible than those
careful subjective assessment, of course, but I'm inclined
illustrated here. What's important to note is that the
to believe that the use of minimum-smear filters of this
energy smear of these filters is very substantially less than
nature will allow DVD-A to close the gap which some
for aconventional brick wall type. At 192kHz sampling
people perceive between it and SACD.
rate the energy smear, down to —100dB, is confined to
about 100 microseconds, and at 96kHz to 300
If so then the argument for SACD — with its high level
microseconds — figures which substantially close the gap
of ultrasonic noise and uncertain linearity — becomes
further weakened II
to SACD's energy smear performance.
While it is preferable that only one such filter be used
References
in the entire recording-reproduction chain (the others
1)
PCraven, 'Controlled pre- response antialias filters for use at 96kHz
ideally all being brick wall types), its positioning is
and
192kHz', Paper 5822, Audio Engineering Society 114th
arbitrary. So where best to put it? Practically, given that
Convention, March 2003
most existing A-to-D and D-to-A converters have brick
wall filters or something close to it, the best option

appears to be within the recording supplied to the
consumer. This has the advantage that the potential
www.hifinews.co.uk

2) PCraven, ' Antialias Filters and System Transient Response at Hi0

Sample Rates', Journal of the Audio Engineering Society, March 2004
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Spending less on ' overpriced accessories'
in low-level detail, imaging and bass extension.

I'm writing to let everyone know about my shock
and horror when Isaw Franco Serblin's photo on

But you won't pay less than £200 for ablock from

page 23 of your April issue. And why? Because

aspecialist brand - and sometimes all you get

the photo displays Sonus Faber's mentor fiddling

over the DIY solution is anicer finish! And how

with asystem that goes against what some

about supports? Imade ny own, using bitumen-

manufacturers have been trying to impinge on us

damped MDF shelves, after adesign from

for the last years. Iassume that Mr Serblin knows

www.tnt-audio.com/clinica/diyracks.html. It looks

athing or two about hi-fi, so it struck me to see

neat, and its sonic effect is remarkable. Yet I

all that expensive equipment stacked on asimple,

didn't spend more than £35! So, unless one is

heavy- looking table with no magical properties

hopelessly clumsy (or extremely rich) I'd advise

whatsoever. Imean, not even aspike on sight!

against spending too much on hi-fi accessories...

Iwas even more puzzled to see aperfectly
ordinary mains distribution block lurking under the

No fancy cables needed: Sones Faber founder and
designer Franco Serblin demo istrates the Stradivar

One last thing - the photos on pages 22-23 of
your April issue are by José-Vitor Henriques, not

aforementioned table. And no fat-as-anacondas

on cable reviewing. We already spend way too

'Henriquez' as you incorrectly mention. He's my

mains cables either! Just imagine how awful that

much on overpriced equipment, so we must ask

compatriot, and one who certainly deserves seeing

system must sound..!

ourselves if we really need to spend silly money on

his name correctly spelt!

superfluous stuff. We all know that some

Manuel Macedo, Oporto, Portugal

Seriously, my point is - aren't we spending too
much on accessories? If Sonus Faber can do away

audiophiles will go along way just to get marginal

with those niceties when assessing its own

improvements from their systems. And we also

• It says a lot for the loudspeaker that Franco

loudspeakers, why should we common mortals

know some manufacturers like to take advantage

Serb/in could indeed make an extremely good sound

need stratospheric mains distribution blocks,

of this. Examples? An IEC socket with tiltering

without any audiophile tweaking But that doesn't

fantasy-priced mains cables and mega-bucks

costs about £ 5in any electronics' store. With just

mean it couldn't have been even better with an

supports? In my opinion, this should give us some

alittle fiddling, you can adapt it to acommon

optimised system. And, fortunately, JVH has

food for thought, just like KK's welcomed lucidity

mains block and get some serious improyenents

forgiven our uncalled for

Compression cooking

upfront production not needing layering or much

than surround sound) that JPublic Esquire's

Aresponse to Mr Paul Williamson's letter [' Sounds

space. There are however always exceptions. Listen

expensively acquired CD collection doesn't already

Freshly Cooked', ' Views', May]. The phenomenon

to any of Trevor Horn's 1980s productions.

do. It might sound better but as yet the SACD

you have experienced in commercial recordings is

As regards Mr Williamson's 'crossed pair'

catalogue has no unique material. CD succeeded

called compression. It has been widely used

challenge: he will find that acrossed pair alone will

because it stopped normal people from having to

throught the record industry for many decades.

yield excellent results when recording achamoer

mess around with temperamental, easily damaged,

group, soloists or smal' choir, but anythmg much

often faulty gramophone records. The sound quality

the music recording industry should be about, it is

larger always requires some backup from spot mics,

was streets ahead of what the average punter had

vital to the successful replication in the home of the

carefully placed and subtly blended in to the main

ever come across, and tne machines came with

musical events captured in the recording.

sound picture. Professional sound recordists ate

remote control. SACD has no such set of advantages

usually pragmatists rather Than charlatans.

over its predecessor.

While it may depart from aPlatonic ideal of what

A large orchestra can easily produce asound
pressure level of 100dbA, probably more, yet you

SACD? You will notice that although the format is

would quickly tire of the dynamic swings that could

running along the ground at take-off speed it has

Noel Sidebottom, London El 1

American classics

be accommodated within such afigure. You would

still not taken to the air. In my opinion it will stay

spend all your time reaching for the volume control

earthbound, remaining auseful sideline in the

Iwonder if Imay pick your brains for contact details

to bring up the volume in order to even hear the

audiophile market, but never making the jump into

of some reputable dealers in the US whom Ican

softest passages after having turned it down quickly

any kind of popular acceptance. People in geleral

approach to locate aparticular piece of US made

to preserve the integrity of your ceiling when the

are more interested in MP3 than SACD because it

gear (Adcom) Iwish to import secondhand? Website

orchestra last reached ffr

does something that they want: it is satisfactorily

or e-mail would be easiest. Iappreciate how busy

'loud and clear', they can download them through

you are, but Iam not having much success with my

those actively marketed as hi-fi or audiophile discs

their high-street purchased PCs which can then take

own efforts.

and even they are usually simply using less than is

over as amusic source ( nc intimidating visits to odd

Peter Maycock, York

usual elsewhere in the industry.

hi-fi specialist shops run by people from another

The only records that do not use compression are

world) and they can fill their iPods with enough

la We suggest you try Audio Classics, 3501 Vestal

commercial pop music has little dynamic range to

music never to have to hear he same track twice

Road,

speak of - this is not an aesthetic judgement on

between now and doomsday.

Binghamton Area, USA. Phone/Fax + 1 607-766-

Pop records are adifferent thing: most

my part - and the need to come across convincingly
on the radio has always dictated aneed for abrash

www.hifinews.co.uk

Sound quality alone wil not convince the general
public to buy aformat: SACD does nothing ( either

Vestal,

New York 13850,

The Greater

3501, US callers, Toll Free 800-321-AUDIO (2834),
www.AudioClassics.com.
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Welcome to HFN's listing of the finest components that we've
reviewed, updated every month. The emphasis is on real value for
money — though this doesn't just mean that we've always gone for
the lowest-cost options. On the contrary, we've taken pains to
highlight those more expensive — sometimes very expensive —
components that genuinely justify their sometimes frightening price
tags, by offering atrue advance in sound quality for the audiophile.
Listed are the issue date ( month/year) where you can track down
the original review, and the author's initials. If you want the full story,
there's no substitute for the full-length review, so you might want to
contact our Back Issues service to catch up on the whole story. Call
0870 756 0000 or find the order form on page 86 of this issue.
Ner

CD players
Make/model

Arcam CD33T
Arcam DIVA
CD72

Price

£1300
£450

Tested
08/03
AH
2001
Awards

An improvement on the CD23, but now using multiple Wolfson DACs. Strengths are detail, insight and agood grip on rhythm. While
multi-format machines struggle to be ajack of all trades - this player is master of one.
Based on 24-bit Burr- Brown delta sigma DAC and Sony mechanism, with achassis damped by sound-deadening material. Optical and
coaxial digital outputs are provided. This is alively yet truly civilised player, offering awell-balanced performance at the right price.
Chord's now fully-sorted 96kHz-capable DAC featuresa buffer memory and reclocking system that theoretically eliminates jitter. AH

Chord DAC 64

£1960

07/02
Ali

concluded, ' It's not its lushness and smooth ride that make it awinner, but the way that it treads the route of musicality and natural timing.'

Creek CD50

£700

07/03

We've come to expect bargains from Mike Creek. This ene wipes the floor with most budget players and some with much higher price tags,

dCS Purcell/
Delius

£5000/
6500

12/99
Ali

firmware, pro-grade electronics. Makes CDs sound wholly believable at last. Provision for DSD conversion via proprietary use of FireWire link

Linn ' ken

£1950

04/01

Midi-size, with all- metal three-motor mechanism, 241% Burr- Brown PCM 1732 DAC, switch-mode power supply. Allcmsfoc is on individual

£12,000

07/99

The CD12 has apparently changed since our review, when CB felt 'asense of disappointment', reinforced by going back to his Meridian

08/99

508.24. SH, though, found it ' more like analogue' than mos:, in the positive sense that it seemed to present more information.

Linn Sondek
CD12

DB

/di

Musical Fidelity
308CR

extracting incredible precision from recordings. Compare it with some expensive players and you'll ask, why pay more?
Purcell is aD/D converter that ' upsamples' to 24/96 or 24/192, for analogue conversion by Delius. An impressive input array, upgrade ble

instruments easily, with good articulation of fine detail, yet a ' relaxed' treble focus. XLR balanced analogue and XLR AES/EBU digital outputs.

DA was mesmerised by the sound from this 24- bit upsampl ng player. It is all solid-state, but comes so close to matching its Nu-Vista sibling's
sound quality that you'd swear there were valves in the equation somewhere: ' natural' and ' unforced'.
It can't play CD-RW discs or give adigital output, and loading is ' manual'— but musically, in aclass of its own at the price. imbuing arichness

Naim CD5

and life that CD frequently lacks. Asolid, 3D quality, superb dynamics, and, naturally, amagic sense of timing.
Top-of the-range two-box CD replay from Naim. Physically unassuming but sonically arival for anyother player- high-resolution format or

Nairn CDS3

otherwise- according to Martin Colloms. Sweeter treble, blacker backgrounds and greater all-round ability than its predecessor the worthy CDS2.

Perpetual
P-1A/P-3A

Diminutive DSP ( P- 1A) and DAC ( P-3A) units that do scmething special. The combination transforms CD, communicating the illusion of rea
musicians. The P- 1A is the killer, used as an interpolating upsampler, but with capability for room or speaker EQ correcticn. Mail orderonly in UK
Uses the classic Philips CDM12.4 mechanism, with Prima re-twea ked software for lower noise, plus decoupling and amagnetic clamp. 8-times

Primare 030.2

oversampled Burr- Brown 1702 20-bit D/A converters.The balance between ability and smoothness in the 030.2 is about as good as it gets.

Rotel RCD-02

£380

Unison
Research Unto

£1100

002
Award
07/03

Rotel has long been respected for its UK-designed, Far East- built budget players. Although the company now makes DVD players and AV
receivers, it hasn't forsaken CD/two-channel users. If you're on atight budget this one is well worth auditioning.
Using atriode valve output stage this CD player aims to c:ombine the best of both worlds, with asound, as KK noted, that comes scarily close to
resembling adecent moving-coil, playing mint vinyl through atube phono stage.'

DVD-Video, DVD-Audio & SACD players
Make/model

Price

Tested

How we rate it

Arcam
DV88 Plus

£1000

02/03
AG

video, dual Wolfson 24-bit/192kHz WM8716 DACs.Excellent picture quality and sound on DVD-V, plus CD sound equalling Arcam's Alpha 7SE.

Cambridge
Audio DVD57

£200

10/03

Made an excellent impression against some heavyweight contenders in our DVD-A player Group Test. Elegant styling and an extremely competeni

£1500

11/02

Onkyo
DV-SP800

£1200

02/03
PM

and an on-screen display. PM said, 'The Onkyo carves out apowerful and atmospheric performance... the best of the first-generation models!

Pioneer
DV-656A

£400

I
0/02

It took amanufacturer with no vested interests to produce the first universal player, the DV-747A. Pioneer then followed up with the lower-cost

£800

I
2/02

£900

04/03

Marantz
DV8300

Pioneer
DV-757Ai
Yamaha
DVD-S2300
88

PM

PM

PM

PM

PM

Ergonomically satisfying DVD-V and CD player features painstaking audio circuit design: separate clocks and power supplies for audio and

performance for not alot of cash. Don't expect the Earth at this price, but this player is thoroughly musical with abit of bite too.
Afine player based on the chassis of the earliest universal player, Pioneer's DV- 747A, but with added Ma ra ntz touches such as ' HDAM' output
stages and heavier build. An EISA Award winner in 2002: but now there are other players with more sparkle and clarity.
Based on atried-and-tested Pioneer chassis, the Onkyo offers OVOA, SACD and CO playback, stacks of connectivity options, remote control

DV-656A, which delivers every format to astandard that many single-format players costing twice as much can't achieve.
This model plays OVOA, SACD, standard OVOVand CD. It also has an i
Link digital interface ( IEEE 1394 or ' FireWire'), adigital output for highres
data, allowing secure connection to asuitable amplifier (cirrently only Pioneer's VSA-A)(10i receiver). Now updated with PAL Progressive capability.
Using Panasonic and Sony technology, this DVD-A/SACD/CD player is among the best of the new breed. Multichannel OVOAwas fine, though
two-channel PCM could sound plummy and dynamically restrained, but multichannel SACD sound was outstanding.
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Quad QC 24/II-forty
£4000
The Quad QC 24/II-forty is actually aretro recreation of the
classic Quad 22/11 valve amplifiers. It's larger than the
originals were, and it also comes without the original's
filters and tilt/tone controls. The setup is only available as
apair, and now uses KT- 88 valves (able to output twice the
power of the KT- 66 used previously) allowing it to be rated
conservatively at 40 watts per channel. The pre- amplifier
lacks the noise floor of the original, and also has a new
smoothness and precision.

Turntables & cartridges
Make/model

Price

Tested

How we rate it

—11

Italian design, suspended platter weights à /.3Gyr3Dec, but acual deck rtarigular plinth. Agood blend of acrylic, bronze, aluminium, Teflon,

0—

Bluenote Bellavista
Signature

£1900

07/03
All

Clearaudio
Champion

from
£1020

03/01
AH

Arich, colourful sound and excellent 3D image stability, the mid a : ittle recessed; buta fine rhythmic 'groove' and pace. With black acrylic base

Linn LP12

from
£1015

10/97
10(

Classic three-point suspended chassis design, based on AR and Ariston models but with tighter engineering. Simple AC motor drive leaves

Michell Gyro
SE SP800

£870

05/99
AH

Pro-Ject Debut

£120

07/00
TB

Simple but effective: price includes tonearm and Ortofon m- m cartridge. ' No nasty top or flaccid bass, Just clean. rather crisp and lively sound,'

Griot on Kontrapunkt Aand B

£500/
£750

06/01
TB

Two great-value moving-coil cartridges, combining detail, well-defined musical colour and rhythmic bass, no brittle edges to the music and low

SME Model 10

£4255

Roksan
Radius 5

£850

Transfiguration
Temper V

£2550

and polyvinyl combined in avery clean, fast and musical deck. Bcrrorneo unipivot arrn (£ 10D0) completes hie- performance combination.
and translucent platter ( no dust cover), the outbuard AC motor has astepped pulley; manual speed change tc 45.
room for improvement with better power supplies; now only ava liable with Lingo power supply, and with either Akito or Ekos tonearms.
Updates 1980s GyroDec, itself descended 'rom classic Tranwriptors and Hydraulic Reference, hence the merry-go-round appearance. A
neutral deck, great sound at areasonable price Optional upgrades inclide QC PSI) (£440) and aclamp- the latest version uses aDC motor.
commented TB. If you need aphono stage, gob' Debut Phono or Debut Phono SB (with fine speed control. £ 160).
surface noise. Kontrapunkt Bwith nude Fritz Ger 80 stylus on solid ruby castilever, offers more space and detail. Seriously recommended.
Price quoted includes asimplified version of the classic Series Vtonearrr. 'So eerily quiet and uncoloured' said KK, one of the best
ambassadors yet for the greatness of analogue replay via vinyl... The Mooel 10 let's you hear the music and nothing else'.

11/03

Price quoted includes athe Nima tonearm. Tras Roksan decx ofÉrs alisten-all-day character that plays music guilelessly'. Expect 'real
dynamic contrast and timbral colouring, with naturally-sound ing freq uency response without treble lift or heavy bass'. An absolute bargain!

12/02
AH

It's difficult to define atonal character for this cartridge: more accurate to describe it as musical and transparent: ' Inordinately articulate, able to
enunciate the trickiest of vocal lines.., or to showoff ethereal sound effects' with the greatest ease. Challenges some cartridges at twice its price.

Tuners
Make/model

Arcam DT81
Creek T43
Magnum
Dynalab MD102
Marantz ST- 17
PURE Digital
DRX-702ES
TAG McLaren
T32R

Price

Tested

How we rate it

£650

1/02
All

With better controls than previous models, the 01-81 is arguably superior to the more expensive FMJ DT26. Comprehensive user features include

£400

9/01
Ill

Asimple fuss-free tuner with excellent FM sound quality, with atotal of 64 presets for FM, MW and LW. Signal strength and multi- path

£2200

2/01
AG

Toronto-based specialist Magnum Dynalab still makes all-analogue FM-only tuners. This one has optional remote control for fine-tuning and

£600

9/01
ill

Three wavebands and RDS; for IH the sound was 'detailed and solid, projecting acoherent sounctstage with excellent depth of image' if alittle

£330
£2300

engineering mode for interested enthusiast. Itsc'ear, distinct wayof cpeningup abroadcast makes th.s arelatively impartial but accurate receiver.

distortion are displayed. IN found it had 'afull-bodied sound that's nicely articulated and stable... excellent value.'
switching between five presets. AG thought it -musically superior to ary other tuner that I've heard... In everyrespect it's nothing less than stunning'.
bright. It lacks independent remote control but 'sounds superb, makinthe best of weak signals and exudesa quiet confidence'.
Winner of our three-way group test, this raodelbrings you DAB, yet hasa L!.able FM tuner in the same pack.3ge. LB connectivity for
upgrading via aPC; dark, attractive, contourea presentation and the controls are simplicity themselves — atop-orawer product.
TAG's high-quality £ 1600 AM/FM analogue tirer with optional £700 DAB module offers luxurious finish and clear display. The T32R has more
warmth and body through the midband than Aicam's DRT10, and aless digtal-sound ing treble. AH callsi it ' The best way to hear DAB right now.'

Michell Gyro SE

£870

The Michell Gyro SE is an update to the
acclaimed Gyro turntable of the 1980s,
which itself was an evolution from classic
Transcriptor and Hydraulic Reference
machines. This SE version has less
Perspex, a lower price and ( most critically)
abetter sound. The Unique merry-go-round
www.hifinews.co.uk

appearance cai distract the eye but the ear
isn't fooled - this is aneutral deck capable
of great sound at a reasonable price. The
Gyro SE can even be upgraded by the
addition of aQC power supply (£440) and
a clamp. The latest version also uses a DC
motor for an even clearer sound.
Hi-RNews JULY 2004
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ta
Worlds 1st Audio Cables
designed purely for Vacuum
Tube HiFi equipment.
...more details @ www.tube-shop.com

NEWARRIVALS@THESHOP

Nixie
Tube Clock.
The Ultimate Vintage Timepiece
Atomic clock - time adjusts automatically.
Engineered in Germany.
...more details @ www.tube-shop.com

Don't be contained, be entertained
Prepare for deeper, wider, higher
Let the technology work, hear the music
Reset your definition of exceptional
Experience sound without limits

TUBES!!

Enjoy the Spendor magic
For all your vacuum tube needs

vww.tube-shop.com

Spendor Audio Systems Ltd
Tel + 44 (0)1323 843474

or call us

on:

0870 9220404

Fax + 44 (0)1323 442254
info@spendoraudio.com
www.spendoraudio.com
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Amplifiers
Make/model
Arcam FM1 A32

Price

Tested

£11q111

How we rate it
This top-of-the- range integrated offers 100W/ch, thanks to an uprated power supply. AG found it sounding confidently in charge, making the
most of speakers it was used with, reproducing the life and vitality of aperformance. It also offers tone controls.

£700

5/01
AH

Remote-control 85W/ch amplifier, using bi-polar output devices (not MOSFETs). Its clean and detailed sound nimbly communicates music.

£4000

3,03

With eight 6550 output tubes (four per channel in puuh-pull pairs) this higher- power versicn of the VS5C gives the sou nd of classic valves in

VS1 10

DB

spades. DB reported 'warmth, texture, muscularity and deep bass aplenty.., brawn, brain and heart in one glowl ng package'.

Audio Research
Ref Two

PCO

Despite broadband noise from this valve-fuelled lab-handled design, sound quality v.es top notch as well. ' It comes close to being astate-of-

Mc

the-art piece of audio engineering,' said MC.

Arcam A85

AS Passion
Ultimate

£10 000
,

Remote-control version of classic passive attenuator. Control of volume and source is via optical linkage, asingle Vishay resistor leading to

£1300

light-controlled shunt resistor. The Ultimate is still top of the class, rivalling active pre-amps that cost four times as much.

,i 00

Full remote control pre-amp and 60W/ch stereo push-pull valve power amplifier, combinethe dynamics and load tolerance of solid-state with

,G

the finesse, inner complexity and poise of tubes. Sweet-sounding, without the audible severity of some solid-state counterparts.

,
33
DA

see if he rated 150W/ch (8ohms) model so highly- he did! Fantastic sonic balance arid stereo imaging, along with 'ashings of controlled power.

BAT VK -50S[/
VK -60

£6125

Bryston 3B -SST

£1125

Chord CPA 3200/
SPM 1200C

£4040

Conrad Johnson
MV6OSE

£3000

Conrad Johnson
Premier I7L

£4900

MC

Creek
P43R/A52SE

£350/
£600

ii

Creek 5350
Croft Vitale

1/99
H

1,03

Audio meets aerospace engineering. The fully-balanced SPM1200C uses aswitched-mode power supply, yet sounds dynamic and

transparent. ' Has the disconcerting ability to create real sound pressure levels with ease,' said AH, with 'transparency to music's inner workings.'
Originally using two pairs of Svetlana EL34 output va'ves, uprated to 'SE' status with 6550 tubes, this 55W stereo power amp shows avein of
Aspects of C-J's megabucks ART have trickled down to this line-level pre-amp: inside are four 6992 triodes plus ahuge bank of tremendously
expensive capacitors. Although C-J's ' MV' prefix designates lower cost, the MV60 pcwer amp is aworthy partner.
Creek's remote-control pre gives easy-to- listen-to scund, encouraging involvement with tile music, with fast anddeep bass. Add m-m or m-c
stages (£50 to £80) for vinyl replay. With bi-wirable speakers, asecond A52SE power amp gives even better results.

£100

2/01
AH

Imaging held instruments rock-steady in awide belévable space. Remote control of source and volume: phondstage an optional extra.

£350

..2/00

Classic hard-wired pre-amp, true to the minimalist ideal: 'vintage' in its warmth and preclJsion of edginess and grain, yet big, palpable and

KK

commanding. With some low-level noise and fuzziness, it's still quieter than even amint Quad valve pre-amp.

£1500

Krell KAV -300iL

£3900

vol
Kit

Linn Kolektor

£500

99
A
ll

McCormack
pre /
power

£2590

'2/ 03
A
G

Nagra
VPA

£9350

Naim NAC 552

£50
£11,

Naim NAC
I12/NAP 150

£6251
£750

Naim NAIT 5

£800

N aim NAP 500

£10 ,000

Pass Labs
X350

£9950

Pathos Tf RR

£3250

Pri mare A30.1

£1500

Quad QC
24/II -forty

£4000

Ratel
RA -01/RA -02

£250/
ow

Aphonoinclusive pre-amplifier To satisfy audiophiles and studio professionals, with its XLR balanced input and output. Balanced operation
offers improved dynamic contrasts, slam, overall control and coherence, as well as virtually noise-free operaten.

www.hifinews.co.uk

Awell-equipped partner for LK85 or LK140 power amps. Includes m-m phono, one of 10 inputs which can be tailored to suit the user, remote
control, headphone socket and tone controls. There is alittle 'grain' and constriction, bu; overall it sounds fine.
Power amp uses an unusual 'distributed-node' power supply; the unity-gain pre-amp offers passive xbuffered output, the latter preferred.
Despite adryish balance and atouch of 'grey', this combination is bold and transparent, combining real solicfitywith fine detail.
DA felt that the 3.2 pre-amp offered sound quality well beyond its price tag, and the 130W/ch-rated power amp is claimed to drive any

DA

domestic speaker. Concluded DA, 'At this price po/nt I
can think of nothing I'd rather build asystem around.'

/99

Built around apair of 845 outpLÉ tubes, this push-pull monoblock power-amp is rated at 50W into 4, Sor 16 ohm loads, with zero negative

K

feedback. KK praised its commanding and authoritative presentation and abass contra' of which Ongaku owners can only dream.

/03

This is Naim's current flagship pre-amplifier and according to Jonathan Gorse, ' it gets closer, by adramatic margin, to that " live" experience than

1
G

any other amplifier'. Don't expect it to make music sound 'comfortable, instead you get ' bombastic majesty anddelicate beauty'. Awesome!

/
/
02
A
H

This 150W combination delivers the Naim sound' with an obvious freedom from artifice, with little of that unnatural glare and haze that afflicts
products that try to give too much in terms of detail and clarity' (AH). Difficult to trump for unflustered sound and musical satisfaction.

201

Rated at only 30W (we measured 36W), but adynamic performer. With avery convincing decay to treble notes and harmonics, an easy-going

AH

amp that didn't fatigue after continued listening. Slereo detail not as explicit as some, rhythm and timing its real strengths.
An impressive outboard power supply and Semelab output devices so powerful that protection circuitry isn't required. The circuit is bridged to
give 140W/8 ohm (doubling into 4), with prodigious current. Sound quality is thrill'ng, and driving Naim NBLs there's real synergy.

/go

Rated at 350W/ch, the X350 eschews feedback, giving it alower thar normal dam pinglactor, and isibiased strongly towards Class Aso runs
very warm. The level of detail, authority and naturalness places it among the finest at any price.

8,99

MOSFET output stage fed by asingle-ended, zero NFB tube driver stage: downside is relative inefficiency and high heat dissipation. Loads

KI(

below about 5ohm ' make it cry', said KK, who still called this 'one of the finest amplifiers I've heard, regardless of price'.

99

'
.
G
'
:/00

Primare's A30.1 bi-polar amplifier, rated at 100W/channel but seems more powerful, looks like amillion dollars, and is remote-controllable. The
volume control is afine 100-step-ladder type, with extremely low distortion and accurate channel balance throughout its range.
Retro recreation of the classic Quad 22/11 valve pre-/power combination, using KT88s to give twice the power (40W/ch) of the KT-66 original.

Hit

Pre-amp lacks the 22's filters, but is also free of noise, and has anew smoothness and precision.

3/03

Quality needn't break the bank. Rotel's remote-control RA-02 and otherwise-identical RA-01 sharethe same4OW/ch (8ohm) output, six line

TB

./00
'
AC

inputs, and asound that TB called 'smooth and fatigue free'. Don't expect the eanh at this price but you will be pleasantly surprised.
This pre-amp can operate botn as adigital encoaer and as D/A for digital sources, and connects to other TAG components via asystem bus.
TAG's DAB radio module can be added. Solid performance at afair price, and above-average sound.

/02

Hybrid integrated, valves in the pre- stage and 80W/ch MOSFET output stages, plus remote volume contra. Ifs mid band, said KK, is 'alush

At

and warm region' replicated only by all-tube amps unlikely to match its generous poweir delivery. There's a £50 phono option.

HI-FINews JULY 2004
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£775

Scintillas... I
would take the KAV-300iL over any solid-state amp I
can name south of the Theta Dreadnaught'.

.
5
/03

AG

£1500

A300W/ch integrated. Hooking Jp 1ohm Apogee Scintilla speakers, KK found it 'producedthe very best sound I
have ever heard from the

, „„„„„

£1000

and 'surrounding ambience beautifully articulated and stable, regardless of volume or transient requirement'.

, „,

EAR 864

Musical
Fidelity A3.2

Creek's 75W/ch integrated sounds good enough to worry more expensive combinations. All the right elements ir place, in tune, in time.

Not so much an amplifier asa 2COW digital speaker driver, based on Tripath's Class Tcircuit. IH praised the tangibility it can bring to music,

£2500

Unison
Research Unica

David Allcock was already an owner of apair of 14B-SST power amps, this model's big brothers, when he reviewed his one so it was interesting to

the excellence of C-J's Premier range. Anicely tu nee upbeat delivery, equally rewarding on ajazz or classical programme.

ESL ab DX -S4

TAG Mc La ren
DPA32R

Microprocessor-controlled source switching, tone cont ols and input trim facility (to equâise source levels). Finest integrated amplifier at the price.
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the finest products

Pure Emotion
G TAudio distributes and sells products that are hand built by
speciulists that have your musical enjoyment at heart. Because of
this some of our products are not commonly seen, but will provide
the realism you never thought possible - Pure Emotion.

Schroder

let us make it affordable for you...

JCVerdi>

SRP £ 3000
it

SRP £4400

Deposit £600

-g Monthly £200
IM4111111184* over 12 Months
Musical Fidelity MI turntablE

-4111,111111111
ek
111P

Man

Deposit £ 800
1 Monthly £200
over 18 Months

KrEll SACO

SRP £2650

SRP £ 1200

Deposit £ 650

Deposit £300

Monthly £200
over 10 Months

Moon I — 5

Monthly £75
over 12 Months
Musical FidElity Tri Dac

Distrhiltui

f(]!

Allaerts
Auantgarde Acoustic
DPS
Lindemann

SRP £2500

SRP £5000

Schroder

Deposit £500

Deposit £950

IRON

Monthly £200
over 10 Months

Monthly £225
over 18 Months

J.C. Verdier

Martin Logan Clarity

Sonus FabEr Cremona

FINANCE AVAILABLE. SUBJECT TO STATUS
Selection of our partners.

Anthony Gallo • Arcam • Artglass • Adcoustic •

Atacama • Audio Analogue • AJdio Research • BCD Engineering • Beyerdynamic •
Blok • Bryston •

BOSE •

Cabasse • Chord Cables • ClEaraudio • Copland • Crestron

• Definitive Technology • Denon • Final • Grado • Harman Kardon • Infocus •
IsotEk • Krell • KEF • Lexicon • Linn Classic • Living Control •

LOEWE •

Lutron •

Michell Engineering • Miller E, Kreisel • Monitor Audio • Musical Fidelitg • Martin
Logan •

Nad •

Nordost • Onkyo • Opera • Ortoton •

Panasonic plasma •

Parasound • Pioneer • DMC • ProAc • Primare • Project • OED • OuadraspirE •

REL •

Revel • Roksan • Runco • Screen Research • Sennhesier • Sherbourn • Sim

2 • SME • Soundations • Soundstyle • Sonus Faber • SpEndor • Stands Unique
•Stewart Screens • Straightwire • Sugden • Sumiko • Systemline • Tag MclarEn
• Townshend Audio • Theta. • Transparent Audio • Triad • Unison Research •
Vienna Acoustics • Vutec Sc7Eens • WBT • Wilson Audio and other leading components and accessories

36 Queen Street. Maidenhead. Berkshire SL6 IHZ
JULY 2004

GTAudio
5 Upper Road, High4r Denham, Buckinghamshke. England U89 5EJ
Telephone: I 895

3099 emad. sales@gtaudio corn

•
Demonstration

by

appointment

only
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essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist

o

Loudspeakers
Make/model

Price

Avantgarde
Uno

£7350

AVI Neutron III

£500

Tested

How we rate it

,
)/00

Avantgarde's smallest loudspeaker at 44cm high, has 'norn-loaded midrange and tweeter, and aself-powered subwcofer, with aclaimed system

SEI

sensitivityof 100dBM.SH said it gave immediacy, impact, emotional comnunication, without the coloration tat spoils other horn loudspeakers.

1/01
IH

With its 5litre volume, this miniature ( 265 x140 x205mm) update of the Neutron uses aScanSpeak fabric dame tweeter and 127mm Vita

resolution is not especially high, and treble occasionally stood out, but tnere was arefreshing lack of woody cororation.
In AG's group test of £200 models, the 303 sounded powerful, authoritative and had amore 'grown-up' quality than the rest. Treble can get

B&W DM303

harder when pushed. Overall, it has atight, fast and slightly overdamped sound that makes it keep contra at higher volumes.

B&W
Nautilus 802

One of B&W's finest ever loudspeakers, it carries tfe authority and finesse of the big Nautilus 801, but willwork in room spaces where the 801
simply won't. First class stereo inaging, bass, midrange clarity and smooth, transparent extended treble,not to mention killer looks.
TB described the Stirling 3's predecessor, Severn 2, as 'detailed but gentlemanly': the Stirling 3builds on them strengths and gives greater

Castle Acoustic
Stirling 3

vividness and more precise imagng. Afine speaker and worthy winner of a2002 Editors' Choice Award. (Special finishes available at extra cost.)

Dynaudio
Contour 12 5

£2460

.18/00
KR

capacity to sound huge, but with holographic imaging, 'deliriously wide' soundstaging, and above average depth.

[lac CL82 Mk Il

£340

12/00
AG

volume levels with negligible compression or distortion. Basslines are particularly well projected; overall sourd is very well integrated.

Energy
Encore 2

£750

18/01
AG

Satellites use aluminium dome tweeters and synthetic cone bass/m ids, the sub a150W amp and 200mm reflex-loaded driver. Well able to

£500

10)1
rds

An enthusiast's hi-fi music speeer, but also adaptable for home theatre use, the M12 uses the well-tried Epos bass/mid driver and asimple

Harbeth
Compact 7ES

£1300

16/99
MC

Jamo D830

£1500

1Mlab
Cobalt 816

£860

)5101
AG

Linn Katan

£635

11/01
All

Versatile descendant of Kan and Tukan features non-parallel sides to reduce standing waves and clever lock-down crossover board which,

£8970

08/0(
MC

Abig hybrid electrostatic, and arguably ML's most successful, musically. MC found it had stature, presence and tonal accuracy... exceptional

£2500

08/01
DA

This is another ML hydrid, capable of running in pure electrostatic mode, but also featuring arear-mounted 25mm tweeter - for better off-axis

Mirage MRM-1

£2200

)4/09
AG

Mission m53

£550

MartinLogan
Prodigy
MartinLogan
Clarity

Mission fs2-AV
Quad ESL- 989
Ruark Etude
Ruark
Prologue R

£800
£4000
£500
£950

J5/02

AG

The Contour T2.5 put KK in mind of the larger classic British speakers of the 1970s, but with far greater power handling and speed. Has the
Elac's aluminium composite bass unit ( in awood cabinet rather than ametal one, and with dome rather than ribbon tweeter) can deliver high

reproduce subtle solo instrumental playing or full-scale orchestra at realistic volumes. All in all, simply agreat find.
crossover. With an open, lively and exciting sound. this is avery fine speaker for the money.
'Compact only by bam-door standards, the thin-wall enclosure is viscoelastically damped to BBC standaros using composite counterlayers, with
the boundaries between main shell and screwed-on panels damped. Balanced, articulate, transparent souids: easy k) recommend.
Something of abenchmark. SEAS Excel drivers in awell- braced cabinet provide crisp, detailed and thoroughly musical sounds, with little
strain even when pushed. Bass is competent andextended, although higher up the sound can be atouch forward.
Inverted-dome Focal tweeter p/ us two 160mm dryers (one bass, one bass/mid), in afront-ported cabinet. It had asomewhat bright treble, but
the sound starts and stops when it should. Everything hung together, and it excelled on all kinds of music.
when reversed, switches to bi-wire-/bi-amp-ready mode. Sound proved very stable, with unusual ( for Linn)'airy' audiophile quality to boot.
spatial qualities and fine sense of air'. If subtlety/refinement matter more than impact, this MartinLogan may be the one for you.
sound dispersion - and a200mm aluminium bass driver. Needs careful amp matching but afantastic loudspeaker!
Heavyweight miniature two-way: the two-layer enclosure has steel lining and aCorlan machinable- polymer baffle. Demands alot of power,
but free of the usual box coloration artefacts. Its precision and detail are difficult to match, but It really needs asubwoofer.
2A real find in our Nov'02 Group Test, this Mission m53 floorstander sounds just like its little brother but with much more extension to the
low-frequencies. Asuperbly balanced all-rounder that'll work just as well with pumping rock or subtle jazz.

11/00
AG
0//80

The most credible audio application so far for NXT flat panel technology. An AV system (it's also available asa two-channel sub-sat system), the
fs2-AV consists of acorner subwoofer and five identical satellites on detachable, rotatable stands. Sound is smooth, easy and mellifluous.
Larger, wider- bandwidth take on the ESL-63 elecirostatic (which its& replaced the classic ' 57') with an additional bass panel. Audiophile
components and more rigid construction. Speaker needs room to breathe, but still does the 'disappearing

so beloved of the originals.

15/02
AG

Compact bookshelf speaker, an easy 8ohm load and reasonably sensitive (86dB), and aclean and neutral sound: amildly laid-back

10/00

Asymmetric 905mm-high enclosure (supplied in mirror-image pairs) using two 140mm paper pulp be.s/m ids and a28mm silk dome that

presentation, but one that many prefer for long-term comfort, not entirely un-LS3/5A-like, with similar lean bass and open midband.
takes over at 1.8kHz. Slightly drooping frequency response, but its consistency of voicing and musical expressiveness are out of the ordinary.

Sonus Faber
Cremona

£5000

Tannoy
Dimension TD12

-£001111111

0502

Another beautiful 'boat-tailec' floorstander from the Italian masters. The sound has soul: it's vibrant ard bold,' as we said in our 2002 Awards
issue. You shouldn't expect tne ultimate refinenent of the even more expensive Amati, but this speaker isextraordinarily good.
With a12in (305mm) Dual Concentric ( horn-loaded dome tweeter built into the centre of the main bass/mid unit), the TD12 also has
Tannoy's Supertweeter mounted on top. MC was won over by the speaker's dynamics and expressior, and high sound levels.
Thin enough to slip into the smallest listening room, the Arro has an outstanding ability to cast astereo image across, behind and around the

Totem Ario

£84011 speakers. Integration between the two small drivers is excellent, the seamlessness helping draw the listener into the fluid midband.

Wharfedale
Diamond 8.1

£120

OsOl I,
101

£320

1€/GO
AH

Wharfedale
EVO10

o

pulp cone mid/bass, crossover 213kHz. Easy to drive, if insensitive, it builds on its predecessors' stable imagery, tonal accuracy and detail.
Though small, the Keviar-coned bass/mid unit in this moulded speaker produces acertain bass weight, even erring on the warm side. Overall

Blueroom
Minipod

Epos M12

o

An opinion divider. KK found 'asou ndstage so wide and so deep that one listener thought he was hearingthe massive Apogee Scintillas'.
AG and his panel thought its 'strengths subsumed by an uneven balance'. Probably best suited to lowish volumes in smaller rooms.
Exceptional finish, real wood veneer over anor-square box, and the icing on the cake is the excellentsoLnd — weighty bass, open midband
and smooth treble from aKevlar cone bass/mid and soft-dome tweeter. One of the best at the price.
High-tech carbon- loaded WB Tactic drivers replace the Scan drivers used by the otherwise similar ACT One. Listening results suggested a
rather bright balance with superb articulation and class-leading resolution. Magic in the right system, analytical and controlled to afault.

Wilson Benesch
Discovery
Wilson WATT/
Puppy System 7

wwvv.hifinews.co.uk

A150mm Tactic bass/mid and 28mm soft-doene tweeter face forward: underneath are two bass drivers in an isobaric clamshell arrangement.
Choir voices were awonder to behold, and the Discovery stayed clean and unflustered on testing tecnnoand dance.
Even compared with the excellent System 6, the re-engineered System 7was thought substantially more transparent, with faster and more
dynamic bass. The '6was afairly tough load, and the '7is alittle more demanding still, so avery good amplifier is anecessity.
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FREL HiFi Upgrade

the best just got

better!

hififorsole.com Ltd's AudiophileCandy
_u04 uutâsulitâ Luluiugue
Our NEW Edition Features:
•A

of class leading
audio accessories from manufacturers
throughout the world

•
leading

and

from

•The latest world-wide products
•

tips, advice &FAQ.

•Over
featuring over

pages

--1111111111111111111

essential guide to the very hest in audio accessories.

Gil = Next Generation of IsoTek products

Grab Your Copy NOW

Our new exclusive GII range heralds anew era in
mains filters and regenerators. For your nearest
stockist call Activ Distribution on 01635 291357.

For your FREE copy of our latest catalogue visit
and fill in our contact form or call;

Accept nothing less than the best.

ophilecandy.rom

0870 241 246 9

I
seiTe

Advertise your old HiFi for FREE on-line at www.hififorsale.com,
or pick up an audio bargain. Every month we have over 50,000
visits and 4.8 million hits! - What ore you waiting for?

Award Winning Mains Filter & Regeneration Systems

existentialist?

TO AUDITION THE NEU ANTHONY GALLO ACOUSTICS REFERENCE 3 OR TO FIND YOUR
NEAREST DEALER CALL 0810

350 1318 OR 11151t UUU ANTHONYGALLO CO UK

Reference
Anthony

uiry speaker...

The new Gallo Reference 3 builds upon the design

Instead he designs beautifully different loudspeakers

philosophies of our original reference products the Nudeus

He doesn't build conventonal

Solo and the Nudeus Reference and is uniquely equipped to

boxy

rectangular

speakers either preferring to design his creations

demonstrate the advantages of the new breed of high

round spheres - thus eliminating , nternal resonance
and external diffraction
loudspeaker cketortion

Quite simply - Anthony Gallo produces some of the
world's finest contemporary loudspeaker systems
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resolution digital audio formats such as IND Audio and SACD

the two mall causes of

«0

t . o8

ANTHONY GALLO
Acousrics
70

3 50

13 4 8

r. enquiriesOanthonygallo.co.uk

With its 10

long throw base woofer twin 4.carbon fibre

midrange drivers and our

highly

acclemed CDT'm tweeter

the new Reference 3 from Anthony Gallo Acoustics sets new
standards In affordable loudspeaker design

www.hifinews.co.uk
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And save up to
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save
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UP TO 25% off
the normal
subscription rate
WIN RUARK SPEAKERS
£2000
85

o•

wart'

Focal JMlab

Offer Rate

Full Price

Saving

UK 6 Month DD

£16.65

£22.20

25%

UK Annual Chq/Credit Card

£35.52

£44.40

20%

Western Europe*

€70.27

€93.70

25%

North America*

$94.57

$126.10

25%

Rest of World*

£59.12

£78.83

25e/e

Avid for vinyl?
•

The

Ban

•

&Olufsen

111'1111111

HOTLINE: 0845 676 7778
UK SUBSCRIBERS SEND YO JR ORCER TO
HiFi News Subscriptions, FREEPOST CY1061, Haywards Heath, West Sussex. RH16 3ZA
OVERSEAS SUBSCRIBERS SEND YOUR OFDER TO:
HiFi News Subscriptions, PO Box 272, Haywards Heath, West Sussex, RH16 3FS, UK

YES!

WOULD LIKE TO SUBSCRIBE TO HI-FI NEWS:

Direct Debit ( UK only). Pay only £ 16.65 every six
months, saving 25% off full pilca of £22.20

H

Aone-year subscription, saving up to 20%
(See price panel above)

payable to IPC Media Ltd

Address:

for the amount of E/e/$

(see price panel above)
(UK ONLY)

Visa

MasterCard

Amex

Switch
Postcode:

Forename.

Cud No:

1113111111111MEDITIM 11[11E1
Zip/Postcode:

If you «mild like to receive emarls from HiFi News and IPC containing news,
special otters and product and service information and
part in our
magaziee research via email, please include your email below.

Date of Birth- ,

Name of Bank:

I
enclose acheque/international money order made

Address:

(inc. cow-try / area code)

WC no

PAYMENT DETAiLS:

Please debit my:

Surname:

Home tel

ej DIRECT
i Debit

For office use only. Originator's reference — 764 221
(
Please attach correct postage)

CODE: 255

YOUR DETAILS
Mr/Mrs/Ms/Ms:

PAYMENT DETAILS DIRECT DEBIT
(
No stamp needed)

Expiry date:

Card issue No.

Signature:

Date:

(I am over 18)

HiFi News and IPC would ' Ike to contact you by post or telephone to promote and
ask your opinion on our magazines and servo n5 Please ink here if you prefer not to
hear from IPC E
IPC may occasionally pass your details to catefully selected organisations so that
they can contact y uby telephone or post wen regards to promoting and researching
their products and service, Please tick here If you prefer not to be contacted

Account name:
Sort code:
—

J

Account no.

mm

Please pay IPC Media Ltd. Direct Debits from the account detailed
on this instruction subject to the safeguards assured by the Direct
Debit Guarantee. Iunderstand that this instruction may remain with
IPC Media Ltd. and if so, details will be passed electronically to my
Bank or Building Society.

Signature:
(I am over 18)

Closing date: 6th July 2004

Date:

www.acousticarts.co.uk
,
isit

coustic
its

our web site for second hand listing

For 23 years Acoustic Arts has been known for it's
exceptional service. So if you are considering your
next upgrade speak to people who really know!

Independent audio consultants

densen b200 pre-amp

•

krell sacd standard

resolution audio opus21

AMR/

•

101 st albans road watford hertfordshire wd17 1rd tuesday-saturday 10 00 AM to 530 PM
audio reseach
harman kardon
qed

WE

audioquest

aloia

hutter. focal jm labs
roksan

rotel

b&w
kef

sonneteer

beyer
koetsu

blueroom
krell

sonus faber

LOVE

boston

t01923 245 250 f01923230798 mail@acousticarts co uk

clearaudio. copland

martin logan . michell

theta

transparent audio

ortofon

densen

project

vertex aq

grado gamut

primare

quadraspire

vibe \Nilson audio

TO

Oxford

Oxford Audio Consultants are devoted entirely to

Audio

your listening and viewing pleasure.

Consultants
Ltd
Opening Hours:
10am-6pm,
Monday-Saturday.
Oxford Audio
Consultants,
ince Oxford Audio Consultants

Cantay House,

awere established in I9litt, we have
built a reputation as one of the
leading specialists in audio, home
cinema, audio-visual and multimedia installations.
We are constantly striving to find and
stock
the
best equipment
in
established and new technologies
ranging from record-decks and valve
amplifiers to digital radio tuners.
internet-connected

multi-room

systems,
state-of-the-art
home
cinemas and fully computerised
lighting and ' smart-home' controls.
Our equipment and installations
range from the ' modest' to the
'magnificent' but no matter what

your purchase is, we provide awide
range of solutions that are both

where you will be able to experience
the best projector, plasma and TV

imaginative
quality.

based systems. We have awide range

and

of

the

highest

of décor and invisible loudspeakers
throughout our store.

Our staff are knowledgeable, frank
and friendly and will assist you
with your purchase; they will be

Oxford Audio Consultants provide a
full range of custom installation

able to advise you on everything

services for the home as well as hotel

from the replacement stylus for

and commercial prenn,es. we can
even provide outdoor loudspeakers

Park End Street,

for your garden that look like stones
and sound magical! We are happy to

Oxford OX1 1JD

arrange site visits and surveys and
quote for
commercial

and
Our

Tel: 01865 790879

installations range from the invisible
to the dramatic, but no matter what

Fax: 01865 791665

you choose

most domestic
applications.

we

aim

to

provide

something that is beautiful for both
the eye and the ear!

Email: oxford.audio@
btconnect.com

your turntable to the installation of
a multi-room audio and lighting
system. We can demonstrate a
wide range of equipment in one of
our three listening rooms, one for
small ' lifestyle'
audio
and

Website:
www.oxfordaudio.co.uk

surround sound systems, one for
audio, and one for home cinema
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Accessories Club
EXCLUSIVE TO HI-FI NEWS
HFN 001 FLUXDUMPER ' Magic Brick' for valve amps

£30 !:

HFN 002 TEST LP 'The Producer's Cut'

£25 El

HFN 004 BLACKHEAD: Moving coil transformer

£80 El

HFN 005 SPIKE SET 8 xM6 spikes for wood/steel

£12 E

HFN 012 STACK STORAGE Black MDF 465mm-wide
LP Store: 120- LP, 2divider, 360(h) x340(d)

£85

CD Store: 160- CD, 4shelf, 720(h) x 165(d)

£99

CD Base: 160- CD, 4- shelf, 720(h) x 165(c)

£99

HFN 017 WALLNUT 11 Wall- mounting 2- shelf table

£75
£13

HFN 022 SORBOTHANE Damping sheet 150x150t3mm
HFN 023 LP INNER SLEEVES per 50

£10

HFN 026 LP DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed

£12

HEN 027 CD DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed

£12

HFN 028 SOFTSHOES Isolation feet, pack of 12

£18

HFN 030 4MM BANANA PLUGS Set of 4

£10
£8

HFN 031 IEC PLUG

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES
PURE POWER MAINS CONDITIONERS
2kVA 230/230V

£800 I:

IkVA 230/230V

£450 D

IkVA Adjustable output

£530 El

IkVA Intl 120/230V, 230/120V

£500 D

500VA 230/230V

£345 13

500 VA Int'l 120/230V, 230/1205

£395 C

RADEX EARTH CABLE Standard, per metre

£4.50 TO

RADER EARTH CABLE FVD, per metre

£6.50 D

RADER RF EXTERMINATOR EARTH SPIKE 1.2 metre

£45

PURE HENRY RF INDUCTOR per pair

£60 CI

EARTH HENRY RF earth choke

£50 D

EARTH HENRY RF earth choke, kit

£35

SUPER SPUR MAINS CONSUMER UNIT 2- way

£99

SUPER SPUR MAINS CONSUMER UNIT 6- way
SUPER SPUR LIGHTNING PROTECTOR

Return of the Exorcist...
In days of yore, two of the most
popular offerings of the HFN
Accessories Club were the
Exorcist System Demagnetiser
and the Black Exorcist Cartridge
Demagnetiser, from Danish
amplifier maker Gryphon. Now
they're back in production!
Powerful permanent magnets
in phono cartridges can affect
adjacent metal parts, with
significant consequences for
sound quality. Moving- magnet
types accumulate residual
magnetism on the pole pieces,
while in moving-coil types the
iron core on which the coils are
wound gradually becomes
magnetised.
By sending apure sine wave
signal of gradually decreasing
amplitude into the cartridge,
the Gyphon Black Exorcist
quickly and effectively dispels
the magnetic build up. Periodic
demagnetising keeps your
cartridge fine tuned. As
reported: ' It's atonic, adevice

Gryphon Exorcist

I£ 100.00

Gryphon Black Exorcist
and Exorcist together

I I£ 175.00

£199 O
£145 D

MISCELLANEOUS ACCESSORIES

CD CARE & PROTECTION

£99 D

PURE HARDWIRE Mains distribution unit, 12- way

which restores the magnetic
properties of your cartridge to a
near new state.'
Application of the Black
Exorcist is simple. Plug the two
phcno connectors from the
cartridge to the dernagnetiser,
press the switch, and wait for a
few seconds. Job done!
Meanwhile, the Exorcist itself is
an nline device to de-mag the
entire signal path from pre- amp
input to speaker. Connectors,
component pins and even
circuit board copper lands often
contain nickel or steel which
can be magnetised by DC

current. Most
electronic
devices have
constant DC
leakage, and many
pre and power
amplifiers generate aDC pulse
when switched on , before
stabilising, particularly in tube
equipment. The Exorcist uses
the same technique as the
Black Exorcist, at line levels, to
remove all such unwanted
magnetism. In use, the Exorcist
is connected to apre- amplifier
line level input.
Depending on the level of
induced magnetism present,
the results can be spectacular,
described by one user as having
'Cleaned the windows', the
removal of alayer of
obfuscation, aclearer more
precise sound.
Gryphon Black Exorcist! I£ 100.00

MICHELL 4mm banana plugs

CD ' JEWEL' CASES

METAL CLAD 32A mains distribution, 10- way

£95 O

METAL CLAD 32A mains distribution, 6- way

£85 E

METAL CLAD 32A mains distribution, 4- way

£70 El

SUPRA LO RAD Mains chord, per metre

£15 D
£24

Standard double

per 4

£ 12

D

MICIELL Tenderfeet Large, per 3

£14 0

£6.50 C

MICHELL Tenderfeet Small, per 3

£10 C

£6.50 D

FERRITE NOISE ABSORBERS

Standard 5" complete

pack of 10

£6.50 C

Maxi- single slimline

pack of 10

Slim double

pack of 5
pack of 3

£6.50 O

Small, 6mm

per pair

£12 O

PURE CYCLE TURNTABLE PSU Kit

£330

5" PVC protective sleeves pack of 30

£6.50 D

Large ( 12mm)

per pair

£14 0

PURE CYCLE TURNTABLE PSU Assembled

£399 D

DENSER D MAGIC CD demagnetiser

PHONES 01 HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER Kit

£218 O

STEROPHILE Test CD1/2/3 Set of 3

PHONES 01 HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER Assembled

£299 D

CHESKY ULTIMATE Test CD

£15 D

PRO- GOLD Gold contact cleaner

XLO/REFERENCE Test and burn- in CD

£24

RELAXA 3+ Isolation platform

'AUDIO QUALITY MAINS SUPPLY Booklet

PURE TERMINATOR RF line cap

£5 D

'BLACK BOX' REPRINTS VOLUME I

£15 D

VINYL CARE & PROTECTION
MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE MkI

£400

MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE Mk1 Kit

£225

MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE Mk11

£450

MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE Mk11 Kit

£255

MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE

Mk11 Pro

MOTH RECORD- CLEANING FLUID 1litre

£500
£17.50

MOTH RECORD- CLEANING FLUID 5 litres

£35

OUTER SLEEVES Heavy duty PVC, per 50

£20

LP STORAGE BAGS 12" sealed, per 50
DECCA Mk Ill Record- cleaning brush
ZEROSTAT Antistatic pistol
SHURE SFG-2 Stylus pressure gauge

£5
£13
£37.50

£220

CARTRIDGE MAN Digital level

£220

RINGMAT 200/250 Ringmat

£35

RINGMAT 330Mk11 XLIL Ringmat

£50

RINGMAT Anniversary 330 Ringmat

£70
£145

NAD PP- 2 Phono stage, m-m/m-c

£50 D

DISCWASHER Vinyl care system

£30 D

LAST Power clean LP cleaner

£27.50 D

LAST LP preservative

£27.50 E

LAST Record cleaner
LAST Stylast stylus treatment
LAST Stylus cleaner
INCOGNITO ARM REWIRE LOOM )Regal 1.2m kit
INCOGNITO ARM REWIRE LOOM ( Regal 1.2rn installed
INCOGNITO ARM REWIRE LOOM ( Universal) 1.2m installed
AESTHETIX ABCD-1 cartridge demagnitiser

£15 D
£22.50 D

BIB CD CARE KIT Lens cleaner and CD restorer

£12.50 D

£15 D

DE-(IXIT Contact cleaner

£14
£14 D
£500
£16 D

AYH System Enhancement CD

BIB OVO CARE KIT Lens cleaner kit

£15 D

ROTHWELL Attenuator

SID Sound improvement disc

£18 O

CICABLE LS35/A crossover

£39 O

per pair

£790 O

RINGMAT Statmat Mk11C0i

£18.45 C

AUDIO ONE XER/phono adaptor ( specify in or out), per pair

£45 D

RINGMAT Statmat C0i, blue

£37.50 D

QUAD: THE CLOSEST APPROACH Ken Kessler's definitive book

£50

Visit www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com — e-mail orders welcome

accessories club order form
Name
Address

Post code
Tel ephone
Cheque/postal order enclosed for
'HFN Accessories Club'

or

£

( pounds sterling) made payable to:

please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex ( delete)*

Card Number

L

IL

I
I I
L IL

Expires ( date)

IL
Signature

£15 E
£115
£129
£ 165 D
£200 D

KAB Speedstrobe, includes LED light source

£75

MICHELL Unicover

£44 E

www.hifinews.co.uk

£30

KONTAK Contact cleaner

£22

CARTRIDGE MAN Digital stylus balance, 0.002g

RINGMAT Support system full spacer set, blue

£10 D

TO ORDER Please send completed order forrr or aphotocopy) to'
HFN Accessories Club & CD Service
PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH, UK
OR Fax your order form to, 01234 742028
OR Telephone: 01234 741152
OR E-mail: sales@hifiaccessoriesclub.com
OR Visit the secure order facility at www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com

UK SALES All prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices
include postage and packing for all items, whatever their size,
anywhere in the United Kingdom.
EXPORT SALES Export sales are always very welcome.
Where applicable they will be free of VAT ( Sales Tax), but will
be subject to additional shipping at cost. Please contact
us for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. E&OE.
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THE ULTIMATE SOUND AND VISION EXPERIENCE

Pure sound
Pure vision
If you're passionate about audio and visual
excellence, then you can't miss the show
that brings you the best of both.
The Hi -Fi Show & AVEXPO is your ticket to
the most exciting experience in audio-vision
in the UK today.
Call now to book your ticket
to hear and see the very best in action.

24*- 26 September 2004
The Meridien and Renaissance Hotels, Heathrow
Advance Tickets £ 6.00 Tickets at the door £ 8.00 • * Trade day only 24th. September
Sponsored by Hi-FiNewS In association with jil-FiS<A/V www.avexpo.co.uk

TICKET HOTLINE 020 8774 0847

UMW

evenoaks

SOUND & VISION
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision

BEDFORD

stocks

BIRMINGHAM

a wide range of Hi -Fi separates, DVD players,

BRIGHTON

amplifiers, speakers, plasma screens, LCD

BRISTOL

televisions and projection systems from all the

BROMLEY

leading manufacturers.

CAMBRIDGE

From starter systems to custom designed multi- room
and home cinema installations, our friendly staff are

CARDIFF

available in all stores to advise, demonstrate and guide

CHELSEA

you through the home entertainment jungle. If you're

CHELTENHAM

interested in home entertainment and want to avoid the

CRAWLEY

confusion, contact your local Sevenoaks Sound 8. Vision

CROYDON

store and experience more.

EALING (OPENING SOON)

0% interest free option^ is available on most products.

EDINBURGH

Written details on request. Licensed crecte brokers.

EPSOM

Minimum balance £ 400. Subject to status.

ARCAM EXTENDS DiVA RANGE

EXETER
GLASGOW

CUSTOM INSTALLATION
Are you looking to neatly and seamlessly integrate a
Home Cinema or Hi Fi System into your home? Our
Custom Installation experts are fully trained in all areas
and provide a prompt, reliable and professional service
Whether you're looking for lighting control systems, a

Arcam has added two

PAL) for existing displays.

exciting new products

Whether playing movies

to its highly successful

or hsteniig to music, the

DiVA range.

DV79 will not disappoint.

GUILDFORD
HOLBORN
HULL
IPSWICH

The British designed and

The 7.1 channel AVF

manufactured DV79 is an

home cnema and music

KINGSTON

affordable enthusiast

receiver will impress

LEICESTER

level DVD-Audio Player

even the most

that delivers one of the

discerning listener. This

best pictures in the world

audio performance is

along with Arcam's
legendary sound quality.

matched by afeature

It is equipped with an

set that meets the
requirements of today's

HDMI digital video

most demanding

output for the latest

AN enthusiasts

plasmas and projectors
progressive analogue

CALL YOUR LOCAL
SEVENOAKS STORE FOR

audio (both NTSC and

ADEMONSTRATION.

plus interlaced and

LEEDS
LINCOLN
LIVERPOOL
MAIDSTONE
MANCHESTER
NEWCASTLE
NORWICH
NOTTINGHAM
OXFORD
PETERBOROUGH
PLYMOUTH

dedicated home cinema installation with a retractable
screen and built-in speakers or an integrated control

POOLE

system, Sevenoaks Sound & Vision has the solution.

UÀNE

PRESTON
READING

SAVE' 50%

SEVENOAKS

VS - jet:6

SHEFFIELD
SOLIHULL

OFF ORIGINAL SELLING PRICE

SOUTHAMPTON
SOUTH GATE

SPECTACULAR OFFERS ONLY ON
THE SEVENOAKS WEBSITE

Denon AVR3805
7.1 A/V Receiver

HUNDREDS OF BARGAINS AVAILABLE
FROM OUR 49 STORES NATIONWIDE
SPECIAL BUYS • OVERSTOCKS • EX-DISPLAY • END OF LINE
AND MUCH MORE - ALL FULLY GUARANTEED

D
WHY RISK VIRTUAL SHOPPING WHEN
THERE'S A REAL STORE NEARBY?

The AVR3805 is the
replacement for the
highly acclaimed ' 3803.
This is amajor model
change - every element
has been examined ano
upgraded. The ' 3805 is
supplied with a radical
new handset - the

RC970. This advanced
remote control is fully
backlit and features full
learning capability and/
is pre-programmed
for most major brands.
FREE GRADO
SR60 HEADPHONES
WORTH f90
WITH THE AVR3805
DURING JUNE*

STAINES
SWINDON
SWISS COTTAGE
TUNBRIDGE WELLS
WATFORD
WEYBRIDGE
WITHAM ( ESSEX)
WOLVERHAMPTON
PLEASE SEE PAGE

7

FOR ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE

www.sevenoaW-soundandvision.co.uk

NUMBER DETAILS

Sevenoaks

SOUND & VISION

Arcam DiVA CD73T
CD Player

Product
d

L399.95

FREE GRADO SR60 HEADPHONES WORTH £90 WHEN YOU PURCHASE AN AMP AND CD
TOGETHER FROM ONE OF THE FOLLOWING MANUFACTURERS - ARCAM, CYRUS & ROKSAN*

HIFI SEPA

NOT RI CRUARCTION WM NIT OTHER OFFER OR

Promonard

4;rknfl rArrni C'

Turntable / RB300 Tonearm

DIGITAL RECORDERS

1041.9J
Product

Marant
CD5400 CD Player
£119 —
Best Buy

Best Buy

2003 1'

2003

imemer• -•
Yamaha CDR-HD1300
CD-RW/HD Recorder
£449.95

"The Gyrodec SE sounds great, comoining the best
•c oo3

sonic characteristics of rivals... Quite simply, the Michell

3oo

"No more wasted CD- Rs: in astroke of genius,

Gyrodim SE is terrific. Nothing compares at this price

Yamaha had the idea of combining aCD recorder

pont - C; wet deserving another Best Buy."

Marantz
PM7200 Amplifier

TOWARDS THE GOLDRING
CARTRIDGE OF YOUR CHOICE*

£249.95
"This is one of the most

with ahard drive, enabling you to edit your music
before burning it to disc. The result was the excellent
CDR-HD1000, and the CDR-HD1300E is its younger,
cheaper and vastly superior sibling. It's the best
home-recording Solution currently available."

powerful amps in its class,
at 95w per channel, and ff
sounds it with anything from
dance to abig orchestral
work, offering adelicious
combination of poise and

Pioneer PDR-609
CD-RW Recorder
£169.95

UCt
dtheyer
2002

impact. Stick with fast,
dynamic speakers such as
B&W DM601 S3s or KEF's
equally capable Ois and the

u Turntable

results will amaze."
(
Black)

Best Buy
2003

"Compared with a £200 CD player this
deck sounds remarkable: dig out your vinyl
and give the Xpression aspin."

Now you don't have to pick: just buy Pure Digital's
DRX-702ES! Whether on FM or DAB, this tuner sounds
superb... The overall balance is powerful, clean and
cnsp, making this afine tuner by any standards,

Turntable

(
Black)

DAB RAT'

"So do you buy adigital tuner? Or an analogue one?

Pure Digital
DRX-702E5 Analogue/DAB Tuner
£279.95

and asuperb buy given its
excellent flexibility"

000
0000

L.
Best Buy

0000

II

PURE

#
.
7.50 MHr

OJECT RAN
STARTS AT ONLY £119.95

•

•

1.

PrC
oft
4

UCt
ear

e e e

o
e

Cyrus
Pre X Pre Amplifier
Mono X Power Amplifier (ach)

999.95
199.95

CP

KEF Q4
Speakers £399.95

The 04 is one of the latest additions to KEF's acclaimed Q

"This Cyrus pairing isn't cheap but listen to awell- run-in sample

Series. At the heart of this floorstander lies the Uni Q driver

and its array of talents is hard to beat. Load your favourite CD

array - a 130mm die-cast chassis housing along throw

into acapable player, turn up the Pre X and the sonic magic will

cone and coincident mounted 19mm aluminium dome HF

be worth every penny."

unit. This driver arrangement makes the speaker much
easier to place in the room and alleviates the ' sweet spot'
found on ' ordinary' speakers. This has been combined with
adedicated 13Cmm LE unit for extended bass output
which belies the size of its diminutive cabinet.

SPEAKER CABLE

WORTH

WITH ALL HI-FI

£60
£80
£120

SPEAKER PAIRS
OVER £299*

Í

WITH SPEAKERS OVER
WITH SPEAKERS OVER
WITH SPEAKERS OVER

£299
£499
£999

Mission
780 SE Speakers £ 349.95
"The revamped Mission 780s are hugely enjoyable:

B&W
DM602 53 Speakers £ 299.95

anyone with up to MO to spend should consider these
standmounters. Mission's clever move
has paid off."

"These solidly made standmounters perform well

ruir.titri*

across the

*****

/
Vhole

range of musical styles.. Add these

speakers to your hi-fi system and you're guaranteed
magnificent integration between the dryers and an
even tonal balance"

Roksan Kandy

KDVIII CD Player £594.95
0o

KA1/III Amplifier £594.95
1:0103

"Timing and rhythm are excellent. DJ Shadow

Subwoofer

e

is delivered with clarity and atight bass, while

(
Black)

at the other extreme the treble is sweet and

•

•

detailed, getting the most from Wagner's Ride

"You get ahigh

Di the Vaikyries. The result is a breathtaking EZMil

level of detail and
the kind of impact
most sub-£ 1000

)

Best Buy amplifier that betters its competition

Best2003,,
BuY

vvith ease.'

%,,keer

KANDY KA1 All AMPLIFIER - AWARDS 21:03

floorstanders would

"The Kandy KID1/Ill CD player offers agreat array of talents - team it with its amp stablemate and you

struggle to match.

have something close to the ideal visual and sonic combination."

The verdict's

eraretle
*****

simple:buy with
confidence."

Best Buy

FREE

2003

GRADO SR60 HEADPHONES WORTH £90 WHEN YOU PURCHASE AN AMP AND CD TOGETHER FROM ONE
OF THE FOLLOWING MANUFACT URERS - ARCAM, CYRUS & ROKSAN* Nor corwricrioii WITH MY OTFIER OFFER 0« MIMI.«

PRICING POLICY

FINANCE OPTION*

We always try to ensure our prices are highly competitive.

Spread the cost of buying.

In the event you can find the same products and excellert service at

(YX, finance option is available on the vast majority of products we stock

alower price, please bring it to our store managers' attertion.

•
Wntleri deads on repuest. 1.1.2.1.21 croat Wooers. laérionom habootoo £400. Outooet lo MMus.

PLEASE NOTE: SOME PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES. PLEASE CALL BEFORE TRAVELLING.
'ADDED VALUE OFFERS

- FROM

RANGE AVAILABLE IN-STORE. NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. ADVERTISEMEN - VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 08/07/04, E&OE.

Sevenoaks
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MUSICAL FIDELITY
Musical Fidelity has
unveiled two
integrated amplifiers
and aCD player as
part of its revamped
X-series. The 40
wpc, X-80 (f599.95)
and the 80wpc X-150

MUSIC

You've heard of hi-fi - now

ALL

Wi-fi devices allow you to

welcome to the world of wi-fi!
network arange of devices

AROUND

together - from your music

THE

system to your PC - without
the wires. For example, a

HOME

muttiroom server like Yamaha's

(f799.95) amplifiers feature adual-gang analogue

MusicCAST can wirelessly

volume control and high-output transistors for each

send music to up to five ' client'

Linn Classik

channel. The X-150

playback systems dotted

Music System

also includes ahigh

around your home. That music

quality phono stage.

could be stored on the

f749.95

(
Ex Speakers)

When purchased with speakers over f299*

When purchased on its own f799.95

MusicCAST server device or

The X-Ray" CD

other sources - existing hi-fi kit,

player (
f899.95). is the

impact and drive, it retains its grip even as it thumps

station or MP3 files from your

out rock and dance tracks. Ask it to play quiet

PC: plug-in adapters make it

acoustic music and its smooth, liquid presentation

easy to wi-fi-enable products.

impresses still further. The Classik offers the

legendary X- Ray and
uses the same DAC
and upsampling

"The Classik sounds simply marvellous. Boasting fine

maybe, or an internet radio

replacement for the

performance you'd expect from high quality

principles as the acclaimed TriVista SACD player. From

separates in one lovely package - this is avery

atechnical standpoint, the X- Ray - is equal of some of

superior product."

the most expensive players on the market.

B&W 704
f1399.95
The 704 speakers

YAMAHA'S MusicCAST
MCX-1000 DIGITAL SERvER
MCX•A10 CLIENT

are part of B&W's
new 7(X) series.
These lloorstanding

YAMAHA MusicCAST
mcx A10 £599.95

two-and-a- halfway, vented box

(MusIcCAST Client)

speakers and are

MCX

available in a

1000

£1799.95

IMusicCAST Seeeee )

variety of attractive

CYRUSLINK

finishes. In arecent

Linkserver 160

What HiFi? Sound

f2999.95

,Four Zone HD Server 160Gb Duve)

and Vision group

linkserver 250

f3499.95

test the 704 offered

:Four Zone HD Semer 2S0Gb DrIve)

"Remarkable

ILinkport

openness and

Linkport (Tcp)

Linkwand

clarity that is

CLjruslInk

unrivalled at

AVAILABC E AT SELECTED

this price."

SEVENOAKS SOUND FC VISION STORES

*****

Denon DM31
UD-M31 CD Receiver
£189.95

When purchased with speakers over 199*

When purchased on its own [ 199.95
"The D- M30 was exemplary, as its three What Hi Fi?
Sound and Vision Awards clearly show. The DM31
is even better, making it phenomenal value for money."

£ 649.95
f199.95

OPTIONAL FtECORDERST
DMO-N131 MINIDISC RECORDER • DRR-M31 CASSEI7E DECK
NB - PRICE EXCLUDES SPEAKERS

PLEASE NOTE: SOME PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES.
PLEASE CALL BEFORE TRAVELLING.
*ADDED VALUE OFFERS - FROM RANGE AVAILABLE IN-STORE. NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER.
ADVERTISEMENT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 08/07/04, E&OE.

o

SEPARATE HI-FI SYSTEMS

RCD-02 CD Player
RA- 02 Amplifier

Roksan Kandy
KD1/11I CD Player
KA1/III Amplifier

Monitor Audio
Bronze B2 Speakers

Monitor Audio
Silver S6 Speakers

For this recommended HiFi System we have
combined Rcitel's highly rated RCD-02 CD player and
RA-02 amplifier with Monitor Audio's beautifully
balanced Bronze B2 speakers. This package gives a
powerful, fresh and vibrant sound. The compact ' B2
speakers available in avariety of finishes .
were
awarded ' Bee Buy' by What HiFi? Sourid and Vision,
with the sourd being ceschbed as "Supero...
Speakers dor't get much better than the B2's".

Arcam
CD73T CD Player
A65 Plus Amplifier
KEF
Q4 Speakers
Arc.am and KEF both have an enviable reputation for

The combination of

speaker specialists,

producing great sounding kit without breaking the

Roksan's Kane/ MK3

Monitor Audio. The

bank. Ths system shows why with awell balanced

CD and amplifier is,

combination of Roksan's

sounc that's both musically involving and enjoyable.

according to What Hi-

excellent rhythm and

R? Sound and Vision,

timing, with its tight bass

At the front of this package is Arcam's upgradeable

"Something close othe

and sweet detailed

The RA-02 amplifier features remote control and a

0073T CD player - aWhat Hi Fi? Sound and Vision

ideal visual ana sonic

treble coupled with the

phono input. The RCD-02 (***** - What Hi- R?

'Prod/et of the Year 2003' We've coupled this with

combination" (December

*S6's ability to stay

Sound ard Vision - August 2003) is HDCD

Arcam's complementary A65 Plus integrated

2003). We have

unruffled even when the

compatible and includes adigital output tor

amplifier and KEF's new ait floostanding speakers

partnered these with the

music is at its most

connecting to adigital recorder.

featurng KEF's unique Uni Q technology for easier

Silver S6 fioorstanding

complex, makes this a

room placer nent.

speakers from British

remarkable system.

SYSTEM PRICE

SAVE

SYSTEM PRICE

SAVE

£99.95 £129

£999.95 £149

SYSIEIR1 - NUT R4 CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTTER 011931 OR PROMOTMN

HI-FI SYSTEM 2 - MOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION

mcE 6<cLuDES CA. S& STANDS

IDCLUDES CARI FS HSTANDS

SYSTEM PRICE

£1 789.95

PRICE EX.:I
LLIC/ SCABLES & STANDS

HI-FI SYSTEM 3 - NOT IN CCP4JUNCT ION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION

o

Sevenoaks
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Marantz ' 14400

£ 149.95

Marmite£
249.95
• '' •
Musical Fidelity

80

£599.95

Musical Fidelity

150

£799.95

Musical Fidelity 4 2

£ CALL

Musical Fidelity 43.2 Pre

£ CALL

€CALL

Musical Fidelity 43.2 Paner
Musical Fidelity A308

£54"9.9n5
2

£CALL

Panasonic DMR-E65 DVD-R £ CALL

£CALL

Panasonic DMR-E85 DVD-R £ CALL

£ CALL

Pioneer . 1-13100S DVD-EVRW

£379.95

£399.95

Pioneer . II51001-tS DVD-R/RW £499.95

£529.95

Toshiba .•, 0XS30 DVD Recorder . £449.95

TBA

£ 349.95

Arcam A`.q200 AN Receiver

£ 594.95

Arcam . ,•
300 AN Receiver

£ 999.95

2

Arcam .

SPEAKERS
£ 249.95

Acoustic Energy All MKIII (From) £
B&W
£ 1699.95
249.95
MW

£ 1299.95

AN Processor

£ 299.95

Denon

100

100 P ENO

MJ Acoustics «tl 1(Ci

F60

REL 015CIE MCI endex í

on] craw

or ne

REL 0400E (Bride Black moo

£724.95
£999.95

QED GABLE'

£ 349.95
£549.95

f101) QED CABLE •

strata 5 (Britten AU, r £ 100 QED CABLE•

£699.95

PLASMA
Fttou P42VHA30 42"
P42HHA10 42"

£ 3199.95
£2799.95

IED)

Fujitsu P42HHA30 42"

£ 3499.95

Fujitsu P421-11-1S10 42" ell
Fujitsu P50)0-1430 50"

£2199.95

Hitachi 42PMA400E 42" en

£ 3799.95
£ 5799.95
£1999.95

1604 AN Receiver

£229.95

Hitachi 32PD5200 32"

£ CALL

Denon . - 1804 M/ Receiver

£299.95

Hitachi 37PD5200 37'

£ CALL

Denon • ' FM AN Receiver
Denon

£ CALI_

AV Receiver .......

CALL

Hitachi .
12PD5200 42"
Hitachi

I' PMA500E

£CALL

42"

CALL

Harman Kardon :,...rR330 AN Receiver £ 599.95

Panasonic TH42PA201342"

available at all stores. Please call to ch

MW£899.95

Harman Kanion -WR630 AN Receiver £ 999.95

Panasonic TH42PW6B 42"

availability before travelling.

REF

Maranta ; • • AV Receiver ... £269.95

Panasonic TH37PE3OB 37"

Maranta , H5400 AN Receiver

£349.95

Panasonic TH42PE3OB 42"

..

£ CALL

Philips

.

£ CALL

Pioneer •

£

.

•

£ 249.95

REF 1)4

£ 399.95

REF tO1

£999.95

Linn bilan
Mission

TURNTABLES
Decking GR1
Michell Gyro

£ 139.95

56108303 00 COLORING CARTRIDGT•

Michell Tema>:
Project fi ,hul II

£119.95

Project : 0 l' (Colours)
Project

£ 134.95

•

£209.95

TUNERS
Arcam
Denon

'

£ 199.95

'

£ 499.95

Ill MKII

£ 99.95

Hannan Lantern rU970 DAB/AM/FM
Maranta

£299.95

£ 99.95

Pure DI-IX luliS DAB

£ 199.95

Pure DRX 702PS AnalogLeA)AB

£ 279.95

CD PLAYERS
Amain DIVA CD73T

£ 399.95

Arcam

£ 599.95

V011821

Arcam

Urra3T

£949.95

Arcam AI C1,331

£ 1299.95

Cyrus COU

£599.95

Cyrus ODE

£999.95

Denon DCD18',

£ 119.95

Linn , enki

£ 1099.95

Linn lk”rni
Marantz

£2199.95
;

£ 119.95

Musical Fidelity , Ray

£899.95

Musical Fidelity '. 32

£ CALL

Musical Fidelity1•108"
Quad

,

£ 594.95

Roksan ; kin M

£ 1099.95
£ 379.95

Ratel 0401477

£ 594.95

RECORDERS
Pioneer PDR609 CD-RW

£ 169.95
£ 449.95

AMPLIFIERS
r. AIS Plus

Arcam

ASO

Arcam

A90

£ CALL
£599.95
£ 849.95

Arcam • • A:12

£ 1149.95

Cyrus ti
Cyrus 8

£599.95
£799.95

Cyrus Pre XPre
Cyrus Mono XPower

£ 999.95
(Each) £ 1199.95

Denon '' ,', 55
Linn Kolector,
Linn L(85

o

vve

Monitor Audio
Audio ..
Audio
. Rr
nzeSi
82

Pioneer • P5031-IDE 50" (ED)
Pioneer ,DP504HDE 50*

£ 899.95

Pioneer VSX-AX3i AN Receiver

£649.95

Toshiba : 2WP36P 42"

Pioneer VSX-AX51 AN Receiver

£ 929.95

Yamaha ,DM4210 42"

Monitor Audio

1Reference 10

£ 799.95

Monitor Audio

IReference 20

£ 1499.95

Quad

£ 379.95

Quad

£ 499.95

Quad
8

£ 94.95

Ruark'que II

£ 344.95

Wharfedale Pacific Evolution 30

£ 649.95

Denon 201 Ex Speakers

£ 499.95

Denon DF101 Ex Speakers

£299.95

Denon DM31 Ex Speakers

£ 199.95

Linn . lassik » Ex Speakers

£ 799.95

Teac Legacy •

£ 199.95

Teac Reference

II Ex Speakers

£ 449.95

Teac Reference

Ex Speakers

£ 569.95

DVD SYSTEMS
Denon
Denon
Jame

Ins SC- M51 Speakers

£ 499.95

770S0/AVR-770S0 Ex Speakers £ 599.95
IsA305POD Inc Speakers

£ 549.95
£ 699.95

ii100 Inc Speakers

£ 1199.95

Linn .; lassik Movie Di Ex Speakers . . £ 2199.95
Teac Iegacy 700/LS-1_800 Inc Speakers £ 799.95

DVD PLAYERS
MAKE is MOM.

£ 179.95
£ 574.95
£ 544.95

£ 599.95

MULTI REGION

f599.95

Arcam " VA 0078

£699.95 £ 699.95

Arcam

0089

£ 799.95 £ 799.95

Arcam

4079

Denon

£ 1799.95

LCD TV

A/V Pre/Power . £ 1799.95

Panasonic •

Ratel ' •.)98 AN Processor
Yamaha DSP-0336405E AN Amplifier

113 22"

Panasonic TX32LXD1 32"

£ CALI.

Philips " P19945 17"

£ CALL

£

EAU

£ 219.95

Philips

30"

£ 349.95

Sharp Aquos

15B4E 15*

Receiver

V240ORDS AN Receiver

Acoustic Energy Evo 38
.

B&W
Castle

,pact

£ CALL

Sharp Agues LC-20SIE 20"

£ CALL

Sharp Awls LC-22SV2E 22"

£ 1099.95

Sharp Agues LC 22AD1E 22"
1,/111

£899.95

CC3

Sharp Aquas LC- 37A01 37"
Toshiba

Toshiba 32WL36P 32"

Energy , ire

£ 999.95

Infinity

£ 499.95

REF KFfT200'
KEF KHT50(

F150 FREE OED

£200 FREE QED GAUP

REF 07 AV Ewe
MAW K5

QUIP

FREE QED CABLE'

£250 FREE QED CABLE •

MAX K3
MPAC Xenon 25
MR*

,
6VVL36P

£ CALL

PROJECTORS
£ CALL

LCD

£799.95

Sanyo Pl V-71

£1199.95

Sanyo . 12 LCD

£2199.95

Screenplay ' 1L1008 RP

£1699.95

Screen play

£999.95
£ 1449.95
£899.95

00 DIP

Sharp " LDLP

£2249.95

Sharp XVZ200 DLP

fCALL
£ 1799.95
£ CALL

£ 3899.95

Sim 2Domino 20 DLP

Mission «) AV Pack

£ 449.95

Sim 2FIT300 Plus DLP (ED)

Mondor Audio

£ 799.95

Sim 2FfT300 Xtra DLP

£ 7999.95
£24995.95

,,, ,
nze

B2 AV

nze B4 AV

£ 949.95

Sim 2HT500 Link DLP

Mondor Audio

£ 999.95

ThemeScene •

£ 5699.95

Cinema DLP

£ 1199.95

ThemeScene , Cinema DLP (FOI

SUBWOOFERS
MJ Acoustics

£ 3499.95

ThemeScene
coo

QED GABLE

£299.95

Yamaha

£ 1499.95

Cinema DLP
)
IP

£2299.95

UJI

£ 5699.95

£999.95 £ 999.95
£ 1199.95 £ 1199.95

' 400 Universal £299.95 £ 329.95
2200 Universal £ CALL

£ CALL

CALL

Denon

2900 Universal £ CALL

£ CALL

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL STORE OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE

Denon

AI 1

£ CALL

FOR OUR UP-TO-DATE PRICES

£ CALL

£ 1649.95 £ 1699.95

Harman Kardon ,D22

£ 299.95 £ 299.95

Harman lardon

,
.
031

£ 399.95 £ 399.95

Pioneer

,

,•

Pioneer DV464

£ 69.95 £79.95
£ 89.95 £ 99.95

Pioneer DV565A Universal £ 149.95 £ CALI_
Pioneer DV668Av Universal £ CAL/

£ CALI.

Pioneer 4086833e Universal £ CALL

£ CALL

Samsung . D-1-10935

£ 149.95 £ 149.95

Toshiba ' 30E

£69.95 £ CALL

Yamaha . 0-0840

£ CALL

NEC HT1000 DLP

Denon

Denon

CALL
E CALL

26"

£ 1894.95

1r.S35N850

£ CALL

Sharp Agues LC-37HV4E 37"

£ 999.95

£499.95

£CALL

Sharp Agues LC- 30884E 30"

£ 399.95

FREE QED CAMP

£ CALL

Sharp Agues LC-30AD1E 30"

Energy •- n. 5.1
alO

£ CALI

£ CALL

£

OAV

£ 1999.95

Sharp Agues LC- 1551E 15"

£ 849.95

B&W

£ CALL

fCALL

£ 699.95

Artcoustic

£ CALL

£299.95

Yamaha XX-V64ORDS AA/ Receiver
Yamaha

£ CALL
£3999.95

Panasonic • n,fXD1 26"

Yamaha RX-044ORDS AN Receiver
Yamaha ,•(- V140ORDS AN

£ 3999.95
£4999.95

£2294.95

Yamaha DSP-Z9 AN Amplifier

Mondor Audio
REGION 2

Arcam DIVA 0888 Plus

£2199.95

Ratel RSX1065 AN Receiver

REF KFIT100'. Eno

Jamo ' tao/33355P00 Inc Speakers
KEF

Pioneer VSA-AX10i AN Amplifier

AN SPEAKER PACKAGES

'-n-F1 SYSTEMS

1vSpeakers

£2499.95

£ 319.95

c
'f.'066/RM131075

£ CALL
£ CALL
£3999.95

£ 329.95

Ratel

£241110.85

14341££ 43"

Pioneer VSX-D812 AN Receiver

£ 799.95

£ CALL

P19965 37" (ED)

Pioneer VSX-0501 NV Receiver

£
£
£ 599.95
299.95
199.95

Monitor Audio .,, S8

Cyrus

Yamaha CDR- 1(1300 CC- 8W

Arcam

•

SRED1E AN Receiver

Orikyo TX-NR801E AN Receiver

£ 349.95

£ CALL
£999.95

Roksan +01 MI011
Ratel

Mission

Onkyo

£ 119.95

£ 169.95

slack)

Cyrus

,131

Mission ' ,SSE

£1049.95
£599.95

Project Debut Pbnia SB

£649.95

£499.95

QED GABLE'

99.95

MW
13

£ 699.95

CABLE .

REL Quake (Briller f.
REL

£349.95

QED GABLE'

REL 0201E (Brien Black Mao eta

REL Stampede Ni,

£599.95

F60 QED GABLE'

£ 1099.95

Denon »; Al SR A/V Amplifier

£

Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo Three

MJ Acoustics
MJ Acoustics

£599.95

P7 AN Pre/ProcesSO/POwer .. £ 5499.95

Cyrus .

Acoustic Energy Regis Evo One
129.95

all Sevenoaks Sound & Vision stores.

Panasonic umR E55 DVD-P £ CALL

Ratel •

£ 594.95

aspen M

Ratel - • • ' 962

of products are

MULTI REGION

A/1/ AMPLIFIERS
RECEIVERS & PROCESSORS

Roksan

on display and available for demonstration

REGION 2

Ratel£
1
249.95

Roksan- , indy KA1 MI011

An outstanding selection

DVD RECORDERS
MAKE 8 MODEL

£119.95

£119.95

PRICING POLICY
SEVENOAKS SOUND & VISION OPERATES A PRICING POLICY
SEE OPPOSITE PAGE FOR DETAILS
PLEASE NOTE: SOME PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES.
PLEASE CALL BEFORE TRAVELLING.
'Added Value Otters- Fri:« range available in-store. Not in conjunction with any other otter,
(ED) - limited stock, some could be ex-display. Advertisement valid until at least 08/07

E&OE.

DEMONSTRATION

WHO ARE SEVENOAKS?
Founded

in

1972.

Sevenoaks

Sound &

Vision is one of the largest and most

BEDFORD 29-31 ST PETERS STREET
01234 272779

FACILITIES
Our comfortable demonstration rooms are

successful hi-fi and home cinema retailers in

among the finest in the country, many

the country.

complying with full THX specifications.

Each Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store
stocks a wide range of quality products.
covering all categories of specialist home

BRIGHTON 57 WESTERN ROAD, HOVE
01273 733338

entertainment, from Hi Fi separates and
systems

to

DVD

players,

widescreen

BROMLEY 39A EAST STREET
020 8290 1988

all at highly competitive prices.

BIRMINGHAM ARCH 12. UVERY STREET
0121 233 2977

advise, demonstrate and guide you through

plasma televisions and projection systems,

Friendly staff are available in all stores to

BRISTOL 9213 WHITELADIES ROAD. CLIFTON
0117 974 3727

the home entertainment jungle.

CAMBRIDGE 17 BURLEIGH STREET
01223 304770

NEWCASTLE 19 NEWOATE STREET
0191 221 2320

CARDIFF 104-106 ALBANY ROAD
029 2047 2899

NORWICH 29-29A ST G'LES STREET
01603 767605

CHELSEA 403 KINGS ROAD
020 7352 9466

NOTTINGHAM 597-599 MANSFIELD ROAD
0115 911 2121

ceiling and the complete system operated via remote control.

CHELTENHAM 14 PET-TOLLE STREET
01242 241171

OXFORD 41 ST CLEMENTS STREET
01865 241773

standards in all areas and provide a prompt, reliable

CRAWLEY 32 THE BOULEVARD
01293 510777

PETERBOROUGH 36-38 PARK ROAD
01733 897697 opEN um.«

CROYDON 369-373 LONDON ROAD
020 8665 1203 OPEN SUNDAY

PLYMOUTH 107 CORNWALL STREET
01752 226011

Sevenoaks Sound & Vision has a diverse range of
products available to cater for all your requirements.

EALING SUBJECT TO LEGAL COMPLETION
OPENING SOON

POOLE 1.:1,TIMER HOUSE 4-46 HIGH STREET
01202 671677

FREE 8 Page Custom Installation Brochure
available now from your nearest store or via

EDINBURGH 5THE GRASSMARKET
0131 229 7267

PRESTON 10-41 LUNE STREET
01772 825777 (FEN suNae

EPSOM 12 UPPER HIGH STREET
01372 720720 OPEN SUNDAY

READING 3-4 KINGS WALK SHOPPING CE NTRE
0118 959 7768

EXETER 28 CO WICK STREET
01392 218895

SEVENOAKS 109-113 LONDON ROAD
01732 459555

and its stores.

GLASGOW 88 GREAT WESTERN ROAD
0141 332 9655

SHEFFIELD 635 QUEENS ROAD. HEEEY
0114 255 5861 OPEN SUNDAY

available and detailed pages to help you locate your nearest store. To find out more, click on

GUILDFORD 73B NORTH STREET
01483 536666

SOLIHULL . 49-151 STRETFORD
0121 733 3727

HOLBORN 144-148 GRAYS INN ROAD
020 7837 7540

SOUTHGATE 79-81 CHASE SIDE
020 8886 2777

HULL 1SAiALEROW.SAV1LESTREET
01482 587171

SOUTHAMPTON 33 LONDON ROAD
023 8033 7770

IPSWICH 12-14 DOGS HEAD STREET
01473 286977

STAINES 4TRAMES STREET
01784 460777 OPEN SUNDAY

KINGSTON 43 FIFE ROAD
020 8547 0717 OPEN SUNDAY

SWINDON 6-9 COMMERCIAL ROAD
01793 610992

LEEDS 62 NORTH STREET
0113 245 2775 OPEN SUNDAY

SWISS COTTAGE 21 l'IORTHWAYS POE. FINCHLEY RD
020 7722 9777 OPEN SUNDAY

LEICESTER 10 LOSEBY LANE
0116 253 6567

TUNBRIDGE WELLS 28-30 ST JOHNS ROAD
01892 531543

LINCOLN 20-22 CORPORATION STREET
01522 527397 (Off HIGH STREET)

WATFORD d78 ST ALBANS ROAD
01923 213533 OPEN SUNDAY

LIVERPOOL 16 LORD STREET
0151 707 8417

WEYBRIDGE 43 CHURCH STREET
01932 828525

MAIDSTONE 96 WEEK STREET
01622 686366

WITHAM (
ESSEX) 1THE GROVE CENTRE
01376 501733

MANCHESTER 69 HIGH ST
0161 831 7969

WOLVERHAMPTON 29-30 CLEVELAND STREET
01902 312225 OPEN SUNDAY

CITY CENTRE

CUSTOM INSTALLATION
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision's Custom Installation Service enables the integration of a
home cinema or hi-fi system into your home as neatly and seamlessly as possible. All
electronics can be hidden away, speakers discreetly mounted either in the wall or

Our installation experts are fully trained to the highest
and professional service. Whether you're looking for a

ROAD

multi- room

system.

a dedicated

home

cinema

installation with a retractable screen and built-in
speakers or an integrated control or lighting system,

our website.

SEVENOAKS WEBSITE
The Sevenoaks Sound & Vision website has news and information on the Sevenoaks grcup

There are regularly updated special offer and stock clearance lists with hundreds of products
www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk

PRICING POLICY
Whilst we do not claim always to be the cheapest, we try to ensure our prices are hignly
competitive. Take into account the expert advice, unrivalled product selection, demonstration
facilities and excellent pre, during and after sales service and the lower price might not look

THE QUADRANT

OPENING HOURS: PLEASE TELEPHONE OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE
E-MAIL: [
insert store namel@sevenoakssoundandvision.Co.uk

such good value.
In the event you can find the same products and excellent service at a lower price, please
bring it to our store managers attention. We will always endeavour to offer you the best deal.

Pick-up your FREE
68 page guide at your
nearest Sevenoaks
Sound & Vision store
or order a copy via
our Website. The
brochure will be
posted to you (UK
mainland addresses
only) free of charge
while stocks last.

www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk
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Back Issues
We can supply nearly any Back Issue from the last
three years. Please phone to check availability.
Prices are on the order form.

Back Issues order form

Photocopy Service

Name

Hi-FiNews

Address

Price per Back Issue
(including P&P)
Postcode

Tel

UK

Issues requ.red

(overseas) per article by credit card or personal

£5

Europe

ize

Rest of World

£7

Ienclose acheque/postal order/international money order for £ ( pounds
Sterling) made payable to ' IPC Media' or charge my AccessNisa/Diners/Amex
Card number

Li II I E EE

Expiry dare

Send your order form ( or photocopy) to: Back Issues, PO Box 666, London, E15 1DW

Overseas

cheque ( Switch not accepted).
Call 020 8774 0846 or e-mail
hi
f
inews@i pcmedia . com

Binders

Price per Binder
(including P&P)
UK

If aback issue is not available, you can buy
photocopies of articles for £ 3.50 ( UK)/£5.00

These sturdy, high quality, gold- embossed binders
£7.50

£11

help you to look after your copies of HiFi News.
Each binder holds up to 12 issues. Binders cost
just £ 7.50 in UK P&P ( overseas, £ 11) from the
Back Issues Department.

All orders will be dispatched promptly but some surface mail deliveries may take longer than 28 days.
Photocopies of this form are acceptable. IPC Media, publisher of HiFi News and IPC Electric (' IPC') will
collect your personal informat.on to process you order and to gain a better understanding of our magazine
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readership. We may send you details of our magazines and services. Please tick here it you would prefer not
to hear from IPC U. We may pass your details to other reputable companires whose products and services
may be of interest to you. Please tick this box if you would prefer not to receive any of these offers lj

www.hifinews.co.uk

LIP
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BORING HI-FI

Acoustic Arts
Watford
Tel. 01923 245250
Audio Counsel
Cheadle
Tel. 01614 916090
Audio Counsel
Oldham
Tel. 01616 332602
HI-FI Studios
Doncaster
Tel. 01302 725550
Kevin Galloway
Audio
Kilmarnock
Tel. 01563 574185
Midland Audio
Exchange
Kidderminster
Tel. 01562 822236
Mike Manning
Taunton
Tel. 01823 326688
Mike Manning
Yeovil
Tel. 01935 479361

The new Densen B-350 monoblock
For all at Densen the birth of the B-350 is a significant moment. For Densen the B-350 has for several years been
the internal reference, and therefore is a pleasure to be able to show audiophiles all over the world the true
musical world of Densen. The design process has taken a staggering 4-5 years. And in periods Thomas Sillesens
insisting on a true breathtaking product has delayed the process, which has been further enhanced by the
fact Thomas seemed more interesting in listening to the B-350 than finish it for production.
The B-350 is build using surface mounting techniques, and the components are mounted with a precision of
0,02mm (!) using silver solder. All solderings are made in an artifidal atmosphere, consisting of nitrogen, to avoid
oxidation of the solderings. The powersupply is massive and consist of a 750VA transformer and a storage
capacity of 100.000uF with 4separate rectifiers of which the 2of them are capable of 3.000VA. All resistors are
laser trimmed metalfilm from Vishay with a precision of 0,1%. The B-350 delivers 125W at 8 ohm and 250 W in 4
ohm.
The B-350 also represents a new direction in cabinet design at Densen. It is the first time the heatsinks of a
Densen products are visible. They integrate with the cabinet, and allow perfect cooling of the outpuistages.
The B-350 will be retailing for GBP 2500/per unit.
Like all Densen products the B-350 comes with lifetime warranty

Densen • Lundevej 10 • 6705 Esbjerg 0 • Denmark
Phone: (+ 45) 75 18 12 14 • www.densen.com

New Audio Frontiers
Loughborough
Tel. 01509 264002
Phonography
Ringwood
Tel. 01425 461230
Progressive Audio
Gillingham
Tel. 01634 389004
Zen Audio
Hull
Tel. 01482 587397

_firet„.
1111Fiu

227 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD ,LONDON VV 1T 7HX
TELEPHONE: 020 7580 3535 FACSIMILE: 020 7436 4733
EMAIL: sales©hifilondon.co.uk
W EB PAGE: vwvw.hifilondon.co.uk
BANG & OLUFSEN and British Hi Fi Specialists
Def Tech Pro Monitor 80 Speakers

Pioneer 09-9396 BOB Audio Player ( G)) ( Ex-Demo)
£ 225.00

Denon AVC-411SR ( gold) ( Ex- Demo)

£ 1,800.00 £1,399.00 Ratel RDV-985 OVO Player ( Ex Demo)

£ 625.00 £ 349.00

Ratel RT-1080 Tuner ( Ex- Demo)

£ 395.00 £ 275.00

£125.00 Quad II LCentre Speaker ( block) ( Ex- Demo)

Denon AV( AISR
PRICE WAS

PRICE NOW

(gold 14 day exchange unit, os new) ( Ex Demo)

£ 3,000.00 £2,450.00 Runk CHO ( cherry) ( Ex - Demo)

£ 1,650.00.

£549.00 Denon DMD-F100 Mini- Disc ( new boxed unit) ( End of line) £250.00

£175.00 Ruark Solstice Reference ( oak) ( Ex- Demo)

Arrant DV88 ,- ( silver) (( x- Demo)

£ 1,000.00 .

£749.00 Denon OVO 3300 ( Ex- Demo)

£349.00 Roark Vito 200 Subwooler ( Ex- Demo)

feedback design. Choice of 2. (£ 3800 new) ( Used)
B & WEME Centre Speaker ( maple) ( Ex- Demo)

0,000.00

Denon OVO 1600 ( Ex- Demo)
£1,299.00 Denon DVD-Al ( gold) ( Ex- Demo)
£ 350.00

Classe CA 401 Power- Amp

f225.00 ( LAC NAT Panels

Subwoofer ( Ex- Demo)

Harmon Kardon TI1940 Rodio Tuner ( Ex Demo)

(400w per channel fully balanced design) ( Ex- Demo)
(lance CD / DAD- IDAB Player ( Ex- Demo)

£ 850.00 .. f549.00
£125.00 ... £ 75.00

(2,500 00 £1,875.00 Sennheiser HD- 470 new boxed) ( End of line)

£ 35.00 £ 20.00

£850.00 .. £399.00 Sennheiser HD- 510 Symphony ( new boxed) ( End of line)
£ 180.00 .. £ 125.00 Sharp Aquos ICI 382E LCD Television ( End of line)

£6,695.00 £4,999.00 Isotek Mainline Mains Conditioner ( Digital 8AV) ( Ex- Demo) £ 225.00 .. £ 165.00 Sharp SCDX 111 System ( Ex - Demo)
( 3,195.00 £1,899.00 Ismek Mainline Mains Conditioner ( standard) ( Ex- Demo).. £ 200 00
£ 1,195.00 .. £899.00 KEF AV 1TN Subwoofer ( Used)

£899.00 Speaker Cable 3m ( Ex- Demo)

£ 2,900.00 £1,899.00 KEF Ci2000T Motorised in Ceiling Speakers ( End of line) . £ 525.00

£375.00 Videologic DRX-601ES DAB Tuner (silver) ( Ex- Demo)

Crimson 610C Pre £ 630D Power Amps ( Ex- Demo)

£ 1,250.00 . £849.00 (( EF 01 Speakers

Cyrus CLS50( ( cherry) ( Ex - Demo)

£ 950.00 .. £ 549.00 ( dark apple some cabinet damage) ( Ex- Demo)

(350.00 £ 225.00 Meadowlark Heron Speakers ( Ex- Demo)

Cyrus DVD8 (silver) ( Ex- Demo)

£ 1,200.00 . £975.00 Musical Fidelity 03.2 Power Amp ( Ex Demo)

Cyrus FM- 7.5 Tuner ( silver) ( Ex- Demo)
Cyrus MR3 ( black) Multi- Room Controller ( Ex- Demo)

£400.00.. £299.00 Musical Fidelity ( D/Pre24 CD/
£ 600.00... £ 299.00 Pre- Amp Combination ( Ex- Demo)

Cyrus hero Multi Room ( silver) ( Ex Demo)

f1,250.00 £699.00 Musical Fidelity E50 Tuner ( Ex- Demo)

De) Tech BP6 Speakers ( block) (( x- Demo)

£ 750.00 £399.00 Nordost Red Dawn Phono Coble 0.6m pr. ( Ex- Demo)

Der Tech PowerField Subwoofer 80 x2

Pass Labs Aleph pre Amp

(black8white) ( Ex- Demo)

£350.00

De) Tech Pro Monitor 100 Speakers ( black) ( Ex- Demo)

£ 375.00

£199.00 ( Fully Balanced Design) ( Ex- Bernal
£199.00 Pass Labs VISO Power Amp 150W x2 ( Ex- Demo)

£ 250.00

£ 600.00 .. £ 349.00

£ 1,999.00 £999.00

Wodia 861 CD Player ( black) ( Ex- Demo

( 1,000.00 . £ 499.00 KEF 03 Speakers ( 81). Boxed new ( Ex Demo)

£ 90.00.. £ 10.00
£ 799.00 .. £ 349.00

£1 50.00 Synergistic Research Resolution Reference

Classé SSP-30 MK11 7.1 AV Processor ( Ex- Demo)

Cyrus APA7 Mono Amp 1only ( black) ( Ex- Demo)

£4,500.00 £2,750.00

£ 500.00 .. £ 175.00 Sennheiser HD- 265 ( new boxed) ( End of line)

Classé EP- 35 Pre-Amp ( Fully Balanced) ( Es- Demo)

Cyrus 05 AV Processor ( black) ( Ex- Demo)

£350.00 £ 249.00

£ 950.00 .. £ 549.00

Arcam Alpha 10 DAVE AV ( Ex- Demo)

Ayre Acoustics V3 power Amp fully balanced zero

£ 1,200.00 £599.00

(black 8white) ( Ex- Demo)

£250.00... £ 149.00
( 8,000.00 . £ 5,999.00

£125.00 Yamaha DABS- 530 ( BI) ([ x- Demo)

£ 200.00 ... £ 99.00

£399.00 £275.00 Yamaha LPX 500 Projector ( Ex Demo)

£ 3,270.00 £ 2,100.00

£6,000.00 £2,499.00 Yamaha PDM-1 50 - Plasma Display ( Ex- Demo)

£8,500.00 . £6,375.00

£ 1,000.00... £749.00
Anthony Gallo • Aram • Atacama • Atlas Coble • 8ong 8Olufsen • Bowers 8Wilkins
£2.000.00 . £ 1,349.00 •
Nautilus • Chord Co • Classe • &maim • Cyrus • Denon Da lite Eclipse TO Exposure
£99.00
Fujitsu Plasma Futuregloss • Grado • In Focus • !smelt • 1M Lob • ((EE • Lexicon • Linn
£ 300.00
£199.00
Classik • Living Control Outran • Mirage Musical Fidelity • Noim • Hardest Optimum
£ 3.895 00 £2 ,199 .00 Ortofon Partington • Pure • Project • QED • Quad

Quadrospire • ROL • Ratel • Ruork

£4.500.00 £2,249.00 Sennheiser • SIM-2 • Soundsytle Stands • fivoli Rodio • Unique VoTec • Wadio • Yamaha

Measurements in Nov 2003 magazine shows £2,500 "
2 way" speakers with
"flat" frequency response and 5" or 6" drive units struggle with 10 watts of
bass and produces a lot of distortion ( 1% to 3%).
Should we limit bass
to 20 watts or 40 watts amplifier , to prevent damage to 6" drive units ?
We use £350 or £650 of transformers and £50 or £160 of valves.

KT)38 valves
are more

HUGE expensive " High End"
"potted" transformers

expensive
than 6550
valves

Unbelievably

' huge
transformers

If we could achieve the same quality of sound with £10 volume control,
£10 wires , £ 10 capacitor . we could have saved a lot of money ! ! !
Money back guarantee ( less £ 30 UK or £ 100 overseas) that you prefer:£850 or £ 1,000 or £1,250 or £1,450 "KT88 Triode Connection" amplifiers
to most transistor amplifiers, most transistor / valve hybrid amplifiers,
most Single Ended valve amplifiers, most Ultra Linear valve amplifiers
selling for £2,000 to £20,000
£850 "KT88 Triode Connection" + high quality £350 "3way" speakers
to most "
ultra linear" valve amplifiers + £ 600 " 2way" and "
2.5 way" speakers

expensive
non-magnetic
stainless
steel
chassis

Ultra Linear
£1,050 £ 1,150

Triode
Connection
£1,250 £ 1,400
KT88 valves
are more
expensive
than
-'"" 6550
valves

Larger
transformer

£700 EL 34 valve amplifiers (
40 watts + 40 watts) to most transistor
amplifiers and transistor / valve hybrid amplifiers costing £ 1,000 to £2,000

Jo-

£500 EL 34 valve amplifiers (
40 watts + 40 watts) to most £700 amplifiers.

American
5670 valvesir

Telephone 01634 268662 anytime or 01634 373410 for Mr Andrew Everard's
2 or 6
review in Gramophone Magazine and Summary of 21 testimonials from
pieces
of silver
satisfied customers.
www.affordablevalvecompany.co.uk
www.affordablevalvecompany.com

Buy direct & save £££

capacitors

Even our " standard"
transformers
are

Ultra Linear
£650 £ 750

powerful
Larger
EL34
transformer
valves

Triode
Connection
£ 850 £ 1,000

Distortion matched
famous Russian
Svetalana
EL34 valves
.40 watts

Shop prices are expensive
because of rent, rates, wages

Free UK delivery

40

90% of customer keep
our valve amplifiers
4 years of proven reliability.
2 years guarantee.
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watts

American
5670 valves

40 watts
+ 40 watts

Upgradeable
to £ 1,000
ei
KT88 Triode Connection
+ £ 50 for carriage
+ £ 50 for used valves

Ultra Linear
£600 £700

www.hifinews.co.uk

Cable performance breakthrough
Recommended by the
toughest critics in the world

Midland Audio X- Change
x- Demo & Second Hand Items

po players DACs

Nas

Now

& Transports

dCS Purcell Upsampler Non Firewire S/H
dCS Delius 24/192 DAC Non Firewire S/H
Krell KAV280CD x-demo
Mark Levinson No 360s x-demo
Naim CD2 Player S/H
Micromega DUO CD3/DUO PRO S/H
Primare D30.2 CD Player ' BStock'
Theta Pro Basic II DAC with Oscom/Balanced S/H
Theta Generation V Balanced S/H
Thule Spirit CD balanced 0/P x-demo
Unison Research Unico Valve CD xdemo

1695

2999
5999
3999
7495
1989
2799
1503
2990
6290
900
1195

2995
2999
4499
975
999
995
1195
2499
449
895

1595
2999
1295
650
650
630

999
1599
1299
449
399
269

2950
1295

1599
995

Turntables Tonearms & Cartridges
Clearaudio Solution/RB300 xdemo
Graaf GM70 Valve Phono Stage x-demo
Kuzma Stabi/Stogi STurntable New& Boxed
Lehmann Audio Black Cube SE New& Boxed
McCormack Phono Stage New and Boxed
Rego Planar 3/Heed PSU/Bias S/H
Preamplifiers
Audio Research SP 11 MK 2S/H
Electrocompaniet EC 4.7 Preamplifier xdemo

Wire World has the ideal solution for all home theatre and music system
applications with cables that utilise the finest materials and connectors
available at each price level. The combination of these features and the
unique ability of the

Symmetricoax

cable design to minimise electro-

magnetic losses, produce cables of superior performance and value.
111111111,111,1Mir
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Solstice speaker GJble 19.97/m
"The musical results are excellent, with
fine bass, sparkling clear treble and
quite remarkable detail."
HiFi Choice. Product of the Year 2003/04

Atlantis speaker cable £ 74.97/m
Hi- Fl News. Jan '04
Editor's Choice Award

saw „_ no
Oasis interconnect £99 97
Aserious big hitter for the money,
.ind as such comes heartily recommended"
Hi Fi World, Feb'04 111114111i

I

Equinox interconnect £ 219 97
"In yew of their overall balance of
qual4y they now help to set the
standard in their price ranges and will
certainty be joining my reference
cable library."
mini review of Equinox interconnect
AtInntis speaker cable

Amplifiers
7000
4500
7300
8500
2499
1500
N/A
1000
4750
3299

4750
3250
1999
4999
1599
995
349
649
3499
1599

ATC SCM12 Cherry 3months old S/H
Avalon Eclipse Maple xdemo
Apogee Duetta Taupe S/H
Dynaudio Contour 1.3 MKII Birds Eye maple Latest Version S/H
DynaStands Master SE S/H
Martin Logan CLSII Anniversary Electrostatics 7months Old S/H
Sonus R4 Stands S/H
Target R2 Stands S/H
Townshend Glastonbury II Black S/H
Verity Audio Fidelio Piano Lacquer x-demo
Velodyne DD12 Subwoofer x-demo

999
9800
4290
1200
175
6700
329
379
1800
7995
3000

749
6499
1599
849
119
4795
199
215
699
4499
2499

Acoustic Zen Silver Signature Balanced 12ft S/H
Cardas Neutral Reference lm RCA-BNC S/H

2700
550
199
599
319
279
N/A
2370
800
1400
2100

1399
375
109
299
159
139
22
1499
499
799
1199

Conrad Johnson Premier 140 Valve Power Amplifier S/H
Graaf GM100 Valve Power Amplifier x-demo
Krell KMA 100 monos S/H
Mark Levinson No335 Stereo Power Amplifiers S/H
Pioneer VSA-AX10i-s Surround Amplifier ' 1394 2months old
Primare A30.1 Integrated Remote Amplifier ' BStock'
Quad 606 Poweramplifier S/H
Red Rose Sprit Integrated x-demo
Spectral DMA 100s Power Amplifier x-demo
Sirius D200 ( Now Gamut) S/H
Loudspeakers

Chord Chorus Im XLR S/H
Madrigal CZ Gel 1.5m Balanced new&boxed
Madrigal MDC 2 1m Fatboy Digital cable new&boxed
Madrigal MDC 20.5m Fatboy Digital cable new&boxed
QED QNEXII lm RCA-RCA Interconnect S/H
Siltech SQ58G3 2x4m Balanced Interconnect x-demo
Spectral MH-330 15tt Interconnect RCA- RCA x-demo
Spectral MH-750 15ft Interconnect RCA-RCA x-demo
Spectral MI350 20 ft Speaker cable x-demo

Hi- F, News, June'04
ATTENTION! NAIM owners:
Equinox is also available with
DIN-DIN & DIN- RCA terminations.

T: 020 8991 9200

Stratus 5power cord £ 129.97
"The Stratus is the best performer
here, and is worth every penny."
What Hi Fi? Group test winner, May '04
*****
C=MIM

E. Info@wireworldaudio.co.uk
www.wireworldaudio.co.uk
WIREOORLD'
CAULL

_e

"The single most important upgrade you can
ever make to any record deck concerns the m( ' tor
drive...nothing can prepare you for the shock of going DC. In a
word, gobsmacking."
COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE
"It's value is nothing short of tremendous." LISTENER MAGAZINE

Tuners lk Tape Decks, Power Supplies
AKG C1000 Condenser Mic S/H
241
ION Systems FMT 1FM Tuners S/H
N/A
Magnum Dynalab FT- RRemote Switcher for FTIO1A/Etude ( New&Boxed)
279
Primare T21 RDS Tuners " BStock"
600

110
175
450

N/A
279

Arcam Alpha II CD Player S/H
Linn Helix Speakers S/H

"The LP12 remains aclassic ... but .. upgrade kits by Origin Live
can bring avast improvement to it's performance"
HI FI NEWS

399

bargains Under £100
79
79

,
Aries Scout & JMW-9
Now available for demonstration
and now keenly priced at £1299

M

idland Audio X-Change
The Old Chapel, Forge Lane, Belbroughton,
Worcestershire DY9 9TD.
Tel: 01562 731100 Fax:01562 730228
e-mail: sales@midlandaudiox-change.co.uk
www.midlandaudiox-change.co.uk
Midland Audio X-change are looking for Audio Research, Krell, Mark Levinson,
Naim Audio , Dcs,Wadia, cash paid call John Roberts

www.hifinews.co. uk

Gold Eclipse interconnect £ 1,299.97
the best interconnect in the World.
162 Litz-coated OCC pure silver,
Microporous Teflon insulation

UNIVERSAL TURNTABLE MOTOR KIT - No one would
blame you for being sceptical of an easy to fit, inexpensive dc motor
upgrade. Especially one that improves on the best of other power
supplies costing over 4times as much or your money back. It is simply
impossible to imagine the level of improvement attained by eliminating
the motor vibration that your stylus amplifies over amillion times!
Our DC motor kit offers vast improvements to all versions of Linn
Lingo / Valhulla, Rega, Systemdeck, Roksan, Rock etc. The kits consist
of adrop in replacement high grade DC motor and off-board 2speed
control box. Why not place your order now? - see web site or phone.
ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: + 44 02380 578877
E-mail: info(doriginlive.com

Standard dc Motor Kit - £199
Advanced dc Motor Kit - £339
Ultra dc Motor Kit - £570
Upgrade Transformer - £175
Upgrade DC 200 motor - £109 with

kit

Hi-FiNews

www.originlive.com
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buy@hi-fishop.corn
(ie % ?.

The new on-line source for
New, Ex-demo & Used Hi-fi
art audio

audio philosophy

custom design
gryphon audio
1.,.curgee
lyra
michell engineering
origin live
pathos
proac
simon yorke
sme
stax

uk next
day delivery

unison research
zingali
UK (per box)
Next Day Delive:
Before Noon: fl
Saturday Morning: £22

all major
credit cards

EU
.£30+.£0.75 per kg, 2-3 days
Export
$83+$3 / lb, 3-5 days
Insurance
1% premium on value
All used equipment guaranteed for
six months. New and ex-dem two
years.

free cred .
available

VISA "Pas.

Next Day Delivery, no phantom
products, no fronting, no greyimports, graded or "B" products.

AAAERICAN
EXPRE

hi-fi
shop

Our product portfolio:

can collect
your hi-fi

selki)hi-fishop.corn

r
=MO

The List (June 04) - SUMMER SALE
Please visit www.hi-fishop.com for acomplete up-to-date list. You can also
receive our special offers list for free by email, weekly
47 Laboratories Gaincard Amplifier
Art Skibo (cherry)
Art Skibo Stands
Art Expression 2-way inc stand
Art Expression 3-way inc stand
Audio Physic Virgo 3 (cherry)
Audio Research LS2B Pre-amplifier
Audio Research \
moo mk II Power Amp
Arcam Alpha 9SE CD Player
ATC SCM-12 Speakers (cherry)
AVI S2000MC CD Player
AVI S2000MP Pre-amplifier
AVI S2000MM Monoblock (pair)
AV1Positron Floorstanding Speakers
Cura CA21 Loudspeakers
Dali Evidence 470
Denon POA-6600 Monoblock Pair
Gryphon Callisto 2100 Int Amp
Gryphon XT Pre -amp
Kharma Ceramique 1.2 Ref Monitor
Linn Keilidh Speakers (walnut)
Manley M35 Monoblocks (pair)
Mark Levinson 31.5 CD Transport
Mark Levinson 360S Dac
Mark Levinson 334 Power Amp
Mark Levinson 32 Ref Pre (inc phono)
Micromega Duo CD Transport & Pro Dac
Mission 751 inc stands
Mission 753 Speakers (black)
Musical Fidelity A1000 Int Amp
Musical Fidelity A3 CR Pre-amp
Musical Fidelity A3 CR Power Amp
Myryad120 CD Player
Myryad T40 Integrated Amp
Myryad T60 Power Amp
Obelisk Audiio Designs - Olibasi (5shelf)
Ortofon MC25FL
Parasound C2 AV Processor
Parasound A52 5x125wpc /230 wpc
PMC FB1 Speakers (4mntlis old)
Primare SPA20 Digital Controller Amp
Primare V25 OVO Player
Proac Response 2inc stands
Proac Response 3.5 (birds eye maple)
Proac Future 2 (walnut)
Red Rose R3 Speakers (maple)
Revel Wilma Studio (rosewood/piano black)
Shanling SP-80 Monoblock Pair
Sugden Audition C Int Amp
Sugden A21a inc phono stage
Sumiko Bluepoint Special (sealed boxes)
Tannoy D700 Speakers
Tara Labs RSC Air3 XLR 1m pair
Unison Research Absolute 845 Int

s/h
s/h
exd
exd
exd
s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h
exd
s/h
s/h
exd
exd
exd
s/h
s/h
s/h
sA-1
s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h
exd
s/h
new
new
s/h
exd
exd
s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h
exd
exd
s/h
s/h
new
s/h
s/h
s/h

MRP
£2,950
£795
£300
£3,995
£7,990
£4,000
£3,249
£11,982
£860
£995
£1,200
£1,180
£1,600
£1,000
£1,300
£700
£1,900
£3,800
£4,500
£16,500
£tbc
£1,995
£9,995
£7,495
£5,995
£18,444
£3,099
£tbc
£795
£1,500
£995
£995
£595
£400
£300
£1,300
£300
£3,500
£1,750
£1,410
£2,500
£1,000
£1,700
£4,750
£10,575
£3,500
£9,995
£2,000
£850
£1,049
£279
£2,400
£380
£22,500

Offer
£1,450
£475
£245
£2,200
£3,990
£2,2£975
£7,500
£320
£595
£480
£470
£700
£550
£575
£425
£850
£2,495
£7,995
£300
£995
£5,995
£2,995
£11,995
£1,195
£tbc
£295
r_u50
£595
£595
£50
£170
£750
£150
£2,995
£1,550
£900
£750
£800
£1,995
£5,995
£5,500
£1,550
£465
£695
£199
£195
£8,950

Call 0141 333 9700 or visit www.hi-fishop.com

The Hi-fi Shop Ltd is owned and operated by The Audio Salon Ltd.
4Park Circus, Glasgow, G3 6AX. Reg office and showroom.

BRIGHTON HIFI EXCHANGE

wwwilektropacksico•uk

Not enou h RGB Scart sockets on

www.hifiguy.co.uk
01424 201157 OR 07734 436180
• We are the south coasts leading

sway RGB Auto
Scarf Controller Trilogy if99

stockists of quality used and ex dem

our TV

2 way. 3way 5 way A
,L1 ,,,at.,. R,.3E
1
Scart control switches. The Trilogy
range give perfect loss free switching of
any AV signal - DVD, Digibox, SKY, Game
console, etc. Trilogy 1has additional
feature of recording one signal whilst
viewing another
Videosender oAudio
output connections.
3way RGB Auto
Trilogy 2 £59

zway RGB Auto
Trilogy 3 f39

Watch and Control Satellite or VCR round your house
No wiring - send DVD, SAT, Video, etc. to any room
in your house. New improved version gives crystal
clear picture and sound and also lets you control
your equipment remotely with your existing
remotes. Easy plug and play version. Cables inc.

HIFI equipment.
• We will travel anywhere in the
country to pickup or deliver equipment

Videosender system
VSplus £54-95
Extra receivers £30

S-Video signal from your Digibox or DVD

• We update our website everyday

t,oin C.Piú u, LhyInox to
high quality S video signal. Ideal for routing thrui
Surround amps. or connecting to Projectors, etc.
Also available - Component to RGB converter,
D,ptal to Analogue converters. etc

with used and xdem equipment

RGB to 5- Video plus Composite Converter

• We are also agents for the following

RGB-5 fo

Plasma Solutions

products: plus many others.

Connect a scart RGB signal from Digibox or OVO
to the Component IYUVI inputs on any Plasma
screen or High end Surround Amp. Just one of
many Plasma solutions offered by Lektropacks.
Scare RGB to Component Converter
CSV-21o0 £75

Lehtropacks
Unit 6, Metro Industrial Centre,

BAT

St. Johns Road, Isleworth, Middx. TW7 6NJ.
email, inforalektropacks.com

08700
71191 1
-

Call for
FREE
8o page
Catalogue
ioo's of Audio
Video & PC
Solutions

PLINIUS
CLEARAUDIO
£P0A
AUDIO RESEARCH SP10
AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 Mk2
£2,000
KRELL FPB300
£3,750
REFERENCE 3A ROYAL VIRTUOSOs
£2,450
KRELL KSA50 S
£1,400
ATC SPM100A/Ps
£3,500
WESTERN ELECTRIC GOTHAMS
£7,500
MARANTZ CD11LE (clocked)
£850
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2 PRE (AS NEW, BOXED)
£750
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7 PRE (AS NEW, BOXED)
£595
MARTIN LOGAN QUEST Z
£ 1,900
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 120 MONOS
£2,450
AUDIO RESEARCH VT150 MONOS
£4,500
MARK LEVINSON no39
£ 1,800
MARK LEVINSON 331
£2,200
BAT VK60 (poweramp)
£2,220
MARK LEVINSON 360 DAC
£3,200
BAT VK5SE (cd player)
£3,25
MERIDIAN 506 20bit CD
£450
BAT VK5 (cd player)
£2,400
MERIDIAN 551 ( intergrated amp)
£425
MERIDIAN 565V ( multimedia)
£350
BRYSTON 28
£350
PASS LABS ALEPH 4 (poweramp)
£2,200
CHORD SPM600[poweramp
£ 1,200
PASS LABS X600 ( monoblocks)
£7,500
PLINIUS LAD (preamp)
£ 1,500
KLIPSCH HERECY ( light oak)
£550
PASS LABS ALEPH P (preamp)
£1,450
KRELL FPB 700 CX
£8,500
QUAD 11s plus PRE (AS NEW, BOXED)
£600
LUMLEY ST 70 (poweramp)
£ 1,200
QUAD 11 FORTY (pre/monos)
£2,500
MARANTZ SC22/MA22 (pre/monos)
£ 1,000
SPENDOR BC1s ( boxed)
£295
MARANTZ SC22/MA24 (pre/monos)
£ 1,500
WADIA 850 CD
£2,500
MARANTZ CD23 (very rare)
£I,800

JDIO U

£N/A
£5,500
£9,000
£4,400
£3,500
£8,500
£ 14,000
£2,500
£2,500
£ 1,700
£5,500
£7,200
£ 12,000
£5,500
£4,500
£4,450
£7,995
£ 1,200
£4,500
£ 1,000
£n/a
£800
£5,700
£2,250
£ 14,500
£2,950
£ 1,100
£3,500
£ 15,000
£n/a
£2,700
£4,000
£3,000
£n/a
£4,250
£5,500
£4,500

THIS IS A VERY SMALL SELECTION OF OUR USED AND EX DEM STOCK,
FOR MORE UPTO DATE LISTING PLEASE PHONE OR CHECK WEBSITE

Award winning room correction
and digital amplifiers
2 & 4channel room correction systems
10 channel theatre processor & correction system
Digital power & integrated amplifiers

www.tactaudio.co.uk

tel 0870 9 100 100

www.hifiguy.co.uk
www.hifinews.co.uk
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SOUND & VISION
STORAGE
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is somethin
mg
from your system ?
Eve get that feeling that something is
missing from your music, from your system ?
While your music sounds quite nice you know
deep down you are just not getting the most out
of your equipment.
many unhappy
Audiophiles - you are not alone!
Tidy away your collection of CDs, Videos, DVDs >Audio tapes, LPs,
MDs or Talking books into one of our range of lovely cabinets. Styles
from traditional to contemporary, achoice of wood finishes and sizes
to suit the modest and serious collector alike. For abrochure please
phone (24hrs) write or email to

JOHN AUSTIN FURNITURE LTD.
Greatworth Park, Banbury, Oxon 0X17 2HB

Tel: 01295 760017 Fax: 01295 760177
infoejohn-austin-furniture.co.uk
www.john-austin-furniture.co.uk

PATIOS

So what is the mlution ?
To solve the problem you can use avery simple
equation:
nice sound + JPS-labs cables 'musical heaven
lo explain how JPS-labs restores what you are
missing, we can use this equation:
alumijoy metal 4
-signal purity ( nothing added
4
-nothing lost)
Ask yourself this question ...
Why do most 9ealers offer awide range of
cables ? They would most likely argue that each
cable has adifferent sound, so you need to offer
several as certain components will work with
one cable rather than another Why ? Because
these cables are voiced in acertain way !
At the Audio Salon we sell just one range of
cables - JPS-Labs ! Simply because the cables we
sell are not voiced in any way - "lathing added
nothing lost.
Add JPS-Labs cables to your system and
banish that feeling that you are missing
something - forever.

i
he Pathos AcoJstics Classic One is one of the

finest sounding amps Ihave ever heard, of any
era from anywhere..."
Sam Te/hg - Stereophile, Nov 2003

OK'D
UKD Ltd
23 Richirgs Way, Iver, Bucks
Tel: 01753 652669
www.ukd.co.uk
posKukd.co.uk
112
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Interested ? - You should be. Find out more nothing lost!!

power cords, speaker, iniercomnect
digital and video cables

cables that lead the way
www.jpslabs.coni
available in the UK from the Audio Salon
the townhouse, 4park circus, glasgow, g3 6ax, scotland, uk
t0141 333 9700 f0141 333 9097
info@aucliosalon.co.uk www.audiosalon.co.uk
www.hifinews.co.uk
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THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS
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Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-fi and home cinema from Arcarn, Audiogest,
Audio Research, B&W, Castle, Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, DPA, Dynaudio. Jamo, KEF, Krell, Marantz, Martin Logan,
Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, Panasonic, Pioneer, Polk, Pro-Ac, Project, Quad, REL, Rotel, Ruark,
Sennheiser, SME, Sonus Faber, Tag MacLaren, Tannoy, TEAC, Technics, Theta, Thorens, Yamaha, Wharfedale and Wilson Benesch.
A wide range of classic CDs is available at our Birmingham branch.

re
re
H 1-FI
CEDIA

Open Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 - 5.30, late night (not Stourbridge) Thursday till 6.30
INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0% Written details on request.
Licensed Credit Broker.
VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

363 HAGLEY ROAD,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

EDGBASTON,
BIRMINGHAM 617 8DL
TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX 0121 434 3298

SOLIHULL,
WEST MIDLANDS 692 8JL
TEL .0121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

9MARKET STREET,
STOURBRIDGE,
WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB
TEL 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

10 BOLDMERE ROAD,
SUTTON GOLDFIELD.
WEST MIDLANDS, 873 5TD
TEL: 0121 354 2311, FAX: 0121 354 1933

London
MARTIN
LOGAN

del O'Brien M- zee
Est 196.

• ARP • ARCATOIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • BEYER • CABLE lath • CHORD CABLES • CREEK • GRAAF • DENON • DENSER • EPOS • EXPOSURE • FINAL
• GUTWIRE CABLES • GOLOSINO • GRADO • JADIS • JECKLIN • KE • MICHELL • MONRIO • NAD • NAIM • OPERA • ONKYO • PATHOS • PROJECT • OED • BESOS
THOPENS • TRANSPARENT CANER • TRIANGLE • UNISON RESEARCH • WILSON
• SENNHEISER • SME • SONNETEER • BONUS FABER • STANDS MOUE • SUGOEN •

AUD1()ANAIÁK:UF

rum •
Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service
•Repair facilities • 5mies walk Raynes Park BR • 20 wins Waterloo • 5wins from A3 ( Raynes Park 8282 exit) • 25 wins M25 Junc 10
Clearance / Second Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details on request
Audio Analogue Bellini Pre-amplifiers (s/s)

Creek A50iR (ex dem)
Mond') Asty ST (50 Watts ex dem)

£450 £350

Stands Unique Sound Support (silt)

£275 £ 175

NAD 1760 AV amp (ex dem)

£650 £300

Stands Unique CO/OVO Storage (s/h)

£230 £ 175

Onkyo MD2521 Minidisc recorder (ex-dem)

£550 £200 Theta Data 11 CD ( new mech)

Audio Analogue Donizetti Power Amp (s/s)

£595 £450

Audio Analogue Puccini amplifier (ex dem)

£495

Creek CD50 (ex dem)

£699 £549

£399

£550 £425

£2000 £000

WAS NOW
£595 £450

Roksan DPIIDA1

COPLAND

0500 £750

60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTW
Open 9.30-5.30 TuesSat Tel: 020 8946 1528/0331 Web: www.obrienhifi.co.uk E-mail: shop@obrienhifi.com
0% Instant Finance i‘ailable Written details on request

Devon

UK Wide

Audio Destination

www.soundcinergy.co.uk

sound cinergy

MADISOUND PROVIDES SPEAKER
BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY
PARTS AND ADVICE.

Devons Audio Specialists

MI»

1•• •• "WM
1•••
•1••••• »••••W
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1Z1

seas
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• HI-FI • HOME CINEMA • MULTI ROOM
_

Ruark, Totem Acoustics, Tube Technology and many more.
FREE ADVICEIN A RELAXED AND FRIENDLY ATMOSPHERE
•telL FINANCE AVAILABLE.2DEMONSTRATION ROOMS
•CHILDS KAY AREA • OUT OF OURS APPOINTMENTS
•HOME DEMONSTRATION
Tel: o1884 243584 Mon - Sat 9.00 • 5.00pm
MIKE .
1. CAROLINE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU

ilf111
31

326 Bampton Street, Tiverton, Devon EX16 6AH
Website www.audiodestination.co.uk
email info@audiodestination.co.uk

DWILM
ACOUSTIC PANELS

smorel'

/•IL.F2/‘

vtlà

'furless
C

LPd

ÉDOST

k7ON

UK Wide

AVIS NEW LABORATORY SERIES

HIFI CHOICE "EDITORS CHOICE"
"PRODUCT OF THE YEAR
What HiFi 5 star and best buy

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONEN1S INC
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
PO BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S A
Tri WI P:111.113 FAX 508 811•3771
URI

nil

rom

To find out more quickly

www.avihifi.com
TEL:01453 752656

viAw.hif inews.c o.(ik

To advertise in this section
Call

020

Infinity, Linn, Marantz, Mordaunt Short,
NAD, Project, Pure, REL, Roksan, Trichord
37 High Street, Aldridge

01922 457926

linn
na ¡ ml
Cyrus
sugden
rega
krell
audio research
unison research
sonus faber
pathos
b•Som
spendor
jm lab
the audio room
2 george street, hedon, hull, HU12 8JH
tel. 01482 891375
winnov.theaudiaroam.co.uk
open mon sat 9a in -6p rn

UK Wide

scan.speaK
A V INTERNATIONAL LTD

epecoelists mhome enter-moment
AE, Creek, Epos, Exposure, Harmon Kardon,

Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

Fostex
Stockists of: Audia, Audio Physic, Audion, Ayre, Bel Canto, Chapter
Audio, Chord, Clear Audio, Exposure, Living Voice, Monitor Audio,
Moon, Musical Fidelity, Myryad, Nordost, Parasound, Primare, Re),

KRELL

8774 0790

REPAIRS & ADVICE
On High-End & Quality HiFi

SOUTH WEST HI-FI
01752 779933

free carriage nationwide
e-mail: southwesthifi@fsbdial.co.uk
Web: www.southwesthifi.co.uk
Hi-FiNews
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call 0208 774 0790 to advertise

Bucks

Cables

High End Cable
Upgrade your Hi-fi or AV system

N OTEWORTHY

A UDIO

36 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP20 2LH
www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk

with quality new and previously
owned cable from some of the
worlds leading manufacturers.

01296 422 224
Open 9.30 to 5.30 Tuesday to Saturday

Yorkshire
Premier

1u

'Room 2

Dcs Elgar, Purcell & Verdi Transport. Plinius CD Lad &
250 Power, Verity Fiddlo & Sonus Faber Speakers, Siltech
Cables, Ismek Sub Station, RDA Equipment Stands
Audio Acto, Audio Systhisis, Kora Pre & Power, Pink
Triangle CD/Amp, Martin Logan / Audio Physics Speakers,
Aitiei Equipment Stand, Isotek Sub Station PIS

Audio Synthisis - Audio Physics - Audio Acto - Absolute Sounds
DCS - Kora - % Mite: - Siltech - Arcici - BDA - Pink Triangle
Avid Turn:antes - Project - Ortofort - Van den Hull - Mirage
P/'X' weionne

Ifeme rùmortstration

We are 10mins J39 - M1

website for our current stocklist
,Rimanusigrm_
www.highendcable.co.uk

tiza-tlamaultatina

'Room

Call 01775 761880 or visit the

Vinyl

THE DIRECT DISC
VINYL VINYL VINYL
Thousands of records always in stock.
+ afull range of sought after compact discs.
Extensive search service for wanted albums.
Comprehensive 96 page full catalogue
Telephone / Fax 01621 810740

10nins J30 M62

Or visit our website on
www.directdisc.demon.co.uk

Nottingham

Chord Co, Cable Talk, Opera Loudspeakers,
Stax, Teac, and others

THE INNOVATIVE HIFI
HOME CINEMA &
MULTI-ROOM
RETAILER/INSTALLER
SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

3 Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
Krell, Martin -ogan, Theta, Copelted, Audio Research, Meridian Audio

speakers inc Nautilus 800 Series, Sim

Projection,

So-us Tape; OHM, Crimson, Wilson Audio, C.RD.L Epos, Monitor Audio,
Creei, Ii6yryad, Michell, S.M.E, Rotel, >won, 0.1.Products
CHANTRY AUDIO SALE
New
Now
Meridian 556 100 watt power amp, boxed leu dem) £995 £745
Creek CD53 CD Payer, silver, boxed (ex dem) £ 1,200 £900
Krell KAV 3008. nt, boxed
(ex den,) £3,698 £2,295
Myryad MOP OCD.
pre/AV procussa--Silver, boxed (ex dem) £ 1,800 £ 1,350
Sonus lober Cremona Auditors
with dedicatKi stands, fuylly boxed In Maple ;sib) £2,548 £ 1,895
Myryod MDV 3(30 DVD, Silver, boxed
leu dem) £900 £675
Please contact us for a ',ill list of ex-dern equipment.
To see our fu'l up to dote listings go to www.chantryaudio.com
NB. All Ex Dent Owns are as new, unmarked, and boxed and include the
full manufmturm guarantee! Offering aminimum of 2years and up to 5
years, depend.nv upon the product

OUR. TENTY TAIVQ-1
1 YEAR
Friendly and efficient service

0% Finance available

ARCAM 13&W CABLE TALK CAST!.!
HORD CREEK
DENON EPOS LINN MARANTZ NAD \ 111 NEAT PM('
QED RI/GA ROKSAN ROTEL RUARK STANDS UNIQLE
SOUNDSTYLE YAMAHA X 1NTECH tool many otheis

61/63WEBBS ROAD, SW11
website: www.oandlhifi.co.uk

16-18A Eldon Street, Tuxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OLH
Telephone (017771 870372 Facsimile (017771 870437

ioeiityY

indecently good hi-fi

High Sweet. Hampton Wick, Kingston upon Thames.
5mrey KTI 4DA Tel, 020 8943 3530
Open Time - Frl 10.30em - 7.00pm/Set 10em - 13pm

Audio Synthesis
AVI

11111
AUDIO
Atmosphere

this section
Call 020 8774 0790

JULY 2004

Hi-FiNews

1473)

gsp audio
Sennheiser

Thorens
TEAC
von Schweikert

655171
k.co m

Cartridges
Front End Problems?
then contact:

"The Cartridge Man"

Audion
SHUNYATA RESEARC
ZERODUST
ZYX . SEEC
. FURUTE
. HEGE1

It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best - listen to my Koetsu-and-Deccaeater. Also agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock.
E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES

SME
To advertise in

Ipswich

www.sign a I s.0

Staffordshire

Stnckists of: ARC AM • DENSEN • EPOS • LINN • LOEWE
•MICROMEG • \ 1
\1 % IMO • NEAT • REGA • ROTEL
•ROM) • SII ‘ ti \ \ \ • ri t(''Y-\ttI4A & MORE

hi-fl '
for grow

020 7924 2040

FREE PARKING

Surrey

sig

JUICY FRUIT FROM LONDON'S FRESHEST RETAILER

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
INTEREST FREE FINANCE

Suffolk

ORANGES 81 LEMONS

Mail Order Available ***********,
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Basically Sound of Norfolk

www.basicallysound.com

A fresh approach to the World o; Specialist Hi Fi

EASY ACCESS

Tel: (01508) 570829

Denon, Epos, U.K.D., Soundstyle,

London

No ordina-y Hi- Fi Dealer"

MW

nil

Rega, Proac, Neat, PML, Bryston, Final, Naim,

Chantry Audio

full dgitol theatre),

The Old School
School Road, Bracon Ash
là Near Norwich, Norfolk

available at £ 1.50

goixfsection of S/I-tand

Tel : Wakefield 01924 255045 - Colin Grund

linc

Norfolk

Penkridge Staffordshire
01785 711232
stuart@audioatmosphere.com

l
é
m.audioatmosphere.com

NOW AVAILABLE'
plus cartridge re-tipping service
Web Site: listen.to/thecartridgeman

020 8688 6565
www.hifinews.co.uk

eAs.

Hertfordshire

Naim Audio Specialist

Living Voice Loudspeakers
Torn Evans Audio Design
Resolution Audio
Neat Acoustics
Border Patrol
DNM/Reson
Audio Physic
LFD Audio

•
The largest selection of mint, pre-loved
Nairn Audio components on the planet.

the sound práciice,

The Guide

Hi Fi & Home Cinema

Cables & Accessories

— 0800 373467
Quoting code: AN
Exclusive UK retailer for
.11.11

KIMBER KABLE

FREE CATALOGUE

architects of extraordinary
2 channiel audio systems

www. russandrews.com
www.thesoundpractice.com
surgery@thesoundpractice.com
St Albans ( 01727) 893 928

Tel: 01727 893928
www.tomtomaudio.com
tunes

tomtomaudio.com

2u*,

SONUS FABER and KRELL
lumil ara-e opportunity ' ,um!

Wanted

25 Story Street
Hull, HUI 3SA
Tel: 01482 587397

Classic English HiFi Component
or Systems

Audio & Vision

ALSO

Accessories or Literature

Stockists of: NAIM, MERIDIAN, DENSEN,
ONKYO, ROKSAN, NAD, MARANTZ,

KRELL KAV-400x1 £ 2200
S/F CONCERTO GP £1 350
A rare opportunity to purchase a mint
almost new sample of this awardwinning
amplifier at a considerable saving or the
beautiful

UNISON RESEARCH, WHARFEDALE, QUAD,

(al

DYNAUDIO, PROAC, DALI, JMLAB, JAMO

Good -HiFi

0845 644 3340

floorstanding

Sonus

faber

Concedo GP ii walnut.

Tel: Pinewood Music 01460 54322
e-mail: briairiv@mac.com
Mobile: 07860 351113

Gloucester

iiJgluucesler
crnind

and

vision

iiirjüü

dErg'
e

spncialtts

14.•

Home Cinema . Hi -Fi. Multi- room

/MERIDIAN
A .

Full design and installation service
Fine products on demonstration from...
pioneer, roksan, avi, chord, creek, epos,
fujitsu plasma, infinity, jm lab, harman kardon,
marantz, meridian, project, pure, rake, rel, SIM2,
unison research...more
www.gloucesterhifi.co.uk

>11,

v itosicserignAl

Gloucester Hi64 Eastgate St.
Gloucester,
GL1 1QN
T: D1452 38

Mono sounded wonderful until we had stereo.
Now SuperStereo brings out the natural ambience and immediacy
of the sound from your recordings.
Simply add Dynavector's award winning
SuperStereo Adp-2 amplifier/processor to your system for a
more life-like sound from your vinyl & CD's.
The Adp-2 £895 & details direct from:
navector SuperStereo

Tel/fax: ( 01202) 767873 Email: dvnavectoreonetel.net.uk
Web: http:/ffieb.onetel.net.uk—dnavector
www.hifinews.co.uk

Absolute Demo
Oc
Audiogran: ME2- Integrated Amplifier
219.00
Audiogram ME1- Amplifier
99.00
Apogee Mini Grands - Loudspeakers
Audio Research DAC1-20 - DAC
800.00
1999.00
Audio Research VT5O-Valve Amplifier
499.00
California Audio Alpha - DAC
349.00
California Audio DX1-CD Player
£799.00
Coplard CDA2Tt - CD Player HDCD
1149.00
Copland CDA288 - CD Player HDCD
720.00
Coplard CSA301 MKI - Valve Preamplifier
650.00
Copiard CSA303 - Hybrid Preamplifier
099.00
Copland CTA504 - Valve Amplifier
1400 00
Goldmund Mimesis 68 - Amplifier
Jadis Orchestra - CD Player
, £899.00
£1599.00
Krell KAV250P• Preamplifier
taw oo
Krell KSL • Preamplifier
1200.00
Krell CD-DSP-Top loader CD Pia
£949.00
Martin Logan Cinema - Centre channel
Martin Logan Theatre - Centre channel
1499.00
299.00
Martin Logan Prodigy - Electrostatic
PS Audio Ultralink Il - DAC
£989 00
999.00
PS Audio Pele-erice Link - Digital PreaMp
429.00
Sonus Faber Concertino Home Loudspeakers
300.00
Saxe Faber Ceand Piano Hone Loudspeakers
739.00
Theta Digital Dreadnaught 5 ch amp
379.00
Theta Digital Carmen il - CD/DVD Drive
,999.00
Theta Digital David II -CO/OVO Drive
900.00
Wilson Audio CUB - Loudspeakers Silver
•999.00
Wilson Audio CUB II w/stands Black
" 00.00
Wilson Audio Witt II Loudspeakers Black
850.00
Z Systems RD01- Trassparent Digital Egualiaar

no grey imports - all equipment comes
with 1year full warranty

To advertise in this

section Call

020

87711 0790

JULY 2004
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The Market
For sale

Quad 988 vintage finish, bought August

Marantz CD17 £ 350 (£800), Quad II £ 700,

2003, extended warranty, immaculate

Tel: 07909 841805 ( Huddersfield) [ FG14]

£2300, Quattro Fil 4.5m balanced, original

Parasound HCA 2200 Mk II dual- mono

REF 30B subwoofer for sale in good

termination and Nordost box £ 1400, ATC

power amp, massive power supplies, 220

condition 100W RMS, £ 175 ono, Thorens

50AS1 walnut, custom stands £ 3000,

watt/channel £ 775, Audio Spectrum

TD150 Mk 2turntable with base and original

email: S.Hussain@ed.sac.ac.uk Tel: 0131

Hermes transmission line loudspeakers,

arm, no cover good condition £ 75 ono, Tel:

2259002 [ DG17]

rosewood veneer, twin SEAS, bass pro
drivers, down to 20Hz £800, Tel: Hartley

Dave Ritchie on 020 8462 2320

Plinius SA250 Mk IV power amp, class A

evenings/weekends. [ XFOX]

£3000, Plinius 14 phono stage £ 1300, both

01872 262398 ( eves) [ FG14]

Spendor SP1/2E speakers, 2years old,

recommended by Stereophileand HiFi+

ATC SMC100 ASL active speakers, yew,

boxed and in immaculate condition, cherry

Meridian 208 CD pre £ 400 ono, Tel: Marc

immaculate £ 3450, Plinius Odeon 7

finish, will include Something Solid speaker

07801 358102 or 01708 471727 [ EG17]

channel amplifier, immaculate £ 3950,

stands £ 1299 ono. Tel: 020 7432 3873

Cables, as new & boxed: VdH First Ultimate

Gamut D200 stereo amplifier £ 1500, Theta

(day), 020 8951 0676 ( evenings) ( London)

0.6m (£ 114), 0.8m (£ 125), 1.0m (£ 136),

Dreadnaught modular amplifier with 2

[DG171

Red Dawn 0.6m (£ 170), 1.0m (£ 200),

channels, excellent £ 1950, Eclipse TD512

Wilson Audio Watt Puppy system 6, Wilson

Used RD, Quattrofi I, Valhalla, AQ Diamond

single- driver speaker, as new £ 750, VMPS

gloss black, UK spec. £8300, Jeff Rowland

x3, Kimbers, others, Tel: 07960 169644

RM40 Ribbon Hydrid speakers, immaculate

model 2 power amp plus battery power

[DG17]

£2200, Tel: 01159 258581 [ FG2150]

supply, perfect £ 2500, Tel: Ian on 020

Arcam Alpha 9 Series, 3 pieces, integrated

EAR 8L6 £ 1799, Exposure 2010 CD £ 499,

7584 5784 or email:

amp, power amp and HDCD player, world

Denon TU260L II £ 70,Sony ST-S770ES

ianbodill@btopenworld.com [ EG17]

award winning hi-fi, mint, box and manuals,

tuner £80 (£ 300), Lecson DVD 900 £ 80,

Living Control Room Box 6 £ 2500, Living

remote controls, hardly used, upgrade sale

Sony PS2 £ 119, P/ex. demo, mail order free,

Control Video Pad AV £ 500, Living Control

£799 ovno, Tel: 020 8518 6562 or 07866

Tel: Jim 01206 510392 [ FH17]

Display Pad S £ 200, Linn Majik £ 400, 3 x

600038 ( Essex) [ FGFOC]

Arcam FMJ A32 Integrated amplifier

Linn RCU £ 450, Linn Genki £ 400, Linn

Revox B215 & HI cassette decks, the

(current model), silver finish, mint condition,

LK140 £400, Tannoy TD 12 £ 3000, all

ultimate cassette decks, record on BASF

boxed £850, will demonstrate, Tel: Gary

mint condition, Tel: Clive 0118 9724495

Cr0 2 at 120pS for same quality as MiniDisc

01902 742833 ( evenings), 01952 230850
(day), email: gary.w.Anderson@eds.com

[EG17]

and almost CD quality, £ 500 each ovno, Tel:

Sonus Faber Electa Amator loudspeakers,

01344 425200 or email:

Perton, Wolverhampton, West Midlands

adjustable stonewood stands, mint, £ 1495

malcolm@angeltalk.co.uk [ FH171

[FG14]

(£3800 new), Apogee Duetta Signatures,

Naim CDX ( Serial No: 156794) with remote

Naim 135 monoblocks £ 2500, Naim NAC

full- range ribbon speakers, taupe ( beige)

£1250, NAP 250 ( Serial No: 162567)

82 pre-amp £ 1500, Naim Supercap PSU

finish, mint, boxed £ 1595 (£ 5000 new),

£1100, NAC102 with NAPSC PSU £ 750,

£1500, Naim SBL speakers £ 1200 and

Tel: 01449 676335 [ EG17]

Hi-Cap PSU £ 375, all in mint condition,

Micromega Stage 3CD player £ 350, all in

JMlab 905 stand- mounted speakers £ 650

boxed and instructions, also Chord Anthem

mint condition, Tel: 01792 481136 ( day),

obo (£ 1200), Swedish Audio Technology

interconnect ( DIN to DIN type), for more

01792 280711 ( work), 07968 274110

(S.A.T.) Cdf ix £800 (£ 1500) and Amplifix

detail & bass solidity £ 125. Tel: 07789

(mobile), email:

£800 (£ 1500) Tel: 07793 230750 [ EG17]

904529 ( mobile), 0121 358 0459 (

clement.benedict@sihe.ac.uk [ FH17]

Naim NAC 82 £ 1200 Supercap £ 1400

evenings) [ FH171

Meridian 200/203, Linn Wakonda with

NAP140 £ 350, Linn Keilidhs ( cherry) with

Rogers speakers ( pair), LS7 with stand ( bi-

phono, Linn LK100, Linn Keilidh speakers,

stands £400, Naim ' K' boards £ 40, all

wireable) and Technics tuner ST-G7OL ( 3

maghogany finish, bases, flatline twin

boxed with manuals. Tel: 01303 274077

band) £ 170 ono, Tel: 01795 435161

biwired, boxes, manuals, all cables, as new,

(SEKent) EXFOCI

EFG141

genuine sale £ 1600, Portsmouth 02392

Meridian 596 player and DSP5000

Denon AVC-AID (£ 2000) £ 600, Denon

716319/07977288513 [ FG14]

speakers, all with original boxes and manuals

3300 DVD (£ 1000) £ 400. Ecosse Ref MS-

Roksan Caspian tuner in black, as new,

plus 2remote controls, excellent condition

23 SPK cable 2x9ft £ 100. MS- 2.2 1x9ft

boxed, guarantee (£ 680) £ 295, Tel: 020

£3100, Tel: Andy 020 8306 0246 / 07801

£50. Tel: 0141 6462545 after 6pm [ FH17]

8769 4218 [ FH141
Marantz SA1 SACD and CD player, mint and

139584 [ EG17]

Quad ESL- 63 speakers, black, just serviced

TEAC VRDS-20 Class one laser product

by Quad £ 995, Micromega Duo 3.1 high

boxed with all original accessories and

digital balanced output RCA output 50Hz

resolution transport (£ 1800) £ 550,

comprehensive user guide £ 2990, Tel:

22W, optical ST, optical TOS coaxial, same

Audiolab 8000 DAC F' serial no. £ 250, all

01822 854066 [FH17]

clamping system as Wadia CD, remote

mint, boxed, manuals, Tel: 020 8543 8625

Cyrus 2amp/PSX/tuner, all in good condition

control, mint condition, private sale, £ 495,

[FH171

and working order, below average use £ 400

contact Leslie, Tel: 07831 367766 [ EG17]

ATC SCM20A Pro active monitors with

ono, Tel: Derek Vivian 020 8763 1717 ( day)

Sonus Faber Amati Homage speakers

cases, light domestic use £ 1750, ATC CA2

[FG14]

including granite plinths, £8600, Magnum

pre-amp with phono board £ 600, Tel:

Nairn CDS2-XPS CD, boxed, instructions,

Dynalab MD90 analogue tuner £ 750, Krell

01234 824682 ( Bedford) [ FH17]

excellent sound £ 3000 ( new £ 6000),

FPB600C amplifier, £ 8900. Krell KCT pre-

Arcam A65+ Nov'02 £ 200 (£ 370), Arcam

Audiolab 8000Q pre- 8000MX ( x2)

amp, £ 7500, Wadia 27ix DAC + Wadia 270

Alpha 8P £ 130 (£ 270), Mission 733i £ 150

excellent sound £ 1050, both no offers, Tel:

Transport, £ 11,900. Tel: 07860 620921

(£330), Denon PMA255 £ 70, Sony CDPXE

01623 740872 mobile: 07816 063648

[EG17]

300 £ 50, all c/w manuals and boxes, Tel:

[FH171

Revox B77 stereo open- reel tape recorder,

07801 468437 ( Surrey) EFG141

Harbeth Monitor 40 speakers, stands,

superb condition throughout: has just been

Chord LS5/12A, piano black, BBC monitor

fabulous eucalyptus finish, classic full- range

fully serviced! Detailed photos available or

£1150 (£ 1938) boxed, Audio Note Ote

monitors, stunningly natural, very reluctant

can demonstrate. £495 ono. Tel. 07813

Phono SE integrated amplifier with all

sale, due only to smaller house £ 1795

960156 email: ob.mmOvirgin.net [ EG17]

Mullard valves £800 (£ 1500) boxed,

(£4000), Magnum Dynalab Etude FM tuner
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HiFi News, May 1964 to December 2000,

£695 (£ 1300), Earmax valve headphone

perfect, 3years transferable warranty,

amp £ 175, all immaculate and must sell,

legendary sound and quality, £ 1675

The Gramophone June 1968 to December

Tel: Mike 07709 232412 [ FH14]

(£3150), Theta Gen-VDAC, amilestone,

2000, Tel: 01205 460939 ( Lincs) [ F181

Talon Raven 2002 floorstanding speakers,

fully balanced, mint £ 1175 (£ 5000), Tel:

Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 3D CD player & M1

black, in mint condition (£ 6500), bargain

020 8661 5329, email:

integrated amp, £ 2000 each, Townshend

£3000, Tel: 020 8674 2211 [ FG14]

zhuo_deng@hotmail.com [ FH17]

super-tweeters in chrome finish and 3-shelf

Well Tempered Signature turntable, one of

Conrad-Johnson, legendary amplifiers.

Seismic Sink stand £ 400 each, Kimber Bi -

29 made, original owner and upgraded by

Premier 8A monoblocks, GE valves, £ 7850

Focal XL speaker cable 2.5m £800, Moth

Well Tempered with spares, phone for full

(£17000), Premier 7dual- mono pre- amp,

Pure Power £ 300 — all mint condition, Tel:

details £ 4000 ($ 19,000), Dynavector 505

wonderful, phono stage, £ 2795 (£ 11000),

Steve 07813 788420. [ GJ131

arm, boxed £800, VdH Grasshopper Ill GLA,

all immaculate, Cardas Golden Cross

Wadia 301 CD, mint, boxed, only 10hrs use,

little use £ 1100, Tel: 07786 738 891

interconnects/power cords, Shun Mook

aluminium finish £ 2500 ono, Quad 33/303,

[G1150]

platforms, Quadraspire racks, must sell. Tel:

gold connectors phono caps, Quad upgrade

Croft Charisma Xvalve pre-amp, beautiful

Mike 07709 232412 [ FH141

and service leads £ 340 ono, Tel: 01777

warm, rich sound, wood finish, very good

Conrad- Johnson EFI phono stage,

708673 [ G8]

condition £850 ono Tel: 020 7602 9614

Stereophile class A, rated ( Vol.19 No.10)

Musical Fidelity X- A2 £ 350, Tel: 01932

(London) or email: deserra@dircon.co.uk

switchable gain ( 40-46-52dB) and input

[FG141
Siltech 88b G3 interconnect, 1metre pair.

load impedance ( 47k ohm-200 ohm) mint,

866930 [ GH141
ProAc Reference 1.5 speakers in yew wood,

manual, £ 2000 when new, £ 995 ono inc

cost £ 1800, asking £ 950, ProAc Centre

£650. Tel: 020 8674 2211 [ FG14]

p+p, Tel: 028944 790053 EFG141

speaker CC 1in yew wood, cost £ 600, asking

Pair 2A3 mono valve amps, commissioned to

LS3/5A BBC monitors in teak, excellent

£350, 2ProAc ER ONE Subs cost £ 1100
each, asking £ 650 each, Parasound 2205

replace unreliable 2nd audio's, hard-wired

condition, one owner from new, very light

superior build, heavier chassis, quiet,

use, original box, includes sturdy 24in

high-current power amp, 5x220 watt, cost

reliable, dynamic, open, new 8x2A3 Sovtek

Atacama stands £475, Tel: 01752 402273

£3000, asking £ 1500, all items boxed and

valves, superb with Living Voice speakers,

[G8]
Meridian 557 power amp, 200W/ch, under

as new, Tel: 020 8529 0863 or 07876

etc, will demo, photos available £ 750 ono,
Tel: Gary 01242 ( Cheltenham) 236981,

warranty until October 2004, mint, hardly

530078 [ GFOCI
Linn LK1 pre-amp, m-m/m-c compatible

mobile 07715 608897 [ FG141

used. £895, Tel: 01993 883523, email:

and Dirac transformer to run with LK1 £ 230.

Pass Labs X2.5 pre-amp, made in 2004,

ggi@bodley.ox.ac.uk [ H8]

Tel: 07946 319276 [ GH141

Classifieds may be submitted by email. Send entries to: hi-fi ads@ipcmedia.com. For your security, do not include acredit card number
in any email. Please call our reader ad department on 020 8774 0631 with your credit card details.

Hi-Fi\ews

Private ad order form:
do not phone in ads

Rates: £ 8 ( inc VAT) per 30-word insertion for one Issue. For two months £ 14; three months £ 17. Additional words 50p each. Box numbers £ 3extra.
Note: telephone or product reference numbers count as one word ( eg, Pioneer A400 = two words)
PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

Please publish the abme advertisement for

insertions under the heading:

FOR SALE 1 WANTED 1
Box number required

lyes

1 no

Cheque/postal order enclosed for

Name
( pounds sterl ing) made payable to

IPC Media er please charge my Accessa/Diners/Antex .

Cud Number

Address

Daytime telephone number
Expires (date)

Signature

*Please i
ndicate which
IN No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions
In We are not responsible for clerical errors

www.hifinews.co.uk

Date of sending _

Send fo: Classified Ads, Hi Fi News, ( PC Media, Focus House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA.
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Marantz CD12 plus DAC DA12, mint boxed,

Naim 01 tuner, Naim CDX CD, price £ 2000,

and £ 200 worth of spare valves £ 650, Tel:

£995, 67 Lyrita LPs, all mint £ 670, Pure

condition mint, with boxes, will accept

01483 855603

hardwire 12 way distribution block £ 79,

reasonable offer. Tel: 01473 614948

Stax SR 007 Omega II and SRM-007t

Quad ESL- 63 pair with cartons £ 795, Tel:

[GJ17]

vacuum driver unit, 4months old, as new,

02392 453382 [ G8]

Unison Research Unico,critically acclaimed

£1800, Tel: 020 8658

Exposure 7and 8pre and power amps,

hybrid integrated amplifier £ 540, NAD

Lexicon MC1, 8- channel processor, superb

recently serviced £ 450, Tel: 020 8340

CD520 budget CD player £ 70, both mint

DAC, as good as MC8 £ 1500 (£ 5000), BAT

1574 [ G8]

condition, Tel: Alan 01384 396909 ( West

VK60 balanced, valves wioth guts, awesome

Sonus Faber Amator Mk 1ironwood stands,

Midlands) [ GH14]

looks, performance £ 1600 (£4500),

excellent classic £ 1650, What else can I

Linn LP12, latest Lingo PS, piano black

Spectral DMC-10 pre-amp, pne of the best

say? Kevin 01245 251235 also Tannoy

plinth special Linn order, Cirkus mod,

phono stages Ihave heard £ 550, McIntosh

Canterbury 15HE cherry, as new, awesome,

baseboard, Cetech carbon fibre chassis,

MC2500 500W/ch one channel works,

6.5k [ G8]

Ekos 2tonearm Incognito rewired,

offers, Bose 901V £ 400, Tel: 01706

Sonus Faber Signums, iron wood stands,

Anniversary Ringmat and Statmat, must be

524399, mobile: 07764 408756

mint (£ 1700) £ 600, Pink Triangle Cardinal

best LP12 out there, stunning, photos

Ruark Sabre, stands, boxed £ 150, NAD 402

transport, mint (£ 1445) £ 250, Kimber

available, can demo, £ 1750 ono, Tel: Gary

tuner £ 60, Nytech CTA 252XD tuner amp

Illuminations D60 digital interconnect

on 01242 236981 ( Cheltenham) EGH241

£80, Pioneer PL12D record deck £ 35,

(£240) £80, Pioneer DV717 DVD player,

Musical Fidelity X- Ray CD player £ 400, REL

Armstrong 521 amp £ 20, I
ncatech

mint battleship build (£ 540) £ 185, Phone

Q150 sub £ 250, Myryad M1120 integrated

Claymore amp £ 125, B&O 2000 Centre

07931 277020/01709 380764 after 6pm.

amplifier and MA120 matching power amp

£100, Eagle 2008 FM tuner £ 20 boxed, 80

Helius Chameleon speakers, walnut finish,

(120W/ch) £ 540, 3-tier marble reference

classical CDs £ 70, Leak Stereo 20 £ 150,

model HC1000, including dedicated

stand £ 150 (£ 530), Mission Reference 753

CDi £ 750, Tel: 01722 334694

speaker stands £ 275 ono, Tel: 01304

speakers £ 380 (£ 1480), Target 4-tier stand

823121 ask for Roger. [ G8]

£40, Rogers DB101 speakers £80, all

Naim NAC82 £ 1050, NAP250 £ 850, Hicap

excellent, Tel: Mark 020 8468 7462 or

£325, SBL with uprated bass speakers

07775 875325 [ GJ35]

£700, Roksan Attessa ATTDP2P Mk II CD

Avantgrade Uno horn speakers £4500,

player £ 625, plus hi-fi furniture stands and

Sonus Faber Cremona speakers £ 3500,

cables, Tel: 01904 490796 or email:

Aloia PST11.01i pre, Aloia 15.01i power

bmanley@onetel.netuk [ G8]

amp 60+60 watt £ 1800, EAR V20

be vgc, Tel: 02476 395228 or 02476

Linn Akiva cartridge, purchased May 2003,

integrated amplifier £ 1700, Tel: 020 8531

348894 EFG141
The Head M-CTransformer, Rose RP23 valve

Wanted
Denon POA 4400A power amplifiers, must

mint condition £ 1100. Tel: 020 8340 1574

5979 or 07903 265205 [ GJ171

[G8]

Musical Fidelity X- P100 pre-amp, X-AS100

pre-amp, please phone 01903 247779

McIntosh MA6500 integrated transistor amp

power, X- Ray CD, £ 350 each, Living Voice

(Sussex) [ FG14]

120 watt 2.5 years old, classy sound, lots of

Auditorium speakers £ 750, Audiolab 8000T

Disc and tape adapter boards wanted for

presence and finesse, pristine condition

tuner £ 150, all excellent, boxed, manuals,

Quad 33 pre- amp. Tel: 02380 446455 [ G8]

£1750 Tel: 01707 896760 ( Herts) G8]

Tel: 02380 611519 or 01962 764839 days

Audio Research VT- 100-11 £ 2700, Audio

(Hampshire) EGH141

Research VT- 60 £ 1100, Oracle Delphi

Spectral DMA90 £ 2700, DMC12 pre

RB300 £800, MFMX pre- amp £475, SME

£2600, Spectral MIT 750 8ft unused £ 600,

3012-R ESL- 57 stands £ 700, Magnum MP-

MIT 330; lm new £ 220, 2xlm £ 180 each,

Trade

330 pre-amp A-200 power amp £ 1600, Tel

1.5m £ 220, all boxed, purchased complete:

Amazing cables! Solid silver interconnects

0117 9556555/07979 514450. [ GH14]

£5750, Tel 07786 738 891 [ G8]

from £ 110, with air/Teflon insulation and

dCS Elgar/Purcell £4500, Krell KPS20iL

Audio Research LS25 Mk II £ 4000, SPII Mk

WBT plugs.

DAC/transport £ 2500, all boxed, can demo

2 £ 2000, Michell Orbe SE £ 1000, Koetsu

cables from £ 250. Fantastic performance,

with Rowland amps/Dunlavy SCVls, superby

Red Signature 900 hrs £ 500, Origin Live

refund guarantee. 0115.982.5772 after

sound but going multichannel, Tel: 01243

Silver £ 500, Kimber 8TC 8ft bi-wire £ 120,

7pm, email: bob@skydivers.co.uk [ EG17]

584728 ( West Sussex) EGJ171

Tel: 07973 793892 email:

Revox B77 parts and service offered. New &

Croft Vitale pre, Unity gain, £ 200 little use,

stephen@dbn.co.uk

selected used parts available. Very

Bright Star isolation boxes, 90cm x40cm x

KEF Reference 104/2 speakers, rosewood,

competitive service rates. Located in Bristol

12cm originally for Jadis 500s, 2xnew

good condition, buyer collects £460, Tel:

and Southampton areas but can also arrange

£250 each, 2x £ 210 each, supply your own

020 8657 7141 ( evenings 6pm-lOpm)

courier. Tel: 07813 960156, email:

sand! BCD equipment table £ 600, Tel

Croydon, Surrey

ob.mm@virgin.net [ EG17]

07786 738 891 [ G11501

JBL TI500 speakers, black £ 1400 (£4000

B&W CDM 1NT cherry speakers, as new,

new), Bryston 4B- ST amp, black £ 1000,

boxed, with quality cables £495, Apollo

Bryston BP- 20 pre- amp, black £ 500, Tel:

Mezzo rack as new £ 95, Tel: 07932 577228

07773 788317 London

[GH14]

Perpetual Technologies P- 3A DAC £ 390

Solid silver/Teflon speaker

Record Fairs

Mark Levinson 390s, perfect condition,

(£799), Musical Fidelity A370 class Apower

boxed with manuals £4500 or near offer, Tel:

amplifier £890 (£ 2500), Kimber KCAG

01803 293805 EGJ171

balanced £ 90 (£ 253), complete sets of

6th June. ULU Student Union, Malet St,

Quad ESL- 63 black, new panels over £ 1000

Audio Research and DNM cables, Tel:

Tottenham Court Road, London. 10a -4pm.

Vinyl collectors Fair. CDs banned. Sunday

spent, factory fitted receipts, excellent

07973 220663 ( Leicestershire)

Rock, Psychedelia, blues, folk, progressive,

condition, one owner from new £ 900, Tel:

Quad II amplifiers, no m odifications, no

jazz, soundtracks, new country, reggae, soul,

07836 739271. [ GJ17]

repainting, original GEC KT66 valves, very

indie etc. Tel: 020 7831 8577.

Naim 250 amp, Naim 72, Naim Hi-cap,

good condition, complete with handbooks

www.tvfairs.co.uk [ G17]
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tHiFi Exchange - Mail us your requirements Now"
11`,›
frt.
HI-FI

K7r E Ft

Li A

Choice
youchoose
The Choice HiFi Exchange- the fastest
way to find or sell your equipment.
Mail us your requirements and you
will be added to our huge and ever
growing data base where adaily
search seeks to match the wants and
sale ;terns. Get regular mailings of
latest hot deals and new in items.
Because we act as middle men you
buy with confidence and the the
Choice Hifi guarantee.

Y ourchoice
• Acoustic Energy
• Advantage
• ATC
• Audible Illusions
• Audio Physic
• B.A.T
• Boulder
• Bryston
• Cary
• C.A.T.
• Chord
• Clear Audio
• Denon
• DNM
• Egglaston Works
• Efectrograph Delphi
• Gamut
• Genelec
• Gryphon
• Graham
• Imerge
• j M Lab
• Krell
• Lexicon
• Linn
• Loewe
• Lutron
• Lyra
Mark Levinson
Michell Eng.
Musical Fidelity
Naim
NEC
Nordost
Oracle
Ortofon
Plinius
P.M. C.
Primare
Project
Quadraspire
REL
Rockport
Roksan
Rotel
Ruark
Shahinian
SIM2
SME
Straight Wire
Sugden
Tara Labs
Teat
Totem
Transfiguration
Tri chord
Trilogy
Van den Hul
VPI
Wilson Audio
Wilson Research
YBA

INSTALL

L2,995.00
£395.00
[395.00
£195.00
£195.00

£14.500.00
£995.00
£895.00
L £430.00

thismonth

POWER AMPLIFIERS
Krell Showcase 5
Tesserac TAM 60 Monoblocks
MF NuVista 300 Power Amp
Muse Model 300 Monoblocks
PRE AMPLIFIERS
Tesserac Tala Pre
LOUDSPEAKERS
JM Lab Nova Utopia
JM Lab Diva Utopia BE Signature Finish
JM Lab Micro BE Utopia + Stand
JM Lab Alto Utopia BE
CD PLAYERS 8. DACS/ DVD PLAYERS
Mark Levinson 390S
Acuphase DP67
Audia Flight CD I
TURNTABLES, ANALOGUE,VARIOUS
Nottingham Analogue The Analogue 12" arm and deck
Oxford Crystal Reference/ Air Tangent
AV COMPONENTS
Primare A30.3
Primare A30.5
Parasound C2 ( Halo)
Parasound C 1 ( Halo)
NAD
Maranta
PLASMA PROJECTORS
In Focus 5700
In Focus 7200
SIM 2Domino 20

F'

MULTIROOM

saleitems

ClaraVox Magnifica ( Final Offe,)
McCormak Line Drive
Audio Refinement Pm 5
Quad 33/ 303
Rogers LS55 • ,
Reduced this month

NI e N.",

HOME
CINEMA

Nne e r-

£3,995.00
£2,750.00
£2,200.00
£2,495.00

L4,995.00
£.000.00
0.300.00
£4,500.00

£495.00

L1,195.00

ASK
ASK
ASK
ASK

01,500.00
L7.600.00
£4.400.00
L9.999.00

£4,500.00
£3,795.00
ASK

£6.500.00
£4,400.00
£4.500.00

£4,495.00
£3,995.00

L8.000.00
L -

ASK
ASK
ASK
ASK
ASK
ASK

£1,300.00
£1.700.00
£3.500.00
£5.500.00

ASK
SPECIAL
ASK

£,000.00
£6,000.00
L3.750.00

amplifier S

MF Trivista 300 Int
£2,700.00
Plinius SA 250 mk IV
£2,995.00
[Offers
Unison Research SMART 845 Monoblocks
ART VT60
£995.00
£895.00
Orelle SA100 evo
Krell FPB 250m Monoblocks
[4,995.00
(On Dew
Gamut 0200 mk II " Hi Fi Choice Product of the Year"
£3,990.00
Melos 402 Gold Tiode Plus Monoblocks 400wpc
Krell FPB 600
£5,995.00
£1,895.00
Bryston 4BSST
Conrad Johnson Premier 140 SA
£5,250.00
Krell KSA BOB
£1,395.00
Krell KSA 250
£2,250.00
Mark Levinson 383 Integrated
£4,950.00
Naim Nuit 3
£375.00
£4,500.00
Cary 805 C Monoblocks new
£2,895.00
Bel Canto Evo 4
£995.00
Cary SLA 70 mk II Silver
Conrad Johnson MF2500
£2,795.00
[4995.00.
YEA Passion Monoblocks
(On Dent
Audio Flight 100
Audia Flight One Integrated
(On Dem
Linn Klima> 500 Solo (
4)
£3995.00 each
Musical Fidelity NuVista 300
£2,695.00
£2,495.00
Boulder 500 AE
£I,395.00
ES Lab DX- S4
[1,795.00
Krell KAV 250A
Roksan Caspian Integrated
(On Dew
(On Dents
Roksan Caspian Power
Krell FPB 700cx
LI 1,995.00
(On Dent
ES. Lab DX- S8
Plinius 821X1P
(On Dew
Plinius SA 102 new
ASK
(On Dent
Bryston 4BSST
Jadis Defy 7mk Ill
[2,750.00
Linn Bass Active Card
£69.00
Krell MDA 300
£4,995.00
Linn Klassik CD/Amp silver
£895.00
Boulder 1060 Power -new (On Dent
£1,350.00
Prirnare 30.1 mk 11 Integrated
YEA Passion Stereo mw"
L3,995.00
Plinius 250 ink IV
ASK

Pr e

amplifiers

Audio Research LS25 mk 11
Unison Research Mystery One Pre
Audio Research LS7
Mark Levinson 380 S
Krell KRC HR
Audio Research LS2
Boulder LSAE Pre Amp
Klein 7LX 3.58
Audio Research LS3
Cary SLP98L Remote Pre x-dern
Conrad Johnson PVI 4L
Audio Flight Pre
Musical Fidelity NuVista
YEA 2a Line
Tom Evans The Vibe Pre
Chord DSC 1600E (dadpre)
Boulder 1012 ( pre amp/ 24.96 dad Phono)
'(BA Passion Pre ( inc Phono)
Boulder 2010 Pre
Plinius I
6L
CAT, ultimate reference Pre Amp Inc/Phono " new"

CZ, us

L L6,350.00
L2.395.00
L1.200.00
£10,000.00
£3.990.00
£9.000.00
£12.000.00
L2.350.00
(7.000.00
C3.600.00
L6.500.00
£6.000.00
£608.00
£8.250.00
£3.895.00
L2.250.00
L4.000.00
C9.500.00
C6.500.00
£4.500.0C
L6,000.00
L3.300.00
L5,500.00
C2,000.00
£3.650.00
£895.00
C645.00
L15.000.00
L2.995.00
L1,550.00
L3.750.00
C2,350.00
L6,000.03
£120.00
L12.000.00
L1,030.00
L16.500.00
£1,500.00
L5,995.00
L6,350.00

y

£3,995.00
[1,599.00
£695.00
£4,495.00
£2,750.00
£1,395.00
£1,750.00
£2,900.00
£795.00
£1,295.00
£1,650.00
(On Dem
£995.00
£1,295.00
ASK
£3,250.00
(On Drier
£3,995.00
LPOA
(On De t/1
ASK

¿5,995,00
C L1.750.00
L6,995.00
L6.949.00
£3.300.00
L3,500.00
£5.400.00
£1.997.00
£2.794.00
£2,250.00
£4,500.00
£1.200.00
£I.995.00
£2,700.00
L6.500.00
£13.000.00
L5.595.00
L30.000.00
L3.200 00
£7,350 00

speakers

Wilson Benesch Act 2 ( Iupgrade)
REL Stentor III
ART Audio Stilleto
Sonus Faber Electa Arnator II ( no stds)
Revel Studio

020

020

Open from

£4,995.00
LI,795.00
L695.00
£1,695.00
Coming Soon

8392
8392

L9.000.00
L2,500.00
£900.00
L

BUY/SELL

Revel Salon
Linn Kielihds (+ Active Cards)
Talon Chorus X mk 11 ( Upgrade)
Wilson ACT 2 ( Upgrade)
JM Lab Sib 8 Cub ( 5.1 spk sys)
JM Lab Micro Utopia BE
JM Lab Mezzo Utopia
Audio Physic Avanti
Wilson Audio System 5.1
Avante Garde Trio
JM Lab Nova Utopia
Revel Ultima Studio
ATC SCM 10 Passive Black
Wilson Witt mk 1
JM Lab Utopia
Reference 3A
Audio Physic Spark
Talon Kite Centre 8 Bracket
Aerial Acoustic SWI2 Sub Woofer. Map ,e/remote
Mirage M3 si
Linn Kabers ( Active)
bel Q 200 E
bel Q 150 E
Audio Physic Luna Sub ( wood)
Audio Physic Yana
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
Vienna Acoustics Mozart
Vienna Acoustics
Cabasse io 5.1
Blue Room Minipod (White)
Blue Room Minipod + Sub ( Blue)
Blue Room Minipod Sub
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
Audio Physic Virgo Ill new
Audio Physic Tempo Ill new

CE)FDIkayee - s.

Coming Soon
£95.00
0,495.00
(4,995.00
(695.00
ASK
0,000.00
(4,995.00
(6,995.00
0,995.00
ASK
0,495.00
(495.00
0,750.00
0,995.00
(1,750.00
(1,150.00
095.00
(2,995.00
£1,595.00
095.00
(On Dern
(On Dew
(On Dew
(Ott Deter
ASK
ASK
ASK
ASK
£225.00
[625.00
[415.00
(On D4.111
ASK
(On Dem

b Ie.s-

£895.00
£1,695.00
L3,995.00
£1,195.00
ASK
£4,000.00
[1,795.00
£1,395.00
£1,995.00
£2,795.00
[995.00
L3,750.00
[3,995.00
£2,750.00
£495.00
(On Dent
[7,995.00
(On Dent
(On Dent
[595.00
(Cin Dent
L295.00
£3,995.00
L1 , 695 . 00
(On Dent
£750.00
£750.00
¿On Dem
(On Dent
LPOA
£1,995.00
(On Dew

L17.000.00
L21.500.00
L13.000.00
L1,100.00
£9,000.00
£18.000.00
L2.250.00
£1,795.00
L1.750.00
L5.200.00
£4,100.00

£2.500.00

L650.00
L500.00
£1.799.00
£999.00

£6.000.00

L1,700.00
0.500.00
£2.170.00
£98.99
L749.00
L468.99
£750.00
L4.000.00
L2.000.00

L1.200.00
£5.000.00
£7.500.00
L 0.950.00
L9.900.00

c4.00oto

£2,200.00
L2.890.00
£8,000.00
0,500.00
L9.000.00
L9.600.00
L6.500.00
£I.295.00
L6.500.00
£12.000.00
L6.500.00
L12,00000
L1.500.00
L995.00
£500.00
L5.500.00
L3.250.00
L2.200.00
L1.600.00
Lleoo.00
L4,500.00
L1.000.00
£24,000.00
L4.000.®
(1,195.00

eeanaloque

Fanfare FT ITuner
Tara Labs 10m Bal The 2Interconnect
Tara Labs Monoblock FGS
Tara Labs The 2Speaker Cable 4ft
Roksan Xerxes 10/DSI.5/ Anemia) Jubilee
Ortofon Jubilee
Roksan Caspian Phono se
SME 20/2A
Roksan TMS2/ Anemia
Michell Orbe/VC/ RB300
Project RPM 6,, ew Project RPM9/ arm
VP1TNT mk IV/ Rockport 6000/ Flywheel/VP1 Stand/
Clearauudio Accurate/ Pump etc. " new"
Roksan Radius 5 ( Acrylic)/ Mima arm -new
Lorricraft record cleaning machine
Earrnax Pro
SME 30/2 A " new"
Moth Record Cleaning ink
Project RPM4/ Ortofon 510 " new -.
Ortofon Rohmann
Ortofon Kontrapunkt a/b "new"
Michell Gyro SE/ RB300 " new"
Audio Synthesis Phono Eq rnrn/rric
SME Series VArm " new"
Pink Triangle PT Ext psu
Plinius 14 Phono " new"
Nackamichi DR 3
Torn Evans The Groove " new"
Clear Audio Reference Mc phono stage X- demo
Clear Audio Symphony phono stage X-demo MM/MC

[595.00
£2,000.00
£500.00
£1,300.00
ASK
ASK
(On Dens
(On Dew
(On Dew
ASK
(On Dew
(On Dew

(1.500,00
L5.000.00
(1,000.00
L3.000.00
(4.500.00
(1,500.00
(950,00
(5,273.53
C8.500.00
L2.350.00
C500.00

£1.00000

£8,500.00
£16,000.00
(On Dew
C850.00
(On Dem
L1,100.00
(On Dent
£425.00
£I0,495.00
LI2.289.00
£395 00
L £245.00
L325.00
(On Dent
LI.050.00
(On Dent
L500.00/050.00
ASK
£ 1.100.00
[495.00 [ (1,350.00
£1.650.00
(495.00
(Oit Dens
£ 2.750.00
(195.00 £ 400.00
ASK
( 1.795.00
(1,695.00 £. 065.00
£640.00 ( 740.00

components
Parasound A52 - SChannel
Lexicon MCI
Lexicon MC8/ MC8B
Lexicon RTIO DVD Player
SIM 2HT 300
Primare P30 Processor
Linn Klassik CND
Lexicon MCI2 / MCI28
PLASMAS/ LCD/PROJECTORS
From NEC/ Panasonic/Pioneer/Sharp
Electrograph Delphi/Seleco/Sony/Sanyo
Panasonic TH 42 PVVD6 " new -

ASK
[ 1.700.00
0,995.00 £ 5,500.00
ASK ( 5000.00/(5750.00
ASK
£, 30000
0,500.00
0,000.00
£1,295.00
0.00000
(On Dent
£
2.000.00
ASK [8100.00/L8900.00
from £4000.00

1 9 5 9 e<7- 0 2 0 8392

1 994

t19.oceoci

DACS

°retie CD 100
PS Audio Lambda Transp/ dac
Wadia 860 x
Theta Data Pro Prime II
Gamut COI R mk II
Mark Levinson 31 Transport
Audio Synthesis DAX Decade ( Bal)
Audio Synthesis DAX
Acoustic Arts Drive 1
EAD DSP9000 Pro Series III
Micrornega Classic Solo
Wad. No 27 Dac
Mark Levinson 31.5 Transport
Chord SPM 1600E Dac/ Pre
Theta Pro Geny
Acoustic Ans Drive I/Dac 1rnk II
Linn Sondec CDI2
Linn UNIDISK 1.1
Linn COI 2
Linn Numenk
Roksan Caspian CD
Trichord PD- 5503
'(BA CD IDelta (Twin psu)
Audio Synthesis DAX Decade
YEA CO 3Delta
Audiorneca Damnation CD Transpon
Primare V20 DVD/CD
Audio Acre 32/192 Capitole CO (Ver. 4)
PrimareV2S CD/DVD
Boulder 2020 dac
Theta Data 1lTransport AT + link
YEA CO Integre " new"

t
-

£1.000.00
L14.000.00
L9,01X1.00
L859.00
L4.400.00
0.899.00
£7,800.00

L4,400.00

LPOA
(POA

19 6 3

liiinfoechoice-hifi.com

10am to 6pm Mon to Sat and other times by appointment.
Buy, sell, exchange quality hi-fi equipment
We accept all major credit cards. Finance available sulzqect to status

TEL/FAX 01757 288652
www.mantra-audio.co.uk

MANTRA AUDIO
MAIL ORDER HI FI ACCESSORIES
GRADO HEADPHONE SPECIAL OFFERS

CARTRIDGES

Prestige

Audio
AT 110E
TechnicaAT OC 9ML

£28
£330

N/A
£ 280
EX

Goldring 1006
1012 GX
1022 GX

£76
£95
£124
£143

£62
£76
£ 100
£ 114

GEX £52
GEX £ 67
GEX £ 86
GEX £ 100

SR- 60
SR- 80
SR- 125
SR- 225
SR- 325
RS- 1
RS- 2

Reference

£75
£90
£140
£175
£265
£635
£450

1042
Eroica LX/H
Elite
Ortofon 510

QED SWITCHING AND CONTROL UNITS
Full range of QED Switch Boxes,

MC 15 Super II
MC 25 FL
MC 10 Supreme

Cables & Interconnects available
See website for details.
CARTRIDGES
Denon

STYLUS

DL 110
£79
DL 160
£95
DL 304
£210
Prestige Black £40
Prestige Gold £ 110
M97 XE
£ 98
V 15 VxMR £304
V 15 V MR
N/A
V 15 III MR
N/A

Grado
Shure

EXCHANGE

N/A
N/A
N/A
£27
£73
£58
£213
£158
£112

MC 30 Supreme
Kontrapunkt a
Kontrapunkt h
Kontrapunkt b
Kontrapunkt c
Rohmann
Sumiko Blue Point Special

STYLUS
£16
N/A

£133

£109

GEX

N/A

£232
£34
£130
£227

£190
GEX
N/A
£110
EX
£193
EX

N/A
£22
N/A
N/A

£304
£452
£412

£ 258
£385
£351

EX
EX
EX

N/A
N/A
N/A

£530
£643

£451
£548

EX
EX

N/A
N/A

£824
£837
£265

£700
£742
£ 237

EX
EX
EX

N/A
N/A
N/A

EX - Exchange price for MC from above companies
GEX -Exchange price against any cartridge type
Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

MAIL ORDER ( 1-10 DAYS) PRICES INC P&P ADD £ 5 EUROPE
AND UP TO £15 WORLDWIDE FOR ORDERS OVER £50
MANTRA AUDIO ( HFN), 22 GARTH AVENUE, NORTH DUFFIELD,
SELBY, NORTH YORKS YO8 5RP

audioplay

THE

Electronics for those who prefer music

QUAD
SPECIALIST

Von Schweifirt Audio
WWw.Ven•ChWelkort.com

ESL 57N

44,
ILA
'ay

Li

LE 1

SPARES 8( REPAIRS

Replacement panels for ESL 57, ESL 63 and LE I
Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner
Restoration

of

ElectroStatic Loudspeakers

Contact us for our free catalogue

Quad Musikwiedergabe GmbH

Engineered to perform
hke a microphone.
in reverse'

Rheinstr. 30, 58069 Koblenz, Germany
Tel: +49-261-38824 • Fax: +49-261-38172
e-mail: quad.ger@t-online.de

Call now for pricing, literature and to arrange a demonstration / consultation either at home orateur
business premises

HRP
-Pass Lobs Aleph 5 stereo power (
60wpc pum class A)
-Pass Labs Aleph 3 stereo power (30wpc pure classA)
-Grim( grn20 power ( 20wpc OTI4
-Pass Labs XI50 power (150wpc SS class AB)
-Manley labs 3006 neo-classic inorablock power. (
22wpc)
-Rogue 88 mag stereo power ( 60wpc push-pull / 30wpc (node)
-Kura Galaxy Rut power (
50wpc Mode)
-Audible Musters Mod 3a Pro (line /min/home) silver

£3200
£2250

SALE
f1795
£ 1195

£4200
£2700
£4250
f1995
£7200
£3750
£2000
£ 1295
£4500 £2800
£1695
£2500

WILMSLOW AUDIO
Loudspeaker specialists for almost 40 years
•

-Von Schweiken VR-I monitors (Hazelwood xDemo)

f885

Range of replacement drive units from Seas, Visaton, Vifa-Scanspeak,
Peerless, Morel etc, for use in AR, Gale, Heybrook, IMF, KEF, Mission,

£ 745

ProAc, Rogers, TDL plus many others.
-Wad. 16 (21bit 32xos. digital volume. 4 digital inputs/outputs. Toslonk. ST optical,
SP/DIP and AESIEBB TEAC cmk4 VRDS transport)
•
Wadia 8 Transport ( TEAC cmk3 VRDS transport)

£7500

£2495

£4000

f1795

£995
£300
£2500
£350

C545
£ 175
£ 1095
£195

Miscellans,,ea
-Conies Golden Reference interconnect 1m ma IS pairs available)
-Symo LSOX sine 25e, pr (Swiss sped cable)
-Transparent Music Wave Ultra 811 spades
-Transparent Music Premium PDC aigulink
-SonicLink silicone mains cable 1m
-Audit:meow° Strates interconnect 1rn ma (x2)

£80

£50

•

Comprehensive stock of components, capacitors
(Ansar, SCR & Hovland), QED cable, damping and grille materials.

•
•

UK's largest supplier of kit loudspeakers - all on demonstration.
New range of Visaton Home Cinema kits.
Phone today for your FREE catalogue or check out our Website.

WILMSLOW AUDIO
50 Main Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel: 01455 286603 Fax: 01455 286605
Website: www.wilmslow-audio.co.uk
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Connoisseur At:tctio

VISA1

GUARANTEE
•

Tel : 0845-166-1249

TO BEAT ANY GENUINE PART EXCHANGE OFFER YOU HAVE BEEN MADE
• Minimum 24 Months WARRANTY ON ALL NEW EQUIPMENT
6 MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT
•

Email: sales@connoisseuraudio.co.uk

FULL RANGE OF NEW EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE FROM:
AUDIO ANALOGUE , AUDIO PHYSIC, ANALYSIS- PLUS, BEL CANTO, BLUENOTE, CROFT, DYNAVECFOR, EAR/YOSHINO, ECOSSE
FINAL, GRAAF, LYRA, OPERA, ORIGIN LIVE, ORACLE, ORTOFON, PATHOS ACOUSTICS, PLINIUS, PS AUDIO, SUMIKO STAX, TRIANGLE
UNISON RESEARCH and others ALL WITH GREAT PART EXCHANGE DEALS!

Aiss

N‘II
e

gionsson

www.connoisseuraudio.co.uk
SELECTION FROM PRE-OWNED and EX-DEM EQUIPMENT
Please Phone or Email For Full Details/Prices
Selected Ex-Dem Equipment: Audio Physic Virgo 3- Audio Analogue Maestro CD - Clearlight RDC Racks - Croft Twinstar - EAR 834L - EAR V20 Int EAR 509 Jubilee LE Monoblocs - Ecosse Legend SE XLR - Horning - Diapason Adamantes - Lyra Argo - Opera Quinta Floorstanders - Pathos Logos-Classic 1Triangle Celius 202 -PS Audio P300, P5oo - Unison Research Hybrid Amp - Unison Research S2k - Headphones : Stax Full Range
Selected Pre-Owned LArcam FMJ CD23 £400 - Audio Analogue Maestro CD Processor E1150 -Audio Physic Virgo 2 £1499 - Cary 3ooSEI LX-2o £1900 - Croft
Epoch Pre plus Twinstar Power £2599 - Diapason Adamantes & Stands Walnut - £3499 EAR V20 mt. £ 2495 - EAR 834P MM/MC £430 - EAR 834L Chrome
Deluxe £699 - Graaf GM2o OU £2399 - Opera SP2 £ 1075 - Opera ProAc Response 1.5 Yew £999 - Pathos Classic 1 £ 1175 - Roksan Kandy MkIII Twin Amps
£699 - Triangle Ventis £ 1949 - Unison Research S8 £ 1999 - S6 £ 1249 - Unison Hybrid Line £799 - YBA Pre & Power £ 1899 - Ecosse Legend SE XLR I/C £349
STOP PRESS: - Analysis Plus Oval Cables - Out of This World Performers - but with Real World prices and performance proven by measured reviews !!
Speaker cables, Interconnects and Power Leads - We are so confident,if you're not bowled over by these after buying, we just give you back your money!

ELECTROCOMPAN IET
If music really matters...
FULL RANGE ON DEMONSTRATION
audio note // accuphase // nagra // dcs // bel canto // spectral // Focal-JMIab // peak consult
siltech // densen // sme // quad // orelle // electrocompaniet // halcro //
"pi

//

orpheus

labs //

pcnn

audio //

stereovox //

(01563) 574185
www.kevingallowayaudio.co.uk
infoekevingallowayaudio.co.uk

www.hifinews.co.uk

ecs //

leema

lavardin // avi

acoustics //

roksan

•
kEvun

ga119yyt?y
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HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED
SALE

specialists in audio and video

LIST

NEW THIS MONTH
AUDIONOTE AN-ESP SPEAKERS IN FULL
EBONY VENEER WITH AUDIONOTE STANDS

202, Findon Road, Worthing, BN14 OEJ
Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page www.hifl-stereo.00111

£ 1,395 £ 2,800

ARTEMIS EOS 2SIGNATURE SPEAKERS & EXTERNAL
CROSSOVERS SUBWOOFERS, ROSEWOOD. S/H £5,995 £ 15,000
KRELL KAV 250A POWER AMR S/H
CELLO AMATI PRO SPEAKERS,
PIANO BLACK, S/H
CELLO STRADAVARI GRAND MASTERS
SPEAKERS,PIANO BLACK, STUNNING

Main dealer fin'
Orchid Speakers Refemice prmlucts

£ 1,695 £3,698
£4,995 £ 16,500

AND AS CHEAP AS CHIPSOPRICE, S/H £12,995 £65,000
LUMLEY LMS 1000 SPEAKERS BEECHWOOD, S/H £3.500 £8,000
BURMESTER 808 MK3 PREAMP.
THIS FULLY MODULAR PREAMP INC MC PHONO
BAL & S/E DESIGN. THE ULTIMATE PREAMP &
BI AMPERS DREAM CHROME FINISH. RARE. S/H £3,995 £9,000

The North Easts appointed DCS retailer
DCS Purcell upsampler. Elgar plus DAC,
Verona master clock and Verdi SACO / CD transport.
The best CD player available
Call for more cletorls

A small selection of some of our used Items

CELLO ENCORE 1MEG LINE PREAMP, S/H £3,995 £ 10,000
AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 PREAMP BLACK, S/H £2,500 £5,690

Advantage Pl/A30 pre / power amps
Arcam Alpha 7tuner

AUDIO RESEARCH CD1 CD PLAYER BLACK. S/H £ 1,295 £3,290
AUDIO RESEARCH V140 VALVE MONO AMPS
BLACK S/H
£2,995 £ 8,800

Arcam DT81 DAB tuner
Arcam FMJP25 power amp

PROAC FUTURE 1SPEAKERS BLACK, E/D £2,795 £ 5,875
WADIA 2000 TRANSPORT + DAC yOPTICAL INTERFACE.

Arc= P75 power amp
£203.00
ATC 10 loudspeakers
£ 695.00

ALL UPGRADES DONE, 6BOXES IN ALL

Audio Research SP9/2 pre amp

3,500

17,000

+DAC SUPERB
ORACLE CD PLAYER LATEST

3,995

20,000

STUNNING LOOKS
BOW TECHNOLOGIES MODEL 228 CD PLAYER,

3,995

12,300

EXCELLENT
CONRAD JOHNSON DR1 TRANSPORT yDA2,

2,395

4,995

DAC SUPERB OPEN SOUND BARGAIN
WADIA 3200 CD TRANSPORT

1,695
995

3,800
2038

KRELL MD10 SIGNATURE TRANSPORT.RARE
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX2 DAC
UPGRADEAVAILABLE
PINK TRIANGLE ORDINAL DAC 1307 CHIP

2,995

9,000

895
395

2200
950

395
150
495

1095
450
1795

ACCUPHASE DF90 DF91 TRANSPORT

£2300.00
£ 150.00

Arcam Alpha 8 CD player

£200.00
£ 450.00
£500.00

£ 1600.00

Castle Winchester loudspeakers

MERIDIAN 566 20BIT DAC BALANCED
ARCAM BLACK BOX DAC5
GRADO SIGNATURE TONE ARM VERY RARE
SOTA COSMOS TURNTABLE STEAL
CELLO AUDIO SUITE PREAMP
VARIOUS MODULES yMASTER SUPPLY
HOVLAND MP100 VALVE PREAMP SUPER
LOOK - SOUND
AUDIO RESEARCH LS33 REMOTE CONTROL

995

46,000

7,995

23,000

£ 495.00

Chord SPM800 power amp
£ 1103.00
Cyrus 2amplifier
£ 195.00
Cyrus 5 amplifier ( silver)

£300.00

Cyrus DVD8 DVD player black, ex dem

£800.00

Cyrus XPA power amplifier

£ 200.00

DCS Purcell upsampler ( non 1394)

£2000.00

DPA Renaissance amplifier

£295.00

Exposure XXV amplifier

£ 495.00

Krell KAV300i integrated amplifier

£ 140000

Linn LP12/Ekos/Troika/Lingo

£ 1500.00

Lumley Lampros 100 speakers oak, ex dem £ 1500.00
Martin Logan Scenario loudspeakers £ 1950.00
Martin Logan Ascent loudspeakers ex dem

£3200.00

Meridian 500 cd transport

£595.00

Meridian 501 pre amp
£395.00
Meridian 508-20 cd player
£ 795.00
Meridian 562v.2 digital pre

£900.00

Meridian 566-20 D/A converter

£ 595.00

3,295

5,750

1,395

3,125

795

1,695

695
1,295

1,750
2,109

595

1,797

1,895

3,945

1,395

2,790

1,295
250
295

2,400
600
866

ARAGON 24K IPS PRE AMP & SUPPLY PHONO
KRELL FBP 200C CAST POWER AMP

495
3,995

1,650
8,750

Naim Nail 3 amplifier

KRELL FBP 300 POWER AMP
JADIS JA80 MK3 MONO POWER AMPS

4,995
3,995

9,450
9,580

Nairn

GRAAF GM200 OTL VALVE POWER AMPS

1,895

3.300

Nakamich ST2 Tuner

GAMMA AEON TRIODE VALVE MONO BARGAIN
CELLO PERFORMANCE 2MONO AMPS

1,795
8,995

6,995
27,500

GOLDMUND MINIMIS 2POWER AMP
LEVINSON ML11 POWER AMP, BARGAIN

1,495
895

5,150
2.700

895
185
595

2,700
450
1,220

POWER AMP
NAKAMICHI DRAGON CASSETTE

895

3.000

DARK CLASSIC
STAX LAMBDA PRO HEADPHONES

895
175

2.800
370

TO ANY ROOM
AVALON ACCENT 2SPEAKERS IN
BURR ASH WITH SEPERATE CROSSOVERS
PROAC FUTURE 2LOUDSPEAKERS

3,995

15.500

Mail order available

3,995

14,800

Atlas "Ichor sUoaklor Latile ERI.UU 1m

ROSEWOOD
MARTIN LOGAN OUEST ELECTROSTATIC OAK
DUNLAVY SC4 SPEAKERS LTOAK

3,995
1,995

11,450
4,995

The best cable we ve heard at aiw price

STERIOPHILE A
AUDIO PHYSICS TEMPO 2SPEAKERS
CHERRY BARGAIN

2,995

8.500

795

2.500

995
495
1.795

6.000
1,300
3500

PREAMP
AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION 8M
REMOTE PREAMP
UNISON RESEARCH MYSTERY
ONE VALVE PREAMP
NAIM 102 PREAMP WITH HICAP. 1WEEK OLD
AUDIO RESEARCH LS1 LINE PREAMP
AUDIO RESEARCH CASE INTEGRATED
REMOTE CONTROL AMPLIFIER JUST SERVICED
KRELL KAV300i INTEGRATED AMP
REMOTE CONTROL
VTL 85 VALVE INTEGRATED LATEST
REMOTE CONTROL
MICHELL 150 HERA PHONE STATE
MICHELL ARGL LINE PRE ySUPPLY

LEVINSON MLI2A PRE AMP, GREAT COMBO
NAIM NAP 90 POWER AMP
NAIM NAP 180 POWER AMP
ELECTROCOMPANIET ANNIVERSARY

GENESIS 5MK2 SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD
INCLUDES ROLAND BASS AMP ADJUSTABLE

FLAGSHIP MODEL
ATC 10 SPEAKERS ySTANDS, BLACK
PROAC FUTURE 5LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK

WANTED QUALITY AUDIO EQUIPMENT BEST PRICES PAID

LOCATED IN WELWYN - HEATS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438

714038

10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN
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Meridian 568 digital processor
£ 2200.00
Meridian 596 DVD player
£ 1200.00
Meridian 598AP DVD player
Meridian 602/606 cd transport and Dac

£ 2000.00
£895.00

Musical Fidelity A370 power amp

£ 1200.00

Musical Fidelity El amplifier

£ 150.03

Musical Fidelity A3.2 integrated amp

£ 700.03

Musical Fidelity A3.2cr power amp

£ 700.00

Musical Fidelity Tri Vista 300 amplifier ex dem £ 2995.00
NAD 414 tuner
£ 140.00
Naim CDi Cd player

£ 700.00

Naim CDX CO player sealed box

£ 1600.00

Naim CD2 cd player

£895.00

Naim NAC32/ NAP90 pre / power

£ 300.00

Naim NAC32/SNAPS/250 pre / Po wer
Naim NAC92/NAP90.3 power
Nairn NAP135 each

£950.00
£500.03
£300.00

£ 1250.00

NAPI80

£700.00

Nairn SBL loudspeakers ( cherry)

£ 1200.00
£ 200.00

Pass Labs X150

£2200.00

PMC FBI Cherry, ex dem

£995.00

Rega Mira 3 amplifier
Rega Planet CD
Rega Radio 3

£400.00

£320.00
£250.00

Ruark Accolade loudspeakers ( walnut) £ 1200.03
TEAC ABX7R amplifier
£ 195.00
TEAC ABX 10 amplifier ( balanced input)
TEAC V6030 3 head cassette deck
Thorens TIPI TTA pre power
Yamaha DSPAX1 cinema amplifier

£ 400.00
£250.00

£495.00
£595.00

See www.lintone.co.uk for latest stock

WHARFDALE OPTION 1ACTIVE SPEAKERS

1-11-FiNews

Heatherdate
eaudio limited

Inca " Katana"
Stunning build

Upgraclable CD player
end sound for only £ 599.00

Arcam,Atlas,Bowers & Wilkins,Cyrus,Costle
Creek, DCS KEF,Marantz,Merldlan,NAD,
Naim, Monitor Audio,Muslc al Fidelity,
Nautilus 800 Rego Quad and mote

Lintone Audio

THE MARK LEVINSON LISTENING
LOUNGE NOW OPEN
tiPEAKEJIS
Revel F50 Speakers ( new)
£4,495
BAY 801 Nautilus Speakers
£5,750
Revel M20 Speakers with stands
£1,395
Warlediele Diamond II Speakers
£60
Eltax Floor Standing Liberty 5.1. Speakers
. £ 140
Orchid LWO Speakers Ex demo
£2,495
Mission 782 ( Stand Mount Model)
(Black Ash)
Just Reduced From £250 £ 150
Audio Physics tempo speaker
£995
Revel LEI Sub Amp Plus 2Sub 15's
£5.995
Eltax Symphony floor standing speakers
£ 99
BuW CDM1 Speakers
£350
Revel Salon Speakers Piano Black with aluminium side panels £ 12,995
Acoustic Research 338 Stand Mount Speakers
£ 275
PRE.AMPS
Sony 1000 ESE) Digital Pre Amp
£ 150
Mark Levinson ML25s Phono Stage
£2.995
Proceed PAV Pre Amp
£1,395
Halm NAG 92 Pre Amp
£350
£ 1.595
Conrad Johnson PV14L Pre Amp
Exposure 11 812 Pre Amp &
Power Supply
Just Reduced from £900 £ 650
Adcom GIP 450 Tuner/Pre-Amp
£ 350
f3995
Conrad Jones 16LS Pre Amp
AMPLIFIERS
Haller DH- 200 Amp
£ 125
Michell Alecto Amplifier
£695
Mark Levinson 333 Power Amp
£3.850
Mark Levinson 205 Ref Mono Blocks, superb condition
£ 4,995
Audio Research D200 Power Amp
£1695
Mark Levinson 383 integrated amp
£4,495
Boulder 102 AE Power Amp
£1.595
Chord 1200 Mono Blocks
£2,995
Conrad Johnson MF 2500A Amp
£1.595
Revel LEI Sub Amp Plus 2Sub 15's
£5.995
Adcom GFA 5300 Power Amp
£350
Audionote Neiro Mono Amps
£5,995
Musical Fidelity P180 Power Amps
with MF3A Pre Amp 8 PSU
£695
Maim NAP 90/3 Power Amp
£350
Mark Levinson 334 Power Amp
£3995
Mark Levinson 431 Power Amp
(our demonstrator) list price £ 5995
our price £4495
Heybrook Signature System, Pre Amp. Power Amp 8CO Player .... £ 795
Yamaha CA1010 lot Amp
£ 395
Accuphase E307 lot Amp Unused
f2295
co PLAYERS & TRANSPORTS
Mart Levinson Ref CO Transport & DAC
£ 9.250
Mark Levinson 37 cd Transport
£2,750
Accuphase DP55V CD Player Unused
£2095
Accuphase DP67 CD Player Unused
£2995
DACS
Mark Levinson 36s Dac
£ 1995
Pink Triangle Ordinal Dac
£395
CEC DX51 Mk2 DAC with CEC TL51 Transport
NEW £ 1,995
DID PLAYERS
Yamaha DVD - S795
£145
Pioneer Elite DVD/CD Player. Region 1DVD
£ 695
MISCEI IANEOUS
Hitachi AM- FM Radio Tuner FT- 5500 Mk2
f65
Sony Stereo Cassette Deck TC-R502ES
£ 150
Sennheiser1130 Headphones
£60
Lecktropacks CDM-820 Multisystem Converter
Nordost Solar Wind Bi Wire single run 4mtr
Shunyata Ex Demo 1m Aries rca interconnects
with locking connectors normal retail £650 our price . £
17
£
25
5
£425
Shunyala Ex Demo 1.5 Aries rca interconnects
with locking connectors normal retail £800 our price
£ 495
Shunyata ex Demo 3m Lyra Speaker C/W Spades
with locking connectors normal retail £ 1500 our price
f995
Transparent 1/2mtr digital interconnect
£ 195
£395
Nakamichi 680 Cassette Deck
Nakamichi 1000 Cassette Deck
£395
Stas SR007 omega ret ( SR117 head phone &
SRM007t dual triode)
Normal Retail £2995 £ 1,995
Audio Note (
Condo) 3mtr pair SPZ speaker cable
£ 1.995
Condo) KSLL-LP Silver Litz interconnect
Audio Note (
1mtr pair
£850
Stax 40/40 Headphones
£ 850
1mtr Rondo (
SL LP interconnect
normal price £2000
f995
Yamaha CT-810 AM/FM Tuner
Nakamichl BX2 Cassette Deck
£1
£
12
95
5
Audio Note (
Condo) Digital Silver Litz cable Imtr,
price new £ 700 our price
£475
Zen Acoustics Hologram II 189 Bi Wire Pair ( new)
normal price £ 1600 our price1200
£
Transparent Power Link Power Cord 2mtr
£ 95
Transparent 2mtr Ref Power Link2. Boxed
£375
TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES & TOIVEARMS
Revox H11 Cassette Deck
£395
Rega Planae 3Turntable
£ P0A
Michell Gyrodeck Turntable with Linn Ittok-LVII Arm
£995
Koetsu Urushi Gold unused bargain
£ P0A
Koetsu Red unused bargain
£P0A
Verdier Ebony Wood arm board
Normal Retail £800
£ 425
Michell Gyrodeck with OC Power Supply
£ 995
Garrard 401 Turntable with SME Series 3Tonearm ... . £ 350
Selection of brand new discounted cartridges
Selection of high quality Konlak Audio cables,
balanced and single ended
WE NOW OFFER 0% FINANCE* (* subject to status)
PLEASE PHONE TO ARRANGE AN AUDITION
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD

7-11 Park Lane Gateshead NE8 3JW

www.lintone.co.uk
info@fintone.co.uk
Tel. UK 0191 4774167

VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

E3

Tel: 01903 872288 or
1=1
Evenings 07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234
Email: heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com
hif t
news

AUDUSA EUPEN CSA 2.5 AUDIO AC MAINS CABLE
GNLM 05/04 and GNLM 05/2.5 ( CSA 2.5) Cable with
FERRITE TECHNOLOGY - A polymer material mixed with
a considerable quantity of homogeneously fine high quality

GNLM 05/2.5 ( CSA2.5)
£48 for 1.0m, £ 58 for 1.5m,
£68 for 2.0m. Off the reel £ 30 for
1st meter, £ 20 per m thereafter.

ferrite powder. is extruded around the copper conductors. As a
ferromagnetic material, it will go through hysteresis loops

Eupen GUM 05/2.5 (( SA 2.5)
shown with Marinco IEC 320 will
be fitted at extra cost.

whenever it is under influence of an alternating magnetic
field. Consecutively magnetizing and demagnetizing the
material will cause considerable losses of high frequency energy.
This energy is absorbed in the ferrite grains and converted into

GNLM 05/04

heat.The GNLM cables which in addition to the above described ferrite

£58 for 1.0m, £ 72 for 1.5m,
£86 for 2.0m. Also available
of the reel.

, technology is further protected with a foil shield and a drain wire and
specifically manufactured for High End audio use. Said by some to be the

Both GUM cables are available •
for export.

• most neutral sounding audio ac mains cable on the market.
•

Fitted with IEC ( Martin Kayser) and MK Tough plug Cable
can be supplied fitted to our all steel 4, 6 and 8 way distribution blocks. We can rewire the distribution blocks with

Eupen cable as an extra cost option. Refer to our web site
for details.
jOM Silverlink OCC balanced
le — stranded, silver on OFHC plus
t rée strands of OCC ( Ohno Continous Casting - single crystal copper) for improved bass performance.
Mylar infill and with designed in protection against
RF and EMI. conductor of 3mm diameter ( approx 8
gauge). Cable Overall Dimension: 14.72 mm.

SILVER SILVER - upgrade the cable with silver plated contacts on IEC and and MK plug for £6. AUDUSA
-Eupen and LAT AC- 2 mains cable available with 16 amp IEC (
for certain models of amps by Krell, MF, Levinson etc), Mannco/Wattgate IEC 320, Figure of eight, Bulgin, Hubble,European
Schuko,French, Australian, Swiss, Danish,Neutrik and other plugs
see our web site for IEC's,MK plugs RCA and Banana
connectors with silver plate contacts and other audio and
ac mains connectors

LAT International AC- 2 AUDIO AC MAINS CABLE
We have developed acabling (weaving) pattern along with

SILVER FUSE is a near alloy of silver
and copper. IT IS NOT SILVER PLATED OR SIL-

an unusual shielding/filtering system that gets rid of the
garbage that contaminates your components. The difference
you hear with our cord Is astounding. Our power cord takes
advantage of silver in its design through use of our proprietary
Silverf use conductors. The conductors are 10 gauge and with
PTFE; the best insulation available. Fitted as standard with
IEC / MK Toughplug.. 60cm £62, 90cm £ 75, 1.2m £88, 1.5m
£101. 1.8m £ 112 etc Other lengths available and.off the reel.
4,6 and 8 way all steel mains distribution blocks fitted with
UK, Schuko or USA sockets.CE tested & approved mains

AC-2
Power cable compare
with products costing
ten times as much,
then decide

distribution units manufactured of heavy gauge steel, finished
in black and fitted with high quality 13amp sockets. It has no
filters, circuit breakeis, surge protection, transformers, resis-

VER CLAD. Plating ( or clad, which is the same thing
as plating) causes a dioding effect
when signal is passed through resulting
in brightness and distortion. The Silverfuse process starts with seven nines OFHC
copper wire with a diameter that is slightly
larger than the required size. It is then pulled
through atrough of molten silver. The wire with asilver
deposit, is then forced through a compacting die
where it is subject to tremendous pressure. The silver
and the high purity copper are fused together into a
near alloy. The compacting fusion also reduces the wire
diameter to the desired size. No dioding subsequently occurs with this process. The result provides for the benefits of silver; which are excellent definition and clarity, with the high purity
copper benefits of warmth and mellowness.

IL- di,

tors, capacitors, LED's, on/off switches, chokes, regulators,
just fitted with 1m of AC-2mains cable.From £ 166 for 4
way, £ 198, 6 way, £229 for 8 way.

4

Inc USA - Analogue, Digital and Video interconnects and Speaker
cable better than most others at double the . rice.

LAT INTERNATIONAL

SUNFIRE CORPORATION -

Snohomish USA

New for 2003 Sunfire Ultimate - world's most powerful home cinema
Receiver. 7 x 200 watts, Cinema Seven power amps, 7 x 200 and 7 x 400
Signature True SubWoofer 13 inch cube True Sub MKIV 11 inch cube and Junior Sub

Woofer 9 inch cube -all with two drivers, to as low as 16hz,

116 SPL and 360 cu ins of air

movement, 1200 or 2700 watt patented amp technology. Solid state power amps 2 channel ( 2 x 300 and 2 x600) and 5 channel ( 5 x220 watts and 5 x430 watts patented amp
technology ( no heat sinks), Classic tube preamp and Theatre Grand III processor preamp

VVWW.AUDUSA.COM
T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249

F: 020

8241 0999

E: sales@audusa.com

Maca
Castle ,
Cyrus
-0EF

Award Winning Retailers...

\'P
otofrfe
ekers

Marant
Mendi
Micheli
Mission
Monitor
Ndordost
Drigin Li
Drtoton
Pathos '
Pickering
rimare
-;" ro - Ac
Project ,
DUAD
FEL
Foksan
Shanling
SME
Spendor
Sugden
TAG McL
Tannoy
MEAD
Tichord
Unison Re
Van Den H
vVharfedale
Yamaha
& lots more.

The North of England Hi Fi Specialists
Quality Hi Fi separates from £ 100 to £ 10,000
Widest choice in the area

Independent advice

Consumers Choice Gold Award Winners
Over 35yrs experience.

Qualified staff

Comfortable dem rooms
Main road location

Superb showrooms

Major car parks nearby

Insurance estimates

Service Dept.

Up to 3years Interest Free Credit*

only 20% deposit

Carriage Free Mail Order ( inc. credit) *
Delivery & installation
Open 10:30am - 5:30pm

subject to status

Part Exchange
6days: Mon. to Sat.

Visa, Access, Switch etc.

24 Gillygate, York Y031 7E0
01904-629659
www.Vickers-HiFi.co.uk

alists in high fidelity sound reproduction - since 1967

do you really listen to music?
does your system let you:
0 discern the difference between CD
and LP replay?
0 differentiate between transistor and
valve amplifiers?
0 distinguish between Joshua Bell's
and ltzak Perleman's playing?
0 detect the extra sharpness of a
steel string guitar?

o

-if it doesn't, you need
Beauhorn speakers
so, why not treat yourself to an
audition now?
website: www.beauhom.com
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e-mail: infon@beauhom.com

Hastings TN35 4NB England

Telephone: +44 (0)1424

www.hifinews.co.uk

Does This Seem Familiar?

0
Loud

0

Too Loud

0

DRIVERS:
> ATC

Way too Loud

> AUDAX

usable range on the
at the bottom end and
fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or
impossible. The noise floor may be audible too.
There is now a simple and effective solution - the
Rothwell In Line Attenuators. They can be used
with pre/power or integrated amps to cure the
problems of excess gain and bring sonic
benefits, even with the most expensive equipment.
The cost is on1y £39 per pair delivered. To order, call
Its a common problem.

The

volume control is all down

CSOKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.

> ETON
• FOSTE X
> LPG

)1> VIFA

> VISATON

> VOLT
SOLEN CAPACITORS AND

See the excellent reviews in Hi Fi Choice, HiFi World,
1-11-Fp Plus and on the web at www.tnt-audio.com

INDUCTORS - USED BY THE
MOST DISCRIMINATING
LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS.
HARDWARE
HOW TO BOOKS

lockwood Audi
VINTAGE GEAR

Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation

AND RECORDS

(215) 862-4870 * fax ( 215) 862 4871

FOR SALE AND WANTED

Visit ovr website at:
http://wwwiatwyre.tom
email: totwyre@iotwyre.com

Spares and repairs
See the TAM/CY/Cones
Hotline at

THE
dr CABLE

Contact us for the
free Solen CDROM
Catalog.

fee'
SOLEN
.

4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, OC. J3Y 7T9 Canada
Tel 450.656.2759
Fax 450 443 4949
Email solenesolen.ca
Web www.solen.ca

www.lockwoodaudio.co.uk

mcomPansi

Call for appointment to visit us at Ruislip on
+44(0) 20 8864 8008

125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

or
\ ,...
7

e
lL

e

Fax + 44(0) 20 8864 3064

mail: sales@lockwoodaudio.co.uk

01376 521132
07802 483698

911.

To advert Ise in this section
Call

111
-- 2

Hearing is Believing

,20

•

Coplan

Chelmsfo , Essex

www.sound-stage.co.tik

Arcam

Classé

www.sound-stage.co.uk
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE-KEITH MONKS MACHINE PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES.
THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS

877,4 0790

Bf.SW

E-MAIL: soundstage@netlineuk.net

PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT
ARCAM ALPHA 7SE CD PLAYER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£249
ARCAM ALPHA 8TUNER NO REMOTE AND MARKED HENCE
£ 149
ATC SCM50A ACTIVE WALNUT WITH STANDS-BUYER COLLECTS-IMMACULATE ... £3495
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 800 4-BOX VALVE PRE/POWER
£ 1495
CASTLE HARLECH CHERRY FLOORSTANDERS
£649
COUNTERPOINT SA100 POWER AMP VALVE/TRANS HYBRID BLACK BOXED £649
CYRUS PRE PRE AMP NO REMOTE
£299
DEFINMVE TECHNOLOGY PRO SUB 80
£249
DENON AVC-A ISE BLACK BOXED SUPERB WITH LEARNING REMOTE
£ 1395
DENON DVDI000 BLACK MULTI REGION DVD PLAYER AS NEW
£279
DENON DVD3300 BLACK AND SUPERB-CURRENT MODEL-£ 1000 NEW
£595
EPOS ESI2 LIGHT CHERRY BOXED AND SUPERB
£299
10EF 104/2 WALNUT CLASSIC FLOORSTANDERS
£595
LFD PA2 POWERSTAGE POWER AMP MARBLE FRONT LOVELY LOOKS AND SOUND
£695
LINN SONDEE LPI2 NORTON AIR POWER ITTOK TROIKA WALNUT SUPERB £ 1295
LOEWE ACONDA 32 FLAT WIDESCREEN SILVER + LOEWE GLASS STAND
£ 1495
M & K SSI50 THX TRIPOLE SURROUND SPEAKERS-£ 1300 NEW-BLACK
£795
MARANTZ CD5000 GOLD BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£ 129
MERIDIAN A500 BLACK ASH LOUDSPEAKERS BOXED LOVELY CONDITION £399
MERIDIAN 200 TRANSPORT + 209 PANEL REMOTE CONTROL-SUPERB
£349
MERIDIAN 605 MONO BLOCKS BLACK
£995
MICROMEGA STAGE 5CD PLAYER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£349
MAIM NAP 150 POWER AMP BOXED AND IMMACULATE 2YRS OLD
£629
MAIM INTRO BLACH ASH BOXED AND SUPERB
£349
MAIM NAC 112 PRE AMP BOXED AND IMMACULATE 2YRS OLD
£495
NAKAMICHI 1000ZXL ROSEWOOD CHEEKS WITH DOLBY STANDALONE UNIT
f995
ONIX 0A35/0A1200 PRE/POWER AMP BLACK LOVELY
£795
PINK TRIANGLE ORDINAL DAC 22 BIT BLACK MINT AND BOXED
£349
PRIMARE D.20 24 BIT CD PLAYER
£595
QUAD 77CD BUS/77 PRE/77 TUNER CARBON BOXED AND IMMACUALATE
£995
REGA RADIO R REMOTE READY TUNER BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE £249
REGA CURSA LINE LEVEL PRE AMP BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE £299
REGA MAIA POWER AMP BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£299
REGA XEL WALNUT FLOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS-OVER £ 1K NEW
£449
REGA JURA FLOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS CHERRY
f299
ROKSAN CASPIAN TUNER BLACK BOXED AND SUPERB
£395
ROKSAN DP I/ATTESSA DA2/ATTESSA DS5 3-BOX TOP LOADING CD PLAYER £ 1295
ROKSAN XERXES ROSEWOOD TABRIZ ZI ORTOFON MC20 SUPREME
£995
ROKSAN L1.5/DS1.5/S1.5 PRE/POWER SUPPLY/POWER AMP BLACK
£2495
ROKSAN XERXES BLACK ASH ARTEMIZ LYRA CLAVIS D.C. VDH MODDED £ 1595
RUARK SCEPTRE NATURAL OAK BOXED AND MINT
£349
RUARK EPILOGUE YEW FINISH
£229
SONY SCD-XE670 SACD MINT BOXED JUST A FEW MONTHS OLD
£ 179
TRIO KT 917 TUNER
£599
WADIA 3200 CD TRANSPORT WITH REMOTE AND INSTRUCTIONS £995

www.hifinews.co.uk

> SEAS

5. SILVER FLUTE

www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk

COMPONENTS
' ACCESSORIES
IWPT
UBES

Sltae
9

> PEERLESS

> SCAN- SPEAK

Rothwell: 01204 366133 or

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

etl
e'

> MAX FIDELITY

> MOREL

Lavardin

41ff re
_ -mom ', IM lAW

Nairn
Primare

30 years of Excellence

Sony

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: 011 2889449/2888477
Open: Tues - Sat 10 att , tu born Thur

Fr, 10 am to 9pm

B+W Nautilus

•

PO Box 30429. London, 's% 67(;)
Tel / Fax: +44 ( 0)20 8459 8113

Get it right! .

Absolute_Analoguera emalLmsn.com
vim%.absoluteanalegue.co.uk
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HICAM
ALPHASON AKROS 2SPEAKER STANDS BOXED MINT
ARCAM ALPHA 10 DAB TUNER BOXED EXCELLENT CONDITION
AUDIONOTE OTO SE INT AMP LINE LEVEL NEW
AUDIONOTE AN CD 2.1X INT CD PLAYER AS NEW
AUDIONOTE CD2 TRANSPORT
AUDIONOTE ANCD 3.1X CD PLAYER NEW
AUDIONOTE M2 LINE PRE AMP
AUDIONOTE ANVX 1METRE PAIR NEVER USED TERMINATED
AUDIONOTE DAC 2.1X 24/96
AUDIONOTE MEISHU LINE INT AMP
AUDIONOTE OTO PHONO INT AMP
AUDIONOTE ARM 3 9-INCH TONE ARM NEW
AUDUSA EUPEN POWER CABLES FULL RANGE
AVI LAB SERIES CD PLAYER SUPERB NEW
AVI BIGGATRONS CHERRY NEW
AVI LAB SERIES INTERGRATED AMP 200 WPC NEW STUNNING
BLACK RHODIIUM ORATORIO 1METRE PAIR NEW
BLACK RHODIUM REQUIEM 1 IMETRE PAIR NEW
DENSON D30 POWER AMP 200WPC04 OHMS STUNNING
BLACK RHOIUM ORATORIO 1METRE DIGITAL NEW
EAR 324 TRANSISTOR PREAMP NEW
EAR 509 ANNIVERSARY MONO BLOCKS GOLD OR CHROME
EAR 834 INT AMP BOXED 3MONTHS OLD
EAR 834P CHROME DELUXE MM/MC PHONO AS NEW
EAR 834P MM/MC PHONOSTAGE EX DEM
EAR 890 POWER AMP 70 WPC CLASS A EX DEM
EAR 899 INT/PRE AMP 70 WPC CLASS A NEW
EAR 8L6 INTRERGRATED/PRE/MAIN AMP NEW
EAR HEADPHONE AMP HP4 EX DEM
EAR 864 PRE EX DEM
EAR 834L PRE AMP
ELAC 203 ESP ACTIVE SUB WOOFER NEW
ELAC 555 CENTRE 3WAY CENTR SPK CHERRY FINISH
ELAC CL 3301 JET INC STANDS NEW
ELAC F20 CINEMA SPEAKERS FREESTANDING/GLASS BASE
LAT SS800 SPEAKER CABLE 5MTR NEW
LYRA ARGO MC CARTRIDGE NEW
LYRA HELIKON SL MC CARTRIDGE NEW
LYRA DORIAN MC CARTRIDGE NEW
MICHELL QC PSU NEW
MICHELL ALECTO MONOBLOCKS USED
MICHELL GYRO SE/RB300 ARM
MICHELL ORBE SME BOARD EX DEM
MICHELL ORCA PRE AMP + LARGE PSU USED
MICHELL TECNODEC WITH RB 300 ARM NEW
MICROMEGA DUO 3.1/PRO2 TRANSPORT/DACA3OXED
NAIM SBL ROSEWOOD FINISH
NAIM 32.5 PRE INC PHONO BOARDS
NAIM HICAP OLD STYLE
NAIM 135 MONOBLOCKS OLD STYLE BOXED
NAIM 3.5 CD PLAYER+FLATCAP EXCELLENT CONDITION
NAIM INTRO LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK/BOXED
ORELLE S5 SPEAKER SYSTEM . SUB NEW
ORELLE 100 EVO CD PLAYER NEW
ORELLE SA 100EVO INT AMP 80WPC R/C NEW
ORIGIN LIVE AURORA GOLD TURNTABLE NEW
ORIGIN LIVE ENCOUNTER TONE ARM NEW
ORIGIN LIVE ILLUSTRIOUS TONE ARM NEW
ORIGIN LIVE RESOLUTION TURNTABLE NEW
PROAC RESPONSE 1SE YEW FINISH +TARGET R 4STANDS
PRIMARE A10 INT AMP EXCELLENT CONDITION BOXED
PSB ALPHA 6ACTIVE SUBWOOFER AS NEW
RUARK PROLOUGE ONE SPK RAN FINISH BOXED
RUARK VITA 100 5.1 SPK SYSTEM INC RUARK ACTIVE SUB
RUARK VITA 120 5.1 SYSTEM NEW
RUARK PRELUDE 11 NEW
QED FULL RANGE
RUARK PROLOGUE 11 LOUDSPEAKERS NEW
SENNHEISER RS85 WIRELESS HEADPHONES NEW
SME MODEL 10 TURNTABLE NEW
SME SERIES IV ARM BOXED UNUSED
SME SERIES V ARM NEVER USED MINT
SME 20/2A TURNTABLE INC SERIES V ARM
LIVING VOICE CABLE FOR SME V ARM
WIREWORLD ECLIPSE REFFERENCE INT 1MTR NEW
SONICLINK SIMPLICITY 1METRE PAIR INTERCONNECT NEW
SOUND ORGANISATION FULL RANGE
STAX LAMBDA SIGNITURE HEADPHONES+SRMT1S ENERGISER
STAX SR 007+SRM007 EARSPEAKERS NEW
STAX SRS 2020 MK2 EARSPEAKERS
STAX SRS 4040 SYSTEM SIGNITURE 2 NEW
SUMIKO BLACKBIRD MC CARTRIDGE NEW
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL MC NEW
T+A 24/192 CD PLAYER AMAZING NEW
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL MC NEW
WIREWORLD SOLSTICE 5IMTR INTERCONNECT NEW
WIREWORLD FULL RANGE OF AWARD WINNING CABLES
TEAC VDRS 7CD PLAYER BOXED
TRICHORD 1000 POWERBLOCK NEW
TRICHORD DELPHINI MK2/NEVER CONNECTED PSU NEW
TRICHORD DINO PSU
NEW
TRICHORD REASEARCH 500 POWERBLOCK NEW
TRICORD RESEARCH DELPHINI MK2 PHONO+ LARGE PSU NEW
TUBE TECHNOLOGY PROHET PRE AMP
VDH THE SOURCE HB 0.8 METRE NEW
VIVANACO DX 400 HEADPHONES NEW
VIVANCO FMH8080 FM HEADPHONES NEW
WIREWORLD SOLSTICE 5SPK CABLE AWARD WINNER
WIREWORLD EQUINOX 5 INTERCONNECT 1MTR PR

WAS

NOW

60
400
1599
1100
2250
1699
1499
574
1599
3300
1899
599

30
195
1400
950
2100
1499
1399
475
1400
3000
1700
599
POA
1299
450
1350
450
950
800
297
1880
POA
1800
695
475
2400
POA
POA
1600
1400
300
799
599
2499
499
175
800
1249
495
399
1000
950
1950
850
700
1000
750
150
300
1400
750
295
975
POA
POA
1470
970
1570
1970
800
275
225
575
750
1500
800
POA
1250
159
2643
1000
1400
4700
125
499
18
POA
600
2700
375
995
595

1399
599
1499
597
1247
1500

2297
867
614
2800
2945
2520
1924
1681
500

206
849

440
2100
1083
2298
1600

1400
975
1199
1199
1470
970
1570
1970
1700
500
995
1695
1695
900

2643
1126
1615
5273
250
35
1200
2995
449
1195

279

250
69

650
475

225
425
1270
299
285
900
600
35
20
69
MONO MTR
219

315
995
1400
65
29
99
19.97 PER

DISCOUNT GIVEN TO MOST NEW PRODUCTS
AGENTS FOR
EAR, TRICHORD, AUDIONOTE, MICHELL, MYRYAD , AVI, STAX, LAI, ELAC, RUARK. SME,
BLACK RHODIUM, LYRA, SUMIKO, OED, POLK, ORELLE,T+A, VIVANICO. WIREWORLD
PHONE FOR BEST PRICES

CASH WAITING FOR THE FOLLOWING BRANDS
NAIM.MERIDIAN, KRELL. WADIA, SONUS FABER. MARTIN LOGAN
MARK LEVINSON. COPLAND. QUAD. EAR. AUDIONOTE
SME. MICHELL. AUDIO RESFARCH

Open Mon- Sun 9am - 6pm

VISA Switch - Mastercard - Amex

Now in Northampton 2minutes off A508
For further details
Tel/Fax 01604 842379 Mobile 07973 233380
Website HICAM.CO.UK
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AUDIO REP_ITONS
AUDIONET
AUDIO SYNTHESIS
ATC
AVI

NEW PRODUCTS ON DEM

AYRE
BRYSTON
CHORD

AUDIO SYNTHESIS - NEW DAX Discrete

CLEARAUDIO

LEXKON - RT10 and MC8

GAMUT

A1/I - Laboratory Series Amp and New CD
TOM EVANS - Pulse - New p/s for VIbe

LEXKON
LYRA

CHORD - new Choral system

NORDOST

ATC - SCM35

PRIMALRE
PMC

FOR SALE - EX DEM.

RED ROSE

Ra

REVEL

GAMUT • D200

SME

PS AUDIO - HCA52

STAX

TAG AV30

TAG

TAG 950 X 3

AREN ‘:

TOM ENS

. rizAosoGutiefflo
YlAiake

e

(LEEDS) 0111_204 •
458

TEL: JOI41

EMAI. infoauclloreflectlorts.c.
FAX : 0113 2533098 —
(NORikl.

8RYSTON 14 El

AUDKD SYNTHESIS DAX

AVI CI) and AMP

L

:i

Hazlemere Audio

MIN

l)igital
dCS
Metronome
Opus 21 ( new
from Resolution
Audio)
Oracle
1inplilieation
Chapter Audio
DNM
Lamm
Nagra
Plinius
Renaissance
Spectral
Power suppl)
Accuphase
Isotek
Jaya
Loricraft

If you

Avid
Garrard
Oracle
Speakei
ART
Talon
Verity Audio
REF 3A
Cables
Nirvana
Siltech
Spectral
Stipp,
Clearlight
Kinabalu

value the best

(rather than just the most expensive)
For an appointment (day or evening)

Call High Wycombe

(
01494 865829)

art,oudspeakers

Audio Analogue • Creek • Ecosse • Fanfare
Gamut • Harmonic Technology • Ortofon • Piega
Reference 3A • SME • Sugden • Triangle
www.hifinews. co. uk

'One might expect this Stereo 401
to cost in the region of £2,000...
91

Also agents for
•Advantage • Acoustic Zen
•B AT • Boulder • Burmester
•Egleston • Hovland • Kharma
•Lumley • Pass labs • SME
•Sound lab • VTL • Vincent

CURRENT INVENTORY
ACCUPHASE DP77 CD/SACD
ACCUPHASE DP55V
AUDIO NOTE M3 LINE PRE
AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 MK2
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7
AUDIO RESEARC VT60
AUDIO RESEARCH D130
AUDIO RESEARCH VT130 SE
AVANTEGARDE SOLO SILVER
AYRE K- 5X PRE
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES 6200/6
CHANNEL NEW SEALED
BEL CANTO EVO 2
CARDAS GOLDEN REFERENCE 2.5 MTR BIWIRE
CLEARAUDIO REFERENCE,T01 ARM
CLEARAUDIO SINATURE M/C LOW HOURS
CLEARAUDIO SIXSTREAM 1.5 MTR PHONO CABLE
CLEARAUDIO MAXIMUM SOLUTION, TQ1 LINEAR ARM
CONRAD JOHNSON EV1 VALVE PHONO
COPLAND CSA 14
DENSEN BX340 NEW
DENSEN B400XS NEW
DENSEN B200 NEW
DYNAUDIO 2.8 CHERRY
HARMONIC TECHNOLOGY MD1 DIGITAL RCA IMTR
HOVLAND HP- 100 + M/C PHONO NEW SEALED BOX
HOVLAND SAPHIRE POWER AMP NEW SEALED BOX
JM LABS MICRO UTOPIA + STANDS
KRELL KPS 28C
KRELL FPB 600C
KRELL KPS 25SC CAST 1
LAVARDIN IS REFERENCE
LINN KAN 2 BLACK WITH CORNFLAKE STANDS
LUXMAN K-351 CASSETTE DECK
MARANTZ SC12SI SACD DVD CD EX DEM
MERIDIAN 588
MERIDIAN 502
MERIDIAN 562 WITH PHONO BOARDS
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 60 PIANO ROSEWOOD
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO CENTRE PIANO ROSEWOOD
MUSICAL SURRONDINGS PHONOMENA WITH BATTERY P/S
NAIM 282
NAIM HICAP 2
NAIM 92
NAIM CDI MK2
NAIM INTRO 2 BLACK ASH
NAIM CDS MK1
NAIM 250 OLIVE SERVICED
NAIM FLASH 2 NEW
NAIM SNAIC BLACK 5 PIN
NAIM BURNDY BLACK
NAIM 140
NAIM 72
PATHOS LOGOS
PROAC TABLETE REF 8 CHERRY
QUAD 67 CD
QUAD 66 FM TUNER
QUAD 66 PRE
QUAD 606 MK1
SILVER ARROW IMTR BALANCED SILVER INTERCONNECT
SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM 3 NEW SEALED CRATES
SPECTRAL MH750 SPEAKER CABLE 8FT
TAG MCLAREN CD2OR
TANNOY DIMENSION 8
TEAC DV50
THETA PROGENY
WILSON BENESCH ACT 2

They go on to say:

The music flows well with agood sense of purpose, and attractive
interplay between different instruments...The frequency response

RRP

NOW

exhibited extended bass below 10Hz and fell by only .0.3% at 20

8000
3000
3700
5500
1400
2000
2000
8500
4700
3000

5495
2295
1995
1995
695
895
995
2995
2395
1795

kHz .:Stunning styling and an impressive spec at avery sharp price"

9450
3000
2000
6020
1755
505
7575
1700
1500
1850
2500
1000
3200
400
5750
7000
3500
9000
15000
25000
2295
N/A
N/A
3500
2200
1500
900
5000
2000
1200
2830
925
N/A
N/A
860
4000
1910
350
70
260
750
N/A
2700
750
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
1200
8295
900
1400
4000
4500
1100
9000

3995
1995
1295
3495
895
295
3995
895
595
1250
1795
695
1195
195
3495
3995
1595
3995
5995
9995
1495
295
150
1995
1495
795
395
2495
995
695
2195
750
195
695
450
1795
895
250
40
150
350
295
1795
395
450
350
395
295
495
3995
395
495
2495
2795
395
4495

KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • MARK LEVINSON • NAIM AUDIO • LINN
MERIDIAN • QUAD • AUDIOLAB • WADIA • ACCUPHASE • TAG • CARY
THETA • SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND • CHORD
EAR YOSHINO • DNM • NAKAMICHI • KOETSU • XLO • MICHELL • SME • ATC
STAX • PROAC • MANA • JEFF ROWLAND • DCS • NAGRA • McINTOSH
ORACLE • ROKSAN • TRANSPARENT • DYNAUDIO • Etc
PLEASE CALL TONY WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT I
WILL COLLECT
AND PAY UP FRONT NO MESSING ABOUT WITH COMMISSION SALES.
IAM ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING.

TEL:0121 747 4246
5 MINUTES JCN 9 M42/JCN 4 M6.

Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00
Website: www.centralaudio.co.uk
E-mail: tony@centralaudio.co.uk
www.hifinews.co. uk

Hi Fi Choice June ' 04

lite sound has alovely spacious and airy quality with plenty of depth.

Awarded HIFi News lillois Choice .Z003'
"Icon Audio offers sensible, well sorted valve amps, with
adequate power for most users and built to agood
standard. Valve amplifier ownership without tears"

taitiBinba 401 EL34 integrated 40+40w (or 19+19 Triode)

Hi Fi News Feb'04 said..."/ was impressed not only by the
almost tangible three-dimensionality of performers but the
depth and width of the soundstage."..."ample, deep, rhythmic,
tuneful bass, underpinning alucid and effortless midrange and
treble "..."lliked the impeccable finish and feeling of bombproof solidarity as well some of the most natural sounding
music that Ihave heard at home". Tony Bolton
Do you suffer from listening fatigue? Harsh clinical sound?
No emotion in your music? Tried fancy interconnects?
Sorry, but only valve amplifiers can give you that smooth
musical, full bodied sound that you are missing.

To find out more, ask for an illustrated leaflet
Features include: All Triode front end. Hand built ' Point to Point wiring.
Tape monitor circuit. ALPS Volume control. No printed circuit board. All
gold plated terminals. Audiophile components. 4 & 8ohm speaker
matching. Stainless steel & 10mm alloy plate construction. Soft start.
Stainless steel & Plexiglas valve cage included. Upgrade options.

LA3 pre amp

MB25 Mono Blocks

EL84 15watts integrated

£649.95*

Stereo 401 EL34 40watts integrated

£899.95*

ILA

Triode Line Level pre amp

£649.95*

M

300B PP 28w Mono blocks ( pr) £ 1999.95

StereoQ

Et 23

New limited editions available with all European valves
from Mullard & Electro Harmonix at no extra cost! ( US only)
'Try for 30 days, refund if not delighted! ( UK only, conditions apply)
Subsidised International Shipping Available, ask for details

Want to trade in your old equipment? Call us for more information
Beware cheap imitations! Icon Audio amplifiers exclusively use our
own circuits developed and tested in Leicester UK.

Visit Our new website at wwvi.lconaudio.co.uK
Auditions by appointment. Dealer inquiries welcome
Phone 07787 158791 Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk
lexrpe_ c4ux/123-

351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA

Visa and MasterCard accepted

CE marked

HI-FiNews
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>cartridges
dnm
goldring
lyra

Real

ortofon
sumiko
>cables
chord company
dnm
nordost
>headphones
beyer
grado
stax
>stands
something solid

neat

soundstyle
stands unique
>hardware

tap,,

•
Mléa.

atc
epos
-..çlearaudio,

Diapason, EAReosflino, Final,

ha rbeth

,a, Monrio, Nordost, Nottirtlaui Analogue,

imerge
in focus

Opera, Pathos Acoustics, Rogue Audio,
.

michell

Unison Research
'

signalseige

lexicon

Transfiguration SME, Shun Mook,

men audio

Dernomtratiors by aprointment

hi-fi for grown-ups

neat acoustics
parasound

Alternative
AUDIO

prima re
pure digital
sme
tannoy
trichord

ps w

t: 01984 624242
Brompton Ralph, Taunton, Somerset

ch

( 0 14 7 3 )

655172

fax ( 01 473
signals
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w

s

w

w

.

ig

65

email:eng®signals.uk.co
ipswich
n

a

I

suffolk

113 10

s.uk.c
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HEATHCOTE AUDIO

TEL: 01992-653999 MOBILE 07860 511111 E-MAIL ADDRESS: HeatlicotcAudio@aoLcom
SPECIAL
GAMUT D-200 POWER AMP (£3950)
BRAND NEW/BOXED £2995
AUDIO RESEARCH 1110.2 (£2600)
BRAND NEW/B0)111 £1996
AUDIO RESEARCH VT-50 (£3650 RETAIL)
BRAND NEW/BOXED £2750
ROGUE AUDIO TEMREST (NEW SPEC £2600) BRAND NEW/BOXED £1750
SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM3 (£9300)
BRAND NEW/BOXED £5995
PEOR TECH PA-3/PA-1SIG-2 & MODRIGHT PSU BRAND NEW/BOXED £1995
SOUNDSTYLE ST-105/ST310
BRAND NEW/BOXED . £275
SOUNDSTYLE ST-100
BRAND NEW/BOXED . £250
SOUNDSTYLE ST-95 MIDI RACK
BRAND NEW/BOXED
£195
SOUNDSTYLE XS-105/XS -310
BRAND NEW/BOXED . £225
CELESTION A-2 (£1500+)
BRAND NEW/BOXED £1150
PRIMARE PRE-30 & A-30.
2PRE/POWER AMPS (£2700)
EX DISPLAY/BOXED.. £1750
PRIMARE A-20 INT. AMP
EX. DISPLAY/BOXED ... £450
PRIMARE D-20 CD PLAYER
EX. DISPLAY/BOXED £525
PRIMARE V-25 OVO (£1G00)
EX. DISPLAY/BOXED ... £695
LEHMAN BLACK CURE E ( RETAIL £650)
BRAND NEW/BOXED ... £450
TALK BREEZE PHONO STAGE MM/MC
NEW. . £250
ALL THE ABOVE CARRY MANUFACTURERS WARRAMY
'SUMMER SALE MANY ITEMS REDUCED'
AMPS
UNISON RESEARCH S-6
GRAAF GRAFFItl (£2250)
G3LDEN TUBE SE1-50 MK.11
AUDIO INNSERIES 500 IN.
JADIS DEFY-7POWER AMP
AUDIO RESEARCH D115
V.R.R. AMR MONOBLOCS
AUDIONOTE P2-SE
JADIS JPS-2 (WAS £80G0)
AUDIO RESEARCH LS-22
AUDIO RESEARCH SP-9MKII
CONRAD JOHNSON PV-4
OAKLEY IMAGE SIX PRE
UMSON RESEARCH 05P PRE
AUDIO SYN. PASSION PRE
KRELL HTS PRE/PRO. (£7000)
MARK LEVINSON. NO 23
MARK LEVINSON NO27
COUNTERPOINT SA-20
DENON POA-6600 MONOS
AVI-2000 MONOS

EX DEM £1275
REDUCED . £795
MINT/BOXED
£650
BOXED £475
EXCLT £3250
EXCLT £1650
REDUCED . £895
MINT
£650
£3450
MINT/BOXED £2795
MINT/BOXED
£995
EXCLT
£495
REDUCED . £395
MKT £695
MINT/BOXEC
IBA
MINT £2450
EACH £2795
MINT/BOXED £2250
REDUCED . £895
MINT/BOXED £ 850
MINT/BOXED £ 195

ROTE RB-993 THX AMP
MARAIITZ SC-22/ MA-22
CONRAD JOHNSON PF1
ROKSAN LS-2PRE AMP
ORELLE SA-WHIR AMP
CYFILLS STRAIGHTLINE
PINK TRIANGLE INTEGRAL
PIONE ER C-73/M-73 AMPS

COMPACT

MINT £1000
REDUCED . £1100
REDUCED . . £995
MINT
£375
REDUCED . . £375
MINT
£275
REDUCED . £2495
MINT/BOXED
£795
DISCS

PERP TECH SIG-2PA-3/PA-1 /MOD PSU
WADIA WT-1200/ DM X-32 DAC
ACCUPHASE DP-80171)-81 DAC
TECHNICS SL-Z1000/SH-X1000
THETA SARMAN CD/DVD IRAN.
THETA PEARL TRANSPORT
MARMITZ CDA-94 TRALAT&T
ADIONOTE CDT ZERO TRANS.
AUDIONOTE DAC-1X SIG
THETA DS PRO GEN III AT&T
THETA DS PRO BASIC- 11 DAC.
MONRIO 18B DAC & P511
MSB LDJK DAC-3 24/96 ETC
ROTEL RCD -991
PIONEER PII-91

BRAND NEW.. £1995
MINT/BOXED.. £1795
REDUCED . £2250
REDUCED . £1995
MINT/BOXED. £1795
REDUCED . . £795
REDUCED . . £575
MINT/BOXED. . £375
MINT/BOXED
£595
REDUCED . £1995
MINT/BOXED. £1275
REDUCED . . £395
MINT/BOXED . . £375
MINT... £495
REDUCED . . £375

CONRAD JOHNSON EF-1
DENSEN DRIVE MC
DENSEN DRIVE M.0 XSPSU

MINT/BOXED
MINT
MINT

vinyL

£1095
£275
£325

LOUDSPEAKERS
WILSON 5.1 BLACK
BKS 107 MK II SUPREME
M. LOSAN CLS11Z & SUBS
KLIPSCHORNS
MARTIN LOGAN AERIUS i
rIA CLAREN CALLIOPES
ALOPI 11
L. VOICE AUDATORIUM .
CELESTION A-2
REGA XEL (WALNUT)
KELLY KT-3 (95 DB)
INFINITY KAPPA-8
SNELL CMK- IV
EPOS ES-14/ STANDS

CRATED..
EXDEM ..
REDUCED .
FANTASTIC!.
MINT/BOXED.

£6995
£1350
£5250
£3750
£1250
RING
REDUCED . . £995
REDUCED . £1075
REDUCED . . £595
REDUCED .. £550
MINT/BOXED ... £750
REDUCED . £1095
EXCLT £1356
MINT . £375

CASTLE HOWARD-2
CASTLE AVON
A. EASW FB110 SUB
REL STORM- 1SUB

EXCLT...
REDUCED ..
AS NEW...
VGC

£695
£395
£350
£450

LOUDSPEAKER CABLE
XLO 7.1 SIG.7 FT PAIR X2BRAND NEW PACKAGED (EACH PAIR £ 1200
PS.AUDIO X-STREAM 3METRE BI-WIRE£795
TARA LABS PRIME 1800 18 FEET BI-WIRE
£795
DIAMOND HI SILVER CABLES 2X 3METRES
EXDIS
MIT MN-750 12 FT.PAIR BI-WIRE
REDUCED . £795
NIRVANA SL- 2.3 METRE
EXDEM . £ 525
VDH. REVELATION 2METRE
EXDEM. £550
VDH. REVELATION 2METRE
£500
OED GENESIS 3METRE.AIRLOCS
£295
XLO REFERENCE 6FT. PAIR
£275
AUDIONOTE AN-SP 2METRE
£ 325
AUDIONOTE AN-L4METRE
£ 225
AUDIONOTE AN-L3METRE
£ 225

inTERCOrIECT

HARMONIC TECH MAG.LINK-1
REDUCED . . £ 595
SILVER ARROW 1METRE XLR (£ 1200)
EXDEM.. £595
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER SIGNATURE
£495
EX DEM.. £225
XLO 3METRE PAIR
MUS.FID NU VISTA 2.4 METRE
BRAND NEW £250
AUDIOOUEST LAPIS 4METRE PAIR
£450
VAN DEN HUL 0.8 MC GOLD XLR
BOXED £200
NORDOST RED DAWN 2X1METRE
BOXED . E135 EACH
NORDOST RED DAWN 2METRE XLR
BOXED ... £325
NEOTECH PROFESSIONAL CABLE 0.5 METRE
MIEW £225
BLCK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 0.5 METRE/1 METRE BRAND NEW £ 50/65
BLACK RHODIUM CONCERTO 0.5/1 METRE
BRAND NEW £80/100
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIA
BRAND NEW PLEASING
DICIITAL
MADRIGAL MDC-1 AES-EBU 1METRE
BRAND NEW/BOXED.. £225
TARA LABS CS AIR REFERENCE AES-EBU
BRAND NEW/BOXED ... £250
VAN DEN HUL THE FIRST 0.8 METRE
EX OEM/BOXED. £ 75
XLO 4.1
BRAND NEW.... ONE METRE £175, 2METRE £225
NIRVANA 15METRE
NEW £225
MOST EQUIPMENT STOCKED IS ONE OWNER MINT/BOXED,
SIMILAR QUALITY VINTAGE AND MODERN EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
FOR IMMEDIATE CASH PURCHASE. PLEASE PHONE GEORGE 10-6PM.

definitive audio
Definitive Audio creates u quality of musical experience that is irresistible
We achieve this using some of the world's most splendid contraptions and by
employing a value system that places musical considerations above all

hne

others.
Our inventory includes the tantalising KSL Rondo amplifiers from Japan. We
have the MI Line, M7 Phono, M77 Ongaku, the Neiro Integrated and of
course the extraordinary Gakuoh. We also have a range of single minded
amplifier designs from, amongst others, Border Patrol, Art Audio and Sugden.
Our Aladdin's cave of analogue treasures includes 12 choices of moving coil
cartridge. the Kuzma Airline, Triplanar 6, and SME Series V tonearrrs.
Keeping this company is an enviable selection of turntables that includes the
unequivocal SME Model 30 and Kuzma Stabi Reference.
We have the complete range of Living Voice loudspeakers including the
internationally celebrated Avatar OBX-R2
More importantly we have an attitude and an intent that breathes new life.
interest and fascination into your relationship with music.
Call us for an informal chat or to arrange ail appointment

Sale of part exchanged and ex-dem items

Sale

New

Merlin Music Systems VSM/M louspeaker system in dark gloss blue. See
www.merlinmusic.com for this acclaimed US speaker - 4weeks old - spotless
-boxed - not even run in - includes BAM active bass e.g. module
£ 4000 £ 8000
Aloia PST 11.01i Hi- end 2box pre- amp - Italian style - slick and snazzy. One
lady driver. 12 months old - boxed - perfect. Well reviewed - see Min*
Audionet CD player. Six months old

£ 1900 £ 2800

£ 1700 £ 2300

Voyd turntable. Black ash - reference bearing 8 platter - split phase psu - with
SME mount

£ 900 £ 2000

Pro Ac Studio 200 - yew - nice - vgc

£ 1000 £ 2150

Rega RB900 tonearm. Boxed - unused - no offers

£ 500 £ 650

Lavardin 15 power amp. As new - 11 months - boxed- as good as new

£ 850 £ 1400

Nottingham Tram Line - mistaken vanity purchase - hardly used

offers? £ 200m

Naim SBL. Walnut - boxed - 10years old. Fine working order, good condition
No conversations or chit chat - take ' em away at only
£400
Musical Fidelity M3 NuVista - 18 months - boxed

£ 1900 £ 3000

Musical Fidelity NuVista CD player - 18 months - boxed

£ 1900 £ 3000

Ariston RD11 turntable with Signet low mass arm r- Living Voice Mystic Mat
Very good - better than LP12

£ 350

Roksann Xerxes Cognescenti SME cutout. Needs service - take it away

£ 300

Hovland Sapphire - unwanted gift - giveaway - no offers

£ 3000 £ 7500

ATC SCM50 monitors. Oak - vgc - classic studio monitor

£ 1700

T.E.A.D. Groove moving magnet phone stage - bargain

£ 1200 £ 1800

Linn Kelidh loudspeaker. Good condition - giveaway
Rega Planar 3 ( includes RB300) Black

£ 300
£ 120

Snell K, JII, Ell cabinets. Lovely finish but penshed drive units - per pair £ 100
Canary Audio superb pre- amps and power amps - various- ring for details

Tel: 0115 973 3222
internet: www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

m

tellax 01777 708673

Fax: 0115 973 3666

E-mail: info@hne.co.uk

email: sholit(i0efinitiveaudio.co.uk

www.hne.co.uk

next month in Hi-FINews
iiA\fTec h

Exclusive!

free with HiFi News, the latest issue of AVTech
brings you exclusive in-depth tests on key home
cinema products, and explains the technology.
We'll lead with the first full test on Sony's VAIO
media server, while our major group test covers
the newest £ 1000 AV receivers. Plus reviews on
the latest Fujitsu plasma and JVC projector.

Exclusive! tests in Hi-Fi News, August issue,
include the Tannoy Kensington seen here, more
speakers from AAD, B&W, KEF and Spendor,
hot high-end amplification from Marantz,
Musical Fidelity's newest CD player and the
beautiful T+A turntable. Plus our in-depth test
on TACT's amazing room correction system
Don't miss HiFi News, August issue, on sale Friday, 2 July
www.hifinews.co.uk
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Opinion

Ken
Kessler
A

'though it seems like I've been spending more time

ruminating about the past than is healthy, there are

reasons beyond aticking body-clock and alust for
nostalgia that I'm in ' anachrophile mode'. During the period
between the Bristol show in February and the Stereophile show
in May, there's little audio activity, so the months are filled just

listening. And it's bliss, especially as the arrival of the SME 30
Mk II and my refusal to even countenance new cables mean a
rare period of stability. But it's tinged with poignancy because

So what's been happening has been aconcerted bout of
memory-strengthening. In February through April alone, I

there's the distinct whiff of apassing parade.

recorded three hours' worth of interviews with Ivor Tiefenbrun,

This pensive mood is compounded by aproject I'm planning
with Editor Harris. Because the age of the average audio

many of which will need to be read by asolicitor, had lunch
with Howard (when we shared some delicious Pink Triangle
stories), and enjoyed an all-too- rare visit from Ken lshiwata.

Audio has been the
very worst of
industries when it
comes to honouring
its giants and
preserving its past,
and something has to
be dgne about it

enthusiast seems to be creeping
up and because so many of the
industry's founders have
recently passed away ( I'm
thinking of David Hafler, Peter
Walker and Henry Kloss in
particular), we're waging atwoman war against the New
Labour distaste for history.
Audio has been the very worst
of industries when it comes to
honouring its giants and
preserving its past, and
something has to be done about
it while there's still time. I
doubt we'll ever see adecent
hi-fi museum in this country

Research CD3 Mk II: he's an old buddy of Howard's so we
made it an event. And each of us triggeed tales in the other.
By the end of lunch, we all wanted acopy of the book, and
figured every other hi-fi lover would, too. [ Note: Ricardo and
Howard agreed that the best sound they ever heard was made
by the Beveridge electrostatic. But that's another story.]
Yet it was the day spent with Ken Ishiwata that provided
something outside of acluster of nostalgic old farts reminiscing
that convinced me of the need for audio to record its past. Ken
is truly audio's Yoda, and Iconsider it aprivilege to be able to
learn from him. He flew to the UK from Belgium for assorted
Marantz business, fitting in avisit to my home to hear how the

(who'd bother to visit?), but it's
not too late to write down the histories. It's high time we

SC- 7S1 pre-amp and MA- 9S1 power amps were working. After
acouple of hours of intense listening, we went to lunch,

emulated the automotive industry, watch companies and other
creators of wondrous conveyances, machines, fripperies, tools,
diversions and plain old things.

accompanied by Marantz's Neil Gill.
Howard, Robert, Ricardo, Ken, Ivor, myself — we're all
fiftysomethings. Neil is half that, 30 years from needing Viagra

Confession: Iwill never forgive myself for not interviewing

and 40 from ahearing-aid. But, unusual for one born as

Donald Aldous, John Gilbert, Saul Marantz, Jason Bloom and a

Maggie was taking office, he's an audiophile. Instead of lusting

few hundred others whose reminiscences would have expanded
on our understanding of what has gone before.

after an iPod, he's tumescent for aKoetsu. He sat there rapt as
Ken and Ipicked each other's brains about Saul Marantz,
Acoustic Research, forgotten cartridge brands, the whereabouts

Anyway, Steve and Iare working on an anecdotal history of
hi-fi, and the research has involved the gathering of stories
from as many of the industry's personalities as possible.
Because of this, old friendships have been renewed, and
certain individuals have turned out to be raconteurs with a
strong touch of the Ustinovs. Thanks to e-mail Iwas able to
reach Robert Becker, once of SOTA, whose reminiscences of
the Great Turntable Wars will form the basis of akey chapter.
Not only does he have the stories, the man can write. And on
this side of the Pond, Howard Popeck — late of Subjective
Sounds — has enough yarns to fill abook of his own.
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Lunch with Howard was arestorative that convinced me
Steve and Iwere heading in the right direction. And not just
because of Howard's enthusiasm. We were joined by Ricardo
Franassovici, who had to visit me to check on the Audio
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of Sumo and Threshold, the birth of Kiseki, why Lineage never
happened, who's the top reviewer in Japan.
Neil loved it, and said so. And then Irealised: he sat
listening to the two Kens the way Isat 20 years ago between
John Rupin and David Hafler, Gerry Sharp and Raymond
Cooke, Stan Kelly and Bud Fried. The difference is, these
conversations will be shared with everyone. And that's a
promise. Because Iwant people under 50 to know all about
John Rupin and David Hafler, Gerry Sharp and Raymond
Cooke, Stan Kelly and Bud Fried. •

www.hifinews.co.uk

Maximisc your
CD Collection

Ayr e

The Astonishing CX-7 CD Player is the second in a new series of
unprecedented, high performance, high value components from Ayre.
To maximise the performance from CD's, the CX-7 incorporates an extremely
sophisticated multi-stage digital filter system. The first filter " upsamples" to
176.4KHz at 24 bits. The second filter ” oversamples" to 1.4112MHz at 24 bits.
This coupled with a unique Segmented Architecture, differential current output
DAC and fully balanced, zero feedback analog circuitry. Results in a sound that
combines breathtaking transparency with beguiling musicality.
For the past decade Ayre products have won numerous awards worldwide and
gained an enviable reputation for producing highly musical designs.
The new CX-7 breathes life into CD's.
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To find out more about the CX-7 and the name of your nearest authorised dealer please contact

Symmetry
Suite 5, 17 Holywell Hill,
St Albans, Herts, AL1 1DT
Phone 01727 865488

B&W Bowers&VVilkins
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One damn good song
I'm moving on

www.bw700.com
For your virtual tour of the B&W 704 and 700 Series please visit our site, or call +44 (0)1903 221 500

